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FOREWORD

Ed Begle recently remarkld that curricular efeoits during the 1960's taught us a great deal about how t
teach boater mathemati6, but very little abriut hdw to teach matheinatics better. The mathematician will,
quite likely, agree with both parts of this statement. The layman, the parent, and the elementary school
teacher, howe'Ver, question the thesis that the "new math" was\really better than the "old math." At best, the
fruits of the mathematics curriculum "revolution" were not sweet. Many judge them to be bitter.

jg'
While some viewed the curricular changes of the 1960's to be "revoluticknary," others' disagreed. Thomas C

O'Brien of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville recently wrote, "We have not,made any-fundamental
change in school mathematics."' He %ices AllendoeAervho suggested that a curriculum which heeds the wa
in which young _children learn mathematics'isneeded. Such wcurriculum would be based on the understanding
of children's thinking and tta..rning. It is one thing, however, to recognize that a conceptual model for mathe- ,

matics curriculum is sound and necessary and to ask that the child's thinking and learning processes be heeded,
it is quite another to translate these,ideas into a curriculum which Earl be used effectively by the Ordinary
elementary school teacher working in the ordinary' elementary school classroom.

4

. -
Moreover, to propose that children's thinking processes should see as a basis for curriculum development

is to presuppose that curriculum makers agree on what these processes are( This is not the case, but even if it
were, curriculum makers do not agree on the impliCations which the understanding of these thinking processes
would have for curriculum development.

In the real world of today's elementary school classroom, where not much -hope for drastic changes for the
better can be foreseen, it applais that in older to build a realistic, yet sound basis for the mathematics curricu-
lum, children's mathematical thinking MLitt be studied intensively in thek.usual school habitat. Given an
opportunity to think freely, children dearly display certain patterns of tbought as they deal with ordinary
mathematical situations encounter*: daily in their classroom. A videotaped record of the outward manifesta-
tions of a child's thinking, uninfluenced by any teaching on the part of the interviewer, provides a rich source
for conjectures as to what this thinking is, what. mental structures the child has developed, and how the child
uses these structures when dealing with the ordinary concepts of arithmetic. In addition, an intensivelnalysis
of this videotape generates some conjectures as to the possible sources of what adults view as children's
"misconceptions" and about how the school environment (the teacher and -the materials) "fights" the child's
natural thought procetses. °

The Project for the Mathematical Development of Children (PMDO12 set out to create a more extensive and
reliable basis on which to build mathematics curriculum. Accordingly, the emph2sis in the first phase is.to try

, understand the children's intellectual pursuits, specifically their attempts to squire some basic mathematil
cal skills and eoncepts.

/ o c -
The PiADC, in its initial phase, works with children in grades 1 and 2. These grades seem to 'comprise the

crucial years for the development of bases for the future learning ormathematics, since key mathematical
concepts begin to form at these grade levels. The children's mathematical development is studied bk means of:

1. Oneto-one videotaped interviewilsubsequently analyzed by various individuals:

'2. Teaching experiments in which specific variables are observed in a group teaching setting with five to
fourteen children.

. ,

3. Intensive observations of children in their regular classroom setting.

z

t

4. Studies designed to investigate intensively the effect of a particular variable or medium on communicay; * ')
; -

ting mathematics to young children. - . k..
t

1 "Why Teach Mathematics?" The Elementary School Journal 73 (Feb:1973), 258.68.

2PMDC is supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant No`:.:PES 7418106-A03.
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5. Formal testing, both group and one-to-one, designed to provide further insights into young children's
mathematical knowledge.

The PMDC staff and the Advisory Board-wish to report the Project's activities and findings to'all who are
interested in mathematical education. One means for,acconiplishing this is the'PMDC publication program.

Many individuals contributed to the activities of PMDC. Its Advisory Board members are: Edward Begle,
Edgar Edwards, Walter Dick, Renee Henry, John LeBlang, Gerald Rising, Charles Smock, Stephen Willoughby
and 4auren Woodby. The principal investigators are: Merlyn Behr, Tom Denmark, Stanley Erlwanger, Janice
Flake, Larry Hatfield, William McKillip, Eugene D. Nichols, Leonard Pikaart, Leslie Steffe, and the Evaluator,
Ray Carry; A special recognition for this publication is given to the PMDC Publications Committee, consisting
of Merlyn Behr (Chairman), ThOmas Cooney and Tom Denmark.

Eugene D. Nichols
Director of PMDC
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PREFACE
a

This publication is'a summary of-PM.16C Technical Report No. 9.
That publication is the report of the reqults.of a teaching experiment
conducted.during the academic year 1974-16,with first.gr#de children-.

. .

'Thy teaching experiment-was done to, investigate (1) the role of mathe-

matical experiences on the atRbopment of countingt,:addiLon, Aubtrac--
'tiori,-mental arithmetic,' classification, and various other topics in 4-

'arithmetical cArricula.and (2) the role of ci\lantita4ve,:comgarisons
and,class inclusion as readiness variables foi.learning the content

in (1) -

,I-L-----. , ..- .

,
The names of the-schools used in this study.,,, are fictitious: The ,

'Ili

study took puce in a city in the Southealt with a population of.'
0,000. .

.

, -

.

../ t o 'i'
Tian

,,,

are expressed to the principal's" the two .elementary 1..

schools, the teachers, and most importantly, the'chrilren. Cooperation ..

, -

such as that experienced by the principal investigator is critical

. in the total enterprise of reserarch.dnd development in mathematics,
. .

education.. ..,,, ix . -
. ,
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' The potential of Piagetian theory as a readinesg theory for learn-

ing mathematical contedt seems hardly explored, even though some studies

have been directed toward such a purpoS'e. On the face of it, the psycho-

fogical mechanisms Piaget calls mental operations ought to determine, in

a.,gubstanti tanner, the maxhematical'conient'relatea to cardinal and

1
, ordinal number a-child is Axle toacquire within at least a two or three

....

manths time span. But whether a child who does not display mental*opera-. a-

tionso in a Piagetain sense, forms mental operations related to cardinal

and ordinal number during the course of instruction is an unanswered

-question. The issue is simply this--it is not known how children develop

Mathematically through thecourse of an instructional program except in

the most global of ways: until*the charts Of childrens' progress are

carefully documented, the best that can be done in the development of

instructional programs in mathematics is to guess at the answers to"-the

most basic of questions. An illustration is the introduction of the -.

missing addend problem. During the 19604, 'program developers introduced,

universally; the missing addend problem ift the first grade with the

hope'that it would connect, for the children, addition and subtraction.

Of course, if it did, thengreat savings transfer would occur in the

learning of subtraction facts. Just define suhrzaction in terms of

addition. But teachers found the missing addend problem a source of

great frustration for many children.. With such feedback program,

deVeloPers essentially abandoned introduction of the missing addend

problem in the first grade. Most decisions made relative to the intro-.

duction, then abanet4nt of the missing addeAd problem were done in the

3
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absence of.any data on the way children develop throughout the 'course

of a mathematics program. That such data is desperately needed should

be clear from. the example given. In fact, this study shows that both
,

'decision.s are essentially incorrect=that of universal introduction and

that of universal abandonment. Moreover, a grgat deal of il.formation is

Presented onllow onemay
termine.which children are ready for intro-

',

duction of the missing adden miproblem and which are not--a very useful

piece of information.

Before delving into the study, a few preliminary ideas are useful

in understanding the nature of the'variables. The readiness vari4hles
.

are founded in Piaget's developluental theory, and the achievement

variables are founded the mathematical' theory of cardinal 'and ordi7--,

nal number: Even though.Piaget offers a developmental theory concerning

cardinal and ordinal number, the mathematical theory is distinct from

the psyciplogical theory. In order to be precise concerning the mathe-

matical theory, a discussion of some important aspects of cardinal, and

ordinal number is given. Likewise, discussion of Piagetian theory'con-

cerning cardinal and ordinal number is offered. For the purposeof the

readiness study, Piagetian theory concerning number, quantity, classifica-

tion, and relations is assumed to be internally consistent. The theorev,

A1,11'4'
.

tical interrelationships of number, class inclusion, relations, one-to-
.

one correspondence, and set.partitions are discusAt in the.nekt few

sections.

1,1
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The Readiness Variables

Quantitative Comparisons

Number.in Piagetian theory. Piaget, in his classic Work-The Child's

' Conception oif Number, attempted to show that cardinal and ordinal number

are develppmental, arising.in the child as a synthesis of Grouping I,

Primary Addition of Classes, and Grouping V, Addition of Connected,

A.ummetrical Relations. While the "data presentedin this book are,"old,"

the basic theory of.the Genevans concerning the development of number in

the child has not changed substantially over the last three decades

(Piaget, 1970; Beth and Piaget, 1966; Sinclair, 1971). Number, for

Piaget (1952), "is at the same time a class and an asymmetrical relation"

4
(p. 184).

o

Even though;the relevance of the total grouping structure to cogni-

tion ofrelations has been questioned (Steffe, 1973), literature of the

Genevans:concerning the development of number can- be understood,oply in the

context of the grouping structures. Two essential'conditions for the
.

"transformation" of.classes into'nvmbers exist (Piaget, 1952, pp. 183-

84). Given a class, all of the elements must somehow be regarded as

equivalent, but at the same time distinct. To illustrate these two con-

ditions imaginessome hierarchical syStem 0C AiC A2CA3C

of classes wherethe following classes contain Single elements

:4
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1. A

2. A = A
2

A.
1

1

3. A2' = - A2

4: A
3

' = A
4-

A_
j

< . _

For-example,,A1 could be a bead, Al' a cube, A2' a bean, etc.,

The first condition given is that all elements must be regarded as

equivalent (all qualities of, the individual elements are gliminatdd).

But, if conditionone holds, then, for example, A2 would not be a class

of two eiementsopbut instead only one, for A-1 Lj A
1
"=A

1
--which is to

say that the quality of.the elements are eliminated., If the differences

of Al and A1' are taken into. account, then they are no longer equivalent

to One another exceptwith respect to A
2

. This brings the second essen-

tial condition into fbcus. In effect, the equivalent terms must remain

somehow distinct, but that distinction no longer has recourse to quanta-
,.

tive differences. Given an object (the bead), then any other'object is L

diStingmished from that object.by introducing 'order--by being placed

next to, selected after, or etc. "These two conditions are necessary

and sufficient to give rise to number. Number. is at the"same time a

class and an asymmetrical relation". . .(Piaget, 1952, p. 184). -According

to Piaget (1952, p. 184), in qualitative logic, objects cannot be; at one

and the same time, classified and seriated, since addition of classes .

is -commutative whereas seriation is not commutAtive. How.C.fer, if the

qualities of the elements are abstracted, then: the twolro/pings (I and

V),no longer functiOn independently, but necessarily merge into a singl'e1

system.

1 1. 6
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In Piaget's system,-then; number is not to,ba reduced to one'or
.

'another of the groupings, but instead is.a new constructiona synthesis

4,

of Groupings I and V. tlemerita,...from the point,ofiew of their qualities,.

and either considered from the point of view of their partial equivalences

7 and are classified, or are considered from the point-of view of their

differences, and are seriated. It is not possible to do both at once

1'

unless the qualities ire abstracted '(or eliminated), but then it is

necessary' to do'both simultaneously..

The only. way, then; to 4istinguish Al, A' A3', . .is to
, 1., 2' 3'

.

seriate them: A A At, . . .,vhere .4- denotes the successor relation

andArepresentSA:whereallthequalitiesoftheelementofk'have
,/10%

.

been eliminated. 'Clearly,'Piaget considers each A to be a unit-element,

at once equivalent,to, but distinct from all the others, where the I
,equivalence arises through the elimination of qualities and the distinc-.

tivenessaTises;.through the order of succession.

The notion of a unit is central in Plagetis system and-'is not

deducible from' the Grouping Structures, but rather is the result of the

synthesis already alluded to. Once reversibility is achieved in seria-

tion-and classification, "groupings of operations become possible, and,

define the field of the child's qualitative logic" (Piaget; 1952,,p.

155), Here operational seriafion has as a necessary condition reversi-

bility at the .first level of reciprocity.

A cardinal number. is a class whose elements are conceived
as 'units' that are_fiquivalent, and yet distinct in-that they

, can be seriated, and therefdre'ordered. ConverSely, e4ch ordinal '

number is a series whose terms, through following one another
according to the relations of order that determine their
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respective -positions,.areialso units that are equivalent and
can_therefore tie grouped in a class. Finite numbers are
therefore necessarily at the same timecardinal.and ordinal
. . . (Piaget, 1952, p. 157).'

The development of classes and relations does not, as it may seem from

the above quotations, precede the development of number in Piaget's

theory, but those developments are simultaneous. Without knowledge

ofthe quantifiers "a," "crone," "some," and "all," which implicitly

involve cardinanumber,ithe.child is not capable-of cognition of hier-

archical classifiCations. A genetic circularity consequently exists in
0

the developmental theory of classes., relations, and numbers.

Quantity. It is now possible to disciiss the notion of quantity

y.

as elaborated by Piaget (1952; p. 5). Strictlyspeaking, Grouping VIII,

Multiplication of Relations, should be discusses}. prior to the.discussion

.

on quantity. Suffice it to say that Grouping VIII allow s the child to
,," , ,. . .

consider two perceptual - relations simultaneously.(e.g., taller but
,

I ,

narrower for two glasses of water).
0

In the subsequent discuss ton, quantity as viewed by Piaget is

described; a replication study by Elkind is discussed; quantity is related

:one -to -one correspondence; quantity, as a scientific concept con-
i:o

trasted withquantity in'Piagetian theory; and the relationship of

quantity and 11'1111;1)er is pointed out in,Piagetian theory.

,

Quantity as viewed by Piaget. Whether it be continuous (i.e.,
e

liquid) or discontinuous (i.e, collections Of objects) quantities,

Piaget's logical analyS'is of 4uanCity in children is the same. First,

' there is what it termed gross quantity. Piaget (1952): describes gross f

quantity as follows

,

1.
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At the level of the first stage, quantity.is . . . no more

than the asymmetrical relations between qualities,i.e.; compari-
sons of the type 'more' or 'less' contained in judgments such as

'it's higher,' 'not so wide,' etc. These relations.dependon
perception, and are not as yet relations in the true sense,
since they cannot be coordinated one with another in additive
or multiplicative operations. This co-ordination_ begins at the

second stage and results in the notion of 'intensive' quantity;
i.e., without units, but susceptable of lagical coherence., As
soon as intensive quantification exists, the child can grasp

. . . extensive quantity. ,(p. 5)

- . ,

An illustration of gross quantity was given where WO containers r

beads; one containing green beads
2
) and, one containing red beads

(A1) were placed before a child. The containers were of identical

dimensions. The child was asked if there were the same amount of.beeds

in the two containers, and if a necklace made from the green' beads. and

red beads wosuld be of the same length. The green beads (or reds) were

then poured into a container taller but narrower than the two originals.

,

Questions were then, put to the child concerning thvecklaces. ,Children

who were.capable only of gross quantity would think that the necklace

of green beads would be'either longer than the necklace of red beads or

shorter, depending on which dimension.he focussed. Such children were

not able to cooidinate the dimensions of the-container.
1

Children capable of intensive quantity were capable of coordinating

the.two itelmion of the container (higher but narrower) . They could

use this compensating coordination to explain why the number of beads .

doesn't change upon pouring from one container to another, if they knew

that the numbers of teads-were equal to begin with.

Psychologically, intensive quantity would not be sufficient for a

.
child to compare, numerically, two circular arrangements of blocks of

differing_ diameters but of/ equal number. One arrangenent would be less dense bu

'1')
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of greater.diapeter (or circumference) than the other. But realizing

.

.-

.

this compensating relation would not guarantee that the two circular

.

artangements contain the samenumbersof blocks.° According to Piaget,

it would be%necessarytthat arithmetical unitt intervene.
(

logical multiplication of relations and the intervention of the

, notion of the unit are the. two conditions for quantify to be extensive

quantity for.the child. Logical Multiplication of. relations is a

necessary --(but not sufficient) intermediary between gross, one dimen-

sional quantity and extensive quantity. In the.case of two amounts of

liquid in two full containers A and B, a child could make a decision

about 'relative amounts of liquid in A and e through logical multipli-

cation in the two cases where B is both taller and of greater diameter,

5.
than A and where A and B have at least one constant dimension (height

-

or diameter). the case where both dimensions vary, no decision would,

be possible. In such a case, the notion'of units would logically have

to intervene before a comparison could be made. 'Piaget's claim is
f

that, psychologically, if the child knows that the quantities are equal

in some initial state, realizing that. they are equal in a final state,

where both dimensions of the cylindrical containers vary inversely,

demands a ,conception of 'units (Piaget, 1952, p. 21). In the case -of the

red and green beads abovethe,unit is Piaget's arithmetical unit.

Elkind's replicatioq,of quantity. 'In His study replicating-Piaget's

experiments on quantity Elkind (1961a) gives the following, summary:

Eighty. . .children were divided into three Age groups
(4, 5,'6-7) and tested on the three Types of Ilaterial for
,three Types of Quantity in a systematic replication of Piaget's
investigation of the development of quantitative thinking.
Analysis of variance showed that success in comparing
quantitieS varied significantly with Age,. Type of Quantity,
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Type of Matetial and two of the interactions. .

The results;were in close agreement with Piaset's
'finding that success in tomParingquantity developed in
three, age related, hierarchically ordered stages. . . .

(pp. 45-46)
'

,

The types of material Elkind used were (1) wooden sticks 1/4" square by

1 1/4", (2) orange. colored water, a tall narrow glass, and two drinking'

glasses, one a 16 ounce glass and one an 8 dunce glass,.and.(3)s-large
.

. ___
.

wooden beads that would just fit into the tall narrow glass. in (2)

awe

above. The types-of quantity he compared, were.(1) gross quantity: (2).

intensive quantity,

In the study,

were intermediate,

quantities involving liquids were hardest to,compare, with no difference

add (3) extensive quantity. /

gross quantities wereasiest to compa4e,"intensive

and eXtensivewere hardest. For the .types of material,-

betWeen sticks and beads. There was a significant interaction of Age

groups and the quantity compared. Comparisons involving gross
1
quantities

t
4.,

.:, ,
,,

.

.was easy forail'three groups. however, comparison involving intensive .

,

quantities was quite difficult for the 4-year graand became inereas-

ingly easier or-.the two older group's: The same was true forcontarisons

involtring extensive quaniitieb, butThese comparisons remaindd-tore.

difficult

e 41,

than, the comparisons involving'intensive quantities,

*4*
Since Piaget defines his stages in terms of the type of quahtita="

eive comparison-4 children are cal;able of- making, it ip clear from'Elkind's

study tha,,,a child may be able td Make extenspe quantity comparisons

using materials of a given kind and thereby be classified at Stage 3,'

.but changing the type of material could affect the type of quantitative

comparison the child,ip'bapable Of and thereby alter the stage°
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classification. sHoweveri there is a definite statistical'relationaft
. r

. .. ., ... : , . ' , ,'=>

. ,

between age groups and :stages as exemplifies by the interaction of Age
v

gioups and quantity compared and .high and Significant cerrelations e ,tween

*-
types ag material.

f
Quantity and one- -one cbirespondence.% Piaget ,pp:<36, 37

has identified.two psychological types q one-to-one .correspon'dence;

qualitative one-to-one correspondenceand numerical one-to-one corxe:- \'
0 ,

)

,spoftdence. Qualitative correspondence. is based on the qualities of the'
. 4

..
: ,1

elements where an element of one class is made to, correspoAd to some -

element of anotherfclassifteecause of- the qualities associated 14ityi the

elements--e.g., color, shape,' or size. Vumerical correspondence is such 4
. '

that any element of one class is made to correspond to any element.of the

other class regardless of qualities of elements: 'Each element counts

as one, and its particular qualities have no importance. Each elemAt

becomes simply a unity, an arithmetic uniti.". (0. 37)

Another type of behavior associated with one-to-qv correspondence.
s

tasks is optical correspondence (Piaget, 1968, p. 34). Essentially, this

is where children make global evaluations. An example is in a tAsk

where the adult has, say-,-siX red checkers aligned in a .rbw and gives a

child the'black checkers and instructs hitito put out the same number

black checkers as red checkers. An optical torrespOndence wou

the child affgns°all the black checkers in a row adjacent to

e WhOe,

th% same -

length as the row of red checkers. Another optical correspo dence is

where a child places one black checker by one red checker b t candOt`,
/.

cbnserve the correspondence established. If conservation is. -sent,

r

t °,

0
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the correspondence is called operational.

Jr- .

Qualitative correspondence may be either optical ar operational.'

child making a correspondence between two collections based the

qualities of the elements may,not be able tp'conserve the correspondence
c,

, ..

if the configuration of thet elements is altered; in this case, the qualf-
4

tative 'correspondence is optical and not operational. If the child'is.

able to edfiserve the correspondenc this is an operatiok eorrespon-

, .

dence,,(i:e., the elements altered always have the Qossibility of being'
-,

-placed back in the original position). A numerical correspondence is

essentially operational. Children.pass through three stages regarding
.

one-to-one correspondence. The first'is global evaluation, or essentially.

no one-to-one correspondence (up.to approxima telY five or six years of r

.

age). The second is,optical qualitative iorrdspondence and the third

is operational or numerical corre ondence. Piaget (1952) spells, out

the relationships between different types of quantitative comparisons'

sand the differ,ent types of corre8pondefices,- i.e., "global evaluation

'corresponds to 'gross quantity,' qualitative correspondence to "inten-

sive quantity,' and numerical correspondence to'extensive quantity'

[p. 901.'!

If two Sets of objectsare placed in rows in front of a child

capable of qualitative correspondence (and hened of intensive quantifi-

,

cation) and one of two sets is altered, thdn a proper judgment'could
,

4arise in the case of:

-1 2,3)

/4.5...

4
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(1)' equal length and equal density of two sets;

(2) greater length and greater density of one of the

sets;) P.

(3) equal length and greater or less dsksity, or

greater or less length and equal density,, of oiie

of the set's;

but not in tA-case of:

4(4) greater length and smaller density,'or greater

density and smaller length, since he must be

able to deduce the proportionality of differences

( Piaget, 1952, p. 91).

Quantity as aiscientific concev and. ad a cognitive- development con-
,

cegt. CaT!usion exists.concerningwhat Piaget means,by intensive and

extensive quantity and what intensive and extensive quantity means

in a scientific sense. This section is an attempt to clarify that confusion.

A-quantir can be viewed as a collection of elements for Which cYi-

teria of comparison have been established (e.g., ordinal numbers). :But
6

it is well to view quantity in the general context of measurement. Mea-

surement can be interpreted in terms of a function, where the domain of

the functiOn consists.of a Collection 01 objects (called bqdies) with.

definite structure and the range (for the purpose of interest here) a

subset of the real numbers. The structure in the domain is of particular
-*At

interest, Through some empirical (or operational) procedure, the bodies

of the domain can be ordered on,the basis of some property (qr dimension).

The ptoperty is called intensive whenever there exists two physical rela- -

tions < (order) and = (equivalence) such that. given any two bodies B and
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C, the trichotomy law holds, and the transitive property holds for

>. It is important to realize the onfy way tone can be sure that the law
1

A

of trichotomy and the transitive property "hold. is through experiment. A

property is extensive if it is intensive,, if there exists a physical

operation that is dosed:with respect to the property, if it is commute-
,.

tive and associative, and it has the following' properties: (1) if
7

A = B and C = then F B + D for all bodies A, B, C, and-D, and .

(2) if A = B, then A + C > B for all C. ' 11

SO, the domain of the Function has definite structure, was

stated without regard to number, and depends on Whether the property

is °I.nhnsive or extensive as well as9intensive (any extensive property

is intensive, but not conversely). Once this structure has been'iden-
e

tified it is possible, through assignment'of some bodir, as a unit body,

k
to assign real numbers to bodies through a process called measurement

, 0-
f

(or app/icationof the measurement function).
:

The function thus

defined must pre§erve the structure of the domain. For an intensive

dimension; this means that (1) F(B) ="4(C) if and only if BN=C; (2).

.
F(B) > F(C) if and only'if B > C and, fdr an extensive dimension', F(B

C) = F(B) F(C). Obviously, F depends on the unit selected sofhat

F = kG for another measurement function G defined on "the same domain,

where k is a positive real number. An example of a domain of bodies

importont for this study is the class of collections of physical

objects, where the comparison between sets is based on one-to-one

correspondence. If the unit selected is a single object, the measure-

ment of 'a set is its count. The measurement function then assigns

) r
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ordinal numbers to sets and preserves the additive structure (for a

dimension to be extensive, it is sufficient for the bodied'to be pair-

wise disjoint3.

Contrast of Piaget's conception of intensive quantity and extensive :

quantity withmthe definitions given above are made with regard to the

structure of tl* dothain of the measurement function, with regard to

' units, and with'regard to mathematical and cognitiye structure. A child

who is capable only of intensive quantity in a Piagetian, sense would not

have mastered the notion of chits. However, units of measurement may

intervene in an ,intensive quantity (e.g., density),-in the'cientific

definition,but not in the Piagetian conception. When a child'is capable

of what Piaget calls "extensive quantity," uits'intervene.- Apparently,

a child, capable of extensive quantity in the Piagetian framework would

.

be likely to comprehend quantity, intensive and extensive, in the scien-
. .

tific sense. It should be noted,. that it would be a restricted concep-
,

tiqn in the sense -of a formal concept and in the sense of generality

,-(i.e., a
$ clhild would not necessarily he able to conceive of all dif4prent

quantities such as, real numbers orviensity). Surely, it soUld seem for

a child to comprehend an intensive or an extensive quantity in the scien-.
f.

pific sense wit units, he would of ne sity have'-to be capable of

extensive quantity, in the Piagetian s nse due Eo the intervention of

units in the scientific definitions.

The reason a differentiation needs to be made between genetic

structures.concerning quantity and the scientific structures of quantity'
A

can be seen by,example. Let 13,be a collection-of collections of physical

objects. If equivalence and order are dpfined on the basis'of one-to-one

`4'

7

N

4 ----
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correspondence in the usual manner, B, together with khe criteria for

comparison which have been set up is a quantity. Do we have an exten-

sive or an intensive quantity? It. depends on whether or not the elements

4

of B are or are not mutually exclusive, respectively. In either case,, a

unit is taken to be a singular object so that the collections are unique-

ly assigned numbers. A child's conception of gross,-intensive, or

-extensive quantity in the Piagetian conception in no way depends on

whether the collections of B are mutually exclusive. Rather, it depends

on the cognitive operations of which the child Is capable. If.the child

is capable of extensive quantity in the Piagetian sense, he ought to be

capable,of comprehending the structure of the Alasurement function

under discussion, the unit of measurement, and the necessity of dis-

-t_ joint,collections being used for addition of numbers.

Extensive quantity is identified with numerical one-to-one corre-

spondence, both of which,incorporate,the notion of a unit. As' was

A

seen in the section Number in Piagetian Theory, the notion of a unit is
4

gsential to number and is'arrived at by a synthesis of Grouping I and

V, as-is cardinal and ordinal number. Consequently, extensive quantity .

is paralleled by cardinal and ordinal number in Piagetian theory. Gross=

and intensive quantity correspond to stages in the development of

number, which have not yet been discussed here.

.

noteworthyQuantity and arithmetic. Two studies have been conducted

in which quantitative comparisons addition and subtraction; and manipu-

latable objects have been interrelated. In the studies °(Steffe, 1966,

Le Blanc, 1968):children for whom evidence was present that they'were
.-.

7)

A
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able to make extensive quantitativecomparisons'performed significantly

better on tests of addition and subtraction problems than did children

for whom no such evidence was present. Both of these studies were con.
fr

'ducted toward the end o,the school, year using first grade children.

Three four item tests were'constructed, each of these being designed

to measure the ability of children to make quantitative comparisons

Four geometrical arrangements were used, one for each tIst--circular,

rectangular, and linear.

FIGURE 1

Item I

-

k.

Item 2

Item4

'a

a
I

Note: Circular patterns have 4" and 7" diameters.

1.41 item 1 of one of the test using circular arrangements (see Figure 1),-

if a- child Made a,comparison based on the diameter of the two circular

arrangements (making a gross comparison), he would no doubt give an

incorrect response to the examiner's question, "Are there more blocks

here or are there more blocks here or are there the same number, of
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blocks here, as here ("here" is identified by, pointing)?" A gross,

comparison could also be made based on relative density alone, which wbuld

lead to a "correct",response -A child, could also 'make an intensive
.

judgment that one circle had more blocks because both circles were of

the same diameter but one was more dense; this would 'also be-a correct

judgment. It was, therefore, possible for aAhil-d-to respond correctly

on this item without making an extensive quantitative comparison. .The

same can be said for Items 2 and 3. However, for a child to respond

correctly on Item 4, an extensive comparison had to be made if one

ascr(bes to the theoretical interrelationships of correspondence,

quantitative comparisons, and, logical multiplication. Certainly an in

tensive comparison was not possible since there were the same number

of blocks in each circle, all equally spaced, so that the arc distance

between the blocks was always in the same ratio to the diameter.

The two remaining tests were strictly analogous.to the test using

circular arrangements. In the two studies under review, there was no

. -

attempt to explicate experimentally the theoretical interrelationships
-

mentioned immediately above nor are such attempts made in.the present

study.. The assumption is 'made that for a child to resporidcorrectly

to items analogous to the last item of each test of quantitative com

parisons under review', a process of "foi-ward transformation" had Co be

initiated and the forward transformation involved quantitatiye compari'

sons, which in turn involved logical multiplication of relations..

The concept of forward transformation has been advanced by Beilin

( 1969) r ,

t20

eV.
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Forward transformation is a more significant type oCtransfor-
mation than reverse transformation* since it is the basis of many

kinds of problem solving. It, is apparently more difficult to

initiate, however, than backw:di.d or reverse transformation.

Carrying out the forward transformation ineVitabley means involving
a compensation procedure with the dimensions of length and width

and so thd transformation is inextticably involved with logical
multiplication. . .

Successful esponse in the quasi-conservation** task is much'

more difficult han in the claSsic conservation task. The difference,

as we have su gested,- highlights the role of the analytic -set which
triggers an nternal transformation process that gives rise to some

kind of conflict among inferences. No conflict exists on the sti,

mUlus si of the equation per se. Conflict results only fiom the

subjec s disposition to analyie the data of his experience in-
such way as to generate inferences which are in conflict, because

of eir logical incompatability (i.e., "the objects cannot, be both

ntical and nonidentical at the same time") [p. 435].

-

Of the 341 fist -grade children tested for the "addition" ud3;

(Steffe, 1966), 128 were incorrect in at least ore item of each test,.

Since Item 4 of each test was very difficult for the,128 children, these

children may be viewed as being gross quantitative
,

comparers. They were

designated as Levell'4. Three other levels of an'ability to make qudn-

t'itatille comparisons were identified: Level I. where all items of all

tests were scored correctly; Level 2 where all items on exactly two tests

were scored correctly; and Level 3 where all items of exactly one test

were scored correctly. Analyses of variance indicated that statistical

differences (p. < .61) existed among the mean peiformances5of the four

develsZfor addition and subtraction problems. -It is important to note

. !
*Reverse. transformation is a process initiated by a child; either

physical or mental, where, e.g., a collection of''objects'are returned

to their initial poSitions in a conservation of one-to-one correspondence

problem. '

**Quasi-conservation refers to a task where:the objects are not
moved physically, as in Test 2:

0

-1
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that the test of quantitative comparisons was administered starting

Mar 8 and the test of problems was compleed"pn April 12, 1966.

Sullivan(1967), in his critical analysis of Pfaget's theory as

it relates to School Curriculum, hasstated:

Aosubstantial correlation between number-readiness (a. .)

conservation of number) and the achievement of addition an
subtraction can be interpreted in both directions.. Simply,

it raises the question, of "which came first, the chicken or
the egg;" that is, we do not clearly know whether learning of
addition or subtraction enhances conservation or whether the
opposit6 obtains (p. 21).

When the significant differences among the four levels of quantitative

comparisons noted earlier are considered, it must be pointed out that

the children in the studies received very little or no direct instruction

on, extensive quantitative comparisons as measured, but had received ...

instruction on prOcessing sums and differences. Children who showed

little-aptitude for making extensive quantitative comparisons involving

forward transformation performed-statistically less well on the problems

than children who were successful in making extensive quantitative com7

parisons. Since the children in Level 4 did have a mean solution rate

of approximately two out of every three addition problems and one out

of,every two subtraction - problem, it cannot be said that where instruc-
,

tion on processing sums has been given, the ability to make extensive

quantitative compaiisons involving forward transformations is necessary

for the solution of problems.

Put the results of the two studies were as theory predicted. Further, ,

,analyses showed children who did not make an extensive quantitative

4
comparison and, in consequence, did not (probabilistically) initiate or

r-
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unsuccessfully initiated an internal forward transformation, also 'per-

formed poorly on the type of problems most demanding a,forwArd trans-

formation. For the problem structure a - b = x; where the problems

were verbally presented without manipulatable, objects, the mean score.

_ .
was only 24 percent. For the problem structure a + b = x under the same

conditias, the mean score was 49 percent.

A `later study conducted by Steffe and Johnson (1971) was designed

to answer-questions raised in the-first two studies (Steffe, 1966;

Le Blanc 1968). .During November, 1967,- 199 first grade children were

gilien a test of quantitative comparisons. These 199 children were in

eight classrooms housed in four different school bUiSdins in a rural

Georgia County. Between January 15 and 24, 1968: 192 6f the previously

tested 199 children were admiifistered the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test,

Level 1, Yorm A. The test of qdantitative comparisons (discussed later)
&

contained 15 items. Evidende was strong that a child could Make

extensive quantitative comparisons if he scored at least 10 of the 15
AP

0
items

.
correct. If he scored seven or less evidence was considered weak

for extensive quantitative comparisons. Of the 192 children, 127 with

IQ scores in the range of 80-97 or 103-120 were,used in the study;. Four

groups of children were, then defined by crossing the two classification

variables. During the month of May, 1969,'a '48 item problein solving

test was administered to 108 children remaining in the study at that

time. Twelve problems for each of,the,fol4lowing,four probleM structural

types were presented to each child:, a + b = n, a b = n, a + n = b,

and n + a = b. A treatment variable called Problem"Conditions (presence
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or absence of manipulatable objects during problem solution) was used

where children were randomly assigned to the two conditions. The

following research hypotheses were of interest.

1. Children igho are able to make extensive quantitative,_
comparisons are able to solve arithmetical word problems
with structural types-a + b = n, a - n = b, a + n = b,
and n + b = a better than children who are not able to
.make extensive quantitative comparisons.

2. Children who are not able to mak* extensive quantitative
compari.SOnsate able to solve arithmetical' word problems
with the four structural types in the presence of manipu-
latable objects significantly better than in the absence,
of manipulatable objects. `-

3. The problem structure a - b = n, is correlated higher with
the problem structures a + n = b and n + a = b than with
a + b = n.

In the analysis of the data, it was found that mean performances

of children in the high and low categories of quantitative comparisons

differed subStantively on addition problems (a' b = n) in the case Of

no manipulatable objects present during problem solution (48 vs 75

percent). But mean performances across the two categories did not differ

in the case of manipulable objects present for the same problem struc-

ture. The analogous mean performancps for the problem structures a - b

= n, a + n = b, and n + b = .adidfrnot differ within objects present or

objects absent. However, mean performances on the structural types

-a b = n, a n = b, and n'+ b = a was between 46 and 54 percent, in-

clusive. The mean performance for the structural type a + b n was

approximately 75 percent. So, hypothesis (1) was rejected'for all

, problem structural types except for a + b ='n.

a
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The prestnce of manipulatable objects was a st ong variable for

all problem types for all categories of cildren. Hypothesis (2) was

not rejecttd and was extended to include extensive quantitative comparers.,

The correlation of the problem structure a + b = n with the three

others was in the interval [.45, .59] while the. intertorrelations among

these latter three structural types fell in the interval [.65, .79] with

most greater than .70. These correlations do not contradict hypothesis

(3). .0"
/ t-

Moreover, in view of the low mean scores for the subtraction problems

and in view of the signifjcance of quantitative comparisons in the case of

the structural type a + b = n, instead of considering the ability to

make forward and reverse transformations basic to an ability to solve

arithmetical problems of the various structural types, it,is now hypo-

thesized that the ability to makeeforward and reverse transformations is

basic to the acquisition of an ability to solve arithmetical word problems.

The test of quantitative comparisons usedin the Steffe and Johnson

(1971) study was developed in'an earlier,, study (Harper and Steffe, 11568).

Eight of the test items involved a forward transformation and seven a
A

reverse transformation. Of the eight items involving a forward trans-

' formation, six involved a-Comparison of two equal sets, three of six

objects per'set, and three of eight objects per set. The geometrical

configUrations varied across these six items with configuratibns of -k)_
!.

circles, (2) rectangles, (3) lines, and (4) trangles, since comparisons

of two equal sets of objects are easier in a rectangular configuration

, than in a cirAilar or a linear'configuration (Steffe, 1966)-. The

objects in two of the eight items involving a forward transforma-

tion were arranged in lines--one of six objects and one
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of eight objects. These items were included to provide some floor in '

the test. If two rows of objects have equp.1 length but one has great

density, an intensive quantitative judgment would suffile for a correct

comparison of the.numbers of objects in the two'sets..-Ghe-of-the two

items was exactly 'of this nature. In the...Other item, the row of eight

objects was shorter than the row of six objects. 'Actually, an'intensive

comaprison should be necessary for a correct response, b children whe6

were capable only of "gross comparis.vs should have responded correctly

to the item if they focussed on density, which seems to be the most

, likely focus. The six items which tad the same number of objects'in

both sets required the children to make an extensive quantitative com-

parison if they were to respond correctly.
,

Since it is the extensive quantitative comparison that makes pos-
,

Bible a numerical correspondente, the child who made a correct comparl.-:

son by using one-to-one correspondence was said to have established a

numerical relation between the sets of objects. If a child made a

correct comparison by counting, then, because The three stages it.

coordination of cardinal. add ordinal numbers corresponds to the three'

stages in numerical correspondence, the child wet said to have

O

established a numerical relatiori between the tw6 sets of objects.

The remaining seven items of the test involved objects which the

. child, moved. Four of these items involved situations in which the 'child

a
1 had to'compare two sets of 'objects with the same number ineach set.

,

These items varied in many ways from the correapohding six in the first*

eight discussed above. One of the most.striking differenCes was that,,
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in the items with mt!vable objects, the one-to-one correspondence was'

established by the children before they were asked to compare the two

. . - .

-sets in their final state. A principal component ana4sis supported

a contention that different abilities were required to distinguish

between the items containing equal numbers of obj n he sets to be .

compared and the items containing unequal numbers of objects in the sets

to be compared. It is important to note that these items varied across

transformational types (forward andAreverse). Other fluctuation of

item,difficultY was not a function-of the transformational type as

Beilin found (1969), but rather a function of the final geometrical

configuration of the objects.

An interesting study has been reported (Mpiangu and Gentile, 1975)
:' -

where an experimental test was made of the hypothesis that dOnservatibn

c4 number is a necessary condition for learning other'number concepts.

. The children used in the study were kindergarten students enrolled,in

two schools in surburban Buffalo, New. York.

.6,

An eight item conservation of number- test and a fifteen item.

arithmetic test were administered to the children as pretests.' Any child. ,

who scored at lease seven on the arithmetic 'pretest was:discarded from

the study. The children were then randomly aesigned'to experimental

and control groups. The experimental group was given ten 20-minute

arithmetiE training session and the control group was givin the 15-

minute session playing a card game. The arithmetic concepts tested were:

rote and rational counting; number recognition; "relations (just before,

just after,. petween); number synthesis and analysis.

0
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The. experimental group dramatically outperformed the control group

v

on the postteSt arithmetic test: When the post achievement test in

arithmetic was regressed on the pretest conservation scores, no differ-

,
.

ences could be detected in the slopes of the regression lines. This lack
, - ,:-

\- ...

of differences in the slope of the rearessidn lines was taken by the, ,

experitentex6 As meaning that conservation of number is not a necessary

N requirement for learning arithmetic.

aim

There are, of course,,great diffe rences in the studiesareported by

Steffe (1966); Le Blanc (1968);.Steffe and Johnson (1971); and Mpiangu

and Gentile (1975). The first thr e studies concentrated only on problem

solving performances, whereas the latter study included basically order

concepts. This difference in criterion variables is very'important, as

Brainerd (1976) has Shown order concepts.(transitivity of weight) to pre-

cede-cardinal number concepts (his test was analogous to the extensiv

'quantitative comparison test, static items) by as mucha two year

.
.

. .

-..., , . .

His critical ages where order concepts were present and cardinal number

concepts not spanned the age interval from 5 to 6 years. Consequently,'

would not be expected that one would predict learning of one from the

other during this age span. 'The situation is not as clear, tever,

for first grade ch4.1dren.

ti

One should also consider that in essentially two.weeks of arithmetic

o

instrUction, the expellmental.children went from a mean of 3.57 to a mean

of 11.17 out.of 15--from approximately 24 to 74 percent. When consider-a

ing the scope of the learning tasks, the mean increase is quite substan-
,

tial for such a short period of time. The children were required,to count

)

o
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in both directions from any number between 0 and 11 and count by' two's; .

find the name of a missing number in a given sequence (1=10); find numbers

e+
just before., just after; or between any two in the sequence (1-10);.and,

find the correct answer and provide a correct justification to an item

. ,

such as "three d two make bow many?" Either
I

the children -were very

- .

able or else ehe'criterion items were very closeto the content taught.
- .

No delayed posttest was given, so it is not possible to ascertain thetl

qualitrof the training in the sense of retention over.time.

The four studies discussed in this section definitely raises a

fundamental question needing resolution. ThiS question is as 'follows:

Are childrep who are capable of only gross quantitative
comparisons able to acqdire arithmetical k6PFledge
.to the same extent.fts children capable of extensive
quantitative comparisons?

The question, as stated, is imprecise. It will, however, be made

more precise in other sections ofthe report.

Quantity and set partition. In Part III of The Child's Conception.",

___of Number: Piaget (1952, p. 11,5) discusses the additive and. Rultipli ative

composition of-number. In the disCussion of the additive compos Lion Of - .

-numbers, the goal was to discover whether the child is capable of

under&aing that a whOle.remains 'constant irrespective of its parts.

In the first ioblem, the child was t44d that he, is.to have four sweets

at one time and -four at another-. The"next day, he is to have the'same

0

number but, because he will be less hungry at the first then at the second,

. 0

he will have only one sweet at the first time and all the others'at the

Second. Deans were used to illustrate each statement, three beans

)

6
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biking taken from one pile of four and put with theother four to

represent the situai on the second day. The child mas asked to coni0Ore

the other.two.[(4 + 4) and (1 + 7)] and to say whether he would eat the

same number pf sweets on. both days. The second problem consisted of
...,

giving the child two unequal sets of counters and asking him to make

them equal (apparently it was always possible to do so). In the'third

A

problem, the child was given some counters andlwas asked to divide them

Into two equal parts (again, it apparently was always podsible to do so).1

a

Three stages were identified regarding the three problems, where.
)

the stages were the same across problems. In the first stage, the

children grasped neither the equality of'the two arrangeMents (4 + 4)

ana (1 + 7) nor the permanence of, the whole in spite 'of changes in the

distribution of the parts, thet latter' beiag a charcterIzation of the

famous classinclusion problem reported in the same volume (Piaget, Chapter

7, 1952). The last (and operational) stage was characterized by

reversible operations. The middle stage is a transitional stage where

the'child can-becled to a realization oft he invariance-of the*whole,

but does not.discover it spontaneOusly. The same type,of 'phenomena

can be observed with r egard to the remaining two problems.

Two aspects of th e relationship between a set and its partitions

*
are essential: The first is that a partition exhausts a collection,

and the second' is that any two partitions are' not equal sets. The

first essential for the child to realize what'is invariant relative

. .

to the econd. 'Piaget's study of addition concentrated on these two
..,

aspects when he asked a child to recognize, for example, that 4 4 =

*
1 * 7. So, it would.seem that partitions are collection, as a concept,
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is developmental and highly related to quantity and number in Plgetian

theory.-

k

Glass Isnclusion-

In the section Number in Piagetian tfieory, it was pointed out that

Piaget views nested clastification as being essential, for number, and
0

reciprocally, number as being essential for nested classifications.'

,Piaget (1952) has stated that "class and n er are mutually dependent,

in that while number involves class, class in it's turn relies impli-

citly on number" (p. 164).- The difficulty

inclusion associated with whole number was

0 ,

150-151). In-an experiment design41..i

of unArstand/ing the serial.

pointed out by Sinclair 01970,

A.Morf (Greco and Morf, 1962

4

pp:'71 ff),,-a collection of 9 cubes is placedin front Of the child. The
.,

/--- ,

experimenter had bne block and added tO it until a good deal more7than 9 J

were present. The question put to the child was whether there was a time

when die experimenter.,and child had the same number. The five- and some-
.

times the six=year olds were not at all sure Class-inclusion, then, is
fs.

t.o Piaget an integral aspect of a childs''numerical reasoning., On the

other, hand, numerical reasoning is a.n integral of of cla'as inclusion.

Dodyell and Elkind have performed replications.of Piaget'sexperi-

ments on the ability of children to include partial clAses. within a total

class, i.e., if AUB = d (A(Vi'ft ), then ACC gr BCC. po'r his sub-,

.

jects, Elkind (1961a) selected twenty-five children from each of the

grades kindergarten to third. The question asked,,,of each child was,

"Are there mare boys (or girls depending upon the sex of thechild being

. questioned) or more children in. your class? '.0thetquestions were also
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asked to gain assurance that.the children undersea-0d the above question.

On the basis of the responses, the children were placed in three stages;

Stageil if either'CC A or CC B, (A = boys, B = girls, and C - chi

Stage if C = A or C = B, and Stage 3 is either C A or C B. Fifty

percent of the five -ye4r-olds, thirty-two percent of the six-year-olds,
. .

twelve percent of the seven-year-olds, awl eight, percent of the eight-

year-olds were in Stage,l. Correspondingly, 48, 56, 76, and 92 percent

respectively were in Stage 3. The lour distributions of percents were

statistically different.

Dodwell (1962) was interested in investigating the response to

4.>

class inclusion Questions and responses made on'the tests of provoked

and unprovoked correspondence discussed earlier. In the discussion of

the results, he stated that the "ability to answer correctly questions

which involve limultaneous consideration of the whole class and its

.(°two) comiAnent subclasses, appears to develop to a large extent inde-

pendently of understanding of the concept of cardinal numbers (a's-

deaSured by thetestS' for provoked and unprovoked correspondence)"

(p..158):

The above studied are what may be called "one-shot" studies, that
vr

is, studies that test an.indivudual at a point or points in time. The
.

question immediately arises, then, if a child is on a given stage at a

.
given point in time,with reference to a particular situation and parti-

cular materials, will the same child be on the same stage at a different

point.in time, all other things constant? Dodwell (1961)tusing the tests

devised in an earlier study, made a test-retest reliability study with

intervals of one week and three months. 'He comments, "The short-term
4r 4

15
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reliability,of the test is highly satisfactory, and compares well with

thereliabilities of many commercially available cognitive ests. The

long-term reliability indicates considerable stability in the development'

of number conceApts. . ." (p. 30).

In this-same study, Dodwell examined the data from his original

sample of 250 children to detect differences due to sex'and

economic status. He reports that differences were extremely small, in-

significant, and did not favor either sex. To test for socio- economic

status, the children were divided into three groups on the basis of their

fathers' occupations: (1) professional, (2) clerical and semi - 'skilled,

and (3) semi-skilled or unskilled trades. NO differences were detected

among the groups, but the higher socio-economic groups scored more

favorably.

Class inclusion being unrelated-to one-to-one correspondence does

not prove conclusively that it,is not an integral part of the child's

conception of number in a serially inclusive sense, nor does it prove

that it- is not an integral part of whole number operations. The latter

two-problems,remain to be studied more definitively.

Logically, addition and subtraction of whole numbers and Piaget's

class-irmluslanproblem are inextricably,Intertwined. Little data are

available, however, concerning acquisition of addition and subtraction

and performance on the class' inclusion problem. Sullivan. (19,67), in..

his critical appraisal of cognitive development theory to school curri-

culum, noted th4t "If a relationship was demonstrated. . .between-the

.

attainment of addition and subtraction and thewooden bead problem,

v
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it might just as well be interpreted that addition and subtraction is

a necessary condition for class inclusion. . .(p. 2)" Sullivan unwit-

tingly may'be,partially correct as, already noted, Piaget sees number as

a synthesis of, Groupings I (Primary Addition of Classes) and V (Addition

of Asymmetrical Relations). Opera4onal classification, however, awaits

the deveropment of number where the elemehts of the' ciasses are considered

as units. Consequently, Piaget's formulations lead to a genetic,circu-

larity among classes, relations, and number. Class inclusion is taken

as the criterion of'presence of Grouping I, so that, from a genetic

(pint of view, there is no reason to attribute necessity to one or the

other of class inclusion and addition and subtraction (as studied by

'Piaget) for the presence of the other. So, addition, and subtraction may

be necessary and sufficient for class inclusion.

Training studies. Beilin (1971) has given an extensive review of

the literature pertaining'to training children to perform logical operations.

Class inclusipn was included in his review. In fact, he found few data

regarding the training of classification beyond that pertaining to class

inclusion. The major goal of the training studies renewed by Beilin was

to determine whether class inclusion is symptomatic of an underlying

mental organization pertaining. to classification,.Grouping I: Primary

Addition of Classes; or whether it is mainly the result of experience.

The most noteworthy of thestudies_revlewed by Beilin is tht one

conducted by Kohnstamm (1968) due to the results and the Subsequent

controversy created by the study. Kohnstamm's approachwas.to use a

total educational experience to teach children class inclusion. He used
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three instructional approaches, one a pure verbal method and the others

a verbal method supplemented by pictures o4,by physical objects. In

the purely, verbal method, he asked questions such as "In the'whole

world, are there more dresses or more clothes?" In the case of incorrect

answers the children were told they were incorrect and were given the

correct answer as well asa reason for the answer.

In the second instructional approach, the Rurely verbal method,

was supplemented with pictures of different classes. The same feed-

back procedures were used. In the third instructional approach, the

verbal method along with pictures was supplemerited, With Lego-blockS.

In the case of the purely verbal instructional approach, six of

twenty five-year old children were observed to have learned howto

. solve the class inclusion problem. In the case'of the second in-

structional-meth eight of twenty fiv
ft%

e-year did.children could

solve °the pictorial items as well as the verbal ones. In the cape of

the third'instructional group, sixteen of twenty children could solve

the picture items as well as the block items.

Kohnstamm's (1967) results clearly indicated that experience may

be a primary fa'tor in solving the class inclusion problem. But the

Piagetians' took exception to his interpretation of the results of his

experiment, claiming they were "figural structures" rather than operative

structures.' In response to Kohnstamm's work, /nhelder and Sinclair

. -e

(1969) undertook a learning experiment in class inclusion 4ith eleven

children. ^When using Kohnstamm's criteria, they. obeerved,that 'nine

of the 11 children succeeded in class inclusion. When more stringent
A

a

om
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criteria were established, only two of eleyen succeeded. The more

stringent criteria involved a valid explanation and correct response

to a problem of a different form.

The response of Inhelder and SinclaiF to the Kohnstamm experiment

is very important because Grouping'I Would imply that a Child who is

operational with class inclusion has at his disposal,a potential of

elaborating a nested hierarchy of classes not restricted to a class

and one of.dts subclasses. The class inclusion problem is mprely a

onVenient way of tapping this potential. Children trained on a

narrow front (with only two classes) may act as if they have the

potential of elaborating a nested classification but may not, in fact,

be capable of doing so. A similar situation in mathematics teaching

is where.a student is trained to'prove the triangle inequality (a +

b c, where a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle)

and, given- a

sides always

to construct

ment, and an

triangle, 'knows' that the sum of the length of two

exceeds the length Of the third, but thinks it is possible

a triangle Out of a three ,inch segment,. a four inch aeg-'

eight inch Segment.

Rather plan dwell on the complete set of training studies surround-
.

Ing'class inclusion, Beilin's (1971) summary statements are cited.

These studies of class inclusion point to the
jfact that training can lead to successful acquisi-

tion of this logical ability. . . .

The question of operative achievement from
instruction and training still'appears not fully
resolved. . . . (p. 105).'
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It must be pointed out that when Beilin states that training call
-is

lead to successful acquisition of class inclusion, he considers class

inclusion as being simply one class included in another. The position

being taken here is that the structuie.of the class inclusion relation

(a partial ordering) must be taken into account_for any claim of operati-

viey to be
.
made.. It is not enough to train children on a particular prob-

lem or'set of class inclusion problems, test them on the same problem or

set Of problems, andclaim class inclCsion has been internalized as a

flexible,afunctional scheme.

Classification. In order to fully appreciate classification behavior

of children, it is necessary to discuss classes per se. Generally, when

objects are classified together, they share common properties. For

example;

heading,

quite dissimilar objects can be classified together under the

"fruit." What makes these objects "fruit" is what is common.
./

Within the .class of fruit, however, important differences exist -- oranges

and apples are different. Given a universe of objects, three distinct

_kinds of properties exist (Inhelder and Piaget, 1964).

1. Properties specific to members of a-gi
properties which make items fruit) which.d
from -other classes (from vegetables, meat,

2. Properties which are common to me bers
those of other classes to which it bel gs

Common to fruit and.veg4ables).

ven class (e.g., the
istinguishes the class
etc.).-

of a given class and
(e.g., that which is

3. Properties which diffeientiate members of a givep class one
fro, another (those which differentiate a pear from an apple, for
example).

The intension of a cla6s is the Properties common to the eleMents,

and the extension of a class is just'the membyrs-of the class. The cooidi-

nation of the intension and the extension of a class is what develops in

t)
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children in stages.

Young'children below about six year of age have been shown toemploy

,primitive behavior in attempting to fo/Im classifications. The,types of/

collections formed'by thee children have been calledcomple*ive collec-
t

tions or graphic collections (Inhelder and Piaget, 1964). For example,

children were asked to classify a collection of geometric objects-to-
.

gether, some triangular shapes, some square shapes, and some half ring

shapes. At least three varieties of graphic collections were identified.

First, some children constructed a number of subcollections, ignoring the

rest of the material which was never classified. -The.subcollections had,

no common property--the child would change criteria of classification

within a subcollection. Sometimes, subcollections were not formed but

properties of individual items noted. Second, success ve,similaritie§,

between one object and the next were formed. While this is an improve-

ment over the type of behavior noted in the first example, it is not true i

classification since no over-all criteria for clessification were found for

subcollections; subcollections were not differentiated, and part-whole

relatiodships were not identified. Third, definite figures are madeut

of the objects--a "housen4is made, then windows, etc. That is, the child

makes no real attempt at classification, but instead plays with the objects,

constructing whatever comes to his fancy.

The graphic collections described above have two features differen-

tiating them from 'true classes. First, some collections are formed on

the,basis of the spatial arrangement of the objects. Second, no criteria

for classification (no properties which tied all, the elements together)

r
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were isolated by the children. These two aspects-are simply another Way

of saying that;intensiye properties were not identified by the children-7

these children are at Stage I (pre-operational).as regards their classi-

,

ficition behavior.

Stage II (or transitional)-classification behavior is an adyance

over Stage I classification, behavior, but it is not yet operational'classi-

fication behavior. .Stage Il'classif3,cation 'behavior can best be diaracter-

ized by.a redognition of intensive properties, with"no complete coord)i-

nation between the intenslion of a class and the extension of a class.

Given a class of objects; children are able to separate the class of

objects into subclasses. This means that they Understand that all elements
- N

can be 'classified, each subclass contains elements of a specific kind or

which posiess a sjcific property, and two or more subclassef are con-

structed.- Yet, the subclasses formed are not.thought of as forming .4

hilrarchy or,classes. The clainclusion xelation,is not mastered:

The clasi-inclusion relation being mastered means simply that,

( given a class A which is contained` in a class B, the child understands

all of the A are some'of the B bdt all of the A do not constitute all of

the B.- :For example, if A is the class of.Siamese cats and B is the class

.

of. cats, then all Siamese cats are certainly cats, but they do not exhaust
.

the cats. That is, there are eats that,are no SiaMese So,(all

ofthe A do pot consittute'all of the B, but just some of the B. Chil-

dren at the transitional stage of classification certainly realize that

Siamese cats are indeed cats, and in fact are part of the set of cats:

So, one would think they would understand class-inclusion. But they

Is
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may not. It is critical they understand that there are cats other than

Siamese cat's or,' in other words, that all cats are not Siamese. If A'

denotes the set of.nonSiamese cats, then Ali A''= B and A.= B - A'. .°

s

To understand Blass- inclusion, the child must beable to engage in

reversible thinking. To do so is to be able to conceive that the Siamese

cats, together with the nonSiamese'Cats (AJA'), make up the cats (B);

and that the cats, minus the nonSiamese cats, make-up the Siathese cats

(A = B A'). In this reversible reasoning, the child has to be able to

conceive of,the total class of cats as, being made up of the two-subclasses

at one and'the same time. Stage II children, when focusing on the cats,

1

lose sight of ,the_ subclasses, and when focusing on the subclasses, lose

sight of the total collectiqh. Typical responses of transitional children

11 `

(staie II) are given in the following situations-:-W,Oicture is...showns
to the children on which.there,are, say, four Siamese eats and thfee,

.

cats which are.notA iailiese. The children are asked to compare the nUmbet

of cats xo the number of Siamese cats. When asked to do sp the child,teri

. .

will,compare the Siamese cats to-the other cats.

The children at, Stage III (concrete operatiaftal) are capable of
,.

lt _-
solving the class inclUsion problem, and are much ore flexible in their

(
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classification behavior than are StagefII children. Stage:II children are
/

able to build hierarchies of classes. For example, they le capable of

conceptualizing such hierarehies as maltese terriers are part of the

terriers, terriers are part of the dogs, dogs are part of the mammals,

and etc. Stage III children'are not only capable of building hierarchies

of classes, but are able to change the criteria of classification and.re-

i

classify a set of elements in a new way. The child may consider new

dogs, in his classification and refine the classification tb include many

more classifications than tbpse given. Two complementary :processes

eXist that describe the Stage III flexibility in classification! One,

.
given a classification, the child can go bac

k(
and construct finer'classi-

fications or wholenew classifications and not be tied. to (ihe one con-
,

structed. Two, a child can anticipate .a classification bdfore it is done.

In summary, the 4,3owing^three stages in children's classificatory

behavior have been identi v. lr f'
Stage oneo (Preopil'tiOn44) 'Given a collectiontof objects and told

VI' ' ,' ,! .1, : ',..
474 c

to
ccq c

t., ,

to "put everything together 'hat 4pes gither,"re child at this stage
_1O 4 IT ) .

. .

forms, what is kpown as "graphic colleetions." -1Me d_oes anything, :ke
. 1 , . DR .. A ' I '5 . ... v V.

4

constructs one or more spatial wholes: is is a And' rst-attempt
..,

. .
.0. 1

0
to coordinate 'part7whoie relations with those of, ecitti lefice and difference.

Stage two. (T;ansiional) At this stage,'the c
a

tiructe4colleceions
.

.0

are no longer griphic collections. Trial and error pT; lays a large role

et, .. , 6.
,.

in construction of classifications and no oiler -all plan is'presen.(b-4

Children cannot yet solve the class- inclusion pioblem but do understand
-..rse

that all elements need classifying, each subclass contailis',elementswhich possess

i

.
.

..
..

...

r t)
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a specific property,'and two or more subclasses are constructed.

Stake three. ,,(Concrete Operational) Children at this stage are

able to coordinate the intension And extension (A a class, as evidenced

by the solution of the Class inclusion problem Children at this stage
Ito

,

are capable of conceiving of hierarcliial arrangements of classes, awl are

capable of imposing more than one classificational system on the same

collection of elements, anticipating the new classificational system

before .c4Fying out the' classification.
4

dass inclusion arithmetid. Sur4isingiy, class inclusion has

not bemused to any treat extent by mathematics educators in studies of

children"s acquilit on of arithmetical content or in studies designed to

assess effects o instruction in logical reasoning . . . especially' classi-

fication. A study of the latter type was carried out by Johnson (1975).
oft,

This study is-critical forVle utilizalion of class inclusion as-areadi-

ness variable'in the present study, so it will be discussed in. some

detail.
////

The purpose Of the stud was to determine if specific instruction

, on classification would improve the ability of young children to (a} form'

II

classes, (b) istablish selected equivalence and order relations'; and, if

so, would transfer occur to of er class-related activities or the tran-.

sitive property. The sample consisted-of kindergarten and first-grade

Children with chronological ages in months in the intervals (64:76) and

(77; 891,. respectively. The children were further categorized intO TO

-N- .
.

, (,.-..,.

intervals of (80,.100) and (105, 125), as measudlbrthe Otis-Lennon

.

Mental Abilities test. Random assignment was Tised in forming a experi-

mental and a control group.

1

._
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The Learning material wAs designed, to provide children with

experiences ir4"forMing classes, intersection and union of classes, the

complethent

The inteis

simple abs

of a class,- and-relationsbetween classes and class elements.

. -

ive Properties of the clagies could beabstracted through

traction of physical prcterties ('e.g. red) or else wdre

functional properties (e.g., things to ride in). The first three sessions

(I, II, III) were desigted to_pro vide experiences in forming *classes.

In the next three sessions (TV, V, and VI) work was-done on the inter-

section aril complemen
t .

put in a conflictive situation where it was pointed out that an object
meri

f the intersection of classes. The children were

could not be placed inside of two nonlyerlapping hula hoops simultaneously.

The two following sessions (VII.d -VIII) indbded activities concerning

formation and union of ()lasses. Sessions XII - XV contained activities

designed to operationally define the relations "more than," "fewer-than,''

and "as 'many as." The remaining 'sessions (IX - XI) involved practice

material on formation of classes involving (Eaton, intersection; complemen-

tation, and nested classifications.

hould be pointed out that all of the necessary content was

inclu a the.instructipal sessionto enable the ehild to .dolve the

class sion-problem. All he had to do was structure the infbrmation.,

Essent3 everything through Stage II classification was

include( . )
N.

le instruction, as well as the set relation& "more than,"

"fewer t,
md "as many as" which occmr in'te question of the problem.

The inset
included recognition of iiirtensivd, propertlel4specific to

a given cl
ali4aiean that an object can poge-ki.molle than one in-

.

tensive prc
interSection,and union)4-,recognition of properties-.

la

I
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that separate elements of a given class (complementation); and Acog-

nition of properties common-to members of a given class and other classes

to which it belongs (nested classification, intersection, union, and

complementation). It was felt that the class inclusion relation'must

be structured by the child, If instruction is to 'be assimilated regarding

classification, it must be broadly based, including Intensibh atid/,--exten-.

,S-ion of clAses. But the child must coordinate Oe Intension and the

extension. .Specific training, suob as Kohnstamm's only serves,a narrow

function in acquisition of Stage III classification behavior.

The posttests, were separated into achievemept tests and transfer

. .,

I. The achievement tests were a connective test -(and,or', and
. ..

not), a relations test, and an, intersecting rings test. The transfer

tests were a multiplication of classes and relations test, a class

inclusion test, and a transitivity -of relations test.

The, data analysis showed,that,the treatment-greatly affected

achievement. Age did not yield significance, whereas a categorization

I/ variable (IQ) did yield *ignifiCapce for all achievement mean:differences.

The paeans for the connective achievement test were 71 percent for items

based on content contained in The learnift material, and 72 percent

for items based on content not Containedein the learning material in

the case of the experimental group. For the control group, the analogous

means were 42 percent and 33 percent. For the relationsrachievementtest

and .the intersecting rings test, the means re 78 and 44 percent for

the experimentals and 52 and 11 percent llor the controls. These means
4

4
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indicate that the treatment was highly effective for its designed purpose.

In the case of, the transfertestso treatment waA effective for the

multiplication of classes and transitivity tests,but not for the-class

ado'. inclusion test. Again; age was not significant,for"any test, but intelli-

gencewas, especially for the class inclusion test, 'which had a

mean of only 20 Percent. The grrid mtan for the transitivity test wts

68 percent and for the multiplication of classes and relations test,'

the means were 63 percent (3 x 3 'Matrices) and 55 percent (2 x 2 matrices)

for the experimentals and 44 411cent (3 x 3 matrices) and 39 (2 x 2 matriced)
/

..

for the controls.
4

From,the training sessions, it was evident that class inclusion was

resistant to the instruction,, The intersecting ring items showed imProve-

merit due to the training, but there was strong evidence that the control
a.

children viewed the intersecting rings as forming three Subregions due

to the most frequent response choice in a multiple choice format. More-
.

) .k

`over, direct instruction was given on intersecting rings.

'It appears, then, that while one can dramatically improve children"s

classification capabilities in the sense of recognition of intensi* pro-
,

perties of a clasp, it is quite difficult to improve the coordination of

the intension and extension by instruction on the intensi on and necessary

subskills. Direct training is effective, as shown by Kohnstamm, but that

training is shallow, as shown by Inhelder and Sinclair.
-

14 4

The conclusion diawn here is .that class inclusion is resistant to

training, if the goal, of t at training S to influence the structure of
.

class inclusions as a relation. 4While this conclusion is stronger than

t

4
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4 the one made by Beilin, he did not have the advantage Of Johnson's study

in his review. Johnscn (1975) 'ices on to extrapolate "When considering

.

, (-"1,
, the results of'the sLudy . . . a serious problem is revealed in that

,

. . ..
r :-

.

i . children are being presented with concepts they are conceptually unable 4.

to handle. In 4 subtractiontproblem such as 9 - 5 = 4, if a child thinks
.

that the difference is larger than the minuend he might just as well write
9

something like 5 7 9 = 4" (p. 143).
, c

Verylittle work has been done attempting to show a causal rela-

tionship between class inclusion and addition and subtraction. Vitale

(1976), in a study conducted to evaluate the, comprehensive School Mathe-

matics program at the kindergarten and first-grade level, observed a

correrition .06 betweeW class inclusion and subtraction Computation

and a correlation of only .28 between class inclusion and addition

computation. These.low eorrelationscannot be taken as showing no re=

lation between class inclusion and

the addition and subtraCtion items

using numerals. However-, she alsd

subtraction and addition, because
. J

were computation items presented

observed a correlation of only-:09
4

between class inclusion and' subtraction problem solving. As the sub-
f

_traction problems had-to be read by the children,,possible effects of

class inclgion- may have bten Masked due to reading diffiCylties.

over, the study n9ps not show possible effeCts of the lack of class _

inclusion, on ...learning of addition, subtraction, and especially of the

mIssing-addendprobIems . It does indicate that not as much relationship,

4 exists between class inclusion and whole number opefions as Johnson

Implied.

4
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The Achievement Variables

,Quantitative comparisons and class inclusion are personalogical

varl.ablescof a cognitive neoure. They are based in Aaget's.grotapingt,
(/ structures but have a logical relationship to cardinal and ordinal,

number. -But the extent to which they are tedinets variables. for learning

ek,

different aspects. of cardinal and ordinal number is yet to,be deteimined.

Seven clusters of variables are defined in the subsequent Presenta-

tion, Each one of.;EFeSe clusters is used in a multivariate analysis of

'''

k
: r

variance where Quantity is used as a categorization variable -- extensive
, ;.' ,

quantitative comparers versus, gross quantitative comparers. Through these
.

.

analyses, a determination ofQuanti y as
11.

a readiness variable for aciuisi-
4

tion of content of first grade taathematics can be accomplished. ,While
)4

the multivariate analyses canpot be,used to,prove deductively Quantity

is a readiness variable, statistical diffrences can'be used to gain-'
0

support or rejection of hypotheses arrived at through lop,gal analyseb.

.1.

The statistical differences would be especially compelling if the mathe-

. ,

matical learning tasks of the children are controlled to include what are

considered as mathematical learning,tesks critical to acquis4tion of the
( ---".."

t
,

.
. .

content in question. f

. 4.4
e.,

/

In the next section, those aspects of cardinal and ordinal AMbet.

important for instruction of the children, for the definition of the

achievement variables, and for ascertainment of a logiCal connection between

),'
the two readiness variables and the achievement variables, are-Rresented.

.

4 5 6
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Theorgtical and EmpiricalBackground.of Cardinal and Ordinal Number

* 111
4

7.

In hid classic work, Set Theory, ausdorff (1962, p. 29) leaves car-.

dinal and ordinal number completely undefined and asserts.that relations

4

between cardinal and ordinal number are merely tonvenienPways totexpress

I

..relations between sets. Hausdorff (1962) commented that "thid formal er..

planation sayi what the cardinal numbers'are supposed to do, not what

/
they are...we must leave'the determination of the 'essence' of cardinal

number to'philosophy" (pp. 2B-29). Although Hausddrff's point of view is

consistent with, imodern postulational developments in mathematics, it does

not lessen the importAce of hiswdrk on caedinhl (and ardifial)number

.

for research on acquisition of, mathematidal knowledge. For the structures

whith characterize thOmathematical Inowledge the childiis.asked to acqUire

seldom, if'ever,correspond_exactly in form to structural aspects of the_

child's natural thought.',It .is truely the .case that Hausdorff is not con -

cerned with the nature of cardinal' (and ordinal) number and leaves the
-

,deterdination of theirmesence" to philosophy, and ultimately to psycho.`-

,
.

rogy aspen.: Not only ±s 'there a difference in the way in which the ob-

jects called tardinal,and ordinal nnmbets %are viewed in mathematical struc-
. ..

tures as discussed .hyHausdorff and in genetic structures as discussed by
I ..

Piaget, but there are,formal*diffeientes'in the structures and these
.

I .'
Jerencep are profound:

:. 4

In the following exposition, only. "naive" set theory is dealt with.-

-In this theory,.such constructions as "the sei.ol all', cardinal numbers"-
,

. .
.

lead to antinomies: For a t'heo'rem is provable which leads toan unbounded .

sequence.of cardinal : numbers- -which means that for any set of cardinal

- numbers, there.is"sill a greater one., Consequently, 'the set of all

d
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cardinal number?S"-rs not'conceivabIe even though it would appear to-be SQ.

In the axiomatic treatment of set theory, these obvious contiadictionS haVe

been removed (Kelly, 1955, pp. 250-81). Since the theory does not allow for
'4

unlimitd0 construction of sets, the Objectsl{x: x is a cardinal sumher}

and {x: x is:an ordinal number} dc, not.

made betwedn a class and .a set, in that

'represent sets. A distinction is\

a class is undefined, whereas a set

is 'a class which is a member of another class. That is, a class x is a

set if-and only if there is a classy so that x is a member of y. Using

.

this, special restriction, cardinal and ordinal numbers are defined to-be
.

a \
sets of a spdkiAllcind. Rather than follow this axiomatic treatment of

,

the development of cardinal and ordinal number,
\
the treatment by Hausdorff

is adherecrto because .it is felt to be closer to modeling child thqught.

Ordered,. systemS. During subsequent discussion, occasion arises to

employ general ordered systems. The basic concept of ordered syStems is

#
that ofa partially ordered set..alk,reAdy example of apartially o- rdered .,

w 4 c--7

set is the get of.subgets P(X) of a given -set, x ordered-V the set?iriclution

relation "C." .

If P is a partially ordered secaand E-A subset of then- an element

x,ofT is called an upper bound for.E if for every d c E, e < x. An eleMent

.

x is the least upper bound for'E if.frr Any other upper bdund y c P, <-, y.

.

Analogous definitions canobd -given for" lower bounds' and -cheg reatest lower

bOund,of E.- A lattice is a partially ordied set for which every Iwo

element-subset ix,y} has a least.upper bound and a'greatest lower bound.

Examples of lattices are 1'W orderedby set intlusion'and the poCiti'V'e
.

6

integers ordered by "A divides b." The least upper _bound of any two sets

A andAi of,P(X) is AL) B and the greatest lower bound is ArIB; and the
,

least upper bound of any tWo positive integerOordered by."dividgs is

is
.!)8- 6

.6

is
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their least. common multiple and the greatest lower.Boud 1.5-their :great-.

egt common divisor.

A-dhain in a,partially ordered set P is a subset C of P in which <'

is connected (that is, a subset C where if xi_y c.C,,x < y or y < x).

N

Any such subset C of P is partially ordered by < and is a lattice as well

asa chain. The setfof natural numbers ordered by < is an example of a

chaid.
o

Cardinal. Number. Hausodd-iff (1962) assigns objects, called.cardinal

numbers, to sets In, such a way that if object a corresponds to set'A and

object b corresponds to set A, a = b if and only if A is equivalent to B.

It is important to note that the set A to which he cardinal number a is

assignedmay or may not be an ordered set. Two cardinal numbers may be

compared by comparing the sets to which they areassignedi a < b means

1, ..-

.---.., that Ao%B
1 1

where B 'C: B. Itmay be that A ='S -in which case AC B.
.w

....!

the sum aneproduct of cardinal number's determine their arithmetic.,
, 4 a

, "Thestim al+ bof,two cardiiaal numbers ins the,cardinAlity of the sat-
.-4`

'theoretiC sqm A,U4i3**, where A arid B are any two disjoint sets having the

cardinalities,a and b respectively (Hausdorff.p. 33)." Ilds.definition is

0
.

1010m

Y * . 41. .

Subleties exist'conattning Compariaon of any two cardinal numbers in
_..,,. that it, is, in facts true ;that the comparability of any' two cardinal

numbers relies on Zermelo's well-orderingtheorem, which states'that any 4
,

, set can be well-ordered. This theorem is necessary (in HA4sdorff's de-
velopment) to'show that there do not exist-two'incomparable setst, i.e.,

\\ that it is never the4ase that there exist no Al and no Et,
+
so that A

1
ov B

and ,B10%. A.
% e

**
.11kor has been substituted for "+".'.. P.

9
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justified because If ..A C and B".. D where D and C are disjoint, then CU D

/No Ai..)13, so that the cardinality of COD is equal °to that of AU B. 1

The product of two cardinal numbers a and b is defined aStfollows.

"The product ab bf two cardinal numbers is the cardinality of the Set

theoretic product A x B, where A and B are two sets with cardinalities

a and-b respectively (Hausdorff, p. 35)." The product of a and b,is in-
..

variant of the particular choide of the sets A andst just as was the

Imombe?ccept that in the sum, A and B. had to be disjoint. That is, if

A 4 , atii.rilSoll,.g ben A x B-NC x D, so that the cardinality of C X D is
za,

equal to that of A x B' The-comtutati associative, aad distributive

laws hold for the'ptocesses just,defined, and depend directly.on the

commutative, associative, and distributive laws for set operations.

f' Barnes (1963, p.'194) defines.a cardinal numher ,as an equivalence

class of sets without regareto order. With regard to this definition, .

there are two uses of cardinal number -- a class usage-and a member-g;,-\

a-clas's usage. The member-of-a-class usage refers td4the practice of

.using a representative set (a standard set, but not necessarily so) from

a particular equivalence class. For example, one might look at a.horse

1-
_and s, , "that horse has four legs." "Four" in this case is used in the

memhe -of-a-class sense. The class tsage of "four" is implicit in the

LAllowing statlement: "Horses normally have four legs." In the first
4 .

case, a particular collection was referred to, and in the second, a class

of collections was.refervad to Logically, set equiValence is a critical

concept for.the class usage of number. Set equivalence, of course, is

based on.one-to-one correspondence.

,

A contrast of cardinal number in mathematics and number as defined ty.

Piaget. It would Seem that the class usage of cardinal number would not

0)

,
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_-
develop until numerical one-toll-one correspondence is available. But

here a fundamental differenceexists between the mathematical development

of cardinal number and Piaget's notion. That difference can be character-

ized by the notion of a-unit. In the mathematical development,no analogue

"of Piaget's "arithmetical unity" exists except for elementsof sets. "Set"

is taken as an undefined object and relations ana cardinal number are

defined in terblrof sets. Such a procedure is acceptable although Piaget

(1971, p. 17) is of the opinion that to define cardinal number in such a
//-

way is to introduog "number" into the definition of number. His opinion,

is based on the different psychological types of one-to-one-: correspondence--

operational one-to-one correspondence assumes number.

Whether Piaget's psychological analysis 'is correct should be discussed.

. Van'Engen (1§70,.I5. 40) commented hat Piaget does not distinguish be-

s ,.... .. ..A* ,t
.

tween a relation that may exist etween two ormore elements of a set

$
4

II

and the elements of a set:, Van 's claim is 4tainly true, because
.

Piaget's arithmetical unity depends on order-relations for its construction--
.

order of Some type is esse tial for the objects to be considered as

distinct,.but yet e4uivalent. .

. .

The question of whetlier order is essential for the development of

cardinal number needs an answer. Logical identity is involved. Tarski

(1954) has definedllogical identity as follows: "x = y if, and only if,

x and y have every property in common (p. 55)." Examples and nonexamples

may clarify the Concept. Set equality is an example of logical identity

. ,

and set equalivance is a nonexample of logical identity. From the definition;'

one can conclude that (1) every thing is identical%o itselfiS2) if

then y.= x; and (3) if x = y and y.= z then x(= z. togi:cal identity

is therefore an equivalence relation and has an accompanying symmetrical
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difference relation "not identical to." This symmetrical difference re-
.

lation seems to%be quite important in classification because if objects

are classified together, they_share common properties, but they also are

different one from the other even if this difference is no more than'the

fact that the objects are distinct. Suppose we have two physical objects

with every physical property in common. Would they.be indistinguishable?

Certainly not, fortwo distinct-physical objects are always nonidentical

because they, can never have every property in common -- spatial positYon

.

is an example they can never have in common. In case of number, however,
-$

. - .

it is clear -that Piaget is considering mental constructions and not physical

objects.: But the ariUhmetfcal units Piaget speaks of need not be arrang-

ed mentally in a lineat order to be held distinct. Rather, they can be

arranged mentally most any way by, virtue of the fact they are 'distinguish-

e

able as objects (albeit mental constructions). They are not logically

identical to one another because they are different objects --'they may

have independent existence in the mind much the same way objects which look
. .

alike physically have independent existence.
,

The beginning of number for a child may be set equality, which is a

logioal,identity. mA collection of objects in one beaker is the same col-

lection no matter whether it is thrown out the window of'an airplane or

r poured into another beaker. A child may think there are more objects in

' one keaker than the other, but also know they are the same.objects. Her

, -

, "more" denotes a global evaluation having little to do with the objects

^-
themselves. It is in this sense that the member of a class-leaning of

cardinal number may arise before the class meaning.

The abgve 'argument was advanced to illustrate the possibility that

cardinal number and ordinal number maybe distinguishable in their development.
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.That does not mean logical identity is to. be considered_a necessary and

sufficient condition for the psychological existence of cardinal number.
o

Nothing may be farttl,rom the actual case. It-would be rather sur-
..

prising, though, if a child had a concept of cardinal number but-not bilical
4

identity.

If one does not consider "number" to be necessary for operatory one-
,

to -one correspondence, how is,one to account for the development of opera-

.4konal one-to-one correspondence? ,If a child sets up a qualitative one-to-
.

one correspondence between two classes and one-or both bf the clasees were,

rearranged, there would be no hove that without logical identity the

correspondence would be maintained. Following Van tngen (1970, pp. '34-

. 52), if a number (e.g.,,four) is regarded as a particular set in-the mem-

ber-of-a-class meaning, thenlogicaridentityois surely a lo4ical prere-

quisite to number while one-to 7ole correspondenee.is not. It is_quite.

feasible that a child learns member-of-a-class meaning of cardinal number

before the class. After (or when) the member-of-a class meanings are

established, (at least for small numbers) the child may then construct

one-to-one correspondence"concepts.

4F f

Ordinal'number.. Just as set equivalence is a basic notion for car-

dinal number, set similarity is a basic concept -for ordinal numbers. For
.

. clarity, he order relations discussed below are asymmetric and transitive

I/P(strict partial orderings) as well as being connected. Two ordered sets

u

are called similar if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between

r.
.their elements that preserves the,ordef in the two sets. In-syMbols, "A

\

ti

-."

is similar to B" is denoted by "A'11 B." Set imilarity is,en equivalence ,

relation just as is iei-equivalence. -Bausdorff (1962, p. 51) assigns -'

order types Ito ordered sets in such a way that similar setsi and only

.k; 3
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similar sets, have the same order type assigned. In symbol, r = s mains

.-*

R =,S. If a set is well-ordered, then its order-type i-cilled an ordinal.
.

number.

In general, the arithmetic of order types is not isomorphic t6 the
4

arithmetic of cardinal numbers. For if A and B are disjoint ordered .

sets, then the set theoretic spa of A and B (A + B) is anew order'ad set
.0.

such that the ordeer of the elements of A is retained, the order of the
al/

elements of B is retained, and'eevery a e A precedes every b e B. If 4

is the order type of A, b.the order type of SI...then a + h is.the order

. tyie of A + B. That a. + b # b +'a in geheral can be seenby the following

example. Let A = {1,2,3.,...,n}.and B = {n + 1, n + 2,...}. The'order
1

type of A is n, theigrder type of S is to ,'and the order type of A + B is

n +w, where w is the order -type of the'natural.num4ers. But theotder typeP

ref B + A is w + n which is not w because B + A = {n+1,d+2,

contains a last element (A + B does not). So w +n0n+ w.. Because ,

w are-ordinal numbers and, in general, since the above example shows

that the sum of two ordinal numbers is not confutative, the arithmetic

or ordinal numbers is not isomorphic to the arithmeticvf cardink numbers.

Nevertheless, two sets with the same ordinelnumber necessarily possess the

same cardinal number. If A is a well-ordered set, A is a chain. An
0

intuitive example of a chain important to subsequefit AlsOussion is as
(- *

''.'follows: Let A be a well-ordered set.. Then A has a first element, say,

.a*
0'

A-{a'}his,afirstelerilent,saY al, 'lk - {a
0'

a
1
} has ,a first.element,,

,

saye2; etc., so that A = {a0, a1, a2, a3, The notation used here

is that the index of every element is the ordinal number of the set of

elemjts preceding it. For a3, "3V is the,ordinal-number of {a0, a1, a
2
},

a

which is called a segment of,A-determ4ned by "a
3
." In more general terms,

.64
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each element a of A determines some segment S.where S= {x x-< a }.

Q = {x c kr x 4.P}i then A = S.+ Q. Note that a S because < is

irreflexive; so a is the 'first element of Q. A result of this definition',

is that a well- ordered set is never similar to one of its segments, which

'leads. to the fact that for any two inal numbers a and b,-either a'< b,

p < a, or else a = b. Zn particular, a < b means that A is similar to e

segment of B. Of course, if it were possible for B to"be similar to one

of its segments, -then it would be true that a = b as well as a < b.

As indicated above, the elements of 4 s A whit is well ordered

can be indexed by successive ordinal numbers. If A is a finite set, then

A = fa
0'

a
1,

a2, .. ' a
n-1

Y and n is thefordinality of A he 0 is 'the
/ a

. ordinality of the empty set. -Because any ordering of a finite sat is a

-well-ordering, it Is impossible to distinguish the orderings with refer Ate

pe)the ordinal number df the set; i.e., all orderings give the same ordinal

number. Thereby,,the ordinal and cardinal numbers of finite sets cor-

respond, and it is possible to find the cardinal number of a set by a

prdcess of counting, that is by indexing the elements of the set h;Sthe
.

.

ordinal numbers {0,1,2,, n -1} by virtue of- successive selection of single

elements.' (Select some a0, then some a
l'

etc., until the last one a
n-1

is

selected.) Then n is called the cardinal number of the set'. This pro-
,

cess is Often referred to as counting. It is important to recdgnize that

"counting has its basis in ordinal number.
V-

The notion of equvalence classesof finite-sets is implicit in the

above discussion because is an equivalence relation. This observation

has led to the definitioh of an ordinal number as
/
an-equivalence class

of well-ordered sets (Barnes, 1963, p..194). The set {0,1,2,...,n-1}

-of cardinafity (and ordinalitY) n can be considered as -Ehe standard set of

f
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an equivalence class of sets each of-cardinality.n. It must be explicitly

pointed out that the arfthmetics of cardinal numbers and ordinal numbers

- of finite sets are, in fact, isomorphic.
a

To view a cardinal number as a class of sets should be no more

foreign than to view the objects of a.dinite fieqrd forNed by the integers

modulo a prime as classes of sets. Of course, to tell-a five year old

child that a number is an eqdivalence class of sets-is absurd. The

identification of a number as a set of objects, howiler,,is a natural way

to think about cardinal ad ordinal number. In the well-known "empty hat"

. ,..

Van En en , 1970 , p. 38-39) approach to cardinal number, "0".is defined
. 1 /...

to the empty set, "1"- is defined to be the set containing 0 as an element,

etc:, More-formally,- 0 = 0; 1 = {0} ;'2 = {0,1}; 3 = {0,1,2}; 4 = 10,1,2,31;

...; n = 0,1,2,...,n-11. Thus, "4" is the ordinal number of the'segm4nt \

{0,1,2,31 and, is identified with the segment itself. 'Because cardinal

and ordinal numbers are indistinguishable-in this.corityR4, it is also

the cardinal number of the set.

Concretely, if A is a finite setj to be counte4, then by successive
t/-

selection of elements; successive segments of set A are determined and a

rr

chain of ordered sets is formed. "One," in 40 selection of the first,.

element has both cardinal and ordinal in that "one" tells

how many elements have been selected and also that the first one has/

r *

.

been selected. A subset of thecollect±on A of one element Has also
. ,

0
been determined. "Two" in the selection of the next element also has

both cardinal and ordinal characteristic's in that "two" tells how many

elements have been selected and also that the second one has been. selected.

The Segment corresponding to "two-" is an ordered set, a subs.t of the

collection A, and-contains the set consisting of the fi .t element. It
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< -

is ordered by the refhtion 'Precedes,""which is transitive and asymmetrical

(andris,thefeby lrstrict partial ordering)._ If this counting process is

contnu*intil A is exhausted, then A as {al,a2,...,an} has been well-

ordered.by the relation "precedea." A chain of sets has been established4
0

1,,,n that if Al = {al}, A2 = Ial,a2), etc., then AIC: A2C... CATI. In this
, 4-

s one can say that ode is included in two two" is included in three,
,.

*tiDe counted in a different way, A =, {a
1
*Fa

2
*

'

a
3
*

'

....a
n
*}. It

'; , ,.§- .e.01.1% 10,.
-

be noted that while a
i
* may riot be'the same element as ai, neverthe-

_

02'0.406, ,

a 'l,.ess 'ai*,is the ith element and also the cardinal number of A
i
* = a

1
*

'

H

,,

a
2
*

'

:..
'

a
i
*1 where i < n. While A

i.
and A

i
* are similar (and therefore

..., .. .

equivalent), they are not necessarily equal sets.
, _ .

p
8

Set similarity as a developmental concept., The concept of set similarity

has been shown to.beodevelopmental by.Piaget (1952, p. 97). He differentiates

6between qualitative correspondence Pbetween two seriations and numeti 1

,/// correspondence 'between two series.. The construction of a'single series and

that of finding a one-to-one correspondence between two series amounts to

the same thing insofar as his behavioral analyses show. Children go

V,through three stages with regard to set similarityno conception ofthq
0

possibility of seriation, or-similarity.; seriation or similarity based on

° 0

-

perceptual processes; and then numerical correspondence.between two seri&s.

Cardinal and ordinal number as developmental concepts. Piaget's (1952

p. f57) definition of number is close to the concept of a well:ordered.

*finite set. iIn his 'Study of ordination and cardinatidn, Piaget(1952, Cha.

c
VI). employed, three experimental situations, one.

.
involsving..seriation of

. . .00,
.

, , . -.

sticks, one seriation of cards; and one seriation_a hurdles and mats.- In
4.-, -.,

,.,

the seriation of sticks experiment, the child was asked to seriate ten
...- .

sticks from shortest to longest and then was
e,

ttven nine more sticks ands

O
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was asked to insert these into the series already formed (the material,

. was constructed in such a way that no two sticks were of the same length).

He wastheh asked to count the sticks of the seiies'after which sticks

not counted (or sticks the child had trouble counting) were remaved'ap
.0* ..

prel;ly along with one or two he did not have trouble counting. The

experimenter then pointed to some stick remaining and asked how many
. 'I,-

.% -

,-.

step.., t. doll would climb when it reaches-that point, how many steps would
.,-- 2-i- ,

be behind.the doll and how many it would have to' clim4.4.n order to reaeh

4 ,
/ - ,. ,0

.

the, of the stairs formed by the sticks.°The series Ages then dis4-
...e

, .

--,
.-

.

____/77--

ranged and the same questions as before were put to the child who would .

have to reconstruct the series in order to answer the questions.` -

There is no question that aspects of ordinal number and cardinal

number were involved in thellbowxperiment. Any conclusion drawn with
\

-regard to. number, however, b necessity is a function of a capabilityto
41.

construct a series of sticks based on the connected asymmetrical relation

(
--

,"longer than" having little to do wiph.ordinal number. To demonstrate the

.

point more concretely, an eightiear old child was asked which of a collection
0f'-

"*.

of books on a table would be the thirdon. He answered,, "What.do you
_ .

. .,
0.

.

mean, a4y one could be third:r, Piaget'eft0 periment with the stairg case,
0

then, wag more an.experimeht concemling .similarity,between a set ,of n ,

. .

sticks ordered by "shorter than" and the standard counting set f1;2,...,n1

. a

-thamit was an experiment concerning ordination and cardinition. 'A'
\,--

similar analysis hoids for the seriatioh of the cards,,experiment. While

o 41 .
'.$b.

0 no analysis of the hurdles andimats experiment is given, suffice it
.

to
tf.

0

t
,

. say that it too ,involves specific relations. -, .

(

Piaget's (1952, Cha. 5)Pexperimentp with set similarity were else
....t.

dependent .upon particular relations. As such, ft may be that- {the particular
_ $. . \.

k

,..._..........._

fa
4,:e

fit
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1.
. -

.
. j

relations influencedtheduEtomes of the ex/Seriments. In the mathematical,
development,

A
the connected, asymmetrical, transitive relation "precede,'

a

is wh4Z-is important--not "shorter than" for.dolls, or ''smaller than!! for

hats. While particular order relations determine ordsr of preceatopie,
4t

precedence is only incidental and not primary in the ordering.,r

It should be clear that Piaget views a child's conception -Of number

A as both

ordinal

t,

cardinal andjordinal. 'A child can make:cardinal judgements and

judgements, but when one is present the othe qds always possible.
_

Addition and.subtraction of ordinal number. B ainerd's(1976) data

'not,withstanding, there is not enouih evidence available to' make a decision

'whether cardinal and.ordinal"'Lmber develop as-a unified construct 4A-

//'m
.whether they develop somewhat independently. Piaget's data, of course;

lead to toe conclusion that they develop as a unified cons ct. If a

child's nisilber concept is as Piaget views it, addition for a child would
U

be best' modeled by addition of ordinal numbers; An example of ordinal

number addition follows. If a'= 5 and 0 = 3, then 5 + 3 is the ordinal'

number of the set {a1, a2' a3' a4' a5' b1' b2' b3 P4 whereA= {a1, a
2'

a'
'

a
4'

a
5
} and B =

1'
b2, b

3
}. To rename 5 + 3, the child could count

. ,

"one, "two", "thrp", "four{', "five","Isie, ",seven"4 "eight ", "dr could
.N _ ,

count "six ", "seven ", "eight", which represents s a counting-On Of B to_4.

In both cases, 5 + 3,is renamed as,8..

Subtraction of ordinal numbers irs possible in-specialeases. If a

ands are ordinal number's and a < Sacc and s.determine a unique ordinal

number setdsfying the equation a + __Js_0,,(Hansdorff,' 1962, P. 74). is

of typerW (0) W (a)where W (8) = {ordinal number 4 (3}. Cleat/by, if a<8, W(a)(:

W (0. An example is if a is 7 ands is 9. then W (a)= {9,1,2,3,4,5,6}; W (0=

{0,2,3,4,5,6-,7,0 and W (0) - W (a) = {7,87. is a remainder in the following-

0ie 7
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N

sense, If a s an element of a well.oideredet P, `S = 'Ix e A: x < al and; .. .,

.., .
.

.Q. ="{ y e A: y ;. al, then P = S + Q and S is-the segment and Q'is the
., ): ...

-,

-
remainder determined by's. Essentially, then, is the ordinal number

) '

. Co
associated with the remainder of W ($) determined by a. The solution of *'

.
-', 04-/. . .

,,

% a + = $ is denoted by $ - a for finite a and $.
. .

.
, .

In the case of the equatiOn n + a-= $ where a,< $, the solution is

alsq,represnted by 5 - a,for finite a and $.. However, the solution is

-
arrived at by the following process. n + (a - 1} is the predecessor of.,$;

1

n +(a - 2) the predecessor of n + (a 1); and so forth, until n is t,

P ,

reached. Concretely, if x + 5 = 11 is the equation, one counts back from '

fa to reach 6 (the solution) in the following way: "ten ", "nine", "eight",

"seven", "six"; so since Six is the predecessor of x x must be sik;

In the case of the equation 5 + x = 11, the solution is founct by

counting the remainder, starting with the first element of the remainSei

6
and proceeding,tothe last. 'It,should be clear that one could also start

with the last element of the remainder and count backward to ehe first.

In either case, a double cduntio process is, necessary: Ten is one; tine

i's-two;. eight is three;eseven is four; "six is five; $o the, answer is six.

. Or;,six is one: sevA is two; eight is three nine is four; ten is five;

eleven-is."; so the answer is six. the case of counting -back, rather

than counting predecessors of elements in the remainder, one can count

the elements themselves: ele3en is one; ten is two; nine is three; eight

is four; seven is. five;. so the answer is six.

The above counting processes associated with addition and subtraction'

of ordinal numbers are hereafter referred to as "counting on" and "counting-

back" Strategies. On the assumption that the child's concept of number.

= is basibill)Lmodeiled.by ordered finite 'Sees, they are viewed as being
-
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p

-,Eentral processes when children find sums .or diffetences. Counting-on and
.

counting-back d6 not necessarily involve tallying as in the above strategies,

for solving equations. Imagine a situation such as six blocks being in full

. view of a child,and three not visible. If the child knows there are. three

not in view, hecould start with three and count the remaining six on without

'tallying. Likewise, a task could,he designed to'tap counting back without it

. involving telling.

4

Addition and subtraction problems and counting. Counting is not only

involved in addition and subtiaction in the sense of counting-on and counting-
-

:back, bu, is involved in otheroways for the child.. There,are three types oA,

counting easily identifiable. The types are rote counting, point counting

(or one-to-one odrrespondence counting), and rational (or mental) counting.

The basis in mathematics for rote counting is the set of ordinal numbers

-

{0, 1, 2, 3, . . . n - 1}\t Behaviorally, rote counting is the recitation ,of

the symbol chain °one," "two," "three," . . . . The basis in mathematics

for point, counting is the one -to -one correspondence between a collection of
.

- a.
n elements and the set of ordinal numbers {0, 1, 2, 3 . n - 1} represented

by Lndexing elements:' A = {al, a2, a3, . . .a
n
}. Behaviorally, successive

elements of A are selected until they are exhausted. The basis in mathematics

for'rational counting is counting-on-and counting-hack. But it muse be under-
,.

. .

stood that counting-on and counting-back must be associated with mental

representations of collections such asA immediately above. Behavioral aspects

of rational counting
e
are given'belaw. The child who is a rote counter can

recite an ordinal number sequence while pointing to a set of-objects, but

falls to index the. elements correctly. Th a-rote counter miscounts a

set.of objects because of faiju're,to tally 'for..each'object of the set once

and only once.



4

The rote-counter would_,not be expectedto Solve addition and subtrac-

tion problems. Consider this general problem: "Here is a set with s things

in it. Here is a set with q things in it. How many things do you have

altogether ?." When the items of sets S and Q'arerplaced together, (assuming

() Q = 0) the child must determine the count correctlypfor SUQ:regardless
*

of the configuration of-the items, if # (S 1) Q) is to be correctly determined.

Tha rote counterwill.have difficulty finding / (S V Q) for many configure-

-
tion of the elements of'S and Q. The rote counter has analogous problems, .

with subtraction.

For a point counter, each itT in a collection,is perceived as an unique

element and is tallied once and only once when determining the cardinality

of the'set. The,child 'at thig level of counting is heedful of objects in the

set that are likely to be counted-more than once. But the successive selec-

tion of elements of a collection does not,in the counter's mild, deterkine

...

a,chain ofinc'.rlusive Sets: one is included in_ two, etc. The countis ae.. ....,
labeling process.,

When presentdd an addition problem, the point counter solves it using

a counting all strategy. Given two'collections of things defined in the

//.

problem (S- and 9), the child, counts S, count$ Q, then counts P = Ski Q.
.

its

16
.

This involves counting fall of the objects to'count P. When subtractingthe-

objects of the setS from the set P, the child counts out 'eleMents of P, ---.

counts out elements of .S, then counts all of the felement§ P-s___to ciezeriaine--" v.__
.

,# (P-S) = #Q = p-s. Arthis level` counti basic addition an: sub-.

traction.facts would not be.available to t

had taken place.

unless explicit-teaching ,Cs
4. -A

-

(SUQ) means the.number of SU Q.

sr
ae
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Rational counting is stratified into several levels according to

the complexity and scope of the problem solving behavior exhibited by the

child. The levels, labeled as R-1; R-2, R-3 add R-4, are delineated below.

. The first level of rational, counting, R-1, is counting-on. The .child

point- counts'correctly, but also can determine correcy the cardinality

of the-set,P=S V Q when S is covered or Otherwise not subject to a point- count.`

A collection of p objects with s objects covered.

The child holds s as both the cardinality of the coerecisubset S, and

at the same time, mentally recovers the ordinal property ofthe s such

that through mental awareness of s, he recalls the existence of the suc-

cessors of srs + s + 2, . . s * q= p. The child dt .the (R-1)
o

level can extract the ordinal sequence q + 1, q + 2, . . .,n from his

internalized simple verbal chain 2, q + f4 . . n), for

each "integer q of that chain, when q < n.

The child at Level R='7 can count-on in the mane

as well as solve problems in the class presenied.be

S, "one," "two," "thiee," "foUr,"'"five,"'and then considering Q(:,,P, and

R-1,

The'child can Count

b

#P is known: say 9
#S is known: 5.-

Problem:. find Q.

a

40
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4

SUQ = P, count on from five:' "six," "seven,".'!eight," "nine" while at

the same time tallying the count of Q.

The next two levels of rational counting are .determined by counting

back. Itvis possible to conceive of point counting back as.well as point

counting forward from "one" as described above. A child may start at

say, "ten,". and count back'to "one" verbally or by labeling a collection

"ten," . : .; "one," the latter being point counting back. As a pre-

cursor to rational counting back, the child can use a sophisticated point

count back to solve a musing addend problem. Let # P = 9, Q visible,

S k t

4Q = 5, and S covered. The child can count back assigning the numbers

"ninei" "eight," "seen,""six," and "five," by a point- count, to the

five visible object's in Q. The child can then construct symlioLally

the *set S with tallies assign/ed by a continued count backward of the .

`sequeri
jt

ce "four,"J"three," "two,n'and "one." He then counts thPtailies

and deter nes #s%

0

F.
The student at level R-3 can extract mentally, from the ordinal.

sequence g-1, p-2, . . . . 1, the fact that c in the sequence

conveys the cardinality of the seta of units available-tor-the continued

count-back. he fact is used to solve'the missing addend problem by .

eliminating the need fora tally of-the unknown number of objects when
a'

counting-back, and inherently, the point-count of the tally. When given

a set P and a set QC P, the student #S when the set is covered

using only a counting- back,procedure,

fi

_)

EM*

#
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level R-3 point-counts the five items of the uncovered set Q using the

"backward verbakchain" "9, 8, 7, 6, 5". At this point, the student

understands\that to continue the count "4, .3, 2,1". is the reverse of

ttle count "1, 2, a, 4". Hence thejS is determined without additional

counting.

The level ,R-4 carki.be used to soave. prdblems wher,s P 7 S t) Q, #P is

.
known, #Q s known,. bust S and Q are bo vered.

'p known, q known, g unknown.
p

Again, for concreteneSs,-lettp.= 9; q =:&4 in the above diagram. The child

at level R-4 can det ine a tally-of q = 4 while countingback.the

predetermined number .f tallies.
- 1 2 3 4

The tally is to 4: 1 ). 1 1

The count-backiis , ."9, 8, 7;,6" and is corresponded to the tally.-

The itS= s'is then determined by the student's .,wareness'ihat the end
\

of the count -back produces s = 5.,

The typdsof counting are- rized below.

Rote counting -- recitation of a simple verbal

correct4 point counting c

Point-counting-- Eorrect, use of one-to-one corre

Rational counting =-

R1 - rational counting-on,

R2 - rational counting-on with tally
--

.

111.- rational counting-back

R4 - rational counting back with tally.

)

n but with in-

ondence counting.,,
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The counting all strategy. can be,used to solve addition and subtraction

problems as well as exercises such as 3 + 2 or S - 2. Children also use

the counting-on strategy to solve the problem modeled by s' += ...

Rational counting-on, R-1, is used, since the child- considers either one

of the number; as a starting point and the other number to represent .

a eet of units in the verbal haiu. For.exargple, to solve 9 + 3 =

the student might select nine ad his starting point in4hiS verbal chain

and count on three units more in the chain: "ten," "elevel," "twelve."

There is no need to count through the forward verbal sequence to the-

number nine since the child mentally'extracts the cardinal property of

"ninene,ss.", At e same time the child initiates a three unit count

,
,

from.the number nine in the verbal (mental) chain. The child does not

,
need to keep,ap tallY in the problem if he makes marks over "3" to begin

with. Othertirise, a 'tally is needed. ,

The missing addend problem is solved with a rational counting -on

strategy, that utilizes a tally. The level. of rational counting used is

R -2. When given the missing addend problem, the missing-adde d is per:-

ceiveeas pagt of. the total sum. Given the problem 3 +0= 11 the

student counts-on froi three to eleven and symbolizes the units of the

missing addend with a'tally as he count's.

?he child solVes a problem like 9 - 5 =06; by'starting at nine to

count the units in the backward 'ordinal sequence. He counts back five

unit's to the number five and mentally extracts the next - number in the

backward- ordinal sequence and names`it as the solution to the problem.
. 0

In'thiS problem situation, the student is asked to solve the problem by

counting back.

TgeAchievement Tasks

Ordinality and cardinality tasks. In Piaget's
1 4_

r

vet

study of cardinal and
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ordinal number, he was concerned with two basic 2robiems. First, the child

had to determine a cardinal number given an. ordinal number and, second,':

the child had to determineran ordinal number given a cardinal number (Piaget,

1952, p. 149). These experiments have heen discussejhearlier in the 'Section

on Cardinal and Ordinal Number as Developmental Concepts. It was pointed.
, %

-out in that section that Pidget's experiments were th,011: an experiment con-r1

. _
cerning similarity between ea sett of n sticks ordered by"dhorter than" and
-

the counting -set {1, 2, a:.., n} than they were experimentsconcerning

the two problems posed. Different tests for the coordination of cardination

and ordination need to be constructed to eliminate that criticism,of Piaget'.
A

work, while emphasizing the relation "precedes."
.

1

` The folloiangterminology is adopted for description of the testing.-,?,.. , ,
. ,

. .
. .

..

formats, "P":denotet a finite,weil ordered 'set ordered by the relation
. ..

444
"'precedes" "S'! Is a segMent of.P determined by any element' P.C.f F? and

.

.

Q is the,remainder. 'The .minimum element of,Q is denoted by:q.

Two tasks: `ware -- designed Appendix 0() . In the 'first. task (A) a, - . Apr
.

12--dountefg_was presented to the dhila. The first two..questions

:

. . 9f the' task determine whether ch- i en cart start with.anycoUnter, given
__ . _. - -- -: #:. ,.

.
.

. .

at. orientation of firsdn Second,and determine a sucessor and ,a predecessor.-
,

4

1

q and.,atermine the'cardinality of S',,the segment determined

The.1:third-ques.Wh-determines,,whether,a.child can :art with an element..
.sr

by qv-trie:iiinimum.element of Q. The third 4uestion,also determines whether.:
:- _.

, --.

the_dh.ildcaffetercirrie,the cardinality of P given thercardinality of .S..

.'however:, -various sequences 'are pbssible.41 For example, if a child
.
1

..

..was not able' to 'determine the.cardinality OCS given the ordiftil-humbir
.-... ,

, . .

.asked to letermitrd'the cardinality"of P given q,
-.... / :,...

findingdhe*rdihallty of P, he was then asked

q + 2., he was

suteesaful in
:

t-yer

+ 2. If

again to fina..
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the cardinality of S.

The second task (B) was presented with S determined by the three ob-
.

jeCts covered. The basic intent of the task was to determine the cardinality

of P fiven an elemeht of Q (in this case q + 1). The first question was

designed to orient the child to the direction of the relation "precedes".

Again, different response sequences(were possible. But whether the child

-
- found the cardinality of, P or not, he was asked *to 'find the cardinality of Q.

ta..,

Logically, class inclusion and quantitative comparisons Shouldbe
_ _

readiness variables for a child's acqUisition of the ability to erform

the two tasks abo4 Class inclusion is logically involved becaus

.order to find'the cardinal number of P given that S is covered and Q visible,

6:
he child needrto know that the objects of S.,even,though they are covered,

makeup part of the objects of P (All of the objects together),,and

that there are more inP,than in either S or Q. If S and Q are not united
,

in the mind of the child, but remain separated, the Tost likely answer

41
for the total nUmber of ofpje8ts is the number of visible objects,-or the

number in Q because there would be no conception of P. Class inclusion

is also logically'involved in fihding the number in S given q + 2. The

child'seemingly would have to realize that the objects of S, even though

they are covered, are part of the objects of P.

Quantitative comparisons should be a readiness variable for the two

tasks because ordinal numbers and cardinal numbers satisfy the condition

for a quantity from the scientific point of view. As noted in the contrast

of the Piagetian's notion of quantity and the scientific notion of quantity,

it would seem that 'b. capable of extensive quantity in the Piagetian

sense should be capable of comprehending extensive and intensive

'quant4.ty in some cases in the scientific sense. Cardinal and ordinal number

4 .1"
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should fit those cases, because a singular object can be consilered as a

unit.

From the two tasks on cardinal and cardinal number, the,following

variables were identified.

1. Successor=of an element (task A, question la or c; task B, question
la or b). Range: (0,1,2)

2. Predecessor of an element (task A, question 2a). )Range: {011,1}

3. Number in S (S) (task A, question 3a; taskB, question 3a). RangeN,1,

4. Number j.n P`( / /P) (task A,Iquestion 3b; task B, question 2a).
Range's 0,1,21

5 Number in S + Number in* P-(task A, questions 3a or d or f or h;
- task B, questions 3a or b; task A, questions 3b or c or g;

task B, 'questions 2a or b or c). Range: {0;1,2,3,4 }

The sucessor and prAlecessor variables should be clear. However,

the others need discussed.

1. Number in S. In task A, question 3a was,otte first time the child
was asked to find.the umber in S: Likewise, in task B; question
3a was the first time e child was asked to find the number in S.
Ih sk B, there was distinct possibility the child would'use the
information that there were eight in set P and five showing, and dO
-a subtraction problem. 'Nevertheless, he would obtain the number in
S from ordinal info'rtetion, but not necessarily by counting back, :
'He could count on to find the number in'P, then use a subtraction fact'.

2. Number in P. In task. A, question 3b, the child could possibly
use the information that theie were seven in set S (question 3a) and
then use additiOn. Again, however, he would use ordinal information
to_find the number in P. Task B, question 2a, was the first time the
child was asked for the number in P in'that task.

V
3. Numbeein S + Number in P. This variable was identified because
it was felt that some indication had to be given for cases where
the children found the number in S or the number in P after prompting.
Given that the,child missed one or more questions of the,Number in S
or of the NuMber in P ques ons, the experimenter attempted to give
the, children additional i .tmation which could help them find the
Number in S or.P. If a c was successful after-prompting, it
could be said thatthe ha notion of the interrelationship .between
ordinal and cardinal numb \e_ but did not initiate the counting process
on his own. There isithe poseibtlity that the child appeared;, to
find the number in S or the number in P after prompting, buflad so
-as a resultof rote counting. This possibility dictated that the
#S + 1/P variable be differentiated from either 'of the

*Domain of each variable is contained in parentheses and the range is
ar.onI

stated in set notation.
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itS or 1/P variable. The range of #S + #P is 40, 1, 2, 3, 4} due to
the questioning sequences, but was not merely the sum of. #S and #P,
variables. A child could score 0 on either of the latter two variables,'
but 4 on ifS t variable.

Counting back, just, before, lust after, and between tasks. Counting
0

has been describ d mathematically in the section on ordinal number.' Be-

cause the cardinal and ordinal numbers ofa finite set ,cdrrespond, it is

possible mathematically to index the elements of d set A by the ordinal

numbers {0,1,2, n 1} by virture of successive selection of single ele nts,

(select some a
0'

.then some a
l'

etc.,

Then n is the ordinal (and cardinal)

ing begins with 1, so the above set

is associated with the last elLient
/

than being associated with only the

until, the last one an is selected).

number of the set. Of course, count-
.

is replaced by {1,2,3,...,n}, where n

selected and. with the entire set.rather,-

set A.

The tasks for Counting Back, Just Before, Just After, and Between

are presented in Appendix A.2. From the tasis, the following variables

were identified.

1. Counting Beck. If a child could not count three discs and count
back from 3,4 further questions were asked. If a'child successfully
completed the task with discs, he was asked to do it with 8. If

Successful, he was asked to do it with 12. .I\ successful, he was .

asked to count back from 15 without objects and without countingup
to 15. If a child made errors with 8 discs: he was asked to do it
with 4, but the variable was scored 0. If hsmsde an error with
12, the variable was scored 1 and the task was terminated. If he
made an error with 15, the variable was scored 2 and the task
terminated. If he did each task correctly, the task was stored 3.
Range: {0,1,2,3}

2. Just Before. In task B, the child had two chances to score 1 on
the_task. If not correct on the preliminary task, he was told
the correct answer. Range: {0,1}.

\3. Just After. In task t, the child had two chances to score 1on
the ;ask.- If not correct on the preliminary task, he, was told the

;correct answer. Range: {0,1 }.

4. Between. The child tiecetved 1 point for eachNi4mbh,e,fpund
between two others-: In case he could not .zjumber 1

and 3, he was told the correct answer. RangerfQ-1./ $.Z3: 411 4.
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.
4

It was expected that the variable Counting Back,would not be related

.

to class inclusion nor to quantitative comparisoni. The reason for,this .0/

.

expectation was that one-to-one correspondence counting or rotecounting

would be sufficient'for completion of the tasks. The liariablesTitiSt Before

and Just After are in the same 'category--rote.counting would be sufficient

for correct so ).ution. The variable Between, however, was expected to have

quantitative comparisons as a rea4ness.variable.' The reason far the

expectation is that for a child to realize that
'

10 is between 8 and 12, he

had to realize that 10 is a successor of 8 as well as a predecessor f 12. )

Consequently, reversibility at Piaget's first level. (R) would seem to

beqinvolved. This being the case, quantitative comparisons would be a read-

iness variable because reversibility and quaititaeive comparisons are

manifestations of the same g&neral scheme.

It is not as clear that clasX inclution is a readiness variable for

Between. One could make the argument that class inclusion is a'vreadiness

variable because, in a nested set sense, 8 is included in 10, which is'

/'
in turn, included in 12. So, 8 is less than 10 and 10 is less than 12.

Likewise for 9 and 11. Again,'however, class inclusion 'may not be a readiness '.. '-'

/

variable because ordering processes may be sufficient to wer the question-i4
. . ......,.

., .

9 is. after 8 and before 12,j so it is 'between 8 and 12. ,.
.'l

. .

. . /
Verbal problems. Ration

e \

1:Counting is not necessiiy to be ableto

solvverbally presented additi 'and subtraction probleps modeled by

the sentences a + b = mend .a."- b = n where b < a. Op.e-to-one :Co 'spbn--

depce,counting and a "counting all" strategies ardSUtf.-Cient. If the

..r1fIreb1en.Nary has five marblel Nancy has two. How many Marbles dcr
. .

-:' have?" 'is presented\to a six- r old, ,the chin could count

from a marble source, two more, then count the_selected
.

Vt:".
I

' :0 09' '. ;0,

I
.X1`.
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marbles, starting from one and proceeding through seven. Of course, such

Nstrategy does not incorporate all of the information-avail ble to the

child, as both subcaalectionswtre counted twice:A counting-on strategy

would be more efficient, but not necessary, in the solution.

In tht case of a subtraction problem, say, "John has seven pepper

mint sticks. He eats three. How many does he.have-/eft?" a child could .

9114.4.1k

count seven objects from an object source, count tree of the seven, and-- ,

then count the ones remaining. This solution process is merely the re-

verse.of the "count all" process described above. Consequently, ft is
,

referred to 'es a "count all" process for subtraction. The more sophisti-

4
. sated process.of counting back modeled by subtraction of ord;pa umber*

s
44 -5 :

would entail. the child starting at seven and count ck three in either

Th

4. .

9

one. of the two ways identified in the section Addition And Subtraction of

Ordinal -Numbers.

The missing addend problem is modelled by the sentence a + n = b.

An example is "Joe has five pennies. His fathlt gives him'- some more.

Now he has nine. How many did Joe's father give him?" Of course, two

Solution strategies are possible, One involving rational -etUnting and

is one involving a counting-all strategy for subtraction.

It would seem to, be the case that gross quantitative comparers

would not be capable of solving the missing addend problem'through rational

Ar, counting procedures. Howexer, extensive quantitative compsrer would have
.- ,

:
.,_

. .

,

a greater incidence of solution through counting=-on thanygross quantitative

. comparers, but would not always-be capable of initiating such solution ...

-

.
,,.. ...

;procedures because ietiOnAl'counting level R-1 and strategies used to salve

i
,

--the missing-addend prloblem are not isomorphic. The 'statement of the missing
.f' ...: ...

,.. .

addend probl wdtidundotibtedly militate against a counting-all subtractive
---:

..

. .-
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solution.

Many children who are capable of only gross quafititative comparisons

may have mastered counting7-aIl procedures for'addition and.sm'Qaction.

Consequently, quantitative comparisons would not:be as strong a readiness

Variable for addition and subtraction problems as for missing addend
5'

-problems. Quantitative comparison should be, however, a 'strong readiness

variable for raVonal,counting solutions to addition problems and.-couriting,

back solutions to subtraction problems. That is not-to say, holiever;

that quantitative comparison is not a,readiness variable for learning to

solVe addition and subtraction(¢roblems. In the section, Quantitative
F .

., _

Comparisons and Arithmetic, statistical differences were -observedbetween
, -.--

performance on addition and subtraction problems between the group of, gross 1

and the group of extensive quantitative comparers.

Presence-or, absence _of manipulatable objects during, problem, solution

has been ,convincingly shown to be a significant variable (Steffe,

L eBlanc, 1968; Steae And Johnson, 1971). The reason'the variable is

significalt may be because object facilitte one -to -one correspondence

counting. Two different sets of six problems per set were constructed.

In, the case of verbal peoblefils with objects, the objects.were always present

where the objects used were objects named in the problem statement. Eabi

problem was read to the child intotal before he siarted to solve Lt. If

necessary, the problem was reread tothe'child. The child was told he could

use the objects to helP,him find the answer and.was.urged to use them Lf

t, .e.)

he Lade' mistakes. The problems' are presented .in Appendik.A.3.
, . .

. . . . .

In the verbal problems with no objects present during solution, the
'10t-

chilcAas-asked to write the number sentence for the' problem. 'Records
f

were made of whether the child considered the sentence-as open. or closed
_
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,

and whether he processed the informatiion before or after the wrote th,2

sentence. The problems are presented in Appendix 1.4.

It would sem-that class inclusionmould,be-a readiness variable,

, especially for the missing aadend problems and the-subtraction problems.

-

In cases where children solve the problems by a counting-ail procedure, no

relationship would be ,expected. But where children 'are faced with the

.

necessity of. counting on to solve a problem, one would expect relationships

with class inclusion and processes used on those problems. The childr,en

were urged to read each problem -if they could. If not, the experimenter

'read the problems to the children. ,,The sentence for the first problem, if

not written by the child upon request, was written by,the experimeniter,

However, every means poSsible was used to urge the child th write the%

sentence: The- variables
11

are identified as follows.
, #

Problems with objects present.

1 Range: ;.0,1,2

-2.. Subtraction. Range: ,76,1,2

3'. Missing Addend. Ranie:

Problems with objects absent.

1. Ad'ditio'n. Range: 1,0,1,,2.:

',. Subtf'action. Range: :(0,1,2

3. Missing, Addend. 4,..ge: ',0,1,2'

,

Set partition tasks. In the section, Quantity and
-N set partitions,

, --- .

4

.

argumeAts were advanced that quantitative'comArisons and clads inclusion

would be readiness variables for set partitions.. Four tasks were constructed

to test the ability of a child td form partitions. The tasks were con-

structed to test the invariance of the numb of objetts.in a collection
44

regardless'orhOwthey are,partitioned. They are presented 1.}.APPendix

A.5..

4
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. .

In the first two tasks, the .child-counted to establish equivalence and

in the-last)two t ks he was.tOld they were equivalentin the third,a par-
.

0

ticular numberewe:s involved (100) and in .the fourth only 'a relation. The 4

intent of the tasks was to estaligh that the two collections had the

same number in each, and then partition them into a'differant number of .

subcollectios. ,._If the,childaocused
,

qn the number of subcollections he

t°.
.

Ag
would-respond to the item incorrectly. He had to disregard the number of 4,-.

, r

V'e

subcdectiOns and judtge them on the basis of the information before the
. , ...

,6 I

"partitioning, Two%variables were identified,

1: SetParteciaps with counting. Range: 0,1,3::

2. Set Partitions without Counting: .Range: ;0-;1,

4iiLi-). and subtraction_4 ordinal number tasks. It has been argued

. that the objects Piaget calls finite numbers (cardinal and ordinal) develop
4 *

. '

in the child as,a SyntheSis Of Grouping I and.V. After presentation 4:

.

. *
.11

.,.

'cardinal,and ordinal number In mathethatics, it became clear that Piaget's
. .

,potion of number is quite well modeledby a well ordered finite- set. But

Piaget never, extended his developmental theory beyond the objects'he called

finite numbers. Consequently, one cannot know the extent 4o which .opera-=

tiots on cardinal and ordinal numbers are developmentRI. Obviously, with-

.

out a conception of numb4r, it would not be possible for operations to be

'there. But if the concept of number is present_in the child's mind,' does
- #. 4$

that also .imply' the operation? Or, grie the operations a later acquisition;
.

,'perhaps dependent upon school instruction?
,

0 Addition and subtraction :Of ,ordinal numbertbotild seem°to have
-

. ,....

.
.

.

I 4

6 f .

u
AWas,

qantitative comp'grigons as a readiness variable well as class inclusion.
i _

41.*. . : ,--
". i

What is meby addition and subtraction of-.ordinalnumbers is the count-
t3..s

...,

ing-on strategies and counting back S trategies with tallying discussed -1.
..,

'1:'' qe., .X..; It . ,. ._ .,

in the section on the mathematics of addition and su' faction or ordinal

$

, -

4",'
. i ,_

AV
numbers. The tasks are presented .in /Appendix A.6.

si

,
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-
tasks the addition of ordinal number test are graduated in

complexity. The first three tasks are 'warm up tasks and are presented '

verbally -. Errors are feeiy corrected: Task's 4 And 5 are counting-on

4'
tad-ks and are a test of ordinal' number addition items-modeled by .the

16 equation a = where is unknown. Tasks 6 and 7 are ordinal number

.

aadfflontasks modeled by the equation a = ;3.,, where F., is unknown.

The first three tasks of the subtraction of ordinpl number test are

-,warm-up tasks presented. verbally to the children Where corrections of the-
e

qe.

children's errors were made freely. Tasks 4 and 6 are pountipg-back without
1

aalrying. Tasks 5 and '7 are countingl-back tasks with Sallying. All tasks

are mode led by the equation ,; 4- a = 3 , whefe is unknown (or equivalently,
.

7 by. = 2-1,...=. a ). Foyr variables were identified.
_

. 1. Rational Counting-on '(Tasks 4 and 5, Addition of Ordinal

Numbers): Range 0,1,2} (\

2,. Addition of Ordinal Numbers (Tasks 6 and 7 Addition of brdinar-

Numbers): Range j.07,1,2'
_

.3 'Rational COUnting-back (Task, and 6; Subtraction of Ordinal

NuMbers):. Range ,:.0,1,2i

4. Subtraction ,¢f OrdinaliNumbers (Tasks 5 nI7, Subtraction of
.

Ordinal Nnlibers): Range CO,, 1, 2 }..

Mental arithmetic-problems. Tasks have been presented which could be

legitimately called mental- arithmetic, But none of the tasks were such

that the problem was presented in a written numerals4ormat.wherethe

was discouraged from using hig fingers or tally marks s-aids. For a task.

e to be a test,of mental,arithmetic, the child must not use physical, pictorial,-,

. . .

or bodily'aids in solving the problem: The task could be presented in m.ile

t . . .

,

tha one,stimulus mode. The one selected here is written numbers. Whether
r .

.`$

quantitai.e comparisons or class inclusion are readiness variables for mental

arithmetic is uncertain. The mental arithmetic'test,is presented in Appendix A -.7.

0

Two scores were obtained for each problem, a produc sc re (answd
...

,..,
.

score) and a time score (the number of seconds it took to start one problem
. - .

and then tlnish by writing the sum of ,difjeren6lbtained). The variables
, .

.

-. 0 (;._, -

were simplj adtiS.1on and'iUbtradtion time and product scales. -. I.

e .

, _.
, -,
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Nested classification tasks.. In.the,sectidn Classification; a distinc-

tion was made between the intension of'a class and the extension of I- class-.

The intension of .a clags assidentifiedvas the'properties which are co* ! '

anon to the elements of a class and the extension the membeis of the class.

Coordination of the intension and extension was identified as what develops
t

,

in stages in children, In addition toa'cla-ss inclusion test, it was

decided that it was necessary to include tedt whlCh would give-the chido.
-. an opportunity to demonstrate, within a pArticular hierakchy o classes,.

. .

0 a V.
the ability to: \

-

,
_ .- -

, 7

i

f

1'. Identify properties specific to ffiembers.of'a particular class
which distinguishesthe class from other classes

2. Identify properties specific .to ;embers of a given class and to

other classes to which it belongs;

3. identify properties which may be specific to one of More members
of a given class which distinguish them from other memb'e'rs.

, -

The nested classifliation tasks mere designed to tap Stage II cies-
* ,

1
r

P.
sification behavior identified by Inhelder and Piaget (1969)I as a minimal

w
1,- . .

0 , -.

capability. An indirect technique was used. The two tasks were designed
. .

using the saMematerial set, the first task including one irtance of the.
,

. *
inclusion relation and the second two instances.

it .

t.
. ,

The Material set consisted of seven pieces'ofpolygonal ph4e401);;;tS,
o '

three round objects that were not buttons, four round nonwhite buttohs,
4

e .. r

. and.15 roma white buttons. The:polygonal shaped objects included three

-
1,..;, t

.

.14
t ,_ /

1
-',/triangular shapes, two square shapes, and twrperallelogramlihapes.. .The,- ;''

_

.
..-

round objects' inplqded an orange felt, a-black checker/ and a red disc. ,'
...

'1

-
.

,
The unwhite Odttons included tvd blue, a yellow, and an orange. Ln each

ask, the child was asked' to sort the ieds in, particular wav,i. In order
:. t

..
to ensure the

O
child recognized the properties of the classes) specific

-..-,

4

7
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items were given to the child. to classify. b After the (*Aid tlassi,f.ied

these items (wit h fielp, if necessary); the child 'was shown a box which
. )e,

contained an'object. Theschild .fiad to agree that something was in the box.

The experipenter then placed it into its respective place,

The tt.,7.0 tasks Presented in Appendix A,8.

Two 8a-411 estion were asked, one a question-of possibility and

--

one a question of fact. In task A, the. first AueStion was asked to de-

termine if a child could differentiate properties specific to members of
4

'a given class from properties.specific to members of another speCific

class. Hereafter, such properties are called type 1--the first type of

properties listed in this section. Type 2 and type.3 properties are those

properties in (2) and (3) of thAt same lists, The firt three questions

,were to.test identification Of type1 properties--or relevant attributes.
9

The fifth and sixth questions were of type 3. Questions 5a, b, and e
, ,

m
were of type 1. ,/

lk

In task B, the firbli three and the sixth questions asked about type , f

' .
)

'.
.

1 properties. Questions la, b; 2a;' 3a; AA; and 5a Were also of type 1.
4 .

1 t

properties. Some of these questions contained aspects of type 2 proper-

ties (foe exaripl.e, qustion 2 tested a type 2 property). ?Question 6 was

atype lleuestion. Queattons 4, and 6 tested type,3 properties. ,

.
..

-9, 6
. .., .

..leither of task,A nor tasieB explicitely,asked. NI childto solve
- ,z, ..., .

,
4 .

IX
p.P.

the class inelu.sion'prObl&: A child could conceivably answer every
/ 41: 4 i

. ,. i.
. .-

--1e..-. ,"--questionotorrect41alffVstiopkreplize'th'at.t4.classes of objec.ts were

,,...-., , :.f - I ..,

,nested. This wrS,by design..It would seem that neither class inclusion
,

-

, * . ,

: - , . ,e /

.. : - 1 , -,-

i .;"' nor quantitat, ve comOrison would\be readiness' variables for the nested'

.. t '. '''' -v , .

\ -,

. ,

ificatiOn tasks. ') -' \ot . .s.4 ' ---'
r

. .

e
. L.,10 , t .

-..... yftr
*

a t'
/

o 1 )4.
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,

. ,
A supplement to the nested classificati tasks was included after
\

ov's
the presentation of task B. This supplement designed to test,class

inclusion within the context of the nested classes.' .

Twa variables were iUentified based on the number of collections.

J2. Nested classification A. Range:
2. Nested classification B. Range: S0,1,1,3,4,5}

Letp inclusion tasks. The loop inclusion' tasks were designed to test

the capability of a child to view regions-'as being nested or intersecting.

Johnson (1975) found that one reason children ailed to-solve she class

inclusion problem was that they viewed nested regions defined by two

boundaries as separating the regions into two separate.regions. Moreover,

as Piaget and Inhelder (1963) claim that the concept "inside" develops.

early On in childhood .(as early-as fou years of age) , litt14 difficulty
. .

. ,

.shOuld he preSent for a 'child to comprehend the concept "inside" as it *
, e ",oik . ;... t \, 4

pertdins to a single loop. Difficulties are introduced when two or more
.,

_
. ..

. ,

loops intetsect or when they are 'nested. "Inside" was defined operationally

.
la the present, study by lacing s' sitick, vertically in a Poop and showing that

. ..,
ehe loop could not

.
be pulled through the sticks. Quantity was'not expected.

,' . 1 ,

- . . e

to be a readiness,variable for joop-inausion tasks. These ta4s are pre-
. 4

sentej in 'Appendix, A.--b
- 0 .,.. ,._.

,

k 1 1

.. 1 / ;,

t
, 4,

.

The Variables ,i
r .,:,--

,.. ,

The achievement.bariableS used in: the present Study Were partitioned for
, .

AO,
.

. .qt

the purpose.Of-data aag.lysiS.. The partitioning Is based,on logiCalgro .

.

.
- . 0

.

..

Investigatiog.of the, achievement variables per.,se is contAned ift the
.

correlational study follOwing the eadine.ls study.
-

); t.

Cluster 1: The,firs't cluSterbf variables was composed of some

variables identified in the d4riptpn of the ordinality and cadinality
. .

.
-,

7 .
....tasks. - .1

of the

.

L

6

al

1.

4
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1. Number in S tqS1. itange:

2. Numb4r inP (OP) Range:

3. Number in S + Number in 'P (4S + #P). Range: 6t91,2,3',411,4i

Cluster 2. 'The second,cluster of variables was formed by,the re-

)

-maining variables identified in the ordinality and cardinality tasks and

in the counting back just before, just atter; and between tasks.

1. Counting Back. Range: {0z1,2,3}

.2. JustBefore. Range.: (0,1;

3; Just After. Range: (0,1)

4. Between. Range; {0,1,2,3,4}

5. Successor. Range: (0,1,2)

6. Predecessor. Range: {OM
,

Cluster 3. The third,cluster'of variables Was foN'ed from the ver-
.

bal problems, to-be solved using no objects.

1., Addition. Range: {0,1c2:,

2. Subtraction. Range: {0,1,:Z}

3. Missing Addend. Ringe: 00,1,2)

Cluster 4. The.fourth cluster of vari4les'was formed from the ver-

bal

.

bal problems,to be solved with objects and the set partitions test.

.

e

. ,.
.

V 1. "Addition. Range: v(0,1,2}
. .

2. Subtraction. Range,: {0,1,2}

il

3.4 Missing Addend. Range: {0,1.,2}

,

4. Set partitiomS WI.th Counting, Range: {0,1,2} ;

.
-45.- Set partitions Without Counhng:RAnge: {0,1,2}.

.

, ,

.

.
.

.

' 'Cluster-,5. This cluster of variables wasformed.from the addition(
.a.

4

I

44.

ic

and subtraction of'ordinal numbers tasks.
,

i 4
'0 . * - .

1. .Rational_ Counting On, Ranger, {0,1,2} -

2.' Addition of Ordinal, Numbers. /Range: {0,1,:r

3. Rational-Counting Back:. Range: {0,1,2} .9, ,

.
.

4. Subtraction e&grdinal Numbers: 'kS and CI covered: 'Range: {41i2}
.. .

.
.

Cluster 6. lihis cluster of variables 'was formed from ttle'menitaf

arithmetic- problems.
)

.

,
_ .

)

, 9

1. Addition_ Product' Score. 'Range! ( 0,1,,2 }'
.,

2. Subtraction Product Score.,Range:,i{Q,1,2}

3. Addition 'dime ScOre.- Range: {011.,...,n} 'a

4. Subtraction Time Score. Range: {1,2,..i,n} . .

-.Cluster 7. This cluster-of variables wastformed from theAested ,

, , 1 ,

.

, 1 .
.

classification tasics, the loop inclusion tasks, and a post administratibn
4

of the ciass inclusion test:. 1.** ...
,

. . , ....,

_ .
.

1. Class Inclusion: Range: (0,1,20,4,51

2: Loop Intrusion, Rafige: (0,1,2)3}
fr

:

2. Neil d Classification A. Range: {0,1,2,3,4,D.,6} .

!r" .

4. Nat Classification B. Range:0 f0,1,2,3+5,}
/ 34

. 1
..-----.1.-- - 4-
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'The Designiqf the Readines Study

. The first grade children in Huntington Street Elementary School and
4

Roberston,Lane Elementary school City,- Southeast, were used as the initial

'population. All of,these ghildrenwexe administered the SMSG first grade

test selected-by PMDCstaff in September of 1974. The two scales used in the

selection were,SMSG Scale'204, Counting Members of a, Given Set, and SM5G
0

Sca* 20"5, Equivalent Sets. Only those children for whom evidence was present

.that they could count to at leastAteven were included in the population.

Two readiness tests, quantitatixe 'comparisops and claSs inclusion, .

were%ad Ministered individually..to all of the Children in.the population.

Children were judg6d to be either gross quantitative comparers,Ixtensive

(-' .

,

. .

quantitative comparers-, or-indeterminate. Children for- whom was

t-

-. .t.-

present that they could -not solve. the clas4 inclusion probleM-xere then
-

.

-....

seleCted. The children were he randomly or
rd

ered within each group of osS

and-extensi quantitativemeomkarers within each school. The,first six

'-' r .

of each of the two quantitative comparison groups were assigned to the
- . . - -

.
. , .,--. .

experimental. group and the second six to the"control group as diagrammed.

School, Huntington RoberstOn

eatment

Quantity Experimental Control Experimental. Control '-

gxtensive 6 6 6 6 IN

cross 6 & . 6 .

O
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During the course of the experiment two cbntrol children (one extensive and
c

gros6 comparer) moved from the district and were subsequently replaced

. by 'two extensive quantitativ4 comparers.

In summary, the characteristics of the 48 children in the sample were

as follows:

1. Fa 1h child could one-to-one correspondence count tie/at least seven

2. No Child could solve the, class inclusion,problem:

.-* .

. %

3. .twenty four, of the children were extensive quantitative comparers

and 24 were'gross quantitative colmiarers.
1

Tests' 4

Description of, criteria on the readinessrtests. In the case of qdahti-

. %Aft
tative comparisons, evidence was considered strongif a child answered

correctly at least five of eight q.ue,stiozis with justification. A child
.

4

A .

was judged to be a gross quanti tive compate if, judgements were made
. .

on the basis 'Uf perceptual cues and,a matorIt'y of the answers were not
A

Correcf. An "iirkonclusive ".cate(ory was also present when clear

judgements could not. be made,'
o . 5 _ t ....

$

-,7

1

'
;A.

A criterion for the class in4usion tests was not #t issue because
....,, .

.. /. :,;,.- -* :-,-:

88 of the 107 children scored the 1100.04 ure'of,zarcr. Of thel remaining 0:

-.- .

-children'it' seven scored one. '`,,,..f,

.'% .

Administration of the achievement tai.. Theteit'inyolved in CIUSter

4 variables was administered indiNiidually the 48 'children' in the sample

as pretests during the first two weeks Qctober:1974. During February-
..; 4

1975, the tests in, all of Clusters 1-7 aiicr4iie 'quantitative comparisonof
--_-..

,..

41Auring February, each child was interviewed in three different sittings
. . ..:::4;,:,..

..,,

of no more than 36 minutes pet sitting. Eah'interview was audio -video
. :

.
.

test were administeled.

recorded as well as hand recorded by the interviewer. _During thell!irst
-

()').
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*

sitting, the class inclusion test, thenO0p inclusion test, and Ale nested
4, . " , ,. %.1. . o: ' e: ' ". 1 :

I" ,. ' O. . , .

classification' test were'administeres L , ,ftat otder-
,,
-During'the second,, - . ,.

, :

Irt
..: ,;:..,,

. .

Sitting, counting back, just before, j,itg,-5..after, arid between tagks;, 40k

. ,

A of the ordinali,ty- cardinality test, task.i3'Ortlie.orAinaJ4tY7cas

J
t̀est; lentitative compAisons test; verbal prpSieths w±th-ObjeAs.; An

the set partition testwere individually:.administerd,:iri,that'Ader
,. .

s

During the third sitting,, the mental arithmetic 1,eei;. 4147.e0alji'at&ills:.
-!, -.,.. , L

without objed.ts; the ordinal number additioh.eest; theornal nullities/ ,-
.

.

subtraction test; and a test celled thl formalization teit_(which has:.
1

s...-

,--
,

not beery described) were adminiSt4red, in that order. The testers for

the experimental group were Mr: Charles Lamb and ,:rathem ein.

The testers for the control group were 3r. Curti Spikes alid,14r.,.teslie

Steffe. At
,.

.

DaT'S sources. Eachaudfo-video tape Was viewed anct all,idata' Tie.fe
. , -0... .

extracted from the tapes. The dire were 626d0'otxrecord'she'ets which'

..,..
,i! ,: . .

, e, ,
,

are,presented ilk Appendix B. The record sheets are ! presented in the OrAer

that the tasks were administered ter.the chil .

The first record sheet presented Appendix

The column on the left provides opportunity to

pointed out each 'Subset and tle containing set.

Gc
are presented in the middle column for' each task with the correct choice

in all capital letters. 'The last column provides the opportunity to code

the child's Osponse to the "Why?" quegtiA. For an item to be
-

?
correct, the child had to respond correctly to eachof the two questions

foiso<lass, iiItlugi'0'4, ,. ,

.
..- . e11,,,...:.%-t-,--...

de whe r the chT1,4r
f

.

t `'!.. .t....*:;'..`,7:.

two possible afisigerv
. ..-
. , -.-The

asked. The rationale was included as supporting evidence for the

presence of class insusion when available. Verbal justification

4 9,1
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, ,.. ,

1...Ise..'

was not .necessary fq,r.an item to be 5.cored torrectly. Each iterrrscored correctly

on the second:administ,rattonwas given a score of,-1. Score of 0 was as-

signed.any o` he for an item. In case-of the readiness

test, strong eyielentwOul4 be availabiefar the_ presence of class inclusion

if four-but of five items were answered correctly with justification on

atleast'ond,Of!those fou ems. Strong evidence would be available

for ,t1w,.absence''151-4ass inclusion if a score of 0,or l'was obtained.

is!et. wOu.Vd: "be' indeterminate.
` -;

,, Arbe,Secold;',report sheet p5psented is for loop inclusion. Taaksyk.

D'inCIdded-three'directions to the Chi-d. In order to tie- gien c:redit for

:':dp),..n.g°,taskA-correctly, a child had to place the stick carlrectIy:far

':tiitae:direCtions. In, s ch case, a 1 was assigned. In any other_eale5,

0

a:0 waS_aSSigned, The t1 ird direction was critical as the chid had to

realize-that it is not pOssible to place stick-inside the green but not

,
inside the red. Likewise, the child had to, place the stick correctly for

each'of.the three directions in task B to be awarded a score of 1. If
.

.not, a score of 0 was awarded. In task C, the child had to place the

stick correctly for each of the two directions to be awarded a score of

1. ,Otherwise a score of 0 was awarded.'

The third record sheet is a flout chart depicting the possible response

paths a child could follow through the questions for nested classification,

olleask A. There are. five rows (corresponding to the boxes), one for each

item. ,Thee insert in the upper right indicates whetheit r the child, classified

the itemi in the warm-up task. independently or whether help was needed.,

The solid lines represent the correct response path. On any item, (each

box ih'the left column represents an item) a score of 1 was awarded if a
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child's response followed the solid line response path. A 0 was awarded

The fourth recard'sheet is a flow chart,depicting the possible ,

response-paths a child could follow thrbugh the.questions for nested',

clasSj.ficatian,task B. There are six
.

Tows (corresponding to the boxes),

.

'

.....,f,
..

_.0,e, for each -itet. The insert. in the upper right hand corner indicates
. ,

,

.:.-

whether the child classified the items ih the warm-up tasks independently

.

or uthether,help wad\needed. The insert in'the lower right hand corner
_

Indicates the on the nested classification supplement, Again,

the solid lines represent the correct retponse,path. On any item, ,yeccire

of I was (awarded if 'the child's response followed the solid line7' A'0

*IP
was awarded otherwise,,,

The fifth record sheet presented consists of flow charts.depicting.

the possible response pats for ,the Wunting backkest and just before
4

and just after tests.
''8,'
P P4; and P

12
indicate action sequences where

. .

.
.

the child counts back from 8, 4, and 12.

child correctly performed P ut not P

a child correctly performed P
8
and P

12

A score of three was awafded if all thr
. . .

.

. .

-.

701,

-

.
.

awarded in any other case. ,.B B' A and.A .indicate the respOnseS°:.
14' 11' 14' / .11-- -,

-..

given to, questions concerning what number comes ,j1st before (or just.,'
...

A store of 1 was awarded if a

A score of 2 :was--warded if .

could not mit beck from 1.5-

were done. -4 sc of. 0 was

after) 14 or 11. score af 1 was awarded to the, "just before" Problem
. -

if .either B. or B11 were correct. 'A sore or 0 was awarded- in caseteach.
14

- .

was incorrect. Likewise, a score of 1 or 0 was award6d to the "lust aft- , - , : It*
/".!.

The sixth.4secord sheet presented Consists.'of a,flow chart depicting
4 0

4

1st
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possible responsepaths korJthe between tasks. A score' of 1 MAS awarded

'for,each correct response.

The seventh record sheet presented consists of a flow chart depicting
t

possible response paths a child could follow through thequestions for

the cardinal and ordinal number Task A'. 'The first box (p4p + 1) represents

the child's respdhse to question 'l asking for the successor'of 9. If

immediately correct, a score of I was awarded for Successor.' If 'the child

cou nted from the beginning or didn't know, a response was ascertained

(boX lc) for the successor .of 10 (pA p + 1 p + 2). In the- case a child

was immediately correct, answering "10" a score of 1was awarded for

Successor. In any dther case, a scoreof 0 was awarded Successor. Box

2 p 7 2) represents the'child's response to question 2 asking the

child to name-the seventh counter given-the position of the ninth. It'

V
immediately ,correct, a Score of 1 was awarded to Predecessor. In any

Other case, a score of 0 was awarded to Predecessor. Box 3 (q + 2 #S)

repres nts-the child's-reSponse to. question 3 asking the child to find

th.e cardinality of S given the position of q + 2 = 10. If correct, a

justificatiOn As asked for (How do you,know?).. Box 3b Oct + 2 .T.-4#P)

represents the child's response to quegtion 3b in Task A asking the hild

tt find the cardinality of P. Regardless of the response (q,+ #

the task was terminated.. If the response (q + 2 ;4>#) for question 3

was incorrect, various -other question sequenceswe.p_possible. Box 3c

(q 4-2 -40P#P).represents the child's response to quegtion 3c of Task A

4
,

asking for the cardinality of 13 givetti.q + 2. If correct,,question 5

:repeated {Brilx-3d (q + 2 7.1:4!#S)]. In case' of any resOnse to

'question 3a; Task A was, terminated. If the response.in box 3c (q + 2

/
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1-2?#P) is incorrect, various response paths were possible and should
-
be

self-evident. The #S variable' was scored from the rSpo,nse in box 3. The

4613 Variable was scored from the response in,either box 3b or 3c.. The

#S + #P variable was scored frOm the reSponse in either of box 3, box 3d,

or box (3f or 3h).;. and. from'Ehe response in either of box 3b, box 3c, or

box 3g. It should be clear that responses from box 3d, or box 3f or 3h;

and box'3gwere facilitated by the eXperimenter.

The eighth record sheet presented is a flow chart 'depicting poisible

responge paths a child could follota through the questions for the cardinal

and (1gdinal number task B. The first box Kg +1 # q + 2) represents the

child's response:to question 1 asking for the successor of 5. If the

response was correct, a 1,-was awarded for Successor. If incorree\t7. question

lb was asked.- If the response was correct a 1 wAS awarded for Successor.

In any other case, a 0 was awarded foe Successor. Box 2 (q + 17:* #P)

represents the child's response to question 2 asking the child-for the

a %

cardOnality of P ( the total number of objects)giveu the position of

q + 1. rf the child's response was correct, he was sequenced through

box 2a.- If the child's response was incorrect,--he was sequenced through

the appropriate sequences; box 2b or -box 2c. The 45 variable was' scored

fon the response in BOX 3, The #P variable was scored from'the response

in Box 2. 7 #5 + #P variable-was scored from the responses in Box 2, Box 2h,

Bo'-.52c, Box 3, or Boxes 3b.

V

The ninth record sheet presented is for the quantitative comparison

test and the verbal problems with objects test. In order to be given

credit for an item on the.quantitative comparison test, a child had to

tb
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answer the relational question correctly and have a response basis which

indicated something other than:a solution based on perceptual features
--

for one or more of the eight items. One point was given for each correct
r

item.' The verbal problems were pored on a right7wrongbasis for the

product score. Whether the child used objects and any observable processes

were recorded.

The tenth record -sheet is for the pariifions,test. An item was
.,....,.,,

. . .

scored as correctif a correct response was given tothe relational question

and a justification.

w

The eleventh recor&shegt for recording responses to the mental

arithmetic test and the verbal, problems without objects test.- Of the

data recorded on. the verbal problems without objects record sheet, only

the column "answer" wad.sci in tip readiness analysis: The caluilins
r

headed by E, E'+ ,S denote when the problem was "read thee experimenter,

the child or both., Other columns are self-explanatory. Tne items on.

° both tests were scored on a 0-1 basis, 0 incorrect; 1 correct, in the

case of the answer.
0

,,,The twelfth record sheet is for recordingthe children's responses
-

to the tests of addition and subtraCtion of cardinal and ordinal number.

%. Of the data recorded, only the columns "answers" were considered for analysis

,in the, readiness study; Some "d046Snts are necessary to interpret the

other, coding schemes. .On the addition test, 'records were made of (1)

Tletherthe basis of the response wassanImmediately given fact, whether
4

the child counted on, or counted all; (2') where the obserVed procbss were

correctly employed (a child. could make an executive error and still have
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A

'the correct procegs); and (3) whai. answer:the child produced based on a

giveri process: A section was'OFOvided for comments. On the subtraction

test, space was prqvided to 'record whether ttie child

element of Q, whether the correct prdtei was employed

process, the, answer, and the source, of cardinality of
o.

could be obtainqd in various ways.

, Treatments

ffescription of the treatments. The children

6

found the minimum

fgrt a' given
, '

5. The bitter

in theControlVroup

participated in 'their regular mathematics prograll, Elementary Sehoo6

Mathematics for Kindergarten through Grada.'6 (EiCholz and,Martin, 1971).

The children in the experimental group participated in mathematids classes,.

.conducted by Leslie P. Steffe and M. Curtis Spikes. The 12 experimental

children in Oglethorpe School were taught from 10:00AM to 11:00AMMonday,.

Tuesday, Thursday,and Friday and the 12 experimental children at Whitehead
*

Road School were taught from 12:00PM to1:09Pm on Monday', Tuesday,.
. ,

Wednesday, and Friday. Instruction began October 11,, 1974 and ended January..'"

17, 1975 for the experimental children.

The instruction in the experimental: groups was highly,individualized

for, each child in that very few sessions were held where gr oup interac

or group demonstration was used. Because'the instructibn was indiviclualized
.

ion

O.

the children frop the 4erimental group were pooled for data

analysis.

k

1 The first inst,ructional week was spent on classification where thd

terminology "and,"z"or," "not," "some," and "all"' was introduced. The .6

content of the classificationg were dog, sqpirrel; and bird cueoutsand
i 4

,

balloons, toy soldiers, toy horses, and toy cowboys. A sample,instructional

-session is given below.

4.
.
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Objectives7 aGiven collection af five dog cutouts, two squirfel Cutouts/
. . .

4!-,
.

0 , and -three bird cutouts , the children rhould ,he able to :
0 0

c

r

1. Select akl, of the dogs, squirrels, or birdsz

0.

iv 'Select all of the animals that are got birds, squirrels,

or dogs;

3. Select all of the animals that are not birds and not

4.

5.

squirrels, etc; '

Selec't some of the animals; and

State that the \dogs are some of the animals,'but -not

.all) of the animals, etc.

A6tivities: a. Give the children the animal.cuteAs and have the select

the dogs, the squirrels; nd then birds`.
.

t
b. Have the children select h dogs. Thn ask, "Do you

ti

hive some of the animals?",

... t

c. Repeat (b)using the squirrels and birds.

f 0

4. Repeato(b). using combination of two Of the 'obvious ,

5

;subsets. m '

\....
r

e."Have the chifdren select all animals that are not
._ .

, . II,

squirrels, birds, or dogs.
. . ..

,

,f. 't,Repi.eat -(e) using combinations of two subsets.I

t

g. Ask the children to compare the number of squir'rels.
'1

;and birds, squirrels and dogs, and birds a:pd dogs.

. ,
Then have them compare the'animals.aqd dogs, the

.

,_..-

animals na squirrels, and the animals
r

and,birds.
. .

I.

. t.

4

1.
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The second instructional Cdeek was speneon,partitioning collections

of objects Three basic activities were designed. 'flie'first was designed
,

using two subcollections with counting, the'second three subcbflections

with counting, and the third more thanthree Without'cauntina. Samples

p three activities are liven below:
.

Objectives: Given a collection of objects, the child should be able to
. r

;

4

Material:

partition the collection int?)

There are as many objects

subcollebtions and realize that:
. -

in-the subcoilectiZms as in . '

A.-

. --- ,
.. .

the originalcollections, and
-.

. .

. ./-
/ 2. The number of subcollections are compensated byTthe-

.

:number, in each subcollection.. . ,,

"-2 f 4 :,
Construction paper with two nonoveAlapping rings drawn

..... -.A. 0 A . p

Activities:

q -

`.4

, .
, .

inside of'another ring.,

a.

b:.

InstrUct eaah 'child to

that each has ten..

. ,

count out te objeclzs and

', . .

5
%,

...

Have the children place five,object'in each
e '

rings, and ask, "How many'hate

i
stress.

the two

to the other)?"

and "How many altogether?" : .

...

.

c. }ave.each child'take ofie object from one of the rings'
:.1

arid'place it .in the. other and repeat quest
,p.

.

d. Continue additions and subtractions of one

the' rings until all cfMbfwations summing ,to
.

.

,.

e. Repeat *14 above activities using nine Obj
g - 14,.. , . . .

objects; seven objects..

4'

1"
fte

* f

'

P

1.02

ions in (b).

,

object between

10 are covered.

ects'Night

A

ti

41.
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The experimentax and children.each take five objects.

'

The experi enter puts two in tite ring and-three2tnthe.

)

other 0.111 the three covered so that'the childrpnbc nnot .

see the objects. The children are then asked to fi d .

out how,,inany the experimenter has covered by using heir

objects. Repeat with other combinations.

Ng. Repeat. (f) using other total amber of objects..

..- .

h. InstTuc f each child to pour his popcorn into a glab

Ask the children toestimate the number-uf-icernels f

.

,popcorn in their glass. Check the ,estimation less han

20 through counting: After a few estimations, tell the
7

children that there are 100 kernels of popcorn in each.
. .

. - . .glass because they were counted. .

.
. .. . o

lir i. Form pairs of children and have onp child of each pair

pour his pdpcorh into five 'glasses and theAltherinto

' twenty glasses. Then eel( each pair who hasmore popcorn

or 1 they both have the same, number of kernels.

j. Repea activity (b) changing Ihe number'of glasses .

around in each pair . t

# k.' Have each child pour'his popcorn into ten glasses.

Ask the, child if he has thg same number of-kernels '
. .

of.popcorn,before pouring as 'after pouring.

4

3

-,
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1.- Line-50 glasses in a row and'have each child pour his

.

popcorn into the glasses; some'in esch glass. Ask each

child to compare the number of kernels before pouring

to the ,number af kernels 'after pouring.-
.

The third instructional week was spent on loop' inclusions and

intersections: Sample acti'vi'ties are given'below.,

Loop Inclusions

Objectives: Given a chain offrings,

able to:

A

, the child should be

1. Place an object inside of exactly one ring, exactly

two rings, etc.,

2. Ascertain that any'object inside of a given ring.is

also inside of itscontaining rings,-and

3. After objects are placed inside of each ring, find-holy

many are inside of,a giVen ring.

.1 4

Materiels:, Three closed .Strings of different colors'where the strings

can be used to form concentric circles, and a pile of tile.
,

. .

Activities: a. Giveleach child one ring. Have the children put bile of
. .,

their handskinside of it. Take the ring and show the
. . ,..

...., childrent it will tot come off,, so their hand is
. .

.
t

inside of'it.

. 1

b. Give the children two concentric rings. Have ,thet put

one of their hands inside.-"of exactly one *ring. Show the :

4.

children that thijrr hand is not inside of.the innermost

ring because it can be;picked up and theivarm is not

1Q4

.1



inside of it. Howeverofor the outermost ring, their

i hand is."caught."
I I

,

. r
o

y t
4
c. Using two concentric rings, have the .children place ime

A

of their hands inside of exactly two rings. Assist

children,yho have difficulty by showing them that neither

ring will come off their hand.

d. Give the children three ±ings and.have them place tile
$

.inside'of exactlyone ring, exactly two rings;. and exactly

three rings.
V

e.. Place the five rings orf the for in the appropriate

way. Instruct child to Step inside of exactly one ring.
.

Discuss whykthe child is inside of exactly one ring

using the operational definition given earlier.

Loop Intersections

o...

4

Objective: Given two or three overlapping rings, a child stivild be able
1 \ :7: .. 0

I

..

o \. . to identify.the interior of exactly one or, more rings.
;. .

1 Materials: A collection of rings made of different colored yarn.,

Activities: a. Place 'two overlapping rings on the floor and have each

child stand in difSerent parts of the interior--inside

of one, of the other and both, discuss why the children

. , .

stand wherethey.do each time. .,
.

.
,

b. Give each child a chtcker, and have them place the
..

. ..,,

. OCheckers inside of exactly one.ride.g., the blue ring

.0
only); and inside of exactly two rings (e.g., tJie blue

.

.

ring and the red r n ).

is

4
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c. Place three overlapping rings on the flodi, a blue,
-r-'

a red, and'a green ring. Repeat fa) and, (b) with

appropriate modification.

The remaining instriactdonal time was. spent on addition and subtraction.

The instruction was sequence.d according to the learning instructional

phases for addition and subtraction. It is here .that the instruction
. ,

was highly individaalized. Contequently, it is very diffiCult to describe

any one uniform instructional sequence. However, the learning-instructional

phases for addition and subtraction are presented, after which activities

are elaborated.

In the exploratory phase, for the children with rote-.counting

abilities, addition and subtrAtion.problems were not attempted until they

.
.

.

acquired pOint-counting abilities. This means that children who were . '

. .

'"

.

rote-counters were given many concrete examples of poiht°cOunting
)
to.\

a

bring their level of counting up'to the level of point - counting., This

was done in the'context of, counting all strategies for addition and

.: subtraction., The counting-all strategy was used to solve addition and

subtraction exercises at the,,exploratory phase. The children at this

Phase were given the problem of determining how-many elemehts there
.

...-
.

,

.
- .

, were in two sets, S and Q, when all the elements of. both were put together.

The elements of S were,coulted out, the elements of Q were counted out

"I -
.-

and placed.with the elemellfs,of S. The children then counted out all of
Ne

a

the elements of SVC1 = P. The stud9hts continued these types of activities

with 'objdcts and -with their fingers, a'nd worked sPontanebusiy from

'bnth verbal and written.tinstructions for basic addition ,facts. This

4

means that-being told: "solve this problem: How much is six and four?"

V ,
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.

and being given the symbolized statement--"6 + 4 = , n elicited t4e

'same problemsolving behavior. fri the case of using their fingers,
.

o

the students counted ,out six fingers, counted-out four fingers, and then

counted each

objects Were

instruction

if the sums,,

finger and determined that the answer was "ten.". Concrete

abandoned by all of the children after about two weeks of,

o addition and subtraotian. Finger dexterity increased-

were ten or less.

All of the children in the experimental groups wereintrouced to the

I

explpratory phase of addition and. subtraction. The 'reason forips decision was

that an attempt was made to let the children differentiate themselves in

instruction to thee abtraction-rekesentation phase for addition and' suUtrattion.

i) It was expected that the children who Were extensive quantitative compaers

..
would enter the abstraction-representation phase more quickly than would'

. tne.gross quantitative comparers. The abstraction and tepresentation

pllaseis. described below;

In the abstraction-repres.'entation learning phase for addition, the

Children can qse the counting-on strategy to"solvethe problem s +

Rational counting-on, R-I, is used, since the child teinsidere

either one of the numb:ers as a starting point and the other numbers to

represent a--set of units in the verbal Chain.. For example, to soave
. .N...

9 + 3 =E .thee student might selett!.nine as bis starting poiilt. in -.

his verbal chain and count on three units more in the chain: "ten,".

"eleven," "tweivek". There is no pedd to count -through the forward

,

verbal sequence tothe numbet nine froth one since the child extractsa

r
.

Ni,

mentally, the cardinal property of "nipeness." At, the .Same time the

. . o

child initiates a .three unit count from the number nine in the verbal

PI" r
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t
. s .

. . . ., . , v
. .

(mental). chain. Th4 child does not need to count each unit id the problem

.

.
,

. . .

the soludon, the .child oCint-counts the tally either si.multanebusly

while counting on. or afte. The subtractidn problem is solved with R-3
I.0e

,
.

. : .',

level counting--counting bacNithout tally: The child solves a praiem $

0
.

, like 9 - 5 d::], by stsartfng gt nine to count-
4

the units in the backward
. .

ordinal sequence. He counts'back,five units to the number five and

but does need to,keep a tally of three 'units. The missing addend is
.

. .
. .

Sorved with a-rational counting-on strategy that also utilizes a tally,

. . A'- .

.

But
.

in a different way. The level of rational counting labelecPR=2,, ...

..-
.

is needed here. When given.themissing addend problem, .the missing addend
.

1 .

is perceived as part of
.

the sumitotal. Given the problem to solve,
_

.
. :., -

3 + 121= al, the student.Counts-on frol three to, eleven and syM lizes'the
et

,units of the missing.addenkwith a tally as he counts. In finalizing

t

mentally extracts the text number in the backward-ofdinal sequence and
.. -

.

names it as the solution to tile problem. In this problem situation, the z'

.1.

°.
...,,: .

.
111,

child is asked to solve...the problem .counting.cohntipg back. ...,

. . ,".,' ....I -.

Instructions .on counting'dn and counting sack activities were given
_

. . .N. e- , , -
. . .

t to each child.: The first R-1 level counting activities were as follows.I- , \,,,, .. ; .

. A card with-three rings on it t .was used, Objects verb

_
.

counted, out while being placed into of the.rings. These objects
, . .

-.
,... ..-

were'screeried from view. bbjects wervcounted'out while being
.

..

''placedinto the other ring: The

.", A ,

ch. idien were'then
.

asked to, find h8
.., C

r

many were in the big ring'. Couhting76.11,strategies could be sed.to
.

.
.

It.

sbOve:the prbbleM.as well as. R-1 counting. The goal of such eqpivities
-0 .,

" A

wasto have'the children abetradtthru ought counting activities, that the

.4

--,4......-.-, .. ,
. .

.- -

objects covered did not,have.to be recounted, but on could start "with

.
t '1

..,e

5

4w
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the number of objectp covered and count-on, as described above in the

N t abstraction-representation phase.

V

,

.
From the active.involvebent in counting physical objects, 'children' r--

e.

were predented wits exercise sheets with sums. They were encouraged
....

i ,
,

, , e 4
to use tally marks with 4encils in either counting all or R-1 counting

.

15astherwere'able.

'c The missing addend problem was first presented using a variation

. N

4 R-1 Counting behavior, 1.r.ansforming.it to R -2 .counting behavior.
.. . . . .

Inste'ad of counting each collection and covering one, the children were

told there were,a certain number in the b4 ring, .some under the cover,
.

,
-. - .

so how many were aitOgether.' R-2 counting behavior was modeled by the

'teachers and by able children for those not able to'display it.

Because some of Ehe children had a great deal of difficu14y, with

R -1 and R-2 Counting, the solution to the missing addend problem presented

in symbols (5 +.1:3= 7) was modeled usieg-partitioning as a base. Id the.

case of the,example, sevev objects were counted out, five of the seven

were counted out, and then the. two were counted out to go-into the box.

A child with counting-all strategies could execute the so,lution presented

in that way. Efforts were then made to take the children that were able
*

into solution by-R-2 level counting.

Counting-back activities were also presented, .,t'.4.1-st point counting-

all and then rational, counting back without tallying; Then iounting-

0.

back activites were then incorporated into subtraction exercises such_

as 5 - 3 Ely/The children were given a counting-lian'b.oard as

foirows. They were shown thAt to process 5 - 3 on the board, they would
- .

.15
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start- at five and count of three, to find the answer "two." An attem pt

was-made to emphasize that even though, stay "6" appeared under'a particular

tile, it told how many, tiles there were up to and including that

Structured materials were used due to the great difficulty child experienced

in rational counting back:
10 #

,
4

All of the children were presented with counting-on and.counting -

back strategies associated with the three equations a +S = ; a +

and 3 - a = C, and a and B known and unknown. The, third, learning-

instructional phase was also dealt with in instruction. This learning-

instructional phase is called the formalization- interpretation phase.

The formalization-interpretation learning phase for addition and

-___

Subtraction is, characterized by. the interrelationships of addition and

subtraction. The student in this filial learning phase for addition

and Ordaction can relate problems of the type 9 - 5 = [Ind 9 .0+ 5..

To become aware of the latter equation from the first one, the R-4

counting--counting-back with tally--must be employed and utilized in a

special way ,Thelstudent°colints back five units nine to the number five.

F
with a tally (mental). He preserves the solution as four units of the

nine and he preserves the five units counted-back, as part of the nine.

The numbers five and four are parts of the number nine; The numbers four

1.1 0
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ansi five are considered as units. t

So, the child'realizes (wit reconstructing the 5 units he counted .

back) th-11 5 units counted, back on to four units results .in the original

9 units In this way, addition and subtraction are interelated. So,

when a child finds the sum of 5 and 4, he also knows the difference of
. ,

9 and 4.

The oppdrtunity was given each child in the treatment to enter this,

learning-instructiodal phase through Written work. Zamilies of equations

were presented to the children for solution, such as 4 '+, 5 = Ea;

-4 = 9; 0.+ 5 = 9; 9 - 4 = []; and 9 . The Children

were never told the interrelationships but were left to make the observations.

The written work for each child was retained as children differed greatly ia

the amount of written work They could do. A

0

Addition, subtraction, and missing addend problems were given. to. the

children' to solve during instruction on addition and subtraction. The
w

problems were presented in written format. Children who could read the
: ,,

.

.-
,.

r
problems were encouraged to work independently:- They-were encouraged also

to write a mathematical sentence for each prOblem they solved. The

problemb were read to the children who could not read. These children
f4

were also encpuraged,trite mathematical sentences for the problems

they solved.

The children were allowed to use.the hand-held calculator during the

U..;g0t four weeks of instruCtion.. The role of the calculator:was to check
._

.
..'

sums or differences.

1 1 1



The'Research Hypotheses

The research hypotheses for the readiness study are stated, for each

cluster 'of variables. Rationale for the hypotheses are contained in the

previous sections and are summarized whenever appropriate.

Cluster 1. The research hypotheses advanced for Cluster 1 variables

o

are as follows:'

Extensive quantitative comparers obtain cardinal infor-

mation from'ordinal information to'a greater extent than gross

quantitative comparers. *

2. Extenlive quantitative compardrs who are taught counting

strategies will be able to obtain cardinal. information from

ordinal information to a greater extent than extensive quantitative

comparers who.are not taught counting strategies.

-3. Gross quantitative comparers axe not able to obtain

cardinal information from( ordinal information regardless

. of being taught counting strategies.
o

o

Cluster 2. The researchshypotheses advanced'for Cluster 2

variables are as follows!

Extensive quantitative comparers and gross quantitative

comparers 'do not perform differently on the variables

Counting back, Just Before, Just After, Successor, and'

-Predecessor.

2. Extensive quantitative comparers will outperform the

gross quantitative comparers on the vriableretween.

3. The childr(n in the experimental and control groups

do not perform differently on all variables in Cluster 2:

112

I
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Cluster 3.. The

are as follows:

102 4

research hypotheses advanced for Cluster 3 variables

-.. _

1 .., EXtentive-quantioative-compaiers will solve verbAllrpresented

,

..

missing addend problems better than gross quantitative comparers.
. .

bifferenoes"Will also exist onadaition and subtraction ,

problems, but not-as educe as-for the missing addend problems.

. ,

Moreover,-7subtraction is more difficult for the gross
4 .

quantitati.ye compare6 than addition,'

2. The experimental group will out-perform the control

group on all three problem types.

Cluster 4. The following research hypotheses are advanced for the

pretest.

.54.4.,

Q

N.
1. ,Gross quantitative comparers are not ableto solve the

1
missing addend problems nor the subtraction problems.

2. Extensive quantitative compafers can solve addition.

e
'aud subtraction problems and can, with moderate success,

C. .

solve missing addend problems.

3. GrossNquantitetive comparers are not able to solve

set partition problems but extensive quantitative comparers

are able to solve these,problems.

4. Extensive,q&antitative comparers will outperform gross

quantitative compareis on- all variables of the cluster.

1
In the case of the postteSt, the following hypotheses were advanced.

1. The children in the experimental group will outperform the

children in the control group on all vdriableM except addition,

where thdre will be no difference in performance. This

hypothesis should be especially true for the gross quantitative

comparers.

i

A*,
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2. The >eitenSi/e quantitative comparers will outpdrkorm the

gross qUantitativpcomparers iri the control group on the

.variables missing addend, subtraction, Set partitiOns with

counting, and set partitions without counting.

Cluster 5. The following research hypotheses are advanced for,CluSter

4005 variables,

1. Extensive quantitative comparers are able to (a) ratiAa

count;on, (b) rational cot* back;";(c) solve ordinalinumber:

Addition problems, and(d) soliYe O4dina/ number subtraction

probleds,to a greater extdnt han grOps TUantitative,comparers.

2. The experimental gross :quantitative comparers will outperform ,

4

the control gross quantitative domparers,on.the rational countingrr,

.

on
N-t-
and, the ordinal number addition problems. 9 '

3. RZtional counting on and addition of ordinal number problems

-#' i
. 4

, f .

are highly related. ,

4. Rational counting back and4idinal number subtraction
.

( .

r-4-....

problems are highly related.

Cluster 6. No resear ch hypotheses are advanced for Cluster 6 variable.

Cluste 7 The research hypotheses
//

advanced for Clusttr 74variables

, are as follows: '

_,----- .-:-, s=. lb.
,

,

v..1. 0uanrity,is not a readineSs 'variable forany ofthe'

1
J.

classification tasks.

,..
2: The experimental group will outperform the -Control group

..". ,-'; ,

,
on nested classification tasks and on the loop inclusion tasks.

ff

fl

.!

111'
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o Statistical Analyses

/ .104

r

Item analyses. An item analysis was conducted for each test whenever

1

appropriate. PrOgram ANLITH, an item analysis computer program made

available )33T the Educational Research Laboratory of the University of Georgia

was used to conduct the. item analysis. The' program Was'llettatIgd'for:

use at the Educational Research Laboehtory by Yi-Ming Hsu and was developed
t

by Thomas Groneck and Thomas A. Tyler.

Item difficulty (p-values) are-reported'for each item. ''A p-value

_is a ratio of the number of correct responses to the total number of

responses for an item. Test means, standard deviations, and Cronbach's

Alpha reliability coefficient'are reported ,for each test as well as

the frequency distribution of total scores.

Analyses of variance. Multivariate analyses of-variance were conducted

for each cluster of variables and were used to test the research, hypotheses.

Program MUDAID, Multivariate, Univariate, and Discriminant'Analysis of

Irregular Data was used for the analyses of research (Applebaum &

Bargman, 19675. ,This program is available through the Educational

Research Laboratory at the University or Georgia.

Quantity was used as- a classification variable (Extensivt'vs. Gross).

and treatment as an independent variable in Ill analyses of variance.

Each analysis 'of variance then, was 2 x 2. A.univariate analysis of
7 ,,1

variance and one or more discriminant functions (cOrresponding to the
.

significant effects) are reported in cases of significant interactions

or main effects in the 2 x-2 multivariate analyses. Correlatilen matrices

of the dependent variables are'also presepted.

I
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10.6

Results of the Readiness Study
.*

fi t

Item analyses -, ,

r-- Item analyses are presented:for tests of the readiness'variables and

for tests of some of the achievement variables. 'Mese analyses irj.clude a
___-,-4-7--F--

1difficulty index for each item, a frequency distribution each test, an
___.

i / .,

in.terhal consistency reliahili.ty coefficient for eachtest, test means; and
, ..-

\
..,

-

test standard deviations.

Quantitative comparisons. The test,of quantitative comparisons

(Appendix A.11) was administered, to 107 children as a preteste "able 1

contains the difficulty indices for each .item, and item characteristics..

Items 1,-2, 3,and 6 were of comparable difficulty. These items either had -

/
.

...

- '
,

. .-

t

Table 1

Difficulty Indices and,Item Characteristics
'far Quantitative Comparisons Pretest

4

114

Item T Item_Characteristic;Difficulty

. .

,

.70 Triangular arrangemeni;:six Fed÷_six green
1

2 .74 Rectangular arrangement six red,eight green-
,

.

, ..

.3 : r:73Random arangemd&; six-red, six green
.

# ..

. .57' ,,, Linear arrangement; six ,red, six green
.

. . ,
, ,

5 .49 Linear arrangement; eight red, eight green
K

6 , :72'', Random, arrangement; eight' green,. six red

4

7 .59 Circular arrangement; eight red; eight green

8 .54_ , Random arrangement; eight red, eight greei

'4

ry



0i
. . .

a configuration conducive to solution by visual inspection(triangular or'
....

',rectangular) had twq collections of4Six object's with a.random arrangement ''

0 . . . . .

(itemQ), or contained a coliectiln which apparently had.more than the ,
l . s 4 ,..

other (item 6). 'These 'items all demanded an extensi44',OanOtatilie comparison
-

-c i
for correct solution due to difficult geometrical configurat4oRa of eight 4. "o

. .

objects in each collection to be compared. They were the critica'P items to
3.. -

separate thl'extensive quantitative..c. .fibfrom the gross quantitatiye -

. ,

. ,

comparers. . %._./ , ..-
.._

...

..._

The test mean was'5.01, standard deviation- 2.58, arid internal con-

sistency reliability .84. The reliability of .84 supports_the,claasiliCation

into extensive and gross categories. Further justification of the vali4iy.

r
? a, - -

of the two quantitative categories
k

is that, if a-child scored at.least 5

Out of 8 correctly with justification for his answers, evidence was strong
.0, s

he would have made an extensive quantitative comparisot. Evidence,wes

Strohg- because at least one of items 41 i, 7, or 8 would by necessity
-2.

have to be answered correctly with justification.
.40

The diitribution of.tgp.1 scares for the eight item lest was as foliows.

, Eleven children 'scored zero, five scored'one,five ,scored two; seven cored.

4
4

"three, eight,scored four, ten scored five, twenty-one scored seven, and

nineteen scored eight.. The rather large nequencies fer the'scores'give,

. .

sift, seven, and eight can be attributed to items.1, 2, 3, and"6.p,Ig,retrospect,'"

those itedis did not necessarily measure extensive quantity. ,

The test of class inclusion (Appendix A.10) given total first-

grade population was extremely difficult (88 out of 107 scored zero), so'

no psychometric analysis was needed. Evidence was available that only nine

.

children had class. inclusion.

1

r
1 S
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Number in S and number in P. Tab3_,..4onains the difficulty-indices
4

for the Number in S and Number in P tests (Appendix A.1): The first item'
A

on Number in test was more difficult than the second. The first is
.

probably more indicativedof the difficulty of the// WS items due to the

Table
4 I

"
Difficulty indices fgr #S and #P Tests

,

"4 ^4

Test

'Item Number in S Number in P,

1 .31' *46

2 .44

4

fact that the second item. was from the second ordinality task and the child

had proc6sed a consideiable amount of 'infdrmation abort the task'before

asked to find the number in S. ) ,

Table 3

. ,

Frequency Distributions,. Means, Standard Deviations,
and Reliabilities of the #S and #P Tests

.0 \

-Freqpency.
Distribution

Ma! Score ,

Standard

Test .0 1 2 (Percent) Deviation

.16 '23 9 .85 (42)

Reliability

.71 ,15

.17 7-19 12 .90 445) .77: -.33

-119
4.4
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The frequency distributions, means, standard deviations, and relia-
.

r
bilities for.#S and #Ptests are given in Table 3. None of the distri-

butions appear to represent normally distributed variables. The relia-:

bilities are extremei.y low and are a reflection of the rather large number

of children scoring one out of.the two items correctly. ,The items were not

homogenous. This heterognirTmay-be 4 result of the items heing on

, ' , P. 4 / f
. .

'different tasks and in different sequendes in each task.

While.the low reliabilities may be attributed to. the fact that. the tests

contained only two items, the tests were administered individually by
0

competent testers. Such individual'administrationshodld minimize errors

of measurement. This argumeht strengthens-the necessity for better task

'design for tests of #S and /P variables.
I 4)

In the event differences for main effects are detected in the analyses

of variance for /S or 0 variables, khey Can be interpteted. The reason

such interpretation is ilossible is that, given significant differences ''say.,

for quantitty) a preponderana of the children scoring zero would'have to

be in one category and a prpponderence of the children scoring 1 or 2

would have to be in another category. For children scoring either zero
. -

or two,'itis reasonable to/conclude that they did not of did have the

ability to obtain cardinal information from ordinal information

respectively. For childrpn scoring'one, however, difficultpsof inter-

t

pretation are present.

-,
In the event differences are not detected in the analyses of variancg

...

for #S or #P variables, no:interpretation should be made.
,..-

00-

S':..
,.,...;

0 -
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Problem solving without objects. Table 4 containp the diffi4ulty

indices for probleth soling test withoutobjepts:/ApPendix A.4), The

Idices are-surPrisinglY high for a problem 'salving test with no objects°

esent.

Table 4

Indices' for Troblem-Solving Tes_Without Objects
'

item.
I .

?,em Type

3

4'

5

6

I

.75'

8.1'

.73

.54

.42

Addreton.

Addition

'Subtraction'',

Subtraction.
5.

Missing Addend
. .

0 .

Missind Addend4

A. -
The missing eddedd problems are more difficult than tht four addition and

.

subtraction items? ds expected. The Indices for the additiod'and subtraction

items are quite comparable but greater than indices for the missing addend

items, indicating that cqunting-all stebtegiedVere 'used durin& solution.

Table 5 cdntains the frequency distributiod, mean, standard deviation,
. ,

and inforination for.. the th'ee problem types. None of_the

distributions appear to represent normally distributedvariahles. The

.

idternal consistency reliabilities are quite substantial for Subtraction
. 6 ' t

. ,
V V I

. and Missing Addend but rather modest for Addition. InsPectEdn of the
-

, frequend'y distributions show that the missing addend problems were

I21.
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Table 5

Frequency Distributions, Means, Standard Deviatiofis, and

'Reliahilities of the Additio1-10 Subtraction and Missing

Addend,Test44Withdut Objects \

Frequency Distributions 4 ....

1 e
e

. Total Score , ,

-2, . .

4

,

,4
-

Test 0 1 . .2
:.

. Mean,
1 (Percent2_

Addition 4 13' 31 1.56. (7i)

...

Subtraction, 10 8 30 1.42 (71)
.

MiSsIng
Addend 22 15 ." .20 .96 '(48)

Standard.'
'Deviation Reliab113,6,

.-,,,
, :.

.64

t.81

.

:93

,

.87

.35

.75

k .

almost an all-or-nothing phenomenon. The subtraction prOble;a4 were easier
ro

tr.,
than the missing addend,problems; but yet only-8 children scored one of

.the two correctly. The additio/ problemsAgerequite easy for the children

.

and allfbut-fourscored at least One'Of the twocorrectly. The analyses of
.

. .,

, .
. .

variaice should.be interpreted itith caution in
ip

the case.of the additibn .

. .
,,,

problems if no significant differences 6;cist. If differences do exist, a
f.:..-

preponderange children who scored 0 or 1 would have in a category

together. So, here agaid, interpretation would have'to be made with caution.
7

There is no" difficulty interpreting results in the analyses of variance

for the. two oil* problem types:.

c'
Prbblem solving wIth objects and narti6ots fests. The problem solving

,
test with object.% (Appendix A.3) and thespartitions test (Appendix A.5)

were administered as pretests. Thelltoblem solving test 'Consisted of

122
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two addition items, two subtraction items, and two missing addend items.

These three item -types were considered to be subtests. The partition test

was made up of two items where the child counted and two items where'lle

.

did'Inot count. These item types were considered as subtests: Table 6

contains the difficulty indices, for each item of each test.

Table 6

Difficulty Indices for Problem Solvinvand Partition Pretest
t

Ot

Item

1

2

t

3

5

O

Test

ft

.48 Addition

.19 Missing
Addend

Addition

.15 _Missing
Addend

.48 SubtraCtion.
.

.52

.44

Problem Solving partitions

Diffitulty Item Type Difficulty, Item Type

With
Count

With
Count

Without
Count

.46' Subtraction .29 Without'
Count

. 4,,4

It is apparent, from Table "6 that the indices for addition and sub-

traction are approximately the same, but the missing addend problems

were more difficult. Moreover, the indices for the two iteOs with
v1.

counting in the partition, test are.each considerably greater than the two

itemb without counting, which did not include-a particular number--

only the relation "the same number."
_ .

A.

12;3
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6

Table 7 containsthe frequency digtributions for the two total tests

and their subteits. None of the distributions appear to represedt

noriaily distributed variables. For items with counting and without

.

counting, responses for the variable Partition nearly reflected-an all-or-

nothing phenomenon, since scores Of one were relatively f ew in numbdr.

Table 7

Frequency DistribuEions for Problem Solving and Partition Pretests

.Score

Test 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Problem
Solving Total

Addition

Subtraction

Missing
Addend,

16 4 3 9

17 12 19

20 11: 17

36

4t.

4 3

Partition
Total

With Count'

Without
Count

15 14 - 3 12 -

17 8 23

27 7 , 14 ",

4

I

Because 36 children scored d on the missing add'eind items, that subtest

MI not contribute a great deal tothe middle three scares in the total

problem solving test distribueion. As the difficulty indices for addition

and subtraction were around .56, those'items should have contributdd heavily

to the middle three and possibly upper three scores in the total test

distribution. Consequently, one would expect the a distribution of nonezero

124
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scores to be nearly bell-shaped. The actual, distribution of th.total

test met this 'expectation.

Table 8 contains the internal consistency reliability coefficients,

means, and standard 'deviations: The reliabilities of:the tests are

substantial except for the variable Missing Addend, which was a very

difficult test. The reliabilities.support further analyses of the data

/ Table 8

Reliabilitfes, Means, and Standard Deviations of Problem'

Solving and Partitions Pretest

Statistic

Test Reliability
Mean

(Percent)

.-.;

Standard
.Deviation

ProbleM . .

Solving. .82 2.31 (38) 2.00

Addition ' .68 1.02 (52)

Subtraction ;kV .70 .94 (47) .88

Missing Addend, .58 , .33 (16) .62

2

Partitions .80 1.85 (4'6) 1.54

With Counting ..80 1.12 (56) .90,

Without Counting '..73 (36) .88

sad allSw those analyses to be. interpreted with the confidenceLthat the

criterion measures are internally consistent. In fact, the reliabilities-'

-- 1

16.

. associated with the twq-item subtests support analyses conducted using those

subtests as dependent variables.

*

1 °1.Cy )

1
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The problem solving with objects and partition tests were administered

as posttests as well as prgtests. table 9 contains difficulty indices of

the items of each test. Very substantial gains:from pre-to-posttest were

Table 9

Difficulty Indices for Problem Solving and-Partition Posttests

Item

Test Problem Solving Partitions
to

Difficulty Item Type Difficulty Item Type

1- .71 Addition .77 With.
,Count

Subtraction ' .73 With
Count

' 3 . .58 Missing .71 Without

Addend Count

4 , x..52 Subtraction : .60 ' WithoUt
Count

5 .75 Addition

6 -.50 Missing
.Addend

f

made in scores on the addition and missing addend items and in all of the

items of the partitions test. The diffistilty indices fior the Subtraction

and missing addend problems are now comparable and all are less than the

indices for the,addieion items. The problem SOlving item difficulties

in Table 9 are consistent with those observed by Steffe and ,Johnson (1971)

but not consistent with those observed in Table 4 for the subtraction

probleis, a result to be explained in the section Analyses of Variance.
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Table 10 contains the frequency distributions for the two total
,

tests and their subtests. All frequencv-diatibutions changed from

prerto-postt'est from the lesser to the,greater scores (See Table,,7),
c

As subtraction was worked on in the experimental grou it is surprising

that the frequency distribution was not altered in the same magnitud as
,

the _other distributions. Interpretation of thechanges in, the distribu-

.

tions 4 ss delayed until the section Analyses of Variance.

Table 10

Frequency Distributions for Problem Solving and Partition Posttests

Score

Test, Q s- 1 2 3 4 5,

Problem

4 J Solving ; 6 5 7 4 3 17

Addition ..7 12 29

Subtraction 21 4 23

Missing Addend 17 10 21

C

Partitions' 3 4 ' 27
Total

I With . 8 8 32

Count

Without 13 7 28

C6unt

Table 11 contains the internal consistency reliability coefficients,

means,,and standard deviations. All Of the reliability coefficients, except

C-

I 2

C.
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for the addition subtest, are substantial add-Again support analyses of

'variance using the subtests as criterion tests. The rather low relia-

bility of the addition tests is to be expected because the test was

Table il

V
Reliabilities, Means, and Standaid Deviations of Problem

Solving and Partition Posttests

. .

Statistic

Test Reliability Mean
(Percent)

Standard
Deviation

Problem .86 3.58 (60) 2.22

Solving '

Addition .54- 1.46 (73) .73

Subtraction .91 el.04 (52) .96,
. 1

Missing
-1(

Addend .74 1.08 (54) .89

Paitition .87 2.81 (70) 1.55

With Count .72 1.50-(75) .76

-Without Count ..82 ' .1.31 (65) .87

relatively easy (mean score 73 percent). The standard deviations'remain

.substantial and reflect the fact that children scored at each possible

score on the criterion scale, with heavy loading at the extremes.

0%4

Addition and subtraction of ordinal numbers. Table 12 contains the

difficulty indices for the, addition and subtraction of ordinal number

tests (Appendix A.6). The rational counting ontems, modeled hy,

1
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a + a = unknown, were each fairly easy items. . The missing, addend

problems, or ordinal number addition items modeled by a + = unknown

were also surprisingly easy. However, the ordinal number subtraction

were diffio61t, as were the counting-back items. Item difficulty,is

somewhat a function of the particular numbers involved.

Table 12

Difficulty Indices for Addition and Subtraction

of Ordinal Number Tests.

1'
Test Ordinal Number Test OrdinalSubtraction Test

1

Item Difficulty' Type - Difficulty Type

1 .77 Counting-On ,54-Counting-Back
a + a + a =

No tallying

2 .73 Counting-On .31 Ordinal Subtraction
+ a + a = a

Tallying

3 '.71 Ordinal Addition, - .56 Counting-Back
a + = a +a = a .

No tallying

.56 Ordinal Addition .19 Ordinal Subtraction

a =a. -)4 + a = a
Tallying

Table 13 contains the frequency distributions, means, standard

deviations and reliabilities for the total tests of addition and sub-

traction of ordinal numbers. The reliahilitie associated with the two

tests with equation formsa + p = and + a .-a with tallying are rather

low. The former is easy and the latter difficult, each of which contri-

butes to Low reliabilities. The analyses of variance for- these two tests should

1.:
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Table 13
\ 4

Frequency Distributions, Means, Standard Deviations and Reliabilities

fr

of Ordinal Number Addition and Subtraction Tests

.41

Frequency,
. Distribution

Test

Total Scare
,Mean

(Percent)

OS' 1 2

Counting-On 6 12 30 1.50 up

Ordinal . '14 7 27 1.27 (64)

Addition

Counting 20 15 13 .85 (42) '

Back

Ordinal 20 20 8 .75 (38)

,Subtraction

7

Deviatioh Reliability

44:

.71 .59

.88 ° .84

) .82 .61

.72
v

.47

be definitely interpreted, butwith some caution if no differences are

detected in the analyses. .c

Mental arithmetic. Table 14 contains the difficulty indices for the

mental arithmetic test (Appendix A.7). The difficulty indices for the

time score represent an average time'for each item. The subtraction

exercises took,,,longer, on an average, than did the addition exercises.

NOtonly did they take longer, but they were more difficult.

Table 15 contains frequency distributions for the mental arithmetic

test, product score. Table 16 contains the same data for the time score.
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Table 14,1 I. .-,
Difficulty Indieez for Mental Arithmetic Product and Time Scores,

ccr

Test

Item

'6 Product

Score
Time

. Score
Item
Type.

,

1 .86, 14.62_ Addition

'2 .75 .

.

14:02 . Addition.

.

3 .67 121.34' 'Subtraction

4 .40 24.00. Subtraction

.

4

Table 15

Frequency Distributions for Mental Arithmetic Test:

Product Score
r

Score

'Test 0 1( 2 3 4

Total

.

Addition

° subtraction

3 9 16 --f3

7 12 29

.15
15 18
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Table 16 .-.

a I

Frequency Distribution for Mental Arithmetic Test: (TimeeScore' A
,

Interval-,

Test 1. 2 -11. 3

at,

4

Total

Addition

Subtraction

16-115* (36)** '1;p-214 (9) 214- 313(1)

. 0-`1.8rky 18-117 (44) a17-216 (3).

0-99 (45) 99-198 <1) 198-297 (1)'

313-412 (1)

*time range in seconds "'"*"

**Number of students that completed the'tedt within the time

given.
)

interval

.

'Most of the student;'tompleted the totaftest within the interval of 16 to

115 seconds -- Within approximately, two minuted.

Table 17 contains the reliabilities, means, and standard deViations

4
associated with each of the product scqre and the time qcore.' in' some'

cases, the reliabilities are extremely low. For the adeition.iteis prO-

4

duct score, the reliability is only .15. The.factthat -the test was

, --

.easy certainly contributes to thii low reliability. Notinterpredation shbuld

be given to the analysis of variance on that measure. The reliabilities.
t

. .

associated with the time score should be interpreted as a measure of the'

consistency of the time it took to do each problem. Iff fpr example, It

took consistently much longer to do one subtraction item than the other, .

a low reliability would be the result. But if. it alwayS took about the

a Or

same time, e'snbstantial reliability would show. Just because the addition. i
.

,
--

. , . .

items arkf4bch-closer in difficulty than the subtracFion items, one cannot.

S

-
) `

t
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say they took closer to the same time than did the subtractionmpitems,

for the reliability is Bess for the adgtionvtime scores thin for the

subtraction time scored

Table 17
.fime

Reliabilities, Means, and Standard Deviations of the Mental,

Arithmetic Test: Product and Time
Scorlafe

es
4

. I

Statistic

Test ° Reliability
Mean

(Percent)
Standard
Deviation

Total: .19 2.65 (66) 1.50
Product

ci

Addition: .15e 1.60 (80), 1.16
Product

Subtraction: .65 .06 (53) .82

Product t

Total:
, .77 73.98 55.29 .

Time

,Adetion: .49 - 128.64 . 29.12
Time

Subtr:aCtion:

Lime
.71 45.34 . 31.83

Class inclusion, loop inclusion, nested ,classification task A, -and
Jo

nested classification task E. Table 18'contains difficulty indices for

- the items of each test. The difficulty'indices for the class inclusion

items are quite close. Moreover:the correlations of each item with the

.

total test corrected for overlap are .58, .77, .70, .87, .82f for item 1,
. ,

:

- 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. These very substdntial item est correlations
, fi f

indicate each item functioned well as a'discrimiliftor.
. . .'

*See Appendices A.0, A.9, and A.8.

-

-1 3 1
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Table 18

Difficulty Indices for Class Inclvsidn, Loop Inclusion and

"le Nested Classification Tests

Test

Item-

Class Loop 4 Nested Clsss Nested Class

Inclusion Intlus,ion Task A Task B

1

2

3 -

'4

5

6

.38

.26

s; ,

.36 .66 .81

.3.6 53 .38

.26 .66 .55 .79

.32.

.36 t-

a

.30

.7:4

.64

.43

.81

( .

, .

The difficulty indices of the items in the ,three other tests fluctuated
, . .

,a great deal. In the case of the loop inclusion test,the third item

was relatively easy comgared to the first two. When considering the item

context (intersecting rings), it appears to be'measurinOometh g quite

different than the two others hip claim is supported by the low,

correlation (conne6ted for overlap) of .35 between the 'third item and the

total test. In retrospect, the third item could be answered correctly riven

though a c Lrd looked at ,two intersectIng.rine as forming three separate

regions. In the case' -of items 1 ally, the probability was great that a'

child had to view the nested rings as being nested in an inclusive Sense.

In 'the nested classification task A, the most difficult item involved

a sequence of four questions involving' attributes -irrelevant in the nested

classification. Whether the-number of questions, the irrelevant attributes,
.1
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or both contributed to the'difficulty is not clear. The two most difficult.

items of task B c d not ihvolve irrelevant attributes, hut rathqmplassi-,

fication of the buttons, 'Apparently, chillren in some cases thought

that the object in the box Could be,a white 'button.

Table 19 contains the frequency distributions and Table 20 the reliabi-

lities, means, and standard deviations of the tests. It is apparent that

the class inclusion test is quite difficulFith approximately one half

of the children, scoring zero. Fifteen'of theChildreq.displayed scores of

i\ -44/Y0
at least three, which indicated that these children learned how to solve

,

)
the class inclusion problem during the'time from September to Feruary.

Tab# 19

Freqdency Distributions of the Class Inclusion,'Loop Inclusion,

and Nested Classification Test-

Test 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

ClasseInclusion. 23
w

...

Loop Inclusion 12
,...---. .

Nested Class: k '2

4.

---"N sted Class: BI 4
, .

6

13

16

7

'
1

1

8

13

5

. 3

11.

,

.

11

8

e.74

_

5

4 1.0

54

9

8 11
I

& class inclusion test is highly)pternallr..conaistent, but,the
.

remaining three'areionly moderately reliable given that they were con- !.
''''-

. F'

.04

.- . ...

the'structed to measure'a-single capability. As the
,

Last.'item of the loop

-. . t
.,.

,.

inclusion test is faulty,
.

it undoubtedly contributed to thelow reliability.
. ,

c

.
.-

, 1 so!'

:35
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table 20
4

Reliabilities, Means, and Standard.Deviations of
#
the Class Inclutioris,

q ..
1

L'Oop Inclusion, and Nested Clhssification Tests
. S A 9

.4#
, ''

.

catistic
Mean Standard

Test' Reliabilityr % (Percent) . Deviation

A

s S.

ti

Class Inclusion
a

.90 , 1.57 (31) 1.94

Loop Inclusion .65 1.38 (46) 1.10

s.79Nested ,Class: A. .55 , 2 '"(56)11111'. 1.44. )

Nested Claes: B .76 3.85 (64) 1.80

Whethet-the nested ,classification -tests .ai-e good measures is at this

a. '
, ,/---

.

'point, an open question. They do not possess particularly good psycho-

metric properties given the way they werp constructed.
%

.,

Analyses of Variance

Cluster 1. The variables included in Cluster
. ..,

(OOS), dumber in.? (ip), and Number in S + Number,in P(I /S + #?).: These

variables are defined in the section The Achievement Tasks. The researc

.

. r '. ' _I

hypotheses to be:tested in this section are that (1) extensive quantitative
.. .-. A.

.

were Number in S

comparers obtain cardinal 2tformation from ordinal itiforMation to...a greater

extent than gross quantitative comparers, extensive quantitative.'-
4* c ,

comparers who are taught counting strategies obtain cardinal informatio4

.-

from ordinal information to a greater extent that,. the extensive quantitative

:

comparers who are not .taught counting strategieg, and ".p) gross quantitative

1 ")(51--)
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comparers are not able to obtain cardinal information from ordinal inifor,7

mation regardless of being taught Counting strategies.

The multivariate F"for
.

interaction of Quantity and Treatment (F
3,42

= .62)
/ .i.t. ,- ! ..

_

.was not significant. The multivariate F for Quantity was significant ,

/ .

tp. (F,42 p3.14,. < .05). The multivariate F for Treatment was not significant
... I4

.1

-. .1 .

(F
3,42

-= .39). Table 21 contains the raw weights of the discriminant function

f61.' Quantity and the total group correlations of the original variables
4

withthe discriminant function. Because Quantity was significant (p <.05)

the univariate F-ratios are presented in Table 22. The variables showing

significance were #P and #S + #P for Quantity. The fact that #P and #S + lIP

were signihcint for Quantity in the univcriate tests corresponds quite.

well to the fact they contributed most (correlations, Table 21) to the
4

separation pf th extensive and gross quantity groups. The cell means

for the 1/S variables are. presented in Table 23, for the lIP variable in

Table 21
.

.

t

-Weights of the Discriminant Function and Correlation of Original Variables

-41
with the Discriminant Function for Quantity: Cluster 1.

V riables

St2tistic, 115 lip 11S + #p

Weightt"

Correlation

-.046

.34

.036

.71

z

.055

.92
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Table 22

Quantity Versus Treatment Univariate Analysis of Variance: Cluster 1.

. Number in S . Number in P' Number in S
Number in P

Source of
Variation ,

Mean
' Square

F an

quare

F , Mean
Square

Quantity (Q) .59 1.14 2.16 5.01** 13.42 8.33*

i

Treatment (T) ° .03 <1 .01 <1 1.04 <1

QXT .45 <1 .96 1.85 ...90 <1

Error ,.52 1.61

**(p<.01)

Table 24 and for the #S + 1P in Table 25.' The first hypothesis tested

was supported in the multivariate analyses and was supported for the #P.

and the #S + #P variables in the univariate analyses. Apparently, die

extensive quantitative cpmpaiers were able to utilize the hints in the

Table 23

Cell Means for #S

Treatment

Quantity. Control Experimedtal

Extensive

Gross

'42% 54%

'41% 33% -

1 3 8
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' -sable 24

Cell Means for #P

Treatment

Quantity Control Experimental
,...\

- (Percent) ,(Percent)

Extensive

Gross

50% 63%

41% 25%

Table 25

Cell Means for #S #P

Treatment

Quantity Control Experimental-
(Percent) (Percent)

Extensive

Gross

67% . 81%

48% '48%

cardinal-ordinal tasks to a greater extent than were the gross vanti-

tative comparers. This finding.is'quite significant. The extensive

quantitative comparers, espdtially those in theexperimental group,

seemed quite capable of solving problems of the nature presented. ;-

4
Solution strategies necessary for-the tasks were apparently available .

_

to the extensive quantitative comparers and were easily activated.'

Apparently, the-task design for #S produced too tuch'conflict for

extensive quantitative Gomparersto activate relevant strategies to the

same extent as in the two other variables. This opinion is based on

a

Sr.
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the results of the #11_,and #S + #P variables. Consequently, the results

for the #S variable are viewed as inconclusive,zneither supporting nor

refuting the first hypotheSis of this section. A test of the hypothesis
. ,

for #S awaits better and more reliable task design.

In case of the #P variable, the, extenive'quantitative comparers out-

performed the gross quantitative comparets, especially in the experimental

group.' An interaction between quantity and treatment is suggested by the

means in Table 24, but was not significant statistically. One can say

that children who are extensive quantitative comparers c.lan obtain cardinal

information from ordinal information better than' gross quantitative comparers

as long as that infdrmation can be obtained from counting forward rather .

than backward. The effect of Quantity was not as strong for #P as it'

should have been theoretically. But it must betremembered that the

reliability for #P variable was low. The first hypothesis was supported

by the data from the #P variable, but tne should not place strong confi-
.

dence in the results. A more conclusive. test awaits better task_design.

Even though the interaction of Quantity and Treatment was not significant.

far any of the three variables, the second hypothesis seemed supported

by the results in Tables 23, 24, and 25. The results are suggestive enough

that the hypothesis should be tested again. The third hypothesis appears,

to be supported, although not strongly.

The correlations of the variables are presented in Table 26. The

no
correlation of .54 between 1/S and #11',is significnat at p <11. This

modest correlation Iletween #S and #P is further evidence that improved

task design is necessary for the two variables. The, two remaining

correlations are spuflous due to definition of the varia e

140
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4i Table 26

Correlations Among Variables in Cluster 1

.54**

.61**

ti

.61**

,*(p -.01)

Cluster 2. The variables included in Cluster 2 were emitting Back,

Just Before, Just After, Be'tween, Successor, and Pt'edecessor. These

variables are'defined in the section The Achievement Tasks. The research

hypotheses to be tested in this. section are that (1) extensive quantita

tive comparers and gioss quantitative compar rs do not perform differently

on the variables 'OTI;l'ing Back, Just Before, st After, Successor, and

Predecessor, (2) that the extensive quantitative comparers outperform the

gross quantitative comparers on the variable Betweeri; and that (3) the

children in the experimental and control groups do not perform differently

on all the variables in Cluster 2.

.The multivariate F for interaction of QUantity and Treatment -(F
6,39.

= 1.46)

was not signicficant. The multivariate F for Quantity was significant.

(F
6,39

= 2.57, p < .05). The multivariate F for Treatment (F
6,39

.94) was not

significant. The raw weights of discriminant function for Quantity and ,

the total group correlations of,the original variables with the discriminant

function are presented in Table27. The variables Counting Back and Between

contribute most to the separation of. the extensive and gross quantity
A

groups. These two variables are also significant in the univariate analYses

presented in able-)28.
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Table 27

Weights of the Discriminant Function and' Correlation

ofOriginal Variables with the Discriminant

Function for Quantity% Cluster 2
0

Variables

Statistic
Counting Just Just
Back Before After etween Predecessor Successor

Weights

Correlation

.052 -.113 .0204 .048 -:039 .043

.69 -.05 .38 :21 .37

Table 28

Quantity VersusrTreatmentynivariate Analyses of Variande: Cluster 2

Variable Counting .11,*t Just
Back Before After Between Successor Predecessor

.-:-....

,Source of Mean Mean ' Mean Mean Mgaim Mean
Variation Square F , Square F Square F Square F Square ,F Square F

Quantity (Q) 10.51 8.31**.01, <1 .23 '2.54.15.33 6.96**v.88 '2.43 .20 :<1

, . .
Treatment (T) 1.35 1.07 .02 <1 .21 2.54 ..17 <a/ ..00 zl J .00 <1

Q X T .63 <1 .244 1.52 .00 <1 4.59 2.08 .13 <1 .00 <1

Error 1.36 .160 .09 2.20 .36 .26

* *(r .01) 1

4

-/ - 14 2

/
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Table 29

7 Cell Means for Counting Back a'hd Between

Variable Counting Back' Between

e

Quantity,Uantit Con Exp Con Exp

Extensive

Grasso

72%

64%

83%

44%

67%

54% e

79%

35%

Table 29 contains the cell means for the two variables for which

Quantity was significant in the univariateienalyses. In Cade Of the

variable Counting Back, the gross quantitative comparers had a mean

score of only about 54%, which indicates some difficulty With ,point

counting back for these children. In that the treatment had ;no posi-

tive effects, one,,,can ixpect teaching gross quantitative comparers to

count back to be somewhat ineffective if the teaching is not sust ned

and repeated over time. Gross quantitative comparers have a difficult

time determining the numbers betWeen two given numbers, as shown in

Table 29.- Again, the concept was resistant to instruction on counting-on

strategies given for these children.

The first hypothesis tested in this section is not supported in a

multivariate sense. To locate precise differences, the univariate analyses
est.

e4 Were run. It was found that hypothesis was not supported for Counting
.

Back, but is supported in the case of the remaining variables. The

second hypothesis was supported. Acquisition of the concept Between

143
B
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appears-related to quantitative comparisons as hypothesized. The third

hypothesis was supported.

r The correlations among the variables are presented in Table 30. The .7°

critical correlation is r =_.30 to be significLt for p < .05, and r'= .35
. .

---po be significant for p < .01. The correkation4 are modest at best

ie
given that the variables.are conceptually related.

Table 30

Corrlation Among Variables in Cluster 2

/

1. 2 3 4

. '

'1., Counting B
"

2. Just Befor .19 -
F

3. Just After .31* :36**

4. *Between , .29 .49**.' .44**

5. Successor, .18 -.03- r .03 -.03 .°-

6. Predecessor ° .52** .34* .15 .34* .00

."-
*(p < .05). **(p < .01)

Cluster 3.: The varrables included in Cluster 3 were Addition, Sub-

traction, and Missing. Addend problems,,to be *solved in the absence 'of

physical objects. The research hypotheses tested in this section are that

(1) extensive-quantitative comparers will solve verbally presented missing

4e6

addend problems be ter than gross quantitative- comparers. Differences .

will also exist on addition and subtraction problemsbut not as acute

114
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as for the missing addendproblems. Moreover, subtraction will be more

difficult'for the gross quantitative comparers than addition, and- (2)

the experimental group will.out-perform the control group on all three

, probleth types..

The elltivariate F for interaction tf Quantity and Treatment

(F
3,42"

= 1.23) was not significant. The multivarlate F,for Quantity
7.="

was significant "(1.3,42 = 6.89, p < .01). The multivariete F for"treatment

(F
3,42

= 1.03) was not significant. Table 31 contains the raw weights

of the discriminant function for Quantity, and the total group correlations

of-the original variables-vitk the'discriminant *function.

Table 31
4

Weights'of the Discriminant Function end Correlation of

'O riginal Variables with the Discriminant Function

, for Quantity:' Cluster 3

Variable
Statistie Addition Subtraction Missing 1ddend

1

Weights

Correlations

.013

.40

71 -.003

.51

.131

:99

.

The missiztE#detd-:problems contribute a great deal to the se_pOration

of the extensive and gross quantity groups. The subtraction problems are 0

next, and then the addition problems, which contribute relatively lithe.

To-further understand the
Alp

varial es, univariate F-ratios and cell means

veare presented aS°Tab,le 32, and Table 33, respectily.,

r
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Table 32

Quantity versus.TreatMent Univriaq Analysis of Variance:

#

Cluster 3
J.

Variable

Source of
Variation

Quantity. (Q).
,.

Treatment (T)

Q X Q.
. I

Error

*(p < .05)

Addition Subtraction Missing Addend
_

4

\,
Mean Mean
Square F Square F

Mean
1 Square

1.76 3.491' 3.26
...

.40 <1 1.894

1.78 3.52 .90
.

.50 .60

5.54*

3.20a

1152.

- 13.33
t

.34

.04
$

.62

21.51**

<1

tc*(0 < .01) (p < .07) a(p < .09) O's

'Table

-CaMean :for:Cluster 3 Variables

R.

Variables

r

irg di tipn Missing Addend -

Treabment

Quantity Con

CP

)

Exp
r

..111.

11'

..3 4
..,

6 ,s.

4

,* V

'' g
Con '

,11

4

'ilt

,

fl ° feo'

l' '.:* ''t
goit.;;,: Exp

Extensive

Gross

88%

50%

79%

79%

.
.

81%

41%.

I IA

/38%
1114 .-

T5%

, 69%. ,
,.,

'
I4%'

75%,

25%

L;
.

.

The F-ratio for, Quantity is significant for MissinAddend: In
. .

-.,-

the case of Missing Addend the mean for the extensive quantity.. F

116 e

4
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; ,

group is 72 percenf'and the mean for the gross quantity group is 20 percent'

a striking difference..

It appears as if Quantity and Treatment should have. interacted for
t. 41

Addition and Subtragtion. In the case of the control grbup, the differences

in the means for the extensive and gross-quantity groups were 38 and 40

percent for Addition and Subtraction, respectively. The same differenbes

were 0.'and 13 percent for the experimental group. These interactions ere

not significant statia ically.

because of relatively large within -ell variances and the.fact that

only gne degree of reedom was available for the numerator.. of the F-ratio,,

strong between grghp differences had to exist before they were statis-
,-

tiCally significant. Consequeftly if interaction effebt
OP

was significant statistically it was certain to be signific ,clucationally.
(

s
.

Moreover, ome between grup differefices could be concluded ab-educa onally
, -

4
significanewhen not statistically significant, The interaction effects

in the analyses of variance for -the addition and subtraction't fall in

this category. The differ&nces in the means for- he control gioup are

of a magnitude that they would be significant if differences, in- experimental

groups wer,,e, of the same magnitude. In fact Quantity -was significant for
.0

Subtraction. . At any rate, t11e interactions of Quantity add Treatment.dre

considered as educationally signifibant for Addition and Subtraction, and

are explanable in terms of the treatment.

The experimental !children were encouraged to use their A in

doing addition and subtraction problems using h_counting-all strategy. The

/ .
grosi quantitative comparers apparently learned to-execute tha strategy

about as well as extensive quantitativriebmparers in case bf t e-experi-
,

mental group. iowever, due to the counting -onneceAaryofor the missing

-147

I
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addend
,
Problems, counting-all procedures were not appropriate. The

.

.

gross quanity children apparently had a great deal of difficulty learn-

.

ing counting-on procedures even though such procedures were taught:

137

O

...

the correlations among the variables in Cluster 3 are presented e
,

a\
..

-

0 'able 34. The correlaad6 betwegn Addition and Misaing Addend is modest,
.

s
A more extensive dis4ussion of'the correlations is offered in the next

.
t

a

D.

seotionowhen the analysis forthe variables in Cluster 4 is presented.

*Table '34

/''Correlations Among Variables in Cluster 3

Ir

2

1. Addition ,

2. Subtraction/

3. Missing Addend .49**

*(p < .05) < .01)

The first hypothesis ig suppported in a multivariate sense.as well

as a univa ;iate sense.'-The predicted differences were'opserved for

addition, subtraction, and missing addend problems. The second hypothesis'

s

id

6-uus;not supported. However,'the) gross quantitative comparers.eo were in

the experimental'group outperformed the gross'quantitative comparers in

theacontrol group in the case of addition and\eubtraction.addition \ 4%

Cluster 4. The variables included in Clustey4 were AdJtion, Sub-
.:

.traction, and Missing Addend Problems 52 be solved in the presence of
4.4

objects and Partitions With Counting and Partiti9is Without Counting.

,
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This cluiter of variables was administered to the-children before the

treatments began and after the treatments were over. Two sets of data

are then presented--pretest data and posttest data. The pretest data

are presented first.'
Wo,P*

The research hypotheses for the

(1)'the gross quantitative comparers

pretest data for Cluster 4 are that

are not able to solve the missing

4

addendiproblems nor the subtraCtion problems, (2) the extensive quanti-
,

. ,

tative comparers can solve addition and subtraction probleMs And can,
. ..-0

-----____ ;.
. 9 ,

with moderatd success, solve missing addend problems, -(3) the gross
--1.

.quantitative comparers are not able.to solve set partitions problems

but extensive quantitative comparers are able to solve these problem's,

and (4).extensive quantitative comparers will out perform gross quanti-j-,_

tative comperers oti all operation variables.

The interaction of Quantity and Treatment was not/significant. The

multivariate F ,for Quantity was significant (F5,36 = p < 01).

-Th-emultivariate F for treatment was not significant.

Table 35 contains the raw weights of -the discriminant function for

..".it.Quantity and the totalgroup_corelations of the .,original variables with

the discriminant function. Partition problems do not contribute a great

deal to the separationO,4 the two groups involved as shown by the correla-

tions. All other variables do contribute, with subtraction and missing

addend problems contributing quite heavily.
t

Table 36 contains the univariate analyses for all of the v4iables.

Quantity was highly significant for 40di(ion, Subtraction, and MiSsin'g

Addend; but was'not sighigicant feir either Partitions With Counting or

I

-Partitions Iiithout.Counting. In order to inspect the cell means Table

-37 is presented. Any differences-due to treatment groups w4s strictly
r

4
r

,,,..

s
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Table 35

;

Weights of the Discriminant Function and Correlation of Original

Variables with Discriminant Function for Quantity: Cluster 4

Pretest

Variable

Statistic
- Missing Partition'Yartition

Addition 4Stibtrastion Addend Count - .No'Count

Weight

WAK

Correlation

.0 ....

. 51 .134.. ,'.174 .019 -.
.

. i

.53 .,84 .70 .27 .009 1 6

Table 36

Quantity versus Treatment Univariate analysis" of

Variance: Clustet 4 Pretest

riable. Addition Subtraction Misling 1 Partitions .t.\ , Partitions
.

4 Add nd P With Count Yo'Connt

rce of Mean F Mean' F ,Mean F ° Mean F. Mean

riation Square Square . Square Square. .44)cSquare

City (Q)-7.50 12.46$* 12.89 30:56**

eatment (T) .68 1.12 1:96 4.64*

.00 <1 /

ir

, ,
.12 <1-

or .60 .42 .30

L..,
.

6.384 21.19** 2.41 '3
i
27 . .00 -<1

..112 <1 .83 '-1".13 1,07
/

1:25 .::

'1.00 <1 .e7 <1

.74 .85.

.
1 . :, .

*(p < .05) **(p < .01) . S

. (A,

s
c . ,

L. l yi. 4 .-

C

A

.

ct"

=-4
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Table 37.

Cell Means-for Cluster 4 Variables: Pretest

..
.

Variable

..

.
.

.

Addition Subtraction

.

Missing__ Partitions
'. Addend With Count

r

,.
,

Count.

q s.

.ParUitions
No

.

reatment
i,-

Quality

' '..

.

Gon-. -,Exp .Cori

I

,,.--
Exp 'Con

.

Exp Con

'

Exp Con Exp
.

-

ExtensiveI
Gross "-- '

.. ,

A% 75%

,

46% . 33%

' r
94%

33%

'66%

177t

447.

4%

38%

.6%

'75%

'38%

75%

63%

38%

25% :

424

50%

due to chance fluctuations insample selection. The subtraction problems
. 40.6%.
. _ .

appeared tole easier fdr the control children than for the experimental
7 :

-children. . ,

lkThe first hypothesis was strongly supported the missing addend

problems.but only weakly supported for the, subtraction.prob;ems, as,a

.
,

mean score of 25 perceht was obtained by the 24 children' who, were gross
, -

quantitative the subtraction problems. Thi- extensfve.quahti-

,
tative comparers, however, had a mean score of 80 perdent on the

o o'

subtraction problems and a mean score of 82 percent.on the addition problems,

but onlya mean score of 41 percent on the missing addend problems. Con-

sequently, hypnthesis (2)is strongly supported.

hypothesis 3, surnisingiy, was not supported by the data. No

dIfferences 'were fpuhd between theextensive.and gross groups on either
vet'

of Partitions With Counting or Partitions WithoteCounting, Moreover,
Il

'the correlations betWeen the partition tests and the other three vari-.
t, .

'ables. are low as shown, in Table 38. Partitions:with and without counting

4

1 3.1

1
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do not correlate.with subtraction or Mdssing addend problems. The

rt.

partition tests do correlate significantly with addition problems, but

A - Table 38
A

Correlations Among Variables in Cluster 4: Treteqt
or

1 ' t 2 31, 4

1.

2.

.
3.

4.

5.

Addition
%

.

Subtracti on
"---"-

1

Missing Addend

Partitions
With Count

Partitions . r
,..

No Count

JP

.

-

...58**
111.

.78**

.36*

:330,

. .

,.

u

.29_'

.29

,

AO

'.12

.

-,

.2

.

.46-*Ic

0 . .... c
.

)

.05) **(p < .01)

. -

the correlations are. barely significant. The addition. problems correlate

substantially with subtraction and missing addend problems, which, in
,

turn, do not significantly correlate.

Hypothesis 4 was supported in multivariate <ger:sq.,. The univariate

analyses showed that the hypothesis was supported:
0, 0

The research hypotheses for the posttest data are (1) as-ICAildreh-. %
4

in the experimental group will outperform the children,in the control.
. .-a

groin) on alljvar rbles. except additiOn, where there will be no differences

1

in performance. This hypothesis should be true especially -for the gioss /
,. ; . d

quantitative comparers. (2) the exe6ive quantitative comparers
. -

N./

'152

ti
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outperform the gross quantitative comparers in the control group on the,,

variables. Missing Adwiwird, Subtiaction,,Set Par on With Counting, ana

Set Partitions Without Counting.

The multivariate F for ake irlteraetion of QuaatitY and Treatment
e-

41

was.got significant. The multivariate F for Quantity was significarit

5,40 '

= 8.24, p < .01). The multivariate Ffor Treatment was not signifi-

cant ( for p .05, but was significant for p < 46,/ -!5,40-='; 2'37)

Table.39 contains the weights of the diicrIminantfUn4tion for-Quantity
4

.

and the correlations of the original variable's with thediscriminant

. function.

"Table 39

Weights of thepiscriminant -Furrdtion and Correi4tion of'the

DisCriminantFunction for Quantity: ,Cluste...r 4 Posttest

o

Varia1 le-

Statistic
t,

-

d
,

. MiSsing - Partitions, Parti4ons
Sub Addend -' With Count No Count

Quantity, ,-

Cbrrelatiori

.027' .024, .3-:219fi

.60- .51 -.98 '

-2033 .004

.32 .38',

,m4, , 4.

.
Table /;() contains the resailti of the univariate analyses. Every

. , - -. . .

variable was significarit for Quantity. -These significant F-ratios area .

I
reflection of the correlations in Table 39 in

.

that each variable con- ,

. ,
,

I'
'

. :.
.
iributed to the sepatation'of the extensive quantity and ,gross quantityJ.. . -

groups with the operations va;riables-contributng morethan the partition
.

.

variables:' Table 41 is a table ,of, cell means for the twolactors-across

.,'

**1

*.

or

.53
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Table 40

Quantity versus Treatment Univariate Analyses of Variance.:

Cluster 4 Posttest Variables

riable Addition : Subtraction Missiirg Partition Partitions
Addend 'With Count No Count

.
.

urce of Meat . Mean - Mean . Mean .

ration Square F Square F Square 'F Square F

Mean
Square

tidy (Q) 6.46 6.06** 8.79 12.00**

eatment (T) 3.12 777*17. 1.38 1.88

.11' <1 .14 <1

.40 , .732

18.29 43.24** 2.49
a

4.78*

.47-11.13 .00 <1

.00 <1 .51 <1

.42 ,52
2"

4.35 6.451

.05 :.<1

2.29 3440

.61 '

*-Tp 1 :05)

. .
.

.
.:,.. .. .. r

the,variable'S, and Table 42 is a.torrelation,table for-the-variables.. Hypo=

**(p*<..01)

. .

thesis 1 was not supported for any of the variables. > la fact, in the

case of addition, the Control children outperformed the experimental

children. Hypothesis'2 was supporeed, and can be extended to include

'addition.

It is now pos6ible to-make statements from the perspective of the
-

4 4 o.
ft

pretest and posttest cluster 4 variables. On the prefese, the control'

':e
.

children uniformly outperformed the experimental chilaren'on the.sub-" -
.

tractiOn problems (significantly) and the addition problems (nonal.gnifir,

cantfy). On thwposttesth'the.control children uniformly Outp0form0

the experimental children on _the addition problems. (significantly) and

0

d.

0- .6

:'
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Table 41

o

7 --J-s

Interaction Table for Cluster 4 Variables:. Posttest

Variable

S

Addition. gubtraction Missing -. Partition Partition
.

Addend With Count No Count

Treatment

:.

Qua Y
.

f

Con

.

Exp

..

, Con

f

Exp
,.

Con Exp - Con Exp Con Exp

nExten64.ve
... ,

Gras's

1.00%

68%

79%

38%

84%

36%

62%

25%

88%

27%

79%

17%

92%

59%

83%

71%

88%

36%

71%

c62%

Table 42

Correlation Amo g Cluster 4 Variables:, Posttest

1' , 2 . .3 4

t. I .

1.i/pivid4tion -

7,_.2 Subtraction .37* , --'

3. Missing Addend .48** .41**
.

4. Partition 4 e i4 .31* :I 44**
4 'N.

With Count ',
,

t 5.. Partition .43** , .47** :38*

No Count
s;.

.
.. .

.714

(p <;.05) **(p <

,-t-the subtraction (nons±gnificantly). By inspection of the means, one ca

. say that the experimental children did not improve a great' deal from'

pre-to-post test on the addition and subtraction problems fOr Cluster 4
_,.

".1

;f6
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variables. One,must rememher, however, that Objects were present during

solution. ,For the addition and subtraction protaems with no objects

present, theexperimental, children uniformly performed quite well (see

Table+33). The control children performed no better onthe addition and
.

subtraction problems without objects than with objects. The fact that

the experimental children performed better (the gross quantitative cm-
.% ,

parers) on addition and subtraction problems without objects than with

%

ebjects is not consistent with research reviewed (Steffe, 1966; LeBlanc, t.

4. ... . , '---.,,,
. . , ---

'1968.,% Ste$fe and Johnson, 1971); nor is it consistentlwith the results for
O4

-' °

the conttoYniidteri. the'resulitgf,eXPlanable in terms of the treat-
,. .i. --. ,..- s...

.ment. The experiniental children were encouraged.to\use their fingers

; -

computational work utilizing counting-=all strategies for addition and

subtraction. For these children, the countingrall strategl.es were personal

and easily activated. cceparing the results of Tables 32 aril 41 for the

' gross quantitatiIe comparers, itits easy to see'.0-1-,A the presence'of

.manipulatable objects interfered with the solution strategies they had

i been taught. In the treatment, those children resisted usfng manipulatable

objects, much prefering to use their fingers.as aid to solution.

The experimental children also used the hand calculator to perform
f

,

t gy

putations. BUt the results presented-for the mental arithmetic test

refute the)possibie interpretation that the experimental Children had
.4

(learned their facts and used them in solving problems without objects.

The'missing addend problem remained quite difficult for the grOss
4,

quantitative comparers for problems with objects present and was difficult

for problems with no objects present. This difficulty is attributable-
.

`\.

s

V
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to the solution strategie91 necessary for solution of the problem. Further

discussion of the results.for the missing addend problem is delayed until

results of Cluster 5 Variables are presented.

The results for the set partition problems are a curiosity. On the ,-

pretest, they were.not cdirelgted with subtraction or missing addend problems

and were correlated. only moderately with addition probleMi. The'se Tesults

cannot-be attributed to test difficulty -- that .sople tests were too, easy

or too difficult for the sample. Moreover, as shown in Table 8 in the

section Itcm Analyses, the internal consistency reliabilitrof Cluster 4

variables were substantial on the pretests, except for the difficult

missing addend problems. One can only 'conclude that, on the pretest: the
4

two set partition tests'functioned relatively independently of the other

.tests. This.resulLas entirely unexpected and was not as theory might

'-

- .
-.,, --predict. . : 4

'

'''On the posttest,.*the extensive quantitative-comparers had acquired

,the facility to sole 'the set, partition problems to a greater extent-than

had the gross quantitative comparers. -Consequently. one may,say that

Quaritity was a readiness variable fdr learning to solve the set partition

problems. Moreover, the test 1.."gGained its substantial, reliability on the

posttest as shown in Table 11 in the sec Item Analyses, so thathe

results can belaccepted with confidence' that the test functioned quite well.

Oa thd posttest, there was a convergence of performance on Clus'ter

4 variables in that all were significantly`correlated (Table 42). except

Addition and Partitions With Counting. Partitions Without Counting

correlated faiily well with addition, subtractin, and lkssing addend

problems. This result is considered as reflection of beginning emer-s

%

gence of number facility on the part.of the gross quantienive comparers.
--*

4
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< ,
It should be clear, however, that set partitions is not a precursor to

o

addition or Subtraction nor is it true that addition or subtraction

is a'precursor to set partitions. The capabilities emerge ih the same'

age range, but asunrelated phenomena.
.

The relative magnitude of the correlations between Additionand

Subtractrowdepends on the test conditions'and also dependsoon the time

of the year that tests are administered. On the pretest for.problem
.

Solving with objects present, Addition correlated substantially with
. 16"

Subtraction and'assing Addend (Table 38), but Addition was not as

strongly correlated with.Subtraction and Missing Addend on the posttest

(but correlated'signifiCahtly) as on the pretest. On the test for problem

solving without objects, Addition and Subttaction, were correlated-to a,,

greater extent than Aaaitionand Missing.Addend (Table 34): This result

-

was the opposite of the results obtained from the'objects present pre-or-

posttest. Moreover Subtraction was substantially correlatdd with Missing

Adderid for the test of problem solving without objects:,

The above mixture of results of correlations among Addition, Sub-

traction, and Missing.Addend variables indicates that underlying solution

proccesies'are not necessarily' reflected in product scores. One would think

that in a "natuN state," children's successin soiling subtraction and:

missing addend problemS would ,e highly related due to counting strategies.

But after "counting-all"'stfategies had been taught,soution of addition and

'subtraction problems should be highly related,, but solution of missing addend

problems would not be related to solution of addition or subtraction'

problems because of the almost certain necessity of'"countineon" to

solve the missing addend problem. The correlations in Table 34 and Table

.

'-
58
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o
42 denot support this (Ireasoning.

+Iv

,Cluster 5. The variables included in Cluster 5 were Rational Counting '

'SP

. Op, Addition of Oxdinal Numbers, Rational Counting Back, and Subtraction
I

of Ordinal Numbers.' The research hypotheses to, be tested in this Oiction

,-are that (1) extensive quantitative comparers are able to.(a),. rational

count-on,"(b) rational count - back, (c) solve ordinal number addition

proble s, and (d) 'solve Ordinal number subtraction'prOblems to a greater

ext,nt than gross-quantitative comparers; (2) the experimental-kgpss

quantitative compares will outperform the control gross"quantitative

comparers on the rational counting-on and the ordinal number. addition
) 4

problems;"(3).rational counting-on and addition of ordinal number problems

are highly related; and (4) rational counting-back Wnd ordinal number sub-

traction problems'are highly related.

The multivaridte F for, interaction of'Quantity and Treatment"was not

.significant, (F4,41 .93).
The multivariate F for Quantity was significant

(F
4,41

= 3.50, p < .05). The multivariate F for Treatment,(F
4,41

7 1.00), was not
.

significant. Table 43 contains the weights of the discriminant. function and
o

correlations of the original variables with the discriminant.function forQuantit
4P

Table 43
.\,

.
.

Weights of the Discriminant Function and Correlational of Original
...

i
.

Variables With Discriminant Function for Quantity:;Cluster 5

_ ,

,7 '

Variable

Statistic

Rational Ordinal Rational' Ordinal

Count:On Addition - Count-Bac1 Subtraction
.

Weights

Correlation

. .

.119 -.078_ .018 . .105. ".'

.74 .47 .62 ' .83:-.
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Table 44 contains the univariate analyses and Tabies5 contains .

.

, .
. - .

the-ceri,ll means for all the variables in Cluster 5. The univariate analyses
P , ., .

4,

are consistent with the substantial correlations_of

are ,consistent with the results in Tables 43. The significant F-iatios

with the discriminant function.

.''Table 44

-

the original4variables

C:1

Quantity versus Treatment Univariate Analyses of Variance:

Cluster 5

Variable Rational
Count-On

Ordinal
Addition

Rational : O dinal. e

Cbunt-Back Subtraction

Source of
Variatiop

Mean
( Square

F Mean.
Square

Mean F'

Square square

'F ,

Quantity (Q)

Treatment (T)

-i

Error.

3.62 8.19** 2.42

.43 <1

3.36/ 3.62 5.71* .7122 9.77**

1.15 1.61 .12 <1; .14 <1

.57 1.28- 2.41 3.39 .22 <1

.44 .72 . .64

.45 <1

.46 '

*(p < .01) *(p < .05) V(p.;$t08)

Table 45

Interaction Table for fluster 5=V4itables

Vriable Rational . Ordinal

Count-On Addition'

-Rational
Count -Back , Subtraction

OrAinal

Treatment

Quality Con Exp ,
Con Exp

..'

Con, Exp Con Exp

Extensive

Gross

88- 87%

507. 71% .

77%- , 71%

12,roi 0 71%

-65%- 58 % --

23% 21% 9% 25%

7

A.
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.

The interaction effect of Quantity and.Treatment was significant

,

p < .08 for the variable Ordinal Addition. Inspection of Table 45

'shows thAt the experimental gross quantitative group outperformed the

. 'analogous control group if to 32per cent. An analogous result appeared

ilf"or Rational Counting-Qn, but was not at strong as for. Ordinal Addition,
,

,These results ara,eaucationAlly significant as counting-on strategies
6

. _ ,, . . ?-. , . 4

were emphasized in t1ie experimental group. Apparently, the 'instruction
.

' was effective for the gross quantitdtive group. In fact, the gross
a

quantitative comparers in the experimet1t J. group)solved exercises like
1

6 4- 3 =0 by Counting-on three 'from sixduring the lash week of

instruction. No appreciable differences existed in tkp. mean of the

control and experimental groups for the two other variables.. In the

s.
case of Rational Counting-Back And Ordinal Subtraction, the experimental.

treatment was not effective, suggesting more resistance to instruction

for Rational. Counting-Back than Rational Counting-On.:

Table 46 contains the` correlations among the variables of 4uster

5. Rational Counting-On ishighly correlated with Ordinal Addition and

Table 46
. .

Correlations Among Variables-of Cluster 5

4

2 3

.
1: Rational Count On

2. Ordinal Addition .72**

'3. Rational Count-Back .46** / ..613**

4: Ordinal Subtraction .47** .66** - .68**

**(p < .01)
- ,

-;,
16.1.
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Rational Counting-Back is highly correlated with Ordinalrdinal Subtraction:

These re,tS are as theory prediCts.%

.

Hypothesis (1)-is supported, in a multivariate Land ITivariate sire.
v:

. - .

- The variable, appears to be a readiness, variable for all variables-*
.

.

. e
,

..:
S .;.

of Cluster 5. Hypothesis #(2) is considered as beini supportea for ordinal
0

number addition problems even though statistically nonsignificant results

were obtained for the interaction of Quantity and Treatment for OrdinN

Number Addition: he results are strong enough to be considereiPag
,

educatiotally significant. Hypothesis ( ) and (4) ere also supported

by the correlations in Table 46.

Apparently, there was a training effect for rational counting-on

Thstrategies with tallying (ordinal- number addition). The training effect

did not,transfer to the missing addend problems with no objects or with

objects (Table 33 anti Table 41).4 The' latter two ptoblem types were different

than the ordinal number addition problems. The oain:Al number addition

,problems
hadthe objects of the segment visible and the remainder covered,

so the child could use the visible objects to count initially. The missing
r

addend problem with objects present, during solution had 10 objects present,

/or

but, the'sum was less than 10. Extra objec were then available for use.

1

The missing addend problem with no objects did

but rather referred td objects familiar to tfle

not have objects present;

children., Apparently, the

visible objects in the ordinal number addition test activated available

solution strategies. It must be pointed out, however, that the ordinal

.'number addition test was just like _the instructional tasks. 7he experimental

gross quaitity children's Counting-On behavior was apparently specific to

the tasks given in instruction, but it is encouragiig to note the improvemeht
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.

obtained. .The fgq it was.not geniralized across tasks is suggestive
-

of a."peoceg$,in themaking."

aster 6. The variables included in Cluster 6 were Addition Pro-
,

O.

. duci Score, Subtraction Product Score, Addition Time Score, and Sub-

4e- trpction Time Score. No hYpotheses-were advanced because there was no
06

edictive theory from which 'hypotheses could be generated.
IA.

r7A 4,
The at interaction and main effects for quantity and

. )

to*
d

*om.reatment were not significant (Q:-F4: ,. 2;07; T: F
4,41

<1). Even
oft

,41

4' hodugh Quantity was not significant in the multivariate analysis for
, ,

,' ..',,-

1

< .05i, it was significant-for p < .10. As three univatiate analyses
I.

, , .
c

. i , .

showed .Quantity significant (pl< .05) and .Quantity was significant in
, .

the multivariate analysis'(p < .10), the. univariate analyses are ;resented
,, ' 4

Product and time scores .in Table 47. Quantity was significant for addition

Take 47
_ .

Quantity versus Treatment Univariate Analysis -of VarAnce: Cluster

.

°
.

..,

Va2iable N, Addition . Subtraction Addition lubtraotion
Product Product Time ime

Source of ,c Mean F Mean F Mean F Mean F

Variation Square . Square Square Square

. ,

Quantity (Q) 2.57 5.30* 2.84 4.44* 1494 445* ,958, 2.74
,

O
. ,

Treatment (T) .13 .<1 .26 <1 494 1.28 696 1.99

QXT

Error

0
% 4 0

t .03 <1 .29 <1 7,56 1.66 6240 .79

.48 .64 7, '322 349

< .05)

Q

,- A

4. , . ... if 4; ',. , -* w .. ii' . ', 8. ..... , -.A V . -..1; - ,- d , fi ..-. p . , , A -,,.. , A A , A t - 41: 1, , . -, Vo" V A

_... A is

/ I 1 -6 3
,
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.

and for Subtraction product scores., Cell means are presented in Table 48.

Table 48

i I
Interaction, Table for Cluster 6 Variables

Variable ,

.

-
. - ., 'V

Addition Subtraction Addition Subtraction
Product Product* Time . Time , I'r

4

1'

..,
fieatment

Quantity

'

Con E5cp

.

Con Ex p

, .

Con
----.)

Con

t

e
Exp

Extensive

Gross
. e

85%

59%

87%

67%

-73%

41%

58%

- 42%

10.4 11.6

29.6 14,8,,

19,6

-35.8

$.

18.9

20.7

,
,' ,.

There was a tendency for the subtraction exercises ta-be more difficult
. .

A . a
than the addition exercises aokd take longer to process. Because subtraction

- -5 -
.,

,. ;-.:,.

was presented in the experimental group, they could have outperformed
. ,.

the control group on the two subtraction variables. No such differences

- -were Observed in the analyses. if"
- `) '

.

.

Quantity'appareptly is-.1 fairly weak readiness variable'for. earning

ti

0

to mentally process addition.and subt'.'etction exercises And' ehe'iime it ...;

' A 0.

takei"to do Oem,.' A most'plausible reasonkliticy is not a strong readi-
,

. . . .
''

.... -
..4 . .. .

nets variable fOr Cluster 6 vadablet it that addition and subtraction

exercises can ba,tqlved using counting-41 strategies.

t Table 49 contains the correlations of Cluster 6 variables.. Low,

..

and'sometimes significant, negatiVe correlations exist dmongthe time

and product vatiables." IIThis result.weakly supports,pdpularly held beliefs
. , .

i

that children who scote addition and subtr,dciiOn exercises (correctly will '''

r' .- ....
- 4

.
*.%

4.':"

9

,

o 0
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Table 49

Correlations'AmOng Cluster '6 Variables

r
1 1-d 2 C*$ 3

1. Addition product -

2. Subtraction product

.I.Adaition Time

4. SuytraCtion,Time -.33*

/

.75**

/\ .

take less.tipe,.on the whole, than childrenwho score them incorrectly.

The coreelation
.

of .75 between Additipn,Time and Subtraction Time is'

,

,

ansubsttial.
.

. . -

A If
7, A

Gluster 7, The variables 12hcluded in Cluster 7 are Class Iftclusion,
..

,. V
LoOpInclusion, Nested Classification Task'A, and Nested Classification

.
,---i

Task B. The tegaarch hypotheses to be tested are as follows: (1)

'. .' .
.. .

. 1.,

./.

Quantity is not a readiness variable for 7aily 'of the classification tasks;
,

a.

and (2) the experimental group will outperform the control gropp on the-

nested classification tasks and on the loop inclusion tasks.
4

, ,.

The multivariate main and interactiOn eftec6 for Quantity and Treat--
,

"'-

(Q:, F4,41 F4,41 a 1,9 ;.QXT:!4,4 - 819).ment were not significant 2.29; Ti

.- . .

However, F
4,41'

= 2.29 is significant, p < .10. Consequently, univati4
-...,

analyses dre presented. Table 50 contains the univariateanalyses if

the variables and Tabla51 contains the cell means for the variables.

No differences were attributable to Treatment or to 9-le interact

of Treatment and Quantity.. This result is somewhat-surprising due

I_ 13 5
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Table 50

quantity versus Treatment Univariate Analyses: Cluster Z

ariable Class Loop Nested Neste

Ina.lusion Inclusion Class A' ' Class*'

.

Source of Mean- F Mean F Mean , F Mean .

SariatiOn Square Square -: Square Square-
.

Quantity (Q)

Tteatment (T)

QXT :

i
Error

5.9

1.45

2.91
40-.

3.91

1.33

<1

<1

7.09

1.25

:88

1.11

6.39*

1.13

<1

6.02

.82

2.38.

2.27

2.74

<1

1.05

- .

15.18

t

.52

.02

3.96

.3:60

<1

<1

*(p < 05)

, 1;
0 ' Table 51

Cell Means for Cluster 7 Variables

-Variable

1

"Crass Loop Nested Nested

Elusion Inclusion Class A Class B
.

. %

Treatment

f/QUality, Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp , Can EXp

Extensive.

Gross

43%

20%

27%

23%.t

59P

24%

61%

4%

60%

55%

63%

40%

65%

47b.

-

69%

51%

to the rather substantial amount of instruction given on lodp inclusion

and dlassificatibn in general inthe experimental group. Apparently, the

o
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.children did.not profit from the instruction. These results are, not

completely,consistent with those of Johnson (1975), even though his tests
_ e

were quite,different than the four in Cluster7: In that no differences.

existed between the exparimentals and controls-on Class Inclusion is

consistent with the results of JOhnson (197a) . 'nforeover, the fact thgt

Treatment is not significant for Loop Inclusion is consistent ,with the
.

resultsof Johnson (1975), because to do items 1 and 2 on that test, the

child 110 to go beyond the physical knowledge of the. Operational defi-

, nition and reason logically. The third itemcoulorbe 'done using the phy-

sical knowledge of the operational definition and the separation of the
11.

subregions,formed by the intersecting loops. Even so, the first. two

items on the test did demand more than physical knowledge for solution

and were a test of whether the bomprPhension of loop inclusion could be

improved through the operational definitions given. The results are negative.

10
The res ults of the nested classification tasks are not completely

. .

consistent with the- results of Johnson (1975). A child could score high

either of'-the.nested classification tasks and do so through using

the results of physical knowledge. Th e properties'of the classes were

, all physicalyroperties, so they should have beeh easily recognized by

the children (round, polygonal `shaped, white, button, nonwhite). The

.conolusion from'the Johnson study. was thati/hysical knowledge pertaining,

. ,

to classification should be _easily acquired by first grade children.

2:'While the ,rsults of the nested classification tasks do not contradict

Johnson's results.dileto.xask differe , -it is true that the children .

IN

. hada great deal of difficulty applyingt eir physical knowledge in tea'

problem setting (finding out what was in the box)" which demanded the

"



.

children use their physical knowledge. The problem was a discrimination

probleM that did not. demand the use of class inclusion.

Table 52 contains the correlations of the variables in Cluster 6.

'All of the correlations are low except for the correlation of '.50 between
0

Task A and Task B, neSeed classilfiCation. Even this cor'reiationAoigever,

is lower than expected due to thenatureof the tests. It was expected

that class inclusion and loop inclusion would correlate rather substantially.

"Table- 52

Correlation AMong Cluster 74ftriables
. -

1 2 .3

1. Class Inclusion

2. Loop Inclusion
°

3. Nested Classification A

4.__Nested ClassificatiOn B

*. *gyp <4...)61)

.28

'.19
.0

.14 .14 ..50 ** `.

In that they did not, one.shoulenot use one to test transfer effects of--
.

instruction of the otter in future studies°.

Hypothesis l' was not strongly supported in a
A
multivariate sense.

Quantity was- -significAnt for Loop' Inclusion; sollypothesis 1 was not .

supported for this viur4able. Hypothesis 2 not supported,fpreiler the
.

multivgriate or univariate analysis of v ,

.

Cprrelations Among the Variah,fts

,

, The variable clusters were 'formed. through logical analysis 9f taS

structure. Apparently, the logical analysis led to credible results

. in all but a few eves as the within-cluster correlations gene y were

xcept

41.

4,t
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substantial. But because it was not of major interest to do a structural

analysis of children's thought processeS, factor analyses were not jSerformed.

Consequently, the presentation in this section is limited to correlations

of the most interest. In order to obtain the correlations reported below,

the 29 dependent variables were considered as a 29 element vector in a two-
.. _

by-two multivariate,ahalysis of variance. This procenYe was used so

That effects due to Quantity and Treatment would be eliminated statistically
*4

from the correlations.
,

Variables' apparently requiring rational counting in solution. Some

'variables apparently requiring rational counting in solution pay 'have-been

solved by processes other than rational counting. However, in all but a

few.cases, as shown in Table13, significant correletions exist among
.

variables apparently demanding rational counting for solution. The exceptions

that exist are due. to. the across cluster correiationt involving Cluster

1 variables (#S; #P, and #S + 0), The correlations within Cluster 1

variables were signifiCant,the most important one being the correlation'

of .54 between -1,S and #P.

of #S + #P. It is somewh t surprising that the correlation between #S

two others are.spurious due to the definition
$00'

and #P was signific ant due to the low reliabilitie

-

Sts used to
.;. r .

measure the variables. Of the remaining 21 cor la ionsimiolving Cluster 1
t% .

, . ,
variables, nine were not sinificant, ,seven, were in the' range .30 to .39k;

. _
.

1
an& the remaining five were in the range :43 to .50. All ofLtlie remaining

I

correlations in Table 53-were significant.

.

9

0

a
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Table 53

Correlations Among Variables Apparedtly Requiring Raelonal

Counting in Solution*

- 1 2 3 4 6

1. kS.

2. #P
.54

3. kS + kP_ .61 .61 -7

4. Missing Addend
With Objects .50 .39 a

5. Kissing 'Wend.
tithout ObjeCt's .43 .16 .311 .44

t6: Between .,45 .48 .46 .53 .43

7. Rational

4
COUntigg-On .16 .15 :30 .39 .35 .32

V,
8: Ordinal,

-,- -Addition" .32 .21 .21 .46 .56 .38

-.Rational

.
Counting -BackA :23 .30 .27 .49 .30 .42

Ordinal-

Subt tion .33 ..16 .32 .44 .32

`.

10

I

7- 8 9

.4.

'T72

.46 .63 Ilita

"he

.47, .66 .68

2 3p Significant ix< .05

. .

Variables requiring at most point counting in solution.

, .

the
7

correiat ons among variables requiring at most point counting. Sixty of

. .
, .

.
.....'

105 correlations reported in Table 54 were not significant. Eight of' the.
-,

. P 4 . .

variablesa26 correlations involving the two time vriables were significant, but
i

- .. .

only marginally-- significdnt correlations were observed for Just Before,

Table 54 contains

AdditiodeNo Objects, Subtraction Objects, and Subtraction Product

Score. The'resultS weak15" support the popularly held belief that

.

children who score, addition and subtraction facts correctly will take less

T n

g

S
ea.
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-- ...._

time in computation and children who do addition and subtraction problems correctly
- _

,,.. .,

v111 take less time in computation. But speed in= computation is'not neg'atively

' correlated universally with tasks requiring at post point counting.
.

Of the 26 correlations involving the two Partitions variables, 18 were

not significant. Of the eight that were significant, foUr of the Were with
w._

LiditiOn or subtraction problems. However, none of these four were greater than

.47. 'All of thg correlations involving,Suctessor were not significant and all of

the'correlations involvng,Jus't After ce. t two (Counting Back and Just

Before) were not significant.,,

Table 2

.0

Correlations Among Variables Requiring ut Most Point Counting, in Solution*

.1, .,2 3 .* 5, 6 . 7 . 8 10 11. 12 13'
01

1. Counting Back

2. Just Before .19

3:. Just After .31 t37'

Successor -.03 .03

5. Predecessor .34 .15

6: Addition No
. - Objects

7. Subtraction No
° 'ONects

8. Addition
Object's

40

4

:.31 .25 :07 .32 --

:39 .48 .25' .10. .43 .55 ---.

.38 .14 -.02 O .301 ,39.- .4Z --

9 Subtraction
Objects :39 .32 .20

',AO.- Partitions With
Objects , .41 -%21 .08 .04

:11. Partitiov

f

Without Count .32 .15 -.09 :01

11. Addition
Product Score .19 -.20- :06' -.03-

13. Subtraction 41
,

« ,

, Product .Score ',19 .19 .07 .01

Addition' Time
core

15i SubtrAction
C/ Tithe Score,

11 -r I z

-.23 -.33 -.63,-.05

-.17 -.3e-.07 ,26

significant p < .05

O

kaa

'

.53..37 .33 .37

_
.22 .21 .14

.48 7:22
,
.33 '43 -.47 .71 --

.03: .44 .30 .25 .31 .07 --

.23 .57 -.46 .32 .26 .03 .12 .38 --

\x

7.o3 -.42 .29 -.08 -.39 1.28 -.34 ' -.30
.4

-.28,-.38 -.25--.02 -,24 -.08'-.12-.33 -.26
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t

Variables apparently requiring rational counting vs. variables requiring'

.

at most point counting. Table 55 contains 150 correlations, 67 of which were

not significant. The correlations give some indication of th relationship

between rote and point counting and rational counting. The relationship is

stronger than one might expect due to the different-numbers of children who

could point count but not rational, count. However, there is a nesting characteristic

between point counters and/ rational counters and likewise between point counteki

and rote counters by definition. Consequently, the correlations which are
.4101*

significant are a reflection of the nested character of tIte three major types

. of counting identified. In fact, the correlations in Table 55 appear to be more

substantial ,than `hose of Table 54.

1 k.

l 1 r 0

Correlations between classification) and numerical variables. Table 5(t

contains the correlations between the classificatie d numerical variables..

The variables Between, Just Before, and-Number in S were the most consistently

.

correlated with the classification variables. Class'Inclusion, however; was
. -

.

significantly correlated with Just Before and Ordinal SubtractIo
.

. -
the significant correlations, however, were only marginally significant except

.4.. - .

one, which was . 46 .
:t

As the taStS given in study were given in January and February of

1 a

1975, the question arises concerning the correlations between classification

variables and numerical 'variables at the beginning of instruction in mathematics

4alob
.

in the first and second grades.. Thevlow'correlations repbLed here may be a :r'

result_of instruction in, school mathematics iii the first grade. Moreover; it

is posiible that as children progress into seconditrade, the correlations

between classification variables and numerical '"variables would increase

due to the fact _that class inclusion is easier for older children..

i,2

me-
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Table 55 4..
. .

Correlations Between, Variable§ Apparentl, Requi"rins Rational Counting_

vs. Variables Requiring at most Point Counting*,

Rational

-7.
57'7' Predetetsor

cr;
4-;

+ 0 (I) 0 0
S1.1 CU 41 CU 11

U) :14 CO TS c...) '0 .0
O 0 0 4-

0
I

'4 .0 CU
,-.7rI rI )-I 43

$.4 013 0 00 Z 0

01 01 (11 .CI - - .0 . -10 4 0.1

g t 1 11
4..)

.-I
in .-

O 0 0 Z 3 4-1 3 0
Z z z0. Z . P2

013

r-1 0 0 r-1.0 .,,
al 4-1 1T4' ,-;. ca
O .1-1 ... .1.,

4-1

P,
O 0.- 0,
1-1. 0 :1:Y.:XI .1-1 o c0
ctvr..) ; iC C.) CC $4..030

0.o

. 25- .29 .42 .36 29 :29 .29 .27 .19!, .25.

. 32 .13 .12 .20 .47 .49 .1 .31 .33 * .0

. 10 .20 -..10 .08 ._ .0.7 .44 .02 .1'7: - .05. -
a

. 09 -.6 .d7 -,06 -.01 -.04 .1 .23 .01 .04
.

.436 .36 .32 .34 .20 . ' ..29'

,
.28' .30, .38

.50-.39 ,.46

*,49 ,33 .3.7 .54 .60 .47 48

.49 .39 .34 .41 .29 : :28

:

.351(.32 .41 ":47 .46

.40 .37 .50 : .42

.

.4g .2,7

:4A; , .16

. . .

3f; `..44 ;23 .44 .31 :13 .14: .32

1 .1,
.46 .51). .., 21 .46..36 27-

.

-".0.2 .47 :40 .27
.04

-.41

1 '. -
..47 .42'

.13

;41

.12 -,-.23;:-..24`. - .32 - -.4o
.

. .
-,

-:*!!-=
.15 -.29 -.15 -.31'. -.22

.

-:-.!: ; 1,4



Numeral

ficaiion

Clasai

Ina' ion

<

Table 56

Correlations Between Classification and Numerical 'Variables*

10
U)

4.) ii
$4 ;r4 0 0
0 3 0
u) r1 r-)

(1)
U ri 'L) 0 ° 4
W . 4..1 co $4 4

10 .ri -1 -W 4-1

(11' 0 .0 .1:) .1-1

1-1 11 0 0
a. <4 u)

t

O
4.) 0
S
0 -t

0
0 4-1

4-1

rt 0
0 %-1 0

r1 C L1 0
.1'-)

P

a3 °

Loop..

Inclusion

Nested
Class A

Nested
*Class B

-.13 ".-33. 24 .10 .03

.04 .26 .09 .3)5 -.09

.23,..11 .13 -46 .05

0

43 CI) P.0 0ri
0

0

0 $ $0
ri

0 0

c
oo

-1

00
r4
4.., 0u 4..,

0 1:1 .0 0g $4 0 rn 0 0 +
.

u i..) 0 -, 0 -)
r)

PLO

al an 11 U TI 0) C

polo

0 o, a) °0 o 0
cn <4 rn <4 0 ri-i0 00 0 $4 'ri 0 0 0 O P (U

-, 0 4IsrH 4 ri °.0 0 0
0 ri Wt., 04-1 IS
O '0 U) ..-1 U) r4
8

'-0
P tr 0Z Z

.06-.07 .26 .06 .05 .27 .19 .27 0 .20 .25 .16 .30 .08 0, -.12

.17 .14" .25 .17 .24 t.07 k(1.18 .19 .18...13 .20 .24 .12 .16 :08 .16

.13441 ".06 .28 .05 .27 .21 -.1.1 .27 025 .32 .29 .19 .34 .c.22 .27 .34 .11

4
.13 .21 .12 .12 .14 .31 . .36., .47 . .26'.15 -.20 .23 .25- .25

lb

A

significant p< .05

' .
.7"-

1.7 5

I t:
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f 1975, teats constructed by PMDC staff. (see Apendix A. 12

and A.13) were administered to 132 entering first'grade children and 97 entering
. -

second grade

tests

children in City, Southeast. Each of the first and,secOnd grade

contai d t44)44e4ns constructed to measure class inclusive. The first

grade test also contained five other subscales:H5lementarY Counting (9 items);

Advanced Counting re4 iteths); Problem Solving (6 items); Set Equivalence
.

..

.,

.. -

and Before-After-Between (10 items). Tie Cronback Alpha reliabilitieS, were
/

as follows: .Class Inclusion (.61); Simple Counting (.79); Advanced Counting

(8 items);

(.59)'; Problem Solving (.67); Set Relations (.79); and Ordering Numbers

Table,57 contains test-test cortelatiOns for the first grade test.

It is apparent that the cqrelations of Class Inclusion with the five othen

subscales are n ligible.

Table 57

Test-Test Correlati,ons: PNDC First Grade Test*
ra

/ 1 2 3 4 5

1. Elementary Counting

2. Advanced. Counting

3. Problem Solving .57

. '

.46

4. SetAEquivalence .65' -.39 .58

(5.

I

Ordering Numbers .72 .53 .65 .74

6. Class Inclusion . .11, .07 .07 .19 .%

Jo

n

,, ,-.5,.;
* r >.23.signifcant p".<.01; r >

(

.19 aigni,ficOkt
, ;

a5.
..

I

a
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.

The second grade test contained eight subscales other than class inclusion.
. 0/,s.

The subscales, the number of items in each subscare,and'the reliability of each
;,.

.. A

subscale are as follo4; Elementary Counting (7+items, .47) ; Advance d Counting
,,

(5 item, .78); Patterns (2 items,..70); Place Value (8 items, .95); Equivalent

Name,,(6 items, .89; Ordering NUmbers ((items, .55); Addition-Subtraction

(4 items, .58); Missing,Addend (4 items, .59); Class Inclusion (2 items, .67/.

.
Table 58 contai,is test-test correlations for the subtests of ale se cond 'grade

^

tests. The correlation of class inclusion with the eight other subscales wire

low, the greatest being .37.

,00

et/

4

Table 58 4

Test-Test Correlations: PMDSecond Grade Test*

1 2 3 4 5

1, Elementary COunting

2: Advanced Counting

3. Patterns .16 .37

4. 'Place Value .33 .41

D Equivalent Names .25; 49 14 :34

6. Ordering Numbers 58 .40, .57 ..31

7. Add-Sub :39 .31 -.27 29,

8. tMissing Addend 24 48 .50 .19,

'.,e:91;lass Inclusion .f3 5 .15 21 4.2

6 7 8

;-3 37 .31
o

isgnd.ficant p r
, .

.20 lOgnificant-p < A.05
... .. .

o . .

os'
I

.;:* szl; t
.

o
r o 0 .

so,
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.

The fact that class inclusion was not significant for the variable Quantity,

S
did not correlate significantly with any Varibble_of clusters , 4, and 5 Oxcept

for Ordinal Subtraction (this correlation was only marginally si nificant), and,

on the PMDC Fall 1975 tests, had.negligible or significant but 4.ow correlations

with all other subscales, indicates that class inclusion is not Tetlated to

n4merical-variables in a product sense. It aprais reasonable, based on the

.in Tables 56.-58, to strongly conjecture that classification v&riables'are only

weakly relatdd to nfterical variables. It could be argued, however, that in order

.

to solve:Missing addend problems or solve the ordinal addition and subtractiofi
*

..problems, class inclusion would of necesaity intervene in th numer cal-reasoning.
.*

' This observation does not weaken the conjecture
42.,

cause"ti) e aonlectgre was

made with regard to product soCres rather than process scores and (2) it is

cenceivable that processes other than those involved'in class inclusion

produced the,numerical product score in Clusters 1,'3, 4, and 5.
A A

a

-.:-- 1

411
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Quantitative Comparisons as a Readiness Variable
. r

for Learning First Grade Arithmetical COntent

0

-

In the past, counting was not4,explicitly considered in studies (Steffe, 1966;

r.-""
LeBlanc, 1968; Steffe 6..Johnson, 1971; Mpiangt; & GaRtile, 1975) of Quantity

as a'readiness variable for learning first grade arithmetical ,pontent:

:"*reover, only a.restricted collection of variables were considdted in

any. one study, so tnat conflicting results, are prbsent sacross_studies: In-

the current study, -a-wide variety ofv soincluded so that

information on Quantity as a readiness variable'could'be obtaine%for
-- ,

it - :-
r

the variables on a constant sample.

. -

../

Variables Apparehtly.Reouiring Rational Cunting in Solution
, .

. 3 . . . .

Theoretically, Quantiy as a, classification variable should be .significant,

for any achievement. variable, apparently requiridg rational counting (rational

counting-on with or without tally and rational' counting -back with or without

tally) in solution. These achievement variables and their levef of significance

. for Quantity are Presented in TailLel. The variables are consistently

-
statistically significant fcir Quantity except fOr #S, wIliCh'had..an associated ,

internal consistency reliability of only/,.15: Miss.ing Addend With anarWithou

Objects was'strongly significant (mean scores 84 Vs. 20 and 72 vs. 20 ercent,,

. r

i respectively for extensive vs." gross quantitative groups)." .

Further empirical confirmation that Quantity is a readiness variable. for

aspects of arithmetic apparently requiring rational counping areth:e consistently
Y.

.high scores of the extensive quantitative comparison groups acro§s the

1 .

variable in Table 2% It made'little difference whether an extensive quantitative
..

,e

1 ne
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Achievement 1criables Necessitating Rational. Counting:
level of Significance for Quantity

Variable

Level of
',Significance

t

Number in Number in
S (#S) P (/P) #S -+ #P

n.s.
.

.01

. .

Missing Addend 'Missing Addend
With Objects., Without Objets

;01 ' Di .
4

*
Rational -

\
'Ordinal Rational Counting Oidinal

Variable ',. ,Between .tCounting-On Addition Back -. Subtraction ,-

f.eVel. oF"-::: - . 4 I
_4

Significance' .01
s,

.1 ..05 .01
.. .

4,
-. .

Interaction of Quantity and Treatmentsignifieant

-comparison'grouprwas the experimental or control group. This fact is displayed

'in Table 2. It must be remembered that- the control gtoup rkceisid- little or,"
o .. 1k

no instruction on counting,strateties,,whereas the experimental group rec!74.40
.. re1.4 3, .. .0

exEplicit instruction on,counting ttrategie . The fact that the extensive control
,

.,

q)

. Table 2 -

Men ScOres on Achievement Variables
NeCessitating Rati6nal Counting: Percents

Variabie

i -,

Grotip -#,S. -#1'

; 1 E 154 63

.:

Extensive
.

, ,...

C 42 50

,

/"

^10^

E
"Gross

Missing Addend Missing-'Addend
With Objects Without Objects,..

79 75

88 69.,

33 25 48 ' 17, 25
.

41' 41 21 si ! 14 '

Variable

Group

E

Extdhsive
C

1

Gross
E

C

. WM,
Rational Otdinal 'Rational Ordina0 4,.-

Betwe:en Counting4In Addition Counting-Back Subtraction c .

79 87 .71 , 58° 54; 6.%
-.

-I,e
'67 ,'88 ; 71 '63 % 6, 58 .

.
:

. ....

.

s i

. ,35 71' t7'. 71 21 25

54 (). ° f 32
-.- -

1- 9

., :. ,, , ..

.tt
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children used counting strategies across variables strongly

4. A
children' possessed a,counting schete-in the seuse'of Piaget's schemes.

gests those

7/..,,..

- The instruction on,,counting strategies given to the.experiftntal gross

quantitative comparison group resulted in improved group mean scores in the

4
case of only two variables--Rational Cou4ing=On and Ordinal Addition. The

tasks used to measure theSe.two variables were contained in the experimental
_

, . .
.'''

.
.

'treatment,. Since Missing Addend was analogous to OrdinalOrdinal Addition in logical '

.-

.,
-`

structure, it offered. an excellent test ai transfer of the learned processes .

- ''-... .

present for Rational, CouhtingrOn and Ordinal Addition especially since all
.

.

childrert were given ,opportunity to solve missing addend problems ('orally

presented) tn the experimental treatment. No such transfer took place as was

rdh r .

.,
, .

revealed by the mean scti-ees .for Missing Addend With and Without Objects in
i

Table 2.' The improvement in rational-counting for \the gross quantitative

.

comparers was specific, then, to.thleasks on which the childrlirecerved explicit'

training: They.did not- initiate-learned mountiaiiatrategief. in novel tasks,
;

whereas the extensive quantitative companers performed uniformly well across

all tasks involving rational counting.*
, ,

Beilin's (1969) concept of"forward transformation is very useful in

exploration Ofithe la-ck af'tranifer of learned coating, strategies on the part,

of the gross quantitative comparers. Apparently rdonal counting-on witil
. ,

. .

.

. .

.

and without tally was
v

possible:or the experiMentgl gross quantitative comparers1
, .

but the. lack of initiation'iii-n-Ovel bud closely related tasks suggested ,that

the counting ttrategies were processes "in the 'making." They -had not ajtained
.., -

r
./ =

4 the status of mental operations but rather were learned .algorithms or procedures
-,.' ,. .

for solving certain tasks .. It is in this sense that Quantity ,is a readiness
, . r

..

Y

L. . 4' .
% .

,*
, Counting=Bace, Ordinal Subtraction and #S were-more difficult Oran

the others.
. . .

(--...
D,...----

,

---
o .
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....")

variable' for learptin
, *

ional counting.' .

-

...

. The above re uits f Cf4Fo;.those observed in the study Sy Steffe & Ail v ,

.., ;.
. .

Johnson (19071) - In that study,Quantityywas not-significant for the missing
_. .

. .
ddend problems-in the.presenca or absence of objects. .The fact that Quantity

t

..

. . .

was signifitaut for Missing Addend in Table 1 strongly suggests the mathematical
.' . i ,

' experiences the children engage in are instrumental in acquisition of mental
i

_ .

operations. associated with rational counting. ,Decause'teadiers ao not explicitly
,

.

teach,rational.counting, it is apparently enough,Ehat, extenSive quantitative comparers

. f
be expned to problems whi,ch stimulate rational counting.

.

The textbook series used
.

.

by the teachers in the Steffe& Johnson (197I)stuay (Morton, Grey, & Rosskopf, 1965)
,---

, did not. emphasize missing addend problems whereas the textbook-used in this study did.
. , . ,.

The ability to make extensive quantitative comparis- ons signals the presence
. .

_
- ............,

9fa'1Synthesis al Groupings I,arld Vif Piaget's theory is to be believed.

But as
.-
piaget's theory does. acCounttfor rational, counting, exact relation-

,-
, .

s

hips are,not,to be expeCted between Quantity and Missing Addend. This

.v 4. 1

expectation is empiiicall verified by Cluster 4 pretest variables; as the . .
t'

meaniscore , the total extensive quantitative comparison gfauplika 41 percent
. . . .

for the missing addend problems. This rather modest mean score is comparable 0,
_

.

tt .

le . .. . t.,

to the means oliserved by .Steffe & Johnson (1971) for extensive quantitative ,- o
. t.

comparers. That the gtoss'qvantitative comparison group in thins study

,

performedsat abouthe salve level, as vhe extensive quantitative comparison

g out0,in the Steffe & Johnson (1971)' study can be explained 1):4 thOgiffetent

times of test adminiStra.tion--October vs. May of the-first'grade.

The d.*a strongly suggest that counting is riot developmental in the-sense
1

of the grduping structures but rather the emetgenceof the groupipg, structures

allows children's cdilturally induced rote and point counting capabilities to . .

,,take On numerical:meaning not possible prior to theethergence of the.

grouping

.

structureS. Mathematical instruction apparently serves to solidify I...

f

46

lr
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.

,

_ .
.

.

the counting schemes and to raise them,t6' the level 6f rational countIng-on
,

- 1 .

.

. .
-

..:,,

and ratronal counting-back for th'- extensive quantitative comparers. For the

gross quantitative comparers, matheMatIcal instruction alone apparently ik not
-f

sufficient for atqdisition of rat±onal counting -on or ratibnal counting-back-at tIA
1

level of mental.operations. For the latter group, the role of mathematical,

4
instructio still not' understood for the acquisition of rational countin-on

and rational,: countin -bacy.

I

Cardinal information from ordinal information. The extensive quantitative

comparers could obtain cardinal information from ordinal information better.

than the'gross quantitative comparers in, the case of counting forward (,4))

but not in the case oT '(#S)counting backward . Moreover,
,
the

,

extensive

'. .;

quantitative comparers could .utiliA
\ .-

the, hints in
.

the cardinal - rdinal number

tasks (1AS + #P) to a greaterIxtenrcian the gross q,uantitative comparers.

q
In symbolic'notation, if P is a finite see ordered by "precedes," Sa segment

A 1

of P and Q the reminder, and r'some element Of .Q, but not the.Iminimal element!'

then extensive quantiitative children ,whed told,Ahe position of r' could cdUrt

forward to determine the number in P .better than the gross quaLitaEive,.
.

-
- -

children. In the- tasks, ,S was screened from vielnand Q was visible: Moreover,
. e

t
upon.p.romptieg by kgiving one (or more) adjacent (or successively adjacent)

° -. . - ' 4-
.4

%AtpositjUjsto r,' ,tfi ieextensive quanttative comparers could utilize the prompts
.. ' ,

and solve:" the tasks to agre;ate extent than thA grass' quantitative comparets.-
There was no evidence tfI4t t 4 "extensive quAtitative comparers could count

r

. 4
.04 : A

oss quantiltattlVe &omparers to detemine the'
f .-

. ,

46c' b atIcwfxde be t wthan.

.1(

- _ nlimper' in S1-40. I 4,6

. . . . . , .. ,
.. .' ' - 'd /9t8ertjian tbirlocireliablAties 'of the' indaSurps. of 'the variables #S

,,..,).-

. . .

. N . . .

A
fir,. 4p ekplauatiricist. lorlite reason ttfere were not greater differences

..-
°A.'. ,

I

gwier; siye and ?

IgiereYto47fie'

; " at

_

(-1 v

Tabk 4,(See AJ9dndix 1 2);'it woul pgssitIle for the Children to ,employ -point
4

ross° quInti Mative tcomParerS . Because-the, children
,

rt
=

ht element" /ft Task A and they fifth element in

-166
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?counting behavior tq find the number in P. Moreover, as all of the,chifdren could

pOint count to at_least seven (all quite byond s at the time the tasks were 4.

iv., .....

administered) the possibility the children utilize point counting is very strong:

It has also been observe& that children who cannot rational count -on or 'rational

count-back den, given a particular number.hame,orally count'-on or count-baCk from

that number. The basis for this observation is the Measure for Cluster 5 vari-.
0

) .

ables in tle preliminary items (see Apperidix A.6).' The child beini told that a

particular object was 10th or 5th certainly could have elicited rote Counting-back

or rote counting-on. That some gross quantitativ comparers correctly found the

number in S could be a result of knowing three comps before four and seven ,comes

before eight on a rote counting basis. Conflict must be introduced into the

task design in such a way '-to separate' the false positives (children who scored
%

the item correctly but who could not ratio 1 count-back) from the true

positives. One way would be to 'add objects to S and require the children a

. o

to (1) find the new number of S and (2) 'finethe position of some r*of Q.

.

Between. The variable Between not only demanded that the child had

synthesized the.before,and
. ,

er relations.-y' but also that he be able to

synthesize internalized counting =with the.relations. The child was asked to
.. /

, , 4

firi..1 a n er between 8 and 12, then another, then Another,Nthen another. The I"
...AP.,41/4 t .0. 0-, .

V

,..-v..'
questioning sequence,assumes the child 'gave onfy one, then one more tly; II

J. vh. .

.

.,, -
.

4k

orie more. The list.question was asked- t6 belSsSured the child would not t

,

.

.-,

. .
. " .

At

give a number between 8 and 12 after exhuastini the possibilities.

Of course, the questioninsesequence was altered to it -the child's responsesv7-, .

The child was then asked to give a number, between .8 and 6. Ode poii;t was
6 ' 'la

6

given for each correct number cited.- The way4the item was scored

allowed children to obtain a nonzero score on the basis of guessing or merely
. , ,

a 1 ,. ..,.
_ employing the "aftee'or "before" relatipn along with the counting sequence. '

7
Moreover, a child 'could give too many numbersand stilt receive a nonzero ' 0

4
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-
score. Even so, Quantity was significant (extensive vs. gross quantitative

comparison group means 73 vs. 44 percent) for Between. With more stringen,4_

scoring procedures, one would expect even greater differences._ Improved
-

scoring procedures should penalie children for giving too many n4mhers a
A

well as not enough. The reason children were not penalized for the form
.

'" -

Was that it is possible for children to be induced to write a number as
4.

being between twoothers.because of the demands ?lacea'on;him by the questions.,

If a child thinks he has them all and another is asked-for, he may give one

just to, please the experimenter. Consequently; caution must be e rcised

in task design to minimize the possibility of,'false incorrect responses.

Toint,Counting in Sums and Differences.

I\
Achievement variables which require only point counting in solution processes.,,

may be significant for Quantity i the .stilution processes,requ ire more than
lo c1, ' immediate application of an algori m. Addition and subtraction problems will'-

4 . /
) objects and withodt'Ojects andiaddition and subtraction product scores required

'' .../ t
... .,

' only point counting in the solution process." These variables and/theirlevel
, -

As.

of significance'for Quantity are presenteckiniXable 3.

'Aro
Table 3

.1 -..

. ,

Achievement Variables Necessitating Point Countingi,_.
.

irLevel of Significance.for Quantity
.

'Variables
Addition

With Objects
Subtra9;tion

With Objects.
Addition

Withoyt Qbjects
Subtraction

Without Objects

Level of
Significance

.

.

-, 01
-

'
,.01 .

.

In

\--,

.

a ,k

,

..
. ,

'Variables

Addition -

Product Score-
Subtraction

Product Score
a .

Level o f

Significance

. -

.

.05 1 .05
'''

4
.

Interactiol. of Qugntitrand'Treatment sign ificant p <
ainteraction of Quantity and Treatment significant p < .09.

44
zr. gA.

.104

1
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The extene"i. quantitativecompare.rs invariably initiated a; paint counting -.1

N' J . ' ' :
. , , ,.......-_

'procedure in th solution of items on 'the test of quantitative comparison -' They:,., .: .
, ...

-point counted regadless kyf whether., the .isteM could be solved by a gros i,quAtiti-
. r .

..

. . , ... ., - r
s' tative compa.rison or deMarfded ;filet Piaget would. call an extensive qUantitap.-ve

comparison. The fact thai: the gross quantit4 .ive compares" 'd not,.initiate point
, k.,

. - ...

counting techhiques (or initiated them, ut relied- on pgrceptu4r,Cp,es for the answer
4 s ..- .

ein the test of quantitatl!ve,ComParisons

.

SP

. : . .

.

as strOng enough,,tocaxry_ over to the
- ,

problem- solving contextg especiall for the control gross*quarititative comparison
. .

group.
_ ..."

Neat:pent was significant -4-1 the `case of 7ddition -With Ob-..jects-.. in fava-r-
.

, - , - -,
grass-,,o f the - coqt'ro 1 group . : Uowever,, without ob,j,cts , --tne e:sper-in iital.." 1-tas.s

1k , ---
. . -.- ,..- -.

. .1 J,''' -

quantitativet-Eomparers outpert'ormite.:i: tie control gross quantitatiye omparera
.... ., .) _ .. .

. ' "-for bath Addition and Subtraction (Table 4) . These:" ... esults :Igen be.attrihuted

.

. .

children
- 7. -directly to the treafment., .The in the -6-4erimer1. ,g-yptifis..1,4ere.

a
. r , . " ...

... ..encouraged to use sheir fingers tv-aid.coomputatiOn and, ,34-.?acib-Ando'ned:---,--,.
. . ..-.:.- .

, . , .u,--_Ing physical objects to pertc4,rm sums andiVilIetences." The,_phys-i-cal..o1:7,__Iects--
..

i-n fact impeded thee in performing-eounEing-an plocTsiirr's. F-intliag- sum.i

. Evidently .1;eipg -a: gros quantitkive comparer impede. a child'
. -

lean-ting counting-all:groceatires ia fli:ading sums and:4f, ten.:C4g-. :,::,.:-...-:--;_..."..7.,-
,.. -_ - 3i. ., I

_.'

i;3 3.1104e.a.' tO Ilse his firge.rs4.,:--- .--, ...., '.. 4
'.- :'. ':/, ., ..:-. "-:'

"... :

t he- aTo3. rE:surks- ..di-f,f.gt-"-- --.F.21_gra_ ..t.hocia' of' past.- itt4-ile'§:- 4_ :1-95.6:;---

--
S _: I fi=reaii` of

-" -

"1:46.-a_b Obj et t.s4, "@si T:h ibp-ci#7, ^iTA su 1 ts'.:.
7 .-- /-- .'111. - , . ; . .

suggesf that dhild,,ren-31_-stifie.r1,9-g: 4S-r-sormaxics, :-prese9.6p of xnanipuiatable°

ob.f eas. iii-fitrcife-`4T-iids' :15S A iEe.;erei--c--0.- ii-: ;a: i7..f:-.i4i- -cff 4-.--tinivi.8,.--

.. .......
'edu-cat + On ,a i.

..,,,

7,;.-,.1*. --, ,..., or , __. ..,/,':' - ::. '.: / :: I..: ''''...:.' 7- .." "k"', praetre..;:)7..- L-fill,t4-lan_;%. yetng eric'oj.ixagea -t0,-,iider\-Objeclts;t5.- *p.i.ctiires .of-_:_objec,tsI.
.7'-", . ;-;-. :?-:' ... ..!,;:-'::'," .,- ,_: : -2 .'.-.'../. '.- --- '2"!" ;:-_.,- ..-,::--.7,.--,-:.: . '- -'
' Ag-.4.14'1Y.u,.10441,-"IAI.-16;i:TT:(4-

111g.''..e;jr!%'4.5:';' 4111;;:1":"-t.9-'-' °1:7°1i'9.7.
-1.11. e-isfr:t: CIO:she:: ..i.
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finding sums, and finding differences. Physical objects are external to the

child and offer little in.-the way of sensory impressions: Children oftEn'

.176

finger count by touching -Their lips, nose, cheek, or otherfacial parts,

ihds gaining sensory impressions of units in time' sequences.

The fact thaE.the control extensive quantitative comparexs outperforme\

'the control gross qantitative comparers,on every variable in .Table

agre6 with the scUtlies cited above except,for subtraction in the case of
-

teffe & Johnson (1971). In that study, Quantity was not significant'
..-

for sub-traction. However,. mean scores were low, suggesting that the

children had not been given experien6es with findidg.diEfe'renceS.
r

Table 4

Mean Scores on Achievement'Vaf riables

Ne6essfeating Point Co.unting: Percents

Variable

Group

Extensive

Gross

E

E

C

' ' M
1.1

U' M 'M ..:.. WL :... M. 4-I nn
Up - o'u .c)

W. 1 (1) 0
rn 44 '''")0 '' OA U .::: 0 4-I

...., C 0 .1-1 :...
....1 '....1 011,,
1 ..7.: ' L ,-. .-1 ..7.:

' '-i . +-I .0 -i '0 4-1

1"., .-1 Z -4 at."C, ,-I
-< 72._ r-n 3 . <3

79 79'.`

100 . :84

38 25 79

68 36 50

1

CU C./

$.4 .

4-4 c),
....) =

74-1 U
ca
$4

44-)

o 0
U tO U--

0 .V.1.4.7

.40 .0 0
7,r ,-,

-o
.-0 .

1.1

<a Cn P.4

88 ¢ 87 .. 58 .

81 85

75- 67 42-

41 59 41

, 4,:
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Successor, Predecesgtor, Just Before, Just Alter and Counting-Back

The variables Successor, Predecessor, and Counting-Back involved at most

point counting capabilities but did not require rational counting.( Of these variables

only Counting-Back was significant for Quantity--71 vs. 54 percent for the .

I

extensive vs, gross quantitative comparison groups,:respectivky. that Successor
,

and-Predecessor were not"significarit for quantity iA not surprising (they.

were very easy/items for alf children). EssentiaLly, rote counting capabilities

-
would Se sufficient for task solution fOr these'-two variables, just as was

true for Just' Before and Just After (also not significant for 'Quan ity) .

-That Quantity was Significant for Cqunting-Backislcnsistent wit the operational

definitions of extensive and
'

gross quantity.

. .

The variables immediately above overlap with those studied by Mpiangu

& Gentile (1975). They required chi to-countin .both directions between

0 and, 11; Count by twos; find the name of a missing number in a given sequence

;..7: .c
(1-10); find numb just before, justafter, or between _others in the sequence

'

\
.

(1-10); and find the correct answer and,provide justification to an item

/ such as "These two make how many'?" Mpiiangu So,Gentile (197cp found that number

conservation. is not necessary

Successor>,.iaredecessor, Just

for learnirigtle

''') -%,\:(

Before,.and,A*, ter were not significant or

.:;
.

.. .

..r.

..(1975) .results. Moreover,- the

* =

ave conten8. The fact that

Quantity is cons,istent with Mpiangu'&

Vii_ . :. .
statistical significance for Counting-Back do 'not, contradict their findings

..s,

because the gross ,quantitative comparers h :a mean sire of °54 percent.

Undoubtedly, both the extensive and gross quanti,tative comparers gained fa4lityin .
*,

point counting. The addition and subtraction product scores displayed 'in
P . /),

.11:,.._.,.., /,
Table4 also are consistent with mpiangu & GeLtile'S (1975) findings. However,

',

f-
exception must be Laken to their conclusion'that Conservation of.number is not .

,
.

_
. ,

. .

-..i.
.

IP!
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.

a nedessary, requ cement for fet.tc.=Lg arithmetic in that it is' overly simplistic,.

--.. .
as shown by data in this study: ,111eiittr,""ote counting or point counting is all ,.

...-- - ... ,, , '
, . cc

,
that is required of the 'task°, ,grosa,.guant.ttaave comparers ate .qt.tite capable

. ,- .
e , #-of being trained to perform the task as, the, _nowledge is in the Main. wha- -

Piket (1964) has cailed physicalTftwiedge: The training.in eatidn,a1 countitcg

however, was narrowly acquifed by the experithen'tal.gioss .comparers.

As already noted, it is doubtful that the, learned coullt_ing behavi0.1,7a8. at the
;.:

level of ,operations. It is, in. thIA`senge.that Quantity szfifs as,mental
.readiness variable for leain,ing arithmetic rather than prohibiting acquisition

a a° ......
of the simplest' arithmetic s 1 . CUrriculum desigqesS who relyon lea;:kning,. ".

...

, . .:::
hierarchies Can be confidanl%nttask specific traihin but not horiwntal or4, ..; '

'A I_ -vertical transfer in the case of gross quantitative cot-pare . Even so ..it
. .

c.-..4"'should not be concluded that task specific training ,is necessarily undesiratae.
. ., ...OnIcfurthe research of a longit9dinal, nature will answer the qUe, Stion of

..,,
till*, utility of' training gross quantitative, comparers, to: count-on and couht4 1

4
If any t future investigators include "JuSt Before. o r, .last After as van

they should design the tasks to'include fii7e-ep six i teMs`.p er *a8ure and us
. , .

a less-than-10, 10-20 and 20-99 trichotomy ins3e,a °ratige of r4pot.seS .,,

But at the present time ,, the best eilidence ailable....a' ndigatesSt0i.
( ., ', ;:.; .!. 4 :,.%.. ,,- . -

. ....... . , . .;-is not a readiness variables for the two relations. ,

-<- %."-` %-. :.,.
.Successor and Cse,decessor fall into the same category as Just Before,

..._ .

and Just After. IMprovgd task design is necessary if thekariables are to

be used in future experiments.

-
Counting-back. The variable Counting-back deserves special mention.

The test (Appendix A.2).was designedesigned sequentially in that if a child could

4
)
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0 0
4,

.
not point count baCk.from 8, he would not bel'asked ttipoint count-back. from

-
12, and ifche'courd nTt point,Count-back,from 12, he would not be asked to rote

a- 0

count-back from 15. :10f course4 in the case of success, _the child would proceed

through the task. ,The,sequential nature of the test was predicated on the
t P., .

assumption that chilitren..can -point count-back-from a_ digit before they can

- ,,s* ° `c

eithet point Cbunt,or e count-back from a two digit number because of the
11. -;

familarity,ofYdhtldren.wit a digits 1-9. The fact thdt Counting-Back.was
-, ,

signif'.c4t 5pitaip.1y resides in the sequential nature of the test. The

.ektensiVe 4o,Antitati4 comparers had a mean score of 77 percent vs, a mean

.,;,_,

'scorg6t:54 pefCet for the gross quantitative comparers. These mean along,

.th _;

tle:fact that 2/3 of the gross qtaititaftve comparers couldnot rote. ...

.. 6.;

cOuat back Trtitil '15 confirms that the basis of the significance -oftbe varigie
. _

the'capatility to rote count-back from 15. Critical tests of .9134#1.ty

-a readiness variable fdr learning .counting -back skills .would be the'

r'1maiillarity with two digit numbers or the capacitytO' acquire such familiarity.

SuCh tests were not made__in tizis study.

1;° Partitions
3

/7

As noted in the section on Quantity and set partition, Piaget demonstrated
o4

4
that a child's "additive composition" of number'develtptd instagea synonomous

with those associated with cardinal and. ordinal number. Consequently, the

variable Partition should be related statistically to Quantity. PattitiOa was

messed at two different times--prior to the treatment and aft he treatment.

On both pretest and posttest, the interAc'oonsistenc),reliabilities were quite

it
substantial:for Partitions With Count and Partitions Without Count (all a4t

least .80 except one, which was .72). As shown in the'analyses of Cluster 4
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variables,-,Partitions With runt and Partitions Witho64 Count contributed
.

negligibly to the separation of the gross and,extensive quantitative comparisod

groups in the disciminant function in caseof the pretest, and only nominalj.y
( 41,

.......
,

.
. 0

on the-p:osttest. -Quantity,was not significant for Partitions With' Count nor
,....

1 41 hoist
'.

,1f Count on the pretest. On
..

the posttestQuantity was sighificant ,(p.< .05)
. .

fciX',P4Xtitions With Count and Wit Count with a strong suggestiop.of.a Treatment
...?4

.
...

1

by Quantit9 interaction:: 'Mean scores are presented in Table 5. The 'significance
:o ° *o

-P

, . , . .
\.....

. ,,,,,,

The above results,ara at;_yariance with the results of Piaget r iewed in
------. .___o ,

,,

,the sect Quantity and:Set partition. Evidence is very week that Partitions

*011.4 .

and9 ntity are related either be4ore formaloinstructionin the first grade.

.
,

for Quantity on the posttest must be discounted because the same general

'pattern of scoNswere present on both testt admi.nstrations. The one notable
s

exception is that the extensive quantitative comparers improved on the measure

for Partitions Without Count to a deater extent that did the grosS"'hantitative

.

compirers. It must be-remembe.rea that the experimental group received

instruction on.setpartitions whereas 'the control group did not, havingg`
/

Lollowed the mathematical curriculum as5exemplified by the:textboak...:
att

Gross

Test

atiable
Group

E

Extensive
C

E

C

Mean Scoresfor Partitions: Percents

,

Partitions Pa tions . P 'tfons titions

With Count Wit t Count With ';:' With° t 'Count

75 42 , 83 71.
.. .

. - '4

Pretest

75 38 92

63 50 71. 62

38

Table 5 4

4

25

r"-

5'9

Postte'st
0'

-36

1,

.

cir after such instruction.
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Clas'sgication

Even though there was a general trend for Quantity to be significant for

181

the four claSsification -variables,--only. Loop Inclusion was statistically

Aignificant. In view of the 'subst'antial internal consistency reliabilities'

rep*tedin Table 20 of the Item-Analysis section for the four classification

'-

variables, the results ,cati be interpreted- with confidence the tests were

measuritg .what they were designed to, measure. In the case of Class Inclusion

(reliability .90) the results are consistent Vith Dodwell's (1962) results that

iclass inclusion and provoked and unprovoked correspondence develop.

The nonsignificance of Quantity for the nested classification tasks is

not suPrIsing in view of the fact, that they were designed to, test Stage 2

classification behavior. The-'si.gnificance of Quantity for Loop Inclusion was

due mainly to the low mean score (24%) ,pf the control gross quatitative
,..

comparison giYoup. , The mean score (44) fo'r the experimental grbss quantitative

comparison group can be attributed to the treatment. There does seem to be

a relations4p between Quantity and Lnop Inclusion,, although- \leak-

Class Inclusion as a Readiness Variable for

L-earni7ig First Grade Arithmetical content

<

No statistical tests were possible on Class Inclusion as -a categbrii,ation

.

variable. On1y,12 children out of 107 scored 'at least, two on the .class inclusion
N..

.... "t/ .
.

.

tes "in late September, 19/4. Cohs4quently, only children for whom evidence,els. ,

. .,' .- ,:i.
was present they could- not solve the class inclusion pro-, uten} were advitted to .

- .

the study. There was no hope that Class Inclusion would be related to Quantity
:T. , ,, _

,--, , ,
on the Pretest because of -the poor" performance on the crass inclusion 'test.

4, e,

..
', -13ut because every ,child in the samplecould not solve the Class,inclusion problem,

. .
,.,

. -.- ..

judgments could be made on the necessity offclass inclusion for learning -first
°

grade arithmetica l' content as measuredby the posttests. These-,tjudgments
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1}2

have to be based on .heuristical ara° umentargument.. Evidence,would be present for Class,

.

Inclusion as a read ness variable for ,some other variable in any of the following

cases.

Case 1. zf Treatment were not signifi.cant and a strong correlation existea
between Class Inclusion and the other variable on the posttest.'

!

. . t ,
. .

Case 2. If Treatmentweresigniflcant and a strong correlation existed
between Class Inclusion and the other variable on the posttest,

1" f,
Case 3. -If each child who store& well on \he other variable could also

solve the class inclusion problem. 41

Evidence would be absent for Class Inclusion as a readiness variable for soup,

g other variable in any,of the following cases.

Case 1. If Treatmentwere not sighficant and a negligible correlation
existed between Class Inclusion and the other variable on the
posttest, given comparable group mean scores.

Case 2. toIf Treatmentweresignifcant and a negligible correlation
existed between Class Inclusion and the othar.variable
on the pcisttest, given comparable mean scores.

Of

Case 3. If the mean scores for the,othe5 variable significantly exceeded
the mean score for class'incluston.

o Loop Inclusion, Partition, and Nested Classification
Tr

The class'sinclusion test was admjniste'red as a postte)t to ascertain

0
possible improvementin class inclusion cores. The treatment contained class

incluSion activities, partitioning activities, and loop inclusion .activities,

.

so a treatment effect covld have been nc4sible for classification Variables.

Howeve(, treatment was not significmntforany classification variable,

indicating that classification per se is resistant to training, especially

class incluO.on. The result that class inclusion was resistant to trainklt

is consistent with the conclusion made in'the,revieW-of literature in the

section Class inclusion and arithmetic. There, it was concluded that if the

goal of classificatioqkactivities is to influence class inclusion as a scheme
-,s

4

I 4
1/4
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Xor a` relational str cture), then it would be resistant to training. The
.

results are at vari ce 140 those of. Kohnstamm (1968) as he observed dramatic

improvement in clas inclusion through training. The results are in agreement

with those of Inhe de'r & Sinclair (1969) and JohnSon (1975) -.Bdth Inhelder &

Sinclair and Johnf n used problemsof a differentform in the testing than were

used in the train'ng just as was the case in this study. Apparently,'this'may

have been enough o wash out any, Possible training effects in this experiment.

e.

Eden though only two-stage problems were used,, they contained content .different than

that used in ins ruction, except for one of the four items. But the difficulty

of that item (i em 4) was notdiscerniblY',different than the other four items-

(see Table 18 stem analyses).. Amore p lausible-explanation for the lack of

training effects than change in item form is that there was a three months time
* . .

.

* e ,
,

interval'betwe n the classification" experiences and the classification tests.

% .,

But ii class nclusion had been induCed by the treatment as a.flexible-functioning

.

_. .1

scneme, the t ree months delay should not heye,been import ant, as one characteristic

of operativi y is that loss of oper4ional concepts does,notlaccur due to'..
_

1 ,

forgetting. Consequentlye, the treatment was not effective especially for inducirpg'
t.'-

class intl ion.
ti

()Yly 3' percent of the total sample ansOvered correctly at least 3* out of

0 ,

a possible 5 items on the class inclusion posttest. As Quantitas not

signilican for Class Inclusion, one cannot predict gain in class inclusion

proficien y.trom Qdantity. Moreover, a lack of demonstrated knowledge o'f class

inclusion tt the'beginning of4the experiment did not deter that 32 percent from
4 .

gaining lass inclusion. But Specific experiencep in.classification, as noted
, .

-above, d d not enhance acquisition. Apparently, there are more important

factors than specific training in acquisition of clase;inclusion.

B 'axse Treatment was essentially not significant for Partitions With

Counti g, Partitidns Without Counting, and Loop Inclusion after substantial
0 .

e
,

, .

..,

instru tion took: place,,tohe may be teteted to/ conjecture that lack

,

of
\

. .
.,,'

. .,\,

0>
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class inclusion had a dampening effdct on training of these variables.
I

ut as variables other than Class Inclusion could account for Iack'of

treatment effects, posttest correlations must be .considered in the heuristical

analysts. The correlation between °op Inclusion (mean, 46 percenl) Clasl

Inclusion (mean, 31 percent) was.only4.28 and not statistic&lly significant.
. ,,,

,
p, `,' ..

. .. .
%

So the,Loop Inclusion and Class,Inclusion tests functioned independently.
a.

One would expect,that in the absence-ot a treatment effect the two variables.

would improve synchronously over time if they /were both part of general schemes,

of classification, one logical and one infralogical. The corr4lation.of

does not support the thesis that Class Inclusion is a readiness variable'for

acquisition or loOp inclusion. Moreover, the meanIscores on theloop inclusion

test do not 'support the thesis that the infTalogiCal operation would follow the

logical operation in development, as item difficulties were comparable except

for the l'est item of the loop inclusion test which was-high, indicating an

easy item. i .

,

i .

.

The correlations terween.Class Inclusion and Partitions With Counting

,

i

and Class Inclusion and Partitions Without Counting were Only ,06 and"

.05 respectively. The mean scores on the three test were 13; 75, and 65
6,
,

percent for Class,jnclusion, Partitions With Counting, and Partitions Without-. 9,

Counting. On the pretests, the respective means were 0, 56,..and 36 percent.

The relatively high means of the set partitions.tests and the essentially

zero correlations should disco urage any further conjecture that Class' Inclusion

and Partit41S are relavd variables, one being a readiness variable for the:other.

Treatment, was not significant in the case of either of the nested classifi'datior
. ..4

tests and the correlations between Class Inclusiori and the two Nested
V

Classification variables were only .19 and .14. But Class,Inclusion sho

not be expected to be a readiness variable for Nested Classification due po
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the way Nested Classification was test Only Stage 2 classification beha4r

was required for task'performances.on the Nested Classification tests.
. .

*

Ratipnal Counting
, .

.
.

In.the case of the tasks 'designed tolassess the ability of children to6 i w,

obtain cardinal information from ordinal information, it was argued in the section

The AchieVement Tasks that Class Inclusion should be a readinessvariable for

acquisition of the ability. As every ordered set P can be thoughts .of as the

union of a segment S and remainder Q (P = S + Q), if a child is told the

446
position of some element of Q, say 4, and asked to find the number of

elements of S (or P), c!ass inclusionis logically part of the task. The

child, it would seem, must regard, S as being part'of P, and S and Q together

comprising P. As the tests of the #S and #P' variables are of low reliability,
4

only conjectual statements may be made,

Nine ct9eldren correctly answered both of the r. items for the #S variable-

' and twelNie correctly answered both 'of the items for the #P variable.

Correfationbetween Class Inclusion and #S, OP, and #S -+ #P were .27,

0, and -.,12 relspectively, none.of which were significant. Consequently,

C '

.

,

some children acquired capability to obtain .cardinal information from ordinal

information independently of their ability to solve the class inclusiori
. I

. .
., . . .

problem. _These results, however, are tenuous dure to low internal consistency
. Y

reliabilities for the test used to meaNgre the variables.

Cluster 5-variables were of gt :eater'interest than were Clurter 1
.

.
iv

rational
It. 4 .

.../
variables because, the measures were mere reliable and rational counting strategies

r 4

were clearly used in, task solution. For the same reason that was given for
:.-,... S./ .

Cluster 1 variables., 'Class Inclusion should be a readiness varible for Counting-
.

:..

c.
.

,

.

On, Ordinal
..

Addition,,Counting-Back, and Ordinal Subtraction. The internal
t.

,:.
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consistency relabialities for these "measures Were ..50, .84, .61% and .47,
a

.

respectively. The means were 75, 64, 42,.and 3,8 percent, respectively: The
,

reiabilitifes are substantial enough to interpret the data, albeit with'some
.

caution for Ordinal Subtractiot The analyses of variance showed Treatment
.

as significant fax the gross quantitative comparers'in the case of ttation'al
, ",.......2..

.. '
.

Counting-On and-Ordinal Addition. The means for.the experimentargrdrip in

r ,

r

the case of these two variables were 71 perant forboth. However., the posttest.
. -

correlatihns of Class Inclusion.with_tle four ,variables (as ordered above). of
,

:25, .16,"and .30 ("considered fn Conjunction with the mean scores) does,

not lead to the conclusion that Ci.ass Inclusion is a readiness variable
4

0
.for acquisition of rational countirtg strategies.

,

. -

4

. . .-
i

,.

Addition, subtraction, and m".ssing addend. Even. though col nting-all
- 1 ,

.
,r.....

'.4.' A__.-

prucedures were sufficient for so ution of the subtraction problems,. it is
.

.

,. ,

e.
.

somewhat surprising that the extensive quantitative comparc-rs. had _a mean-scor
, 41.

. ,. . .. A.
' of 81) percent on the .pretest. The-gross.quantitative compareis had a mean,

e
. .

score of 35 percent. These mean scores destroy any irlupions.thet Class
-

,0 j . °

Inclusion is a readiness variable for solution of sipple subtrac.tion problems
. .

" ckerly4in'the.first grade year. Even though the extensive quanti-taW.Ire comparison
-t

group had a mean scare of .42 percent for the raising addend problems, on the

oreest,it'seemed possible that Clats Inclusion" still would be a readiness

f,

variable for,aCquisition of an ability, to solve such problems as the gross
.,

quantitativ4comparers had a mean,,score of only 2 percent, On the posttest,
t .

the analopus mean scores were*85 and $22 9ercent. $utthe posttegt correlation
.. .

between,Class Incluiio and Missing Addend. %.7ith Objects was .08.- In the face

, .of such a lowcorrelation, one would not conjecture that Class Inclusion is a
.

s' . . . .
. ., .

.

readines§
.

variableAor aequisiei,on of solution to missing addend problems

41, , '.
in the presence of objects:

.4.NL
4 :,,

IF S.1
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Because Treat pent was effective for Addition and Subtraction Without

Objects, it could have been the case-that Class Inclus ion was a readiness

,variable tyr. solution to orally presented addition (mean T8 percent) snd
r-

4V

subtraction (mean 71. peipent) probleths. 'If so, Xose children_ho-solved

such problems shguld be able to, do the Clais Inclusion problems.,' However:
a

posttest correlations w ere only .27 and .19 between Class Inclusion and
. 1

i .

' Addition and Subtraction Without Objects, resi)ectively..1 Thereyas a 0
,,

--/,
,, - .

i '
, .correlation between Class Inclusion and the Missing Addend Without Objects

t

(mean 48" pertent) .

The above, results are consistentwith those of Dodwell (1962) and_
.

, -; Vitale (1975). Dodwell observed that class inclusion and provOked and

unpraioked correspondence apparentlydevelop independently sad Vitale
4%.

observed small correlations between class Inclusion and addition'apd.

0

tubtraction computation.L

Class Inclusion as a'Correlate of AritAmetic Achievement-
_

Not beifig satisfied with the results of CfaS's Inclusion as a readiness

variable fPr acquisition,o'f'ration4I counting, ,prabiem solving; loop inclusions,
,

and ifiterrelAtion of cardinal 'and ordinal number, class inclusion items were

included. as part of entering-first- and second-:grade mathematics, tests constructed

- by'PMDC staff (see Appendix A,.12 and A.13). Class Inclusion,correlated

nonsignifIcantry with,d11 firSt-grade number scales (Table 57 in

Correlations Among the Variables). -In case of theeenteringsecond-&ade tesi5

Class Inclusion correlated low but significantly With Advahced Counting,

Place Value, Ordering Numbers, Addition-Subtraction, and Missing Addend.

.

)

'

O

v
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Based on the above data, it is reasonable to strongly .conjecture' that

Class Inclusion as measured is only weakly related to'numerical variables.

'It'is not tenable to regardClass Inclusion as measured as a!readineis variable

for achiving arithmetical content tested in Clusters 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 and

tes.tpd in the first- and second-grade MDC tests. Where does this leave
.

Piaget's theory,that? number in children is a;synthesis of classification

and seriation? '

The item content for the Class Inclusion items was of'a-pictorial

nature and perceptually. distracting. Moreover, as'Johnson '(1975) has shown,oy
children regard intersectingring'items as separating the occupied region

into disjoint rather than,Overiapping subregions. A similar phenothenon may be

operating with regard to pictorial itemschildren may regard the problem one. of

comparing two subclasses due to the overwhelming perceptual features of the

stimulus configurations. As a result, the class inclusion''tes.t may be conservative

in that too many false negatives occur (children who'Eave the potential of

solving the class inclusion problem but fail). This conjecture is plaUsible

due to the fact that" class inclusion should intervene by necessity' insolutionto

Cluster 5 variables and missing addend prnblems. However, if su,ph is the case,.

then class inclusion would be present each time a child solved a numerical reasoning

problem logically requiring class inclusion. In such cases, there 4uld be
4.

no need to assess class inclusion because it would be S.5inonomo4s with such!

numerical.reasoning. In any case, then, it is questionable whether class

inclusion needs to be considered as a readiness variable for learning arithmetical

1 7

content, unless new measures' are developed which are related, but do explain,

numerical reasoning.

7
Piaget's.theory may be still'4ptact as it concerns number. A critical

d.
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4

teat would entail a classiinclusiob measure that not depend on pictorial
r

item containingldistriacting features but yet would be different than tests
. . ,

( i .
.

implied 13y.thi question "Which are there more of in the whole world, children

or boys?" The.prObleriCassociated with-pictorial tests have been pointed out.

The Aroblems withthe latter test are numerous, one of the most obvious being

I'

.

the necessity-of attempting tp imagine all of the thildren'in the world. A universe /

of objets_ must be selected that is Comprehendable by the child but yet does

-not-contain perceptually distracting features. Ithas been conclusively

shown in this study that such distracting features have nothingsto do with

pure numerical teasoaing.

The Treatment

Content was included in the treatment not normally included inthe

mathematics programs fig gride one. The features of the treatment were the

inclusion of 'classification activities,^set partitioning

activities by levels, the learning Instructional phAses

activities, 'counting

for addition and

subtraction, problem solving activities for addition and Subtraction, the, 4
,

tctand-held caldulator for drill onbasic facts, and the individual]: nature.
\\

the mathematics instruction. The treatment was included in the study to

control the mathematical experience of the children in the experimental

group. There was little interest in accelerating the learning of a,particular
-

topic per se. But'there was a great deal of-inteTest.in determining-the'

. effects of particular mathematical experiences on different groups of
.

.- /,
.

, -e,

quantitative comparers and_on various closely related Mathematical topics.

, .

v

?

.t,

A

a

4
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In short, the emphasis was placed on understanding, the role of mathematical

instruction on the developmentof mathematical concepts for identifiably.
-

k
distifict groups of learners. (

% .

'It must be emphasized that the achievement variables are perforMance

variables and consequelitly do not measure the important aspect of how the
o

children; progressed through instructiu. Various 'comments will be made

throughout this section concerning observations made during idstraction.
4 -

These comnilts are a result of dailyNbbservations of the child'ren as they

progressed through instruction, and are offered to shed further light on

various results. The 29 variables identified do give a good picture,of

a cross sectonal.nacure of where the children stood at the time of testing.

tlassification.and Partitioning' -

There were no significant'dimfferences due to treatment for any of the
.

,,. . .

fOur classificatioh.variables (Class InclUsion, Loop IndlUsion, Nested .

Classification A, or Nested Classification B)'nor did treatment interact -

with Qu antity for any of the four variables. Moreover, treatment was not

significant for either Partition} With Counting At- Partition Without Counting

; '
.

nor did Treatment and Quantity interact for either of theatter variables.

In the case of Partition.Without Countingi it appeared'that. Treatment and
\

,

.

,

Quantity should have interacted but the mean scores were a teflection of

how children began on the peetesrfor set partitions (see Tables 37

and 42 i,n the section Analyses of Variance).

Three instructional weeks were deoted to classification, set partitioning

and loop inclusions. The total instructional time amounted to 12 instructional

days of Approximately 454minutes per day. The children enjoyed the

instructional activities and seemed at the time of instruction to profit.

The basis; of the instruction was operational definitions. For examiile, in
-I
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, . \
.

. .

the classificational activities, the terms "and?" 4'oi," "not," "some,"

land.' 11" were clarified for the children through their actions on animal
,

cutouts and toys. The children were required to follow directions such

as "select some of the animals." Corrections were made in the case of

incorrect perfgrmance. In this way, the terms were defined operationally.

The children had little trouble in learning the operational meanings of the

_

terms. Class inclusion activities were also emphasized utilizing the

terminology developed in an attempt to train the children to focus on all.

the animals when comparing all the animals with some of the animals: It

was felt that children may in many cases focus on some of the anima

(e.g., dogs)'in comparison of.all the animals (e.g., dogs and cats) with

some ofitthe animals (cats).* At the time,. clarification of the terminology

seemed to help most of the children in solving class inclusion problems.

But it was difficult at the time 0 know whether the chilaren were being
4

-
trained to respond to the verbal cues all and some, knbwing all is more

4110. than some. The results of the 'class inclusion test (Tables 50 and '51 in

trig section Analyses of Variance) in tize pipteests support the contention

that rib real improvement,wa's the, case for class inclusion problems. In

fact, the control children had a greater mean score than- the experimental'

Children (41 vs 25 percent, respectively). Moreover, thvextensive quanti-
,

tative comparers in the experimental group did not do any better than did

. .

. the gross quantitative comgarers.in the experimental group on the class
,

' -

inclusion posttest.' Hatt QUantity_beea,a readiness variable for learning
, f . .

,

class inclusion, the ex*Is.ive eXperimental group should have gained p great

deal from the instruction on class inclusion.

4 I-

0
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',There are good theoretical reasons for hypothesizing that the

experimental extensive quantitative comOarers would'in fact acquire't"he
, -

facility to solve' the class inclusion problem. In the section Number in

,Piagetian Theory, it isllustrated how hierakchical classifications are

involved in children's conception of number. 'Number intervenes into

classifidational hierarchies,through the quantifiers "a," "some," "none,"

and "all," which must carry numerical meaning in Piaget 1 s analysis of the.

interrelations of classification,. relations, and number for children to

conceive of hierarchical classifications. Children who are extensive

quantifiers have, in theory, the notion of ,a unit essential to extensive

.
. . .

quantification in Fidget 1 s theory (see the section Quantity as viewe0 by
' .

Piaget). The 'unit is also essential to the dales conception of number
..`

. .

as outlined in the section'Number in Piageeian Theory. tonseqent19,

those children who wet.* ektensive quantitative Comparers who failed to
o

4 .

. ,

solve the class inclusion problem should have done so for reasons other
o

* 4 .-,' r

tilt than not possessing conception of a unit, failing to attach numerical

, - . .

meaning to
.
the quantifiers' a'," "nose," "some,'.' and "all,

1r'or not being
.,.

. .

.
.

able'to_conceive of hierarchical cla'ssiffcationar systems. Possible reasons,
. .

s , .

for failing to solve the class'i nclusion problem forthese childrtn are the

,
.

.dominance of the perceptual configuratfon of the tasks or notYund rstandinet

_ t .the verbal direction. The instruction in, the treatment was organ zed to

4

3 ,

. eliminate these two
.

possib,le reasonsfor failure of exten.sfve 0.1 titative ,

.- ,
.

comp.Aers to solve the ciass(inclusioPproblem. Itwas'not expe ted that

4-....,

JO

the grows quantita;ive, comparers would acquire the facility due o lack f

.

. .
.

. ,
e

,

Grouping I cpabilities--,no being able to conceive of hierarchi al classij-
. .

. . -.......... .

hcations. The extensive ana'gross qnsantitatiVe coluarers in the controls
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group did not receive instruction on classificational systems.
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g

The lack of a statistical (or educational) significant Quantity by

Treatment interaction for Class Inclusion (Table 50 in the section

Analyses of Variance) strengthens the conclusion made earlier in this

chapter that Class Inclusion is resistant to training. In. that discussion,

extensive vs gross quantity was not bighlighted4 It can now be

concluded that class inclusion is resis tant to training regardless of

whether the children are extensive quantitative comparers or gross quan-

titative co mparers. The lack interaction ofQuantity ..44d Treatment

. .

also strengthens the conclusion-that class inclusion need'not be considered

in future studies as 'a readiness variable for learning first grade arithme-
,

%
ticalontent unless 'dramatically different measures for class inclusion are

devised. Under the hypothesis oft hierarchical classificational Schemes

being an integral aspect of number and therefore extensive quantity, the

instruction given in the treatment' on classification should have been

assimilated into operational schemes avaij,able for classification. The

lack of the aforementioned statistical interaction throws into question

the premise that the extensive quantitiative comparers possessed hierarchical

schemes of classification which were not activitatei on the pretest of

- /

class inclusion. The premise that number precedes hierarchical classification

certainly deserves serious consideration. The question of merger is also 7

interesting:

. The loop inclusion tasks were designed to measure the application 'of

Grouping I to spatial contentas a measure of of Piaget's'infralogical
P

operations (Sinclair, 1971 . It is generally, accepted that infralogicak
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operations develop later than logical operations so it wads. hypothesized

k

that'Quantity would not be a readiness variable for learning loop incIcsion.
*

. .

But due to'the experience given to the, children on loop inclusions, it was

hypothesized that the experimental group would outperform the control group.
.

The operational definition given for an object to be inside a loop. (a simple

closed curve) was that if the loop had to be taken over the top of:the

object to be Pulled aw This Operational definition was particularly

effective when the object ads a stick placed on end inside the loop, of

if a child were standing i tide one or more loops.

Quantity was significant for Loop Inclusion with a suggestiontof

the experimental gross quantitative comparison group performing.betoter

than the analogous control group (mean scores 44 vs,24,percent, respectively).

The mean scores for the two extensive quantitative comparison groups,w7ere

approximately equal. However, it cannot be claimed that the experiences .-

given to the gross quantitative comparers in the treatment caused the

20 Percent difference as it could be just as well attributed to-chance.

The difference is just not great enough to warrant any suggestion that

the treatment was effective for the gross quantitative comparers.' That

Quantity was significant is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that

it was not significant for Class Inclusion. The means for the two groups

were 60 and 30 percent, respectively, for the extensive vs grois quantitative
,

, .awe,
comparers. This difference'does given some encouragemillat that suitable

measures can be found for class inclusion which would be at ldast statistically

O
relatedtto Quantity.,

. a
In the test for .Loop Inclusion, the "inside" was-defined operationally ,

for'all children: It is apparentiy,nonproductive to spend more than one or

4 "71
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two days on showing children the operational definition of "inside" for
. g.-. .

. .

simple closed curves becaUse the level of achievement was comparable
c .

i9,-the case of the experimental and control groups.

The instrue-i4on on set partitioning was included because atthe time

set partitioning was considered to be instrumental in esta6lishIng meatling-

for addition and subtraction and eventually numeration- The instructional
*

activities were_designed in such away that, for a particular collection of
.

.

objects, all twO-subset and three-subset partitions would be considered.

For example, given a collection of seven objects, they would be partitioned

into subcollections of 6 and 1, 5 and 2, 4 and 3, 3 and 4, and 2 and 5, and

and 6 object's sucCssively, by moving an object from one snbcollection to

the other.' In each case, the chidren were focused on thevconstancy of seven

and the changing numbers in the sUbcollections. Partitioning activities

were also presented to the children using approximately 100,kernels of
p.

popcorn and four or More g3Asses into which the popcorn was poured. No

. . .

counting was included in the letter type of activities. During the course-

of instruction, children seemed to be generally successful with the activities.
. .

The partitidning activities are analogous to Piaget's additive composition

of number. .

In the section Quantity and set partition, it was pointed out that b

what Piaget calls the additive,coMPosition of number develops in three stages
ti

paralleled by gross, intensive, and extensive ,quantity. Even though

the pretest, data on set partitions didnot relate to Quantity as expected

(no,differenceslexird due to Quantity where the mean total scoe,Aas

44.percent far the gross Auantitiatve comparers anct 58 percent for the
4

extensivE quantiltative comparers),"it was felt-that the instruction on °

set.partitioris would lead to improvetent far the extensive quantitativd

coMParers at least for set partitions which:did not.include counting.

All of the children'iMproved on Set Partitions Without Count as well'as

< k

4

A



on Set 'Partitioni With Count but there were no.educationally significant

treatment ity Quantity interactions. Because thetcontrol children improved

at least as dramatically as *did the experimental children (the control

children did not receive- direct instruction on set partitions), and

because Set Partitions are at best only weakly related to other numerical

variables in the study, there seems to be little reason in the future to

include direct instruction on set partitioning in first grade'instructional

programs. There is no evidence that the, children in this study abstracted

the meaning of addition or subtraction through partitioning activities.
ir .'

Y
. ..

\ ..'
Counting by Levels{ and Learning Instructional Phases for Addition and Subtraction ,

.
, .

--le.

As the instruction was individualized for each child in the treatment

grOup, no one instructional sequene,may be described. It was, the case,

however, that each child was presented counting activities which 'progressed
,

through rote counting, point counting, and rational counting. The instruction
- r

for addition and subtraction prsgressed through the learning instructional
f,

phases exploratory, abstraction - representation, and formalization-interpre-

tation. Th4lchildren were programmed through the learning-instr uctional
0

phases at different rates and did different amounts of work: With few

exceptions, the extensive_, quantitative comparers progres?ed through the

abstraction- representation phase,and associated counting activities_, more

rapidly tha n did the gioss quantitative cOmparerg. Even though each

-child was given the opportunity to progress through the farmilization-

interpretation phase, only eight 'of the 48 children. in the total sample

7actually did.. It is important tb note.that tests were, given for the 1.

formalization,- interpretation phase even though they are not reported in

this monograph.

of
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1

At the culmination of the-learning activities, all of the children were

,
using rational counting -on to process exercises such as 4 + 5 = . , It

.ilteresting to mite what seemed to he critical instruction for children
ff

whol were at most point counters to progress to that'level. The instructional

, -

pr cedure used was to direct the children to make marks on their paper to
-

re resent the two addends and then gradually lead them into a realization

0 L
that only marks for one of the two addends,would be necessary if one would
41 ''"

stI
. .

art counting frqm the other addend. An analogous procedure was used with

finger calculation. The children were then encouraged b not mark or use

6.ngers, but t6 count the smaller addend on to the larger (in the case of

}unequal addends) mentally. After the children had mastered the procedure,I.
they seemed very impressed with their powerfulness in calculating sums,,

now being ably to find sums such as 1.5'+ 4, 25 + 3,.etc. Such sums were

found even though the -children did not 'know numeration.

Initially,, each child was given experience in rote and point counting

activities. All of the children learned to point count and write the numerals

40 at least 50. Point counting-back activities were also given, fijs

starting with 10 and progressing through 20 or greater, depending on the

child'. The childreii, some with great difficulty, learned to point couatP,

back from 20. Addition'and subtraction activities were integrated with

the counting activities where children used the counting-all procedures,
o

,10.th objects to prodesS sums and differences of the basic fact 'variety aT

(a + b 5 10). The children who were extensive quantitative comparers soon

tired of using objects and wanted to use finger calculation. Theiafter,

, it soon 1?ecame apparent that ,all of the children wanted to abandon the

. physical materials in favor of finger calculation. They were allowed to,

do so. The extensive quantitative comparers (with the exception of one

child) easily learned to,process sums such as 4 + 3 by counting-on three
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N, 4

to four--"ifive," "six," "seven"--either through using finger calculation-or

mental calcUlation. The gross quantitative comparers, however (withithe

exception of two children, one of which was one of the besttrudentb) used
s

counting-all procedures *ith finger.calculation and did not internalize

the counting process until direct.instruction was given. It is important to

41IP

.

note that trials (on an individual basis) during instruction were prOided

these children to give them the opportunity to change' counting strategies

0-,
from counting all to counting-on w4ilth-Ocessing sums such as 4 + 3. The

trials were usedIA checks to iure that children were not held to counting -all

procedure when in fact they could Tre,efficient counting strategies.

It° was not until the last we ?k of ins Uction that the gross quantitative

comparers (with the except' ns noted) were able to progress on to counting-on
,

activities (after apptoximateli'six weeks of instruction using counting-all

strategies with physical objects and finger calculation). iork with the
4P..*

hand -held calculator and problem solving`` interspersed within the same

six weeks, so six weeks should not be considered as a required time. But it

does give indication of the extreme diffiCulty children have of acquiring

counting-on without tallying if it is not within their cognitive competence%

The above procedures 'of instruction--integratpg rationalcounting

with finding sumsmayonlylead to what one may call algorithms for finding
."

sums. The induced counting behavior may not have been counting/Schemes,

In fact, the evidence is strong that gross quantitative comparers did not
. .4.4 *,

'c*

generalizes the counting-on withoutta1lying procedures taught across tasks
_ \

as noted in the discussion of quantitative comparisons as a readiness

variable for learning first krade airthmetical content. -,On, the addition

problems without objects, (Table 33 in the section Analyses of Variance)

and the counting-on test (Table 45 in the section
i

Analyses of Variance),

the gross quantitative comparers in the experimental group-performed

:! I.0)
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Ov

-quite well. But on the addition problems with o6jects'(Table 41 in

(

the section Analyses of Variance), the experimental gross-quantitative
rt

copparers performed quite poorly. But it is important to note the instructional

procedures were effective over a rather narrow range of problems and gave

the gross quantitative comparers a sense of intellecEual competence

(as observed in instruction) in performing arith3netical exercises.

The effects of instruction on counting-on with tallying and the

missing addend problems wep also interesting. The instruction was

synthesized so the children were snot aware that two different

goals were'being accomplished with the same activities--the capability

to count-on wAh tallying and the Capability to solve the missing addend

s

problems. Themissingaddend problem was initially presented using a

counting-all strategy. For example, to solve 4 +0 = 7, the children were

instructed to take seven objects, count out four and the ones remaining
V 0.

would be the answer. Invariably, children who'did not possess counting-on

(

with tallying confused the procedure witfi- previously learned counting -all

procedures for processing sums. That is, to process sums such as represented

b'y the sentence 3 + 8 =0, the children would cot 'out eight objects, count

three 4nd the five remaining, represented theiesAlt of the algorithm. It

was, necessary to explicitly point out the different appearance of the two
1

types of sentences for these children. Through successive examples, the

gross qugntitative comparers did discriminate between the two sentence

types and. apply the cbrrect algorithm. The same learning problem, however,

did not occur for the children who were able to count-on with tally. They

conceptualized the sentence 4 +0 = 7, as for aii,d how Many is seven--five,

*

six, seven--so it is three. Consequently, no problems in discriminating
,/

solution procedures existed for these children for the sentence types

represented by the sentences 3 + 5 =1.7.1, and 3 + = 9.

''" 1
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The counting all proeedure for solving the sentence type 3 -1-0.- 8
?

.
,

seemed tointerfere with. ,the more natural counting-on strategy availableis.. ' .

'. _ , .

to some of the children. After,being shown the counting-all procedure, such

children seemed to view it as the preferred solution process and were very relucta
z. ....

to employ-counting'-on with tallying: It should be recognized that countfng-on

with tallying requires more mental effort than does the counting-all procedure

which may be the cause for some children's great reluctance to ve the more

sophisticated counting -'strategy. But it alsO should be recognized that

/adults presented, the counting-all procedure which may have given it a status

of being the, preferred adult solution:

The'counting-all procedure for solving missing addend sentences was

U§d initiall , of course', so that the gross quantitative comparers would
°

have a procedure for solving the problems which (it was hoped),couldbe

transformed into a countingon procedure. In the transformation, an analysis of

the counting-all procedure Was attempted in the following manner. After a hild
. e

had solved, say, 3 4E3= 7, by counting out seven:taking three, and then co nting

the remaining ones to obtain four, they were instructed to refocus their

attention on the three, then count-on theifouF obtaining sZNen. This

analysis move was not effective for some children as they could motecount-
....

on without 4llying, which wa4 a minimal reqilirement to conceptualize

what was being analyzed. Direct instruction was also given to tie the

missing addend sententr-to,rational counting-on with tallying. ,Problems
M1,

were presented where some of a collection bf objects were screened from

fg

'a child's view: The childrenwere then asked to find 116w many were screened.

'they had counted all of the objects toltind hesnumber in the total collection

before some of them were screened. The unsuccessful children were

allowed to "peek" behind the screen and count the objects there. These

procedureS were associated with missing-addend'sentences, e.g., 4 +El= 7,
f ti
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in the obvious ways after r e physical problem was soiVed. 'Encoding of

the physical and mental ac'uions seemed extremely difficult for children

who'were not, able to count on with tally. These children seemed "lost"

in instruction:

The posttestdata on the'missing addend problems and the ordinal

addition problems shoWed hat the gross .quantitative comparers in, the

experimental group were quite capable of solving ordinal addition problems '

.

(mean.71percent) but were aparticularly inept t solving missing addend"

problems with objects (mein 17 percent) and without objects (mean25 percent).
.

It was in fact surprising that the' experiment'al, gross quantitative comparers

performed so well.on the ordinal addition problems (see Table 45 in the

section Analyses of Variance) because during the treatment they seemed

particularly inept a± doing so. They apprentlY used trained procedures ,..

.

.... ,
.

p.within a problem context!familiar to them. It was particularly 'pleasing .to
. ,

note that the extensiv4 quantitative comparers in the experimental group

performed quite comparably to these in the control ge6Z.; on the missing

addend problems anddordigial addition problems. The experimental extensive

'quantitative comparers, when forced-to d ,so, did utilize,counting=On
..,

. .
.

with ,allying,in problem contexts not solvable by counting-all procedures.
, .1 \ , .

44141. .

Based on experience in instruction with children not capable of
.

1141,l.

coUtIfing-bn with telly'cr without tally, it is fecomgnded that teachers

not present misng addend problems to.these thltdren until counting-on,

schemes are acquired either through development or instruction, Whilee
such children can learn tosolye such missing addend problems through.

.

.. :
.

,

counting-all procedures, the solution process, is algorithmic and COneeptialization

of the problem is lacking. In the case of children capable of countings,0

with tally, the missing addend protht,em should be presented wit olution
. e..'

-
process tilat of counting-on. These hldren, in their own time should

4

2
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.producemore-efficient solution procedures. It is st-bngly 'urged that the

. cRild'a'counting capabilAties' be the'determiner of whether the miabing-,addend

'

. ,
<2 -,

-,,

/ ..-

problenvie.pxesentdd or noto - ..

- ,,%

Children who are capable of counting-on, even kf':it is only -Without °. ...

tallying, should be presented with addition through counpini-on procedures,
PO

rather than counting-all procedures. The count4g-on procedurest4hould lead

to knowledge of basic facts more quickly.- Moreover, the children can be

exposed to more sophistidated sums (such gas 43+ 4 or 56 + 5) and thereby

gain a sense of comPetence'not poSsible through'countiig -all procedures.,

.Essentially, the exploratory phases of addition and suk ractlon can be done
V . Z.a

very minimally with these children.' While counting-all rocedures should.
t 4

not be forbidden (especially for tifferences with minu d lesS than or
. .

Equal to ten), they shouldnot be emphasized.

.

Conceptually, counting-back is to differences asicoUnting-on is. to

sum. While difterences may, be found by counting-on with' tallying, there

.
, .

is not presently available data which shows* a child is capatle of concep-

. 1... , .

tualizing differences in terms of counting -on If counting back and counting-on

are not synthesized (formalization-interpreCation phase), one being ,

a "

associated with differences and one with sums. In the instructional

activities, tounting pack with and withouttallyi.ng seemed especially,

difficult for most ofthe children. Presentation of th4 activities seemed

to cause dissonance, with children refusing to participate mental:1y. While
'149

the extensive quantitative comparers fared much better than the gross,

quantitative comparers, the instruction on counting-back seemed td be Oft-

_ well received by the children. But because of its importance to differences,

'instructional procedures need created and tested before dafinitilretommeudatigns_

are made concerning the introduction of counting-back 1.iith and without

tallying.
r

I 4
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Problem Solvfng Activities for Addition and Subtraction

Addition, subtraction, and missing addend problems were presented to

the children in oral and Tritten contexts. These. problems were an integral

part of the instruction utilizing the learning-instructional phases for

addition and subtraction. Constquently, only features of the problems not
1

discussed hetetofore are presented. Children who Could not yet tad were
P

given problemsIo solve in hn oral presentation. Children who were able
1

.
read the problems. One mainfgoalof the -)roblem solving acbiyities was

to teach the children to write mathematical sentences for the problems.

In the main, the ren were not capable of determining the defining

relationships in the problem, writing an associated open sentence, solving

the sentence; and then interpreting the.solu;ion back in terms of the

6 problem. Rather they solved the problems mentilly (if they in fact solved

r

. -

rr
,

them), and then wrote a closed mathematical sentence to symbolize what they

had done. This procedure was manifest in the posttest of.additidn,

-subtraction, and missing addend problems without objects. The children
.

Were asked to write the associated sentences ih doing the problems.'

. .

Observations were made concerning whether the children first processed

the information and then wrote the sentence, or vice-versa. For the addition

. .

problems there were 88 attempts to write a mathematical sentence by the

children. In -80 of these 88 attempts; the children Lfirst processed the

information and then. wrote the associated sentence. For the subtractiop

pfoblems, in 71 of 82 attempts to writea mathematical sentence, the .

children first processed the information and then wrote the sentence.

For the missing addend problems, the analogous numbers were 67 out of 78.

In total,
a

then, there were 248 attempts to write a mathematical sentence

.

for' a given problem: In 218 out of these 248 attempts, the children first

.processed the information and then wrote the mathematical sentence.

44

J
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These data are important in that they elucidate the role of the mathe-

matical sentence in e
.

he,solution of arithmetical prOZlems for young children.,,
.

The children were. quite capable of symbolizing their mental activity but

did not representthe.problem condition i4rwritten symbols and then work

with the representation. Rathet, any representation of the problems was

internal. The mathematical sligike did not carry the power of representation

of defining relations, but was rather only a manifestation of mental

acrj.vity engaged in, by the Akild..

,

The Hand-Held Calculator

The hand-held calculator was used each instructional. day during the

last four weeks of instruction... Each child in the experimental group,was given

a calculator and wa40 allowed to uAe it duriJg the Antire class period.,"

7 .' *

butwas not required to useyjt. .Children had little difficulty with the

mechanical aspects of the calculator, quite, readily learning to,enter,sU6s

and differences. The role of the calculator in the classrpom was to check

answers arriyed at through other means. The children enjoyed the calculators

enormously during the time they used them. There was little evidence, however,

that the calculators improved speed or accuracy of computation because
)

Treatment was not significant for the addition and subtraction product or

time scores (see Table 47 in the section Analyses of Variance).

At times, some of the children wished to do calculations on the

calcurrtor just to get them done. These sessions were very ineffective

from-'the point of view'of the,children remembering basic facts. They

seemed to be not interested in, the answers, just wriUng,themdown.

t f

r,
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The calculators seemed.to be particularly ineffective for children

who could only use count-a11 procedurds to process sums'and differences.
-
Such children displayed little memory for basic,facts, each sum or difference

4being Unrelated to other spffis or differences already found. While the
*

, .
.

, . ..
.

calculators were an effective motivational device in instruction, they
.,

.

yid not help the,chIldren remember basic facts. ,

- . . .
,

,

e

'Correlations Among Selected Variables

Variables Apparently Requiring Rational Counting In Solution

The minimal correlations between Cluster 1 and Cluster 5 variables

(See Table 53 in the section Correlations Among the Variables) was discon-

certing if they,represent valid correlations. Tie #S and #P. variables

were constructed to 'measure the child's ability to interrelate cardinal

and ordinal number. The tasks were based both in mathematics and in de0 -

.

velopmental psychology. Piaget ,(1952) has strongly asserted-that "Finite

numbers are . . .necessarily at the same time c.ardiria/ and ordinal, since

it is of the nature Of'aumber'ta be both a system oC,classes and of

,asymmetrical relations blended into one operational-whole" (p. 157). In

the review (see the section Cardinal and ordinal number aedeyhopmental

Concepts) of the tasks and theory supporting Piage's assertion, it was

noted that particular relations--16nger*than, shbrter than, eta., for

dolls and sticks-:-may have influenced the outcomes of the experiments

Piaget performed. It is the relation "precedes" whfch.in general determines

order of precedence. Position is also a critical concept in ordinal number.

The position a particular element occupies is entirely dependent upOn the

particular way-in whiCh the elements are ordered. In the tasks in Appendix

1

'Ai 7

mg"

'\1
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A.1, the child had to determine the cardinal number of certain segments and

of the whole collection from being given,the position of a particular object.

The task design was an attefipt to eliminate the criticism of Piagdt's-tasks

that particular'relatiohe may unduly influence the outcome of the tasks.

) The tasks were,basea also in mathematics in that if some finite see

. .

P is represented as {a
17-

a
2'

a
31

. . .a
n

7 any -particular element, say

a: 1 < r rid` determines a segment S {a
1

, a2, . .

r-1
} and a' remainder

Q =jar, ar+1.4, . . The tasks were presented in such a-way that
ri

..

the order was determined by the cow of objects,.and the'segnient

. . , a wascietermine10*thecover.Given the position/of a
r+1

oe
r-1

a the child had to give the cardinality of S and of P. The numbers\ , .

elected for P (12 and 8), were small enough to be.within the experience

of the children. Piaget's'theory predicts that children who are in Stage IF

with respect,to number should solve the task7.especially in the cash -where
. .

I .
hints were given..

The rational counting-on, ordinal addition, rationa'l couivting-back,
,

)

and ordinal subcraction.tasks were based on the same stTtertTi;a1
.

ygis

....
,

. .
of number as were the #S and 0 tasks. The important differences esided

in they facts that L,1) no Oraer ofthe'elements d by the physical

arrangement of the objects except for the phySicaldetermivtion of the

t segment and fremainder through covering the objects, and (2) 4e cardinal

number of the segment, remainder, or the total set always given rather

Chap the positieil of some'element.
N.

If ehe,.minimal correlations between Cluster 1 and Cluster 5 variables

represent valid correlations, thy concept bf position as it relates to other

aspects, of children's conception of cardinal and ordinal number will have

.
7
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to be.elucidated through further experimentation: However, given the

low internal consistency reliabilities of the S and //P tests, improved

task' design for those variables must be accomplished before any conclusions
4

,oft

are drawn regarding a child's concept of position as-it relates to other

numerical variables.
, .

i

The eight correlations tetweenf the two missing addend problems and

,--,
the variables of Cluster 5 were al; significant but,mode4. The greatest

sir
---.,----

correlation was between Ordinal Addition and Missing Addend Without Objects.
i

The modest correlations can be attributed to the extraneous variables

present in missing addend problems. The children had to translate the

orally presented problems from natural language inta a numerical procedure.

In the case of objects present,"the child had to ignore the fact there

were more objects present for use than were needed--a difficult task for

many children as they never bothered to count all of the objects, but

rattier counted out zhe first 'given numbef and then counted the remainder for

the answer. In the face of such extraneous variables, that the Missing-

Addend variables correlated as well as they did with vari ables of Cluster 5

supports the contention that rational counting procedures are critical

for comprehension, and solution of missing addend problems.

The significant correlations for the variable Between with all other

variqles in Table 53 and the correlation of Qrdering Numbers with

Advanced Counting in Tables 57 and 58 in the section Correlations Among_

the Variables supports the contention that knowledge of between demands

rational counting as,aprerequisite.

t
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4. 4

Variables Apparently Requiring at Most Point*Counting_in Solution

Set partitions. Set partition is part of the mathematics of addition

-;and subtraction of cardinal and ordinal,number. On the pretest (See

Table 38 in the section Analyses of Variance),Pgrtitions with Count and

Partitions Withoit Count correlated neglikiblywith Sub traction and only

.marginally with Addition. The analogous correlations on the .posttest'(See

TAle 42 do the seCgion'tnalyses of Variance) were greater encl. w&re all signi-
,

ficant except Partitions With Count and Addition. Moreover; Partitions

With Count and Partitions Without Count correlated negligibly with Addition

and Subtraction with no objects (See Table 54 in, the section Correlations,

Among the'Variables). The correlations of the two tests of Set partitions with

so

the addition and subtraction time product scores were essentially zero:

Both set partition variables did correlate significantly with Counting-
-

Back-and Predecessor but the correlations were less than .50'.

Apparently, then, set partitions is not a critical aRsect of cognitive

functioning on arithMetical tasks requiring point counting for task performan9e.

This assertion is strengthened by inspectiOn_of the distribution,of

total scores for the variables, Partitipns With Count and Addition Without

and With Objects had quite similar distributions of total scores (see

10
Table 5 and Table 10 in the section Item Analyses). 4The distributions ,of

total scores fOr Partition Without Count and Subtraction With and Without

Objects also were similar. In the forter'case, the correlations.were .14

and .22, respectively. In the latter case, the correlations were .47 and

.33, respectively. The only correlation of.the four which shows strength
es

of,association was the correlation of .47 between Partitions Without-Count

()
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/ and Subtraction With Object6. With the exception of this correlation of

.47 and the possible exception the correlation of .44 between Partitions

Without Count and Addition With objects, (two variables also with similar,

frequency'distribution), correlations involving the set partition variables

with other variables with similar frequency distributions were marginal or

nonsignificant. It was therefore possible for children to succeed (or not to

succeed) on set partition items but not succeed (or succeed} on tsts

based on point counting.

Ifatone argues that set partitioning-is an integral aspect of the meaning

of addition or subtraction of cardinal numbers, the correlations of set

partition variables with Cluster 5 variables and with.the missing addend problems

in the posttest of Cluster 4 variables should 6e seriously considered in

the argument. Children who were not'capable of set partitioning should not

have been able to find sums or differences using point counting strategies

because they could not be capable of applying the strategies. Children

who were capable of set partitioning mayor may not be able to find sums

or differences.if the argument is accepted as valid.. In the face of the

small correlations, the argument does not seem plausible., ie.

OsboAle(1967), in a study of subtraction through partitions, conjec-

tured that :'If the child is not perceptually or cognitively ready to conserve

the whole upon sub-division, then he cannot acquire the concept of subtraCtion

via a group manipulative approach" (p. 107). Because of the relative

independent functioning of 'Partitions in this study, Osbornel'is- conjecture

is not supported. In fact, because the experimental group engaged in

partitioning with associated number,fadts, the evidence is negative

,concerning Osborne's conjecture.
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Another conjecture made by Osborne (1966)-was that "Given an

instructional approach to subtraction, if the child thinks in terms of

manipulation of groups, then the child will understand subtraction better

than if he thinks in terms of 'one-by-one manipulation" (p. 107). The
(-2

evidence is also against this conjecture because of ate 'small correlation

between the two partitions variables. and the various variables of a sub-

tractive nature.

Addition and subtraction. The addition and subtraction product scores

were correlated negligibly with all variables in Table 54 in the section

Correlations Among the Variables except the addition and subtraction

problems without-ebjects. Although these correlations were modest, they

are logical in that in both cases, mental or finger calculation had to

takeplace. The mental calculation could involve knowledge of number

facts. The correlations are comparable with a correlation of .46 reported

r
by Steffe (1966) Qbetween a number facts test and an addition and subtraction

problem solving test without objects., The correlations between addition and

subtraction with objects and-the,two product scores are-somewhat less than

the correlation of .41 between comparable tests reported by Steffe (1966).

The correlations in this study are more consistent with the conjectures

advanced by.Steffe (1966, p. 43) that the presence of objects in the

. ..

solution of addition and subtraction probleds would lower t correlation_
.',

.

between an addition facts test and an addition and subtraction problem so/ring

test. However, finger calculation serves' a fudctional role, in both number

facts tests and addition and subtraction problem tests. Due,to children's

gyeat reliance oyi finPr calculation, it destroys the. role of knowledge

of number facts as an explanation of performance on addition and subtraction

tests. Consequently, although#correlations may be somewhat greater between

."number facts" tests and'orally presented arithmetic addition and

) ) )

ce,
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subtraction problems yithout objects than it is between the former and

? orally presented addition and subtraction problems with objects`, they are

not enough greater to strongly suggest. that objects are critical for

L

formation of mental operations associated with addition and subtraction.

If objects were critical in formation of mental operations associated,, ith

addition and subtraction, one would expect'a negligible correlation between

addition and subtraction problems presented in the presence of. objects and

number facts tests. The presence 9f objects would enable-the children

to do the problems independenlly of knowledge of number facts which would

manifest in 'an essentially zero correlation. On the other hand, one would

,expect addition and subtraction problems presented to children without

objects to be related substantially, to number facts tests if for no other

reason than mental calculation Would seemsto be necessary for solution.

But in the face of the correlations, the intervening variable of finger

calculation destroys the line of reasoning and also destroys the illusion

that physical objects critical for early learning oflrithmetic.

is conclusion is supported by the fact that all six correlations among

the four addition and subtraction problem solving tests were significant
1,

and of approximately equal range (.33 to .55). It was the case also that

correlations between' the problems with objects and problems without

objects (.39, .42, .37, :33) were not a great deal different than

within objects (.37) and wiVain no,objects (.55).

Counting back, just before, just after, successor, predecessor. The

c

five varial4es under consideration had only four significant intercorrelations

out of ten. Coulitiftg Black and Predecessor correlated .52. This correlation

as well as the correlation of .34 between Predecessor and Just Before is

manifestatibn of the fact a child had to count back from nine to.name the

)

IO
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seventh element with a point count in the test for Predecessor. That

Successor was not correlated with any ocher variable in'Table54 in the

section Correlations Among the Variables, is somewhat surprising. These

r

essentially zero correlation lead to :the conjecture that children's ability

to start at a number and count-on in arote'fashipn does not lead' to,

arithmetical competence of any kind and should not be,taken as being

essential in learning arithmetical content.

The variable Predecessor correlated-significantly with the problem

solving variables as well as with Just After, Counting-Back, and Just Before.

Counting-Back alsd correlated significantly with the problem solving tests.

But; Just Before and Just After did not correlate significantly with the
1

problem solving variables except for orfe ,case (Subtraction With No Objects

and Just Before). These results sighal the commonality of solution process

among variables requiring point counting. Just Before ark Just After did
4

not require point counting--only rote counting.

Variables Apparently Requiring Rational Counting
Variables Requiring at Most Point Counting

Set, partitions. The two set partition variables correlated greater

with variables apparently requiring rational counting for solution than with

variables requiring at_most point counting for solution. However, the

correlations of the two set partitions Variables with variables apparently,

requiring rational counting for solution are not easily explained in that

some are significant and some ate not significant. Those correlations, not

significant are for the variables Missing Addend Without Objects, Ordinal

Addition, Rational Counting-Back and Ordinal Subtraction (see Table 55

in the section Correlations Among the Variables). Those correlations which
46,

4
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are significant are for the variables Number in,S, Number in P, Number in

S + Number in P, Missj.ngAddend With Objects, Between; Rational Counting -On,

and Ordinal Subtraction (Significant for Partitions With Counting). ' (

The significant vs. nonsignificant dichotomy cannot be explained by

whether the initial equivalence in the partition test was. established by

the child through point counting. In fact, the correlations for Partition

Without Counting generally exceeded the correlations for Partition With
oi

Counting and both generally had significant or-nonsignificant associated

correlations. It would seem plausible that a physical objects present

vs'physical objects absent-dichotomy could explain the difference in the

significant vs nonsignificant correlations because the test for Partitions

included physical objects. In,the case of nonsignificant correlations,

the children had to answer,questiOns concerning objects screened from

view even though some objects could be seen (except in case of Ordinal

Subtraction). For ipese variables, no image of screened objects-would be

'available to the children through direct percepcioa. .But in the case of

the significant correlations, direct perception of objects, was not tte case

either excegt for one variable -- Missing Addend with Objects. Consequently.

thephysical objects present vs physical objects absent dichotOmy is not

ta tenable explanatidn for the dichoto significant vs nonsignificant

correlations.

A rationill counting-on vs rational counting-back dichotomy does not

explain the Significant vs nonsignificant dichotomy for the correlations.

Consequently, due to the rather marginal nature of the Significant correla-.

tions under consideration (none were greater than .50),,it is concluded

that the underlying basis for the significarit vs nonsignificant dichotomy

foi the correlations has no disce-inable explanation and may be attributed

r
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to chance fluctuation of the sample. Partitions, then, is only weakly

related to (1) arithmetical operations (addition and subtraction)' in the

case where rational counting-on or rational counting-back is required for
ft

solution, (2) rational counting-on, (3) rational counting -back, (4) the

,ability tp obtain cardinal information from ordinal informatift, and

(5) knowledge of betweeness for numbers up to 12."

In view 'of the frequency distribtition of total scores (Table 10 in

the section Item Analyses), for Partitions With Count, one would expect that

the variable would not be correlated with Number in S (frequency distribution,

Table 3 in the section Item Analysis), Number in P (frequency dittribution

Table 3), Missing Addend Without Objects (frequency distribution, Table 5),

.Counting-back (frequency distribution, Table 13) or Ordinal Subtraction

(frequency distribution, Table 13). One would expect, however, that

the variable could be correlated with Counting-On and Ordinal Addition

(frequency distribution.Table 13). The correlation of only .31 and. 1[3

.

for t1 ,latter two variables only strengthens the above conclusion that

',Partition variable& are weakly related to the variables apparently requiring

rational counting-on in solution.

Analogous inspection of frequency distributions for PartitionVithout

Count and other variables under consideration would'leed to the expectation

of significant correlations in the case of Missing Addend With Objects

(actual correlation .43), Ordinal Additidn (adtuai correlation .27), and

Missing, Addend Without Objects (actual correlation .21). :These three

correlations again strengthen the above conclusion. When the frequency

distributions were such that it would be possible for significant correla-

tion between Partition variables and other variables of this section, the

correlations were minimal.
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Addition and subtraction problems. Only five of 40 correlations
e.

involving addition and subtraction problems were net significant. Two of .-

the five were between addition and subtraction problems wi objects and .

missing addend problems without objects. TWO others were b tween subtraction
."

problems with no objects and rational counting7bapk problems and Qrdinal
tP

subtraction-problems.- Solution procedure;in both cases certainly mayhave .

contributed to the negligible correlations. Foi addition and subtraction

problems with objects, children could use counting-all procedures but for

missing addend `problems without objects, children counted7on with tally

either using their fingers or mentally. For subtraction problems without

ArPbjeets, children generally used counting-all procedures with their fingers,
(

but for rational counting-back and ordinal subtraction , children had

0
to go"through a backward ordinal sequence either without tallying (counting-

back) or with tallying (ordinal subtraction). These procedures were quite

different an0 may be used to explain why the variables involved did not

correlate tri',,a greater extent than they in fact did.

Inspection of the frequency distributions for subtraction problems
r3

z

With objects (Table 10 in the section Item Analyses) and missing addend

problems without objetS (Table 5 in the section Item Analyses), would lea

one to expect a significant correlation due to similarity of the distribu-

tions. That the correlation was not significant strongly supports the

process analysis given above. The other variables with nonsignificant

correlations had dissimilar frequency distribuiibns, which certainly doed
a....-, lb n

not contradict the fact that children use widely Varying solutiori procedures

in splVing problems.

A .4

The correlation of .60 between ordinal additi6n problems and addition

problems with no objects is-quite surprising in view of the dissimilarity

of the frequency distri . ticNIs. Rational counting-on problems and addition

. o
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problemp with no objects correlated .54 and had quite similar frequency

distributions. Bilt rational counting-on problems and ordinal addition
A

....

problems correlated .72. Consequently, evidence is strong that children
\

who solved the additi n problems without objects, 3., so,in the'main by

counting-on-either on`their fingers or mentally. Or at least they were

0 ,

capable of doing so. This contention is further pported by (1) -the

.
' -.....-1,-

i .
A

correlation of .47 and .48 between addition problems'withbutobjects and -'

t

rational counting-back/Problems-and ordinal subtraction problems, respectively,
4,.

, .

especially in the face of the great dissimilarity of frequency distributions

'

. -1i,

,- -

between the former and the latter two problem types, and (2) the correlation

of ,49 between the addition problems without objects and missing addend,

problems with objkts.Nt

The remaining. significant correlations in the main reflect ; statistical

relationships rather than analogous solution procedures, 'However, 'counting,

types are nested by definition - -so children who can perfcirm ordinal addition:,

tasks, for example, can also point count and thereby use counting-all pro
I . .

cedures in solution. However, the.correlations are dampened,by.the fact.. a

.4,

,..

that ,children who apply appropriate solution procedureg:arrive at

i correct answers through mechanical errors and by children'who can uti4xe
).

c unting-all pracelluFes but not rational counting procedures in olution.

Addition and subtraction product and time scores. The addition product,

scores only correlated significantly with variables obtained from the ordinal

number addition and subtractiOn tests. The subtraction-product scores also

correlated significantly with the variables obtained from this test. However,

the subtraction product scores also Correlated significantly with missing .

addend prpklets with and without objects. In the mental arithmetic tests, 1.

-

children'were admonished not to use their fingers nqr take mar on'the,
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paper. Apparently, the admonition was effective enough that, the subtraction

exercises were thrown into the realm of mental arithmetic for some chtldre*,

'which explains the significant correlation for the subtraction product scores

noted above. The_admonition was effecl'ive also for the addition exercises

to be'thrown into the realm of mental arithmetic But it wAs a fact that

exercises were easier than the subtraction exercises) which

explains the noneItnificant correlation of the addition product score with

the missing addend problems with and without objecg§ (see Tables 5., 1O, and

in the section Item Analyses for distributions)..
.6.

the 'addition

The correlations of the\addition and subtraction product scores with

Variables apparently requiring rationaicounting do not contradict the

Contention that addition facts should be considered as abstractions from

mental operations associated with rational counting-on or ordinal addition.

The case for subtraction is not ash, clearcut. However, the correlations

certainly dp not contradict the contention that subtraction facts should

be based on at least an integration ol,rational counting-back with rational

-youptIng-on. In any case, .teachers who drill children onsa-ciation or

subtraction.facts in the absence o strong rational counting capabilities

Jet least counting associate ith ordinal addition) run a great risk of

1.
frustrating the child.

\'.

The negative correlati&msbetween the addition and subtracAoLtime

scores and the variables Missing Addend With and Without Objects, Rational

Counting-on, Ordinal A ditiOn, Rational Counting-Back, and Ordinal Subtraction

.supportd the relationship observed for the product scores. A weak indication

-"" Was present that children who obtained, correct answers on the test items

for the variables just noted, tended to Work fatei than the ildren who

. did not. But the association is weak and should not be.considered as

vitally important' in planning arithmetic, instruction.
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° .
.

. Counting back, just before, just after, successor, and predecessor.

.
Of the 50 correlations involving the five variables in the paragraph heading

.

.above,' only 15 were significant. Six of the 15 involved Predecessor.

Counting Back was correlated significantly with two variables (1,IS+ n3, .42

and Missing Addend With Objects, .36); and Just After was correlated

significantly tnly one.variable (Between, .44). Just Before was

,

correlated significantly with six variables. Obviously, then Just Before

and Predecessor are the only two variables related consistently with

variables apparently requiring rational coun ting in solution. But in

ea

general the correlations were not strong except fo'r the correlations between

Just Before'and Between (.49), and Just After and Between (.44). These'

two correlations support the logical relationship which exists among the

three variables. For a child to findf2a number between two others,,con-

ceiving of numbers just before and just after the 'two given numbers and

'being aware of which is which, is extremely importiat for being successful.

The significant correlations for the variable Predecessor were only
f

4 .

1"Nmarginally significant. But they may reflect on underlying conceptualizing

ability on the part of the child.

Some Problems Needing'Further Study,

-16

Ginsburk (1976, p. 147) has givsin a useful characterization of cliildren's

knowledge of"tarithmetic-in terms of mere cognitive systems. Sytem 1,
0.

infatmal in nature, develops outside of the formal school setting and
,

involves perception and thought used to deal with quantitative problems.

\Counting.is not part of System 1. System 2 involves counting but is

still informal in that it develops'outside of tle context'Of schooling.
,

It has a cultural compon ent since it defends on social *transmission of
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)counting. System 3 is formal in that it sears with arithmetic *taught in
. .

.

school. Ginsburg (1976) conjectures at a great deal of interaction

takes Oilkce between Syste 2 and System 3. 6Probably the great majority

2\

JOW
' of young children interpr t arithmetic as counting regardless of how they

arp taught... they probably use counting as the basic ,method for dedling'

- with arithmetic" (pi 148). While-ansburg did not identify counting

typologies used in this study, he is essentially correct in his observation

that mathematics educatoys have assumed counting in.their mathematics

programs for early childhood. Counting has'been viewed as being acquired

by children through experiences outside of the mathematics curriculum.
6

Serious attention has not been given to counting in school mathematics )

.texts for early'childhood and its role in;the formation of mathematical

concepts and principles.

Freudenthal (1973) has pointed ouethe importance of counting to
4

arithmetic: "We stressed the didactical priority of the counting number...

The child should learn to add by counting further, to subtract by counting

backwards, to artioculate-the counting by tens, to multiply by counting

)!
with other inttdrvals but.1, and so on" (p. 242): The data 44 this study clearly

confirm that one ,cannot be arbitrary concerning how a particular ,child should

learn to add, subtract,Natc, It is. clearly important that -one be assured

counting schemes are available to the child before addition or subtraction are

I done as Freudenthal suggests. But if addition and subtAction are connected.
.

,

in the mind of che Child through counting-on and\counting-back, -a great savings

1
transfer could occur

.

in the learning of subtraction. Studies need ,to be

designed to de4ine if such transfer occurs.

Countinghas been used lip identify learning-instruction,phases int

addition and subtraction. 'But data other than that presented in this Monograph

are necessary to establish psychological credibility of these,phases. In

. 1

Mi
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.

other words, can a child, for example, operate cognitively at the formalization-

.

interpretation phase but yet not have synthesized'couriting-on a d counting-bac0
4

,
.

Is that synthesis a critical cognitive function for the interrelation of

,., . I..i
addition and subtraction? Experiments alstnteed done to determine if there

,

exist transitionalt characteristics fromig$ne counting typology to another and

from one learning instructional phase to other. Such transitional

characteristics, if -they exist, couleht ritical indicators of instructional
. t

.,

r .1*

. . i
procedures. , t -,

4

Because children possess, different counting capabilities, counting must

be moved from Ginsburg's System 2 to Systeti 3. It shouirl'be a function of

schoo/ instruction. to developfrcounting capabilities and to develop their use

in the learning ofoconcepts and pririciples in school mathematics. It is

the role of research to study development of counting in children and how

.

they use counting in other aspects of mathematics. Other than addition and

t

subtraction, numeration is given as an example of how counting may be used)

by children to learn important school mathematics concepts.

It should not be surprising that learning instructional phases for
A

f!'
numeration are'logioa4y identifiable and are closely allied with.learning

inq,ructional phases for addition and subtraction. New elements, of
40!

course, are introduced-into definitions 9f the phases.

The exploratory phase for numeration corresponds to,the capability

>

to point c
?
lint and to the exploratory phase for addition and subtraction.

-v

, %

.

He, children may be expected to count out collections of a given nUmber A
...

-.,
.

.

; ,

.

(e.g., count out collections of two tens and five from,a pile of thirty-two
,

.

objects). However, the collections are looked upon by the child,as being'

just that--piles of object having no particular significance in the sense

of being lasting in themind of the child. They may not be looked at as

representing two tens' and five but -rather cease to exit in any way upon being
P

#

i,t

1
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Physically destroyed. There is no representation of "ten" in the child's

mind (here, we are not speaking necessarily of an image but a unit consisting

of a plurality).

The child who is capable of counting-on without tallyinvis capable of
/.

counting a set P (where #P = 15) by'counting a set S of ten, holding that

in mind as an entity, and counting "one'ten and one," "one ten and two,"

"one 'ten and three," "one ten rand four," "one ten and five. " "So, here,

P = s2, s3, s4, s5; 16, s7, s8, s9,
iu L-(c110+1' (110+2' 9.10+3'

q
1 4

, q
1 5

1 The element
Q10+1

means that the child 'holds S in mind

as an entity and conceives of representing one ten (S) and one
(110+1 as

(the elementg
1 1

): The aasumption hete is that cfor a child to conceive
1t.

of 15, it is necessary for him to have the potential of constructing 15

-as one ten and five more in the way, described by the counting; -on process.

Obviously, under the assumption,10 + 5 must be a conception of 15. Then-

15 is to meavne ten and 5 more, a counting-all strategy alone is not

sufficient to allow the child to connect the ten and the 5 more into one

number, 15.

Counting -on without tallying,, ten- is assumed as critical for the

'mabstraction-representation .phase for numeration. But that is not enough.

Counting -on with tallying is also assumed as necessary. 1,f a child has

"a collection of, say, nineteen,^and'knows,it, if he counts oust ten, he,
, - ,

, : ,

should be able to count-on from ten keeping track of how many he .has counted-on,
.

.
.

's8 he ddesn't go past 19. That is to say, counting-on with tallying is.

conceivedof as essential. for'a-child to find the number of tens in a given

nullifier.' It would seem counting -on with tallying is a minimal condition

. .for knowing how to find the number of tens in.a given number at some level

*her than ,counting ,out piles of tens.
ti
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Ali-other example when a child counts acollection'he doesn't:know

the number of, say a pile of 25 objects. The child can count:

* * * * * * * * * *

1 2 3 4 '5 6 7 8 9 10.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

* * * * * * * * * *

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 2 3 4 5

* * * * *

.

21 22 23 24 25

The numeral under the'stars represent the child's count and means he

takes one, says "one," takes another, says "two," etc., until 10 is

reached. He then takes, another, says "eleven" and tallies "one," takes
4

another, "twelve" and tallies "two," etc. The above procedure represents

a mental count of a pile of objects. When the child is done, he knows

be counted,out two piles of ten. One:may object and say children do not

do the above. Perhaps ,true, but in tha.case where a child is asked to

find the number of tens in 36, he should to so on a basis other than

merely being trained to_say "3." The assumption is that for the question

to have numerical meaning for the child, he will have to construct the

collections of ten through counting and'tallying, or be able to do so.

Such a procedure involves the above represented tallying procedure. The

tallies, of course, may be fingers!
1

Numeration activities for a child in the exploratory phase would be

cbunting out piles of ten from a pile of objects, counting the piles and

- .

'then the ones remaining, and associating A numerical "ab" (a and b are

digits) with the procedure. Visuals, such as a bundle of ten could be
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used, but numerals would have little conceptual (or numerical) meaning,

but would have figurative meaning, The abstraction-representation phase

implies the child has internalized_counting-on strategies available.

Numeration now has the potential of carrying numerical information and

is much.richer in its meaning.

In the abstraction-representation Rkase, the child can be presented

with more abstract content concerning numeration than children in the

exploratory phase. Here, children are capable of learning the concept

of place-value, of learning the numerals, their names,.and of conceptualizing

one hundred as ten tens. They essentially' view a numeral such as "56"

as being five units each of plurality ten and one unit of plurality six,

because they are capable of mentally constructing (through rational counting-.

on with' tallying) the various units. They also conceive

of _-ten and the one unit of six as making up a

discussion brings to mind set partition. But

of the five units

total unit of 56. This

set partition is now viewed,

at this age level, as being made possiple because of rational counting

with tallying. But, for a child to have achieved the abstraction-representation_

phase with regard to numeration he should know, for example that it would

take'more two's to make twelve than three's to make twelve. Such

capability is taken as manifestation of the above described

of "56."

conception

The formalization phase for numeration presupposes the formalization

phase for addition and subtraction. The flexibility of thought implied

by the formalization phase for addition, and subtraction is, of Course,

that once a child starts at some paint in the ordinal sequence and

counts -on k, having p + k, he knows, without actually counting-back, th"at

if he would

thirty and s

count-back, k, p would'be the result. The number 36 means

ix more, so a child should know that 36 less 6 wptild be 30

_because 36 is, thirty and six more.
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At the formalization phase, a child has, to.order numbers. So to order'

30 and 36, the child should know the connecting link both ways: 30.+ 6 = 36;

.or 30 = 36 6. Ordering 48 and 55 Is not
o
so e4sy. The child should be

able to mentally manipulate.two digit numbers in such a way that he knows

48 to 50 is 2, and from 50to 55 is 5, so from 48 to 55 is 7. He would

also know, then, that from 55 to 48 is 7. Another example is 39 and 71.

The child should be able to go from either one to the other through rational

counting-on with tallying or rational counting-back with tallying. For

_formalization of numeration, any two numbers should be connected by the

child being able to find the distance between tiLem, or equivalently, by
, e

solving a + Q = b or = b - a, and 'solving one, knowing the

other. That is, if a child figures out it is 4.2 from 39 to 71, he

should know it is also 42 from 71 to 39.

Formalization of numeration does not involve two-digit addition and

subtraotion in the sense of algorithm work. Ho'wever, it does'inVolve the

sense.of order. That is, a < b whenever b - a = c > 0 (or equivalently,

if there exists c where a + c = b). The point is, the child mustnot only

t

%order the numbers, but.find c mentally. The concept of place-value constructed

at the abstraction-representation level should mediate, at some point

in time, the precess in finding c. For example, from 39 to 71, 49 is ten,

59 is twenty, 69 is thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two. So, 32 is the answer.

Formalization also implies that verbal number ntmes and the written numerals

are coordinated and each has twaconnotations--a place value 'connotation

and a position in the number sequence.

The work with standard algorithms for addition .and subtraction may be

looked at as following acquisition of the formalization-interpretation phase

N .

for numeration. The algorithms may be, to the child, just fiClent procedures

for processing sums and differences. Learning-instructional phases must'be

also developed for multiplication and division., and validated.
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It should be clear that a greal deal of work remains in the construction

and validation of models for learning and instruction of particular concepts.

Measurement and particular aspects of spaCe and geometry are critical as

are addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers

and fractions. These models should be of the nature outlined by Beilin (1976)

to be maximally useful ,to school prpgrams.

Other than the prohdems outlined abo*ve, it continues to be of importance

to continue to study the influence of variables in Ginsburg's System 1 on

p
the acquisition of knowledge in his System 3. One study of immediate importance

is to determine the influence of Quantitative Comparisons on acquisition

of numeration conceptS..

.-

9
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Appendix A.

ACHIEVEMENT TASKS

'
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Appendix A.1: Ordinality and Cardinality Tasks.
r-,

Task A. (12 counters in a row)
. ss

O

1st 2"

4

9th

I
.00 00;0

I

( -
HERE ARE SOME COUNTERS IN A ROW. IF WE START COUNTING FROK,THIS END (S's

THIS ONE IS'FIRST (point), THIS ONE IS SECOND (point)', THIS.ONE IS THIRD (point).

A
4

1. THIS ONE IS Nom (P WHICH ONE IS-THIS? (point to tenth)

a. [ ] correct -Una -tely (go, to .#2)

b. [ ] ttorrect bau cou rpm the.bpgihning

4C. [ ] incorrect

THIS ONE IS NI (point), THIg014164 TENTfi jCppihtl,:.AHICH ONE

IS THIS? (point to iglevenir
- g

.

0.

correct immediately 4. 1
0

]* correct but counts from the -be nnihe
s

incorrect

2. THIS ONE IS NINTH (point), WHICH ONE IS THIS?

a. E, 3 correct immediately

b.

c.

r]

]

4. +0

°int' to ae.retilh)

correct but counts from the beginning

incorrect

,

Ate
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Iota

O 00

3. over seven with cloth) S ONE IS TENTH (point). HOW MANY ARE COVERED?

a. [ ]

b. [ 3

c.- [ ]

correct - H W'DO YOU KNOW THAT?
,

HOW MANY E THERE IN ALL '

incorrect - THIS ONE IS TENTi(point), HOW MANY ARE THERE IN ALL?.

-A. [ rect - NIGHT, AND HOW MANY ARE COVERED?

e. -[ ] five - FEEL THE FIRST ONE. WHICH IS- NEXT? (feel second)

f. [` ] correct - HOW MANY ARE COVERED?

[ ] 'correct

[ ] incorrect

incorrect - STOP
t .

i
incorrect (not 5) - THIS .IS

V
TENTH (point), THIS IS ELEVENTH '

. 1

( (point), THIS IS TWELVTH (point). .

HOW MANY ARE THERE IN ALL'?

h. [ ] correct - HOW MANY.ARE COVERED?,

a 1 4 "[ ] correct

I [ ] incorrect

. [ ] incorrect - STOP

.

), 4 3



Task B.

AO

14>

Op.

a32

a .

5th

0. 0 0 -0. 0

HERE ARE SOME COUNTERS JN A ROW. .'SOME OF THEM ARE COVERED. FEEL THE.FIRST

ONE HERE.
46-0t

1. THIS ONE IS_FIFTH (point). WHICH ONE IS THIS? (point to. sixth)

C

a. [ ] 'correct - go to #2

b. [ ] incorrect - THIS ONE IS FIFTH (point), THIS ONE IS SIXTH (point).

.WHICH ONE IS THIS? (point to seventh)

[ correct

[,] incorrect

2. THIS ONE IS FIFTH (point). HOW MANY ARE THERE IN ALL?
011'

of [ correct - HOW DO YOU DO THAT?

b. [ ] five- REMEMBER, THERE ARE SOME UNDER THE COVER. FEEL THE FIRST

ONE. THIS ONE IS FIFTH (point).' HOW MANY ARE THERE IN A1,L?

[ correct:

0"

[ ]

a

.- v[ ] incorrect

incorrect-(not 5) -- THIS ONE IS FIFTH (point), THIS ONE IS SIXTH

(point), THIS ONE IS SEVENTH (point), WHICH

04E IS THIS (point to eigth). '

[ ] correct = HOW MANY ARE THERE IN ALL?
.., A

[ ] correct

[ ] incorrect .\ .44
et

incorrect - FIFTH (point), SIXT5.4Point), SEVENTH (point),-.

EIGHTH (point)..
-,--.. js

A
- HOW MANY ARE THERE IN ALL?

[ ]

correct-

incorrect `'-

t
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3. THIS.IS THE FIFTH ONE (point). HOW MANY ARE COVERED?

a. [ ] correct - done

r-

4

b. ] incorrect - THIS ONE IS FIFTH (point). WHICH ONE IS THIS (point

to fourth)

correct - HOW MANY ARE COVERED
4

]

]

correct immediate

correct, trial and error

[ ] incorrect

incorrect - FIFTH (point), FOURTH (point) .

HOW MANY ARE COVERED?

]

]

correct

incorrect

A

1

/MY
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Appendix A.2: Test of Counting Back; Just Before; Just After; Between.
J

COUNTING BACK

WE ARE GOING TO PLAY A GAME. IT GOES LIKE THIS:, (Count out 5 disc from the

child's left to right,-then count backward from the 'fifth disc),

NOW YOU PLAY THE GAME (Give the child 3 discs).

A. YOU PLAY THE GAME (Give the child 8 discs).

[ ] correct. PLAY IT WITH THESE (12 discs).

[ ], correct COUNT BACKWARD FROM 15

wrong. PLAY WITH THESE (4 discs),[]
JUST BEFORE - JUST AFTER

TELL ME THE+NUMBER THAT COMES-JUST BEFORE 3

TELL .ME THE NUMBER THAT COMES JUST AFTER 3

B. TELL ME THE NUMBER THAT.COMES JUST BEFORE 14

[ ] cqrrect. Stop

[ ] incorrect. JUST BEFORE 11

C. TELL ME THE NUMBER THAT COMES JUST AFTER 14

correct. /Stop )

incorrect. JUST AFTER 11

BETWEEN
.%. .

:.'-'4ttl:p!1:1::, ,

CAN YOU GIVE ME A NUMBER THAT GOES BETWEEN 1 AND 1? Ohow chi1d,:tard with

1, 2,3, 4,e5 on it).
, I

_REMOVE CARD: STOP AT FIRST WRONG,ANpER ..._
,

.

'[ ,C. CAIN YOU GIVE ME ANOTHER NUMBER THAT GOES BETWEEN 8 AND 12? iL
J..

ANOTHER?
° r ]

' ANOTHER? _. [ ]

CAN YOU GIVE ME A NUMBER;BEffWEEN.8 AND. 6? [ ]
,. . .

. (

I

4

4

'44

°s
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Appendix A.3: Verbal Problems With Objects

1. BILL HAS 3 MARBLES. TOM ,GIVES HIM 5 MORE, HOW MANY MARBLES

J)0ES BILL JIAVE NOW?

2. THERE ARE 7 Ai3PLESiIN.A BASKET. SALLY TOOK 5 OUT TO MAKE A

'PIE: HOW MANY APPLES ARE LEFT IN THE BASKET?

, 3. MIKE HAS'S BLOCKS. HE FOUND SOME MORE. NOW HE HAS 8 BLOCKS.

HOW MANY DID HE FIND?
V

-'4% THERE ARE 8 BUTTONS IN A BAG. JANE TOOK 2 BUTTONS OUT OF THE
, ,

.

1 BAG TO SEW ON A DRESS. 'HOW-MANY BUTTONS ARE LEFT IN THEBAG?

5. RON HAS 4 TOY CARS. MARY'GIVES HIM 3 MORE TOY CARS.. HOW MANY

TOY CARS DOES RON HAVE NOW?

6. LORI HAS 3 JACKS IN HER HAND. SHE PICKED UP SOME MORE AND NOW

HAS 7 IN HER:HAND. HOW MANY DID SHE PICK UP?` 4

4

O

19a,

rt.

.00

s.

4

0

4

s
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Appendix A.4: Verbal.Problemslfath No Objects

1, KEVIN HAS 4 CRAYONS. JERRY GIVES HIM 3 MbRE'CRAYONS,OW MANY

CRAYONS DOES KEVIN HAVE"NOW?

2. THERE ARE EIGHT MARBLES IN A EAG JANE TOOK 2 MARBLES OUT TO

PLAY WITH. HOW MANY MARBLES ARE'LEFT IN THE.BAG?

3. SALLY,HAS 5 PENNIES. HER MOTHER.GiVES HER 5 MORE. HOW MANY

DOES SALLY-HIVE NOW?

4. TOM HAS 5 COMIC BOOKS. HE GOT SOME MORE FOR HIS BIRTHDAY. NOW

HE 8 COMIC BOOKS., HOW MANY MORE DID RE GET FOR HIS BIRTHDAY?

5. THERE ARE 7 NUTS,IN A DISH. OM TAKES,5 NUTS,OUT TO EAT.\ HOW C'

MANY NUTS ARE LEFT IN TME-DISH?,
g

6.%MIKE HAS 3 CATS. ,HIS MOTHER GAVE HINOME MORE

HOW MANY DID HIS MOTHER GIVE RIM?''

T

J
() S

HE NOW HAS 7.

.4^
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Appix A:5: Set Partitions

1. HOW MANY RED CHECKERS ARE HERE (child counts)?

HOW MANY BLACK CHECKERS ARE WE (child counts)?

.'(Get s to count and agree that theie are, 10 of each. Then stack the

blacks stacks of 3, 3, 3, and 1 And the reds in stacks of 5 and 5).

/ TELL ME IF THERE ARE.MORE BLACK CHECKERS, OR MORE:RED ONES, OR IF '

;
THEY ARE TEE-SAME..,.

0

OO.Obt-

WHY?

I

Red gbickers 'Black thecicer
I

e -,4.

U)'1

2. HOW MANY WHITE MARBLES ARE HERE?

HOW MANY BLUE MARBLES ARE HERE ?-

-(get the child to count,ana agree there ate 12 of each,. Then put
, -

into transparent glasSes,'white 9 -.3 and blue 4 - 4 - 4).

TELL ME IF .THERE ARE MORE WHITE MARBLES, OR MORE BLUE ONES, OF IF

N

THEY ARE THE SAME.

`./

WHY?
,

4

V
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White Marbles Blue Marblits

o0 0
0

0
0 0

00o

e 00 ee
0

0
ee

J. TH..e child was presented with two transparent glaS'Ses of beans filled

to the, same level, and told there weL 100 beans in each. If

'.necessai-y, adjustments were-made so the child would agree there

were the same number in .both.cups: The beans were then poured

into transparent glasses, one inta'two glasses (most-fecP) and the

other into 'three glasses evenly.
.

TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE BEANS IN THESE CUPS (motion Over thetwo

glasses), OR MORE INeTHEE CUPS (motion over 'the 'three glasses),
r

,OR IF'THEYARE THE SAME.

WHY?

G'

t.
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4 '

\

° A
4.. The child was presented with two transparett glasses of kernels of

°

popcorn filled to the same level, and told there were ,the same number

of kernels in.each. The popcorn was then poured into two transparent

.glasses, one into two glasses evenly and one into three glasses (most-.

few-few)

TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE KERNEL'S OF POPCORN IN THESE CUPS (motion

overthe two galsses), OR MORE IN THESE CUPS (motion ever the three

glasses), OR IF THEY ARE SHE SAME.

WHY?

ti
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Appendix A.6: Addition and Subtraction of Ordinal Nhmbers Tasks

l.

2.
o

a -'5'

t.

.

4.

0

1'

Addition of Ordinal *umbers.

START AT FOUR AND COUNT ON THREE MORE NUMBERS FROM FOUR (If

unsuccessful, demonstiae).

START AT SEVEN AND COUNT ON FOUR MORE NUMBERS FROM (If

unsuccessful, demonstrate).
,..a

3 ...SlIge AT.TWELVE ANDCOUNTWON THREE MORE NUMBERS FROM TWELVE (If
,,,- - 4 :_ . _.-.,

unsuccessful', demonstrate).

-a

Three checkers covered with a th are presented to the child. Foui

visible checkers arranged randoily re also presented to the child.

E: THERE ARE THREE CHECKERS UNDER THE 40TH. COUNT ON TO ZINC

HOW.MANY CHECKERS ARt'THERE ON THE CARD?

3

-4

0 0
o

3

5. The same as 14) elCcept seven checkers were under the cloth and

five checkers were visible.

o,
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0
0 0

6. Three checkers eovered with a cloth are presented to the child. Five el

fa

visible checkers arranged randomly are also presented to the child..

E. HERE AREVVE CHECKERS. THERE ARE SOME MORE UNDER THE CLOTH.

THERE ARE EIGHT CHECKERS IN ALL ON THE CARD. COUNT ON TO

FIND HOW MANYXHECKERS ARE UNDER THE CLOTH.

7. The same as (6) excapt there are 12 checkers in all,.eight visible.

4

O

.4 under

O, ° °
O

0 0-0 a
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S

Subtraction of Ordinal Numbers

1'. START AT FOUR AND COUNT BACK THREE NUMBERS (If unsuccessful, demon-

strate).

2. START AT SEVEN AND COUNT BACK THREE NUMBERS' (If unsuccessful, demon-

strate).

3; START AT TWELVE AND COUNT BACK FOURAIUMBERS.(If unsuccessful, demon-
.

11.

I

s&rate),
A

4. Four checkers covered with a cloth are presented to the child. Three

visible checkers arranged randomly are also presented to the. child:'

E. THERE ARE SOME CHECKE4SUNDER THE CLOTH. I COUNTED THEM ALL..

6N THE CARD AND THERE ARE SEVEN. COUNT BACK, STARTING AT

SEVEN, TO FIND OUT HOW' MANY ARE UNDER.THE CLOTH.

under

-o

1, '5. Seven checkers, four under onel Cloth and three under another cloth,

V

are presented to the child.

E. THERE ARE SEVEN CHECKERS ON THE CARD UNDER THESE CLOTHS. THERE

ARE,FOUR CHECKERS UNDER THIS CLOTH (point). COUNT BACK, STARTING

'AT SEVEN, TO FIND OUT IOW MANY ARE UrERTHIS,OTHER CLOTH (point). '

C
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4 under 4 3 under

6. The' same as (4), except there are seven checkers Covered and five

visible.

0 0
0 0 0

.7 under

' ,

7A; The same as (5), except there are four checkers coveredlunder one

cloth and eight under the other. The child is asked to.count'back

from 12 fo find how many are under the cloth wittNour covered.

40'

8 under 12- under

.

N
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Appendix A.7: Mental Arithmetic Test
.

r
E. HERE ARE SOME ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION PROALEMS. I 0OULD LIKE YOU

TO SOLVE THEM. DO NOT USE YOUR FINGERS TO HELP YOU, OR MAKE MARKS ON
cx)

YOUR PAPER.

5 + 3 =

2. 9 + 2 =

3. 8 - 2=

4., 11 -

O
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Appendix A.8: Nested Classification Tasks.

sTaskiik NESTED CLASSIFICATION

HERE ARE BUNCH OF THINGS. PUT ALL THE ROUND THINGS INSIDE THIS

4
(big) STRING. ITRING.(Put Small string inside) PUT ALL THE BUTTONS INSIDE

THIS (small) STRING.

Warm-m2 tasks (correct child's mistakes) ..

(green felt square) 'PLACE THIS WHERE IT GOES.

(brown:round button) PLACE THIS WHERE IT GOES.

(green wooden disc) PLACE TaS WHERE IT GOES.

(black square button) PLACE THIS WHERE IT GOES.

'Questions

THERE IS SOMETHING IN THIS BOX THAT GOES WITH THESE. (point and place

boX with round things not buttons),

s.
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1. COULD IT BE A SQUARE? 0

L ] no .[ ] can't tell.

a. [ yes IS ITA,SQUARE [ ]no [ ]yes [ ]can't tell

2. COULD IT BE A BUTTON? .

[ ] no [ ] can't tell

a. y4s IS IT A BUTTON? ]no -[ ]ye [ ] can't tell

r
3. COULD IT BE ROUND?.

[ ] no [ ] can't tell

a. [ ] yes [ ]no [ ]yes - [ tell

4. COULD IT rig BLUE?
-

[ Ino-STOP

[ ]yes [ ] can't t44

a. COULD IT BE A BLUE BUTTON?

[ ]yes 7 STQP

[]no

b. COULD IT BE A BLUE CIRCLE?

[ ]no*- STOP

[ ]yes

COULD IT BE A BLUE

[ ]no

[ ]yes

0

5. COULD IT BE A CHECKER? tea...,

[ ]no's [ ]can't tell
,e 421k

4

]yes _DOES TCHEAVE.TO BE ,16HECKER?,.[ ]no N [ ]yes

Taik Br NESTED CLASSIFICATION

(Plce new

THIS LOOP.

loop inside buttonl) PLACE ALL THE'WHITE,B1ITTONS INSIDE
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o
ye

Warm-u sks (correct child's mistakes)

(brown.square tile) -PLACE THIS WHERE IT' GOES..
*.

.(blue wooden disc) PLACE THIS WHERE IT GOES.

''''(whitirsquare tile) PLACE THIS WHERE IT GOES.

felt circle) PLACE THIS WHERE IT DOES,.

c;.:edv

.

estions

0M1,4HERE IS SOMETHS4G IN THIS BOX THAT GOES WITH THESE. (point and place

tbox'.with nonwhite buttons.)

.

a

k
. 0

1. COULD IT BE ROUND?

a [ no IS IT A BUTTON?

[ ] ))es IS IT ROUND?

[ ] can't tell

2. COULD IT BE A WpITE BUTTON?

['] no. [ ] can't tell

[ ] yes IS ITA WHITE BUTTQN?

3. COULD IT BE A SQUARE?

]no [lcan't tell

a [ ]IS IT A SQUARE?

4. COULD IT BE RED?

[ ]no [ ]can't tell ,

a'[ ]yes COULD IT BE.A RED CHECKER

5'. COULD IT.BE-WHITE?

no can't tell

a yes IS.IT WHITE?

COULD IT BE A BUTTON?

[ ]no ["]can't tell.

a [ ]yes IS IT A BUTTON?

[ ] no ['] Yep [ ]can't tell

[ ] no, [ ] yes ,[; ]can't tell

[ ] no [ ] yes

[ ]no ]ye

ott

O
(

[ ]rio

] no [ ] yes

[ ]no [ ]yes

[ ]yes
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ti

Check out

POINT TO ALL THE BUTTONS.

POINT TO ALL THE WHITE BUTTONS.'

POINT TO ALL THE ROUND NII1GS.,

248

NESTED CLASSIFICATION SUPPLEMENT

Questions

WHICR ARE THERE MORE Os', BUTTONS OR WHITE UTTONS? WHY?

WHICH:ARE THERE MORE OF, ROUND THINGS OR WHITE BUTTONS? WHY?

e

(STOP if both-of the previous questions are correct.)

40,

Otherwise -.(ipre;end the buttons are candy)

,

WHICH WOULD YOU R4THER HAVE, ALL THE CANDY OR ALL THE WHITE CANDY? WHY?

If correct - WHICH ARE THERE MAE OF, BUTTONSOR WHITE BUTTONS? WHY?

w

C

O

O

O

t

1.*

at

4

z,

7

.

4,1

O
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- Appendix Loop ,,Inclusiori,Tasks

glOts

(one loop, stick inside) THIS STICIc IS INSIDE BECAUSE I CAN'Tc...PULL',

THE LOOP OFF. (attempt :to pull) -

/

(two loops, orange insidebldk, stick insidelqApe, outs dae orange)

THIS STICK IS INSIDE, E-BLUE LOOP BECAUSE I CAN'T PULL IT OFF,. . (attempt)

THIS-STICK IS NOT INSIDE THE ORANGE LOOP BECAUSE I C PULL IT OFF.-

"(pull it off),

Task A

6/

\

Aro

PUT THE STICK INSIDE THE RED -LOOP BUT NOT THE-GREEN IT.

PUTTHE STICK INSIDE THE RED LOOP AND THE GREEN ONE,

V

COULD YOU PUT THE STICK INSIDE THE GREEN LOOP BUT NOT INSIDE THE RED LOOP?

[ ]no [ ]yes SHOW ME HOW.

1

s 1,

of

2



0

v

Task B

250

PUT THE STICK INSIDE THE BLUE RING ONLY.

PUT THE STICK INSIDE ALt THREE RINGS.

PUT THE STICK INSIDE EXACTLY TWO RINGS.

Task C
1:

PUT THE STICK INSIDE THE YELLOW LOOP BUT NOt THE GREEN ONE.

PUT THE STICK INSIDE THE YELLOW LOOP AND THE GREEN ON.

1

4*

L

.
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Appendix A.10: Class inclusion

O

X
X

POINT TO THE AIRPLANES. POINT TO THE HORSES. POINT TO,THE TOYS.

WHICH ARE TIME, MORE OF, TOYS OR AIRPLANES?

AP'

4

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF, AIRPLANES OR TOYS? (

4

)



Item 2.

/

3

7

*

"POINT TO THE, FLOWERS, POINT TO THE WHITE FLOWERS, POINT TO THE RED.
FLOWERS. #

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF, RED FLOWERS OR FLOWERS?

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF, FLOWERS OR RED FLOWERS?

'ta 4

.41

.4



4

A

Item 3.

S

253

POINT TO THE RED SHAP

. POINT,TO THE SQUARE SHAPES.,

POINT TO THE ROUND SHAPES.

.a.

1

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF, ROUND SHAPES OR RED SHAPES?,

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF, RED SHAPES OR ROUND SHAPES?

t

a

t'
1

rr



A Item 4.

A
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J

POINT TO_THE DOGS.

POINT TO. TIM CATS.
.

'POINT TO THE-ANIMALS'.

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF, ANIMALS OW CATS?

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF; CATS OR ANIMALS?

*
t)

a

I

Qs*

,

A



n

Item 5.

46.

J

255 -z'.

et'
0.

0

40

0 0, 0
0 © 40

O -

0 .

0 0

POINT 'TO THE BUTTONS.

POINT TO THE 'WHITE BUTTONS.

t

,POINT TO THE BLACK BUTTONS. ii .

WHICH ARE THERE MORE OF BLACKBUTTONS OR BUTTONS?

H ARE THERE MORE OF; BUTTPNS'OR BLACK BUTTONS?

ti

Ns.

O

_3
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'APPENDIX A.11. uahtitative Comparisons.

Item W-1. TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR MORE GREitONES,
OR IF THEY ARE THE SAME. WHY?

I
O .

00 . 00
4

' GREEN RED

Item W-2. TELL ME IF ITERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR MORE GREEN ONES,
OR IF THEY MU THE SAME. % WHY?

O 0 0
0 0 0 El

O

44, RED GREEN

. .

Item 1. TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR,MORE< GREEN ONES,
OR IF THEY ARE THE SAME. WHY?

0
0 0

Odp

O 0 0

RED GREEN '

sot

at.
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Item 2. TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR :".0kE GREEN .ONES,
. OR IFTHEY ARE THE SAME. WHY?

d.

Ixem 3 .

'0
..

0

GREEN RED

:

TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR :LORE GREEN ONES,
OR IF THEY ARE THE SANE. WHY? A

. ,

nt IF THERE ARE MORE 1D ONES

-
OR -IF THEY ,ARE THE- SAME. WHY?

-

4

. . -

OL MORE,p GREENONES,

.

r

MP.

....1

0,5. .

GREEN

RED

4 'a

1 ;

r
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Item 5.

258

TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR MORE GREEN ONES, -
OR IF THEY ARE THE SAME. WHY?

Olt
0 0 0 0 MI 0 0
00000000

G

GREEN

RED

Item 6. , TEJL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR MORE GREEN NES,
OR "IF THEY ARE THE SAME. WHY?

Item 7.

r

'

4 0
0

o
0

GREEN RED

r 1

TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR MORE GREEN ONES,
OR IFTHEY'ARE THE SAME. WHY?

00 0
0 0

0 0
0

0

k

RED

f)

GREEN

j

.0

a



Item 8.

r
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TELL ME IF THERE ARE MORE RED ONES, OR MORE GREEN ONES,

OR IF THEY ARE THE SAME. WHY?

et,

O

0

A.

GREEN
p

RED

2

e

4

O

L
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Appendix A.12. PMDC Tests

ar
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PMDC ARITHMETIC TEST, GRADE 1

STUDENT PROFILE SHEET

STUDENTS NAME
.

STUDENT'S ID NUMBER . 4

'TASK YES NO COMMENTS'

Count from 1 to 35 -

Construct a set, using means, corresponding '

to a written numeral (6) '

Count from 6 to 15

Count a picture set of horses (3)

Count a picture set of cows (71

16,or17 Count a picture set of

35

36

Construct, a set witn 3

to oral directions
Construct a set with 4
to oral directions

animalq101

members! in response

members in respoT

46 or 47 Count back from 6 to 1

23 or 24 Cotfit from 90 to 112

29 or 30 Count by tens from 10 to 130

40 ,5r 41 Count y twos from s= to 20

44 or 45
Count my tens to determine the number of
crayons ,n ;our boxes, each th i0 cra ons

staolisn !me numoer eduivaience to) or two picture
sets without explicit directions to count the sets
dr to establish 1-1 Tat:ring between the sets
Construct a set with more menders cgAn a given

pictured
Determine 4nether two sets nave the same number (9)
of members after the two sets wePe constructed by

1-1 matching
Determine the nummer of Temmers n a set having es-

tablisned tnat it is equivalent to a set with 7

members
Construe: .a set with less members than a given

pictured set I')
Construct a se: with one more member than a

given oictureo set
Construct a set mitr, one Bess member :Man a

given pictured set
Construct a set mitn the same number (7) of

memmers as a niven oictured '-tt

e .ne number wnicn comes ju t at.er a given

number (31
e 1 the number wnicn :ores just after 3 given

number ;8,.
"ell tne number wnich cores ;ust after a given

number (13)
-ell tne number wnich comes just before a given

number '51
e ll tne nummer

number ,3)
'ell, the number

number :4;

winch comes just before a given

wh1Cn cones Just DetOre'a given

,el, the number wnicn comes between ;No

numbers 3 and 5fl

'ell tne number wh'cn comes between two

numbers (7 and g)
Tell the number Ilicn comes between two
numbers '14 and161
Tell tne number wnicn comes between two
numbers '8 and V
o ve an addition pr plem-soiving exercise
sum 5). oral dire- ons 4°'

Solve a Sup

"minu

roolem-solving exercise,

ections
the number of a picture set (C) where one

peSet Ts exolttly shown (A) and a second

,subset d B). 4 '81 's given
Siveg.Xwb:4)Sjoint.sets (With a and 4 elements),
de"painiN).401'many altogether without Joining the

lists. :.

..etepT1oe.'keenumeel: 1 ) of a set wnich was formed
r rat 47 Irt-Lats weirs 3 and 4 members

So 4e afttssipg dddedfprobirm7solving exercise
(Sum 6 . grad OSreciih
Answero.c ass Irc(us cinq eg 11M, WItn0qt exa icic
direction, to tort.the 5101014mbers 10 1ev)

Answer act,ass'atmfusToo DU. tiohafter naving

Icounteo 'she' ersjityeactclet:.f th 10 Qr. .

°

)
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NOC ARITHMETIC TEST, GRAOE2

STUDSNT PROFILL SHUT
I

262

STUDENT'S NAME

STUDENT'S ID NUMBER

1

sponse
N ,,,.... r

,TASK . .
YES NO CEMENTS

.

.

1 Count a picture Set of dots113) .

,6 or 9 Count from 6 to 15
fa_

9 Count a picture set of horses.,(.3)

10
.

Count a Picture set of cows (7) . '
. . .dja11 or 12 rount a Picture set of animals (10) . e OM

14 or 15 Count from 35 to 46 . a

1 tir 22 count back from 6-to 1

'9 or 30 Count back from 44 to 25 ----..

'2 or 33 Count by tens from 10 to 130 . . .-

39 uetermine the number of a set represented
by 6 bundles of ten straws

45 Determine tne number of a set represented, by_5 red chips, each red chip stands for ten * .

1 or 52
.

Count by tens f to 126

a

.

40
orite he name al for a et represented by
gripes

,
Of ten craws an 7 single straws

.

41
el 1 the nyarDer, 0 set represented by 3-

1 .bundles of ten straws all , glestraws

42
Construct a set using Dun les o yen straws
and single straws corresoo ins t a

written numeral (34)
-

4

43
construct a set using tundles of ten straws ana
single straws. with a given number of members -
449,, in response to oral directions isa . IT

(V
."6

46,
;ri te the numeral for a set represented by 5 red
chips leach stanos for 101 and 3 white chips-

Teach stands for r j

r.

47
,ell the number of a set represented Dy 5red
chips l eachqtands for 101 and 3- whi to chips
leach stan fOr II .

..

.

.

.48
t'unstruct a s t using rea cnips (ID eachTana
wnite *hips ,1 each) cor,responding tp a
written num.'', (37) let

.

i
49

*.afistru,.t a t using red chips (10 each) ana
white Chips i1 each) t represent a given 'meter
c52 L, 11 r sponse to oral' directions .. .

o 1-
o %a .,

'513
7cr ,A

use cou rs beans) to some an addition
iiplem, 6

.
''

8 .se counters (beans) to solve a suotraction
problem, minuend 7 . \..

. .

23 use counters (beans) to solve a .addition
problem, 2-digit 18).. ) plus'("-dtg1t (51-1/4, .

a Jse counters beans) to solve a subtra ion
problem, 2-dgit (23) minus -1-digit (7)

.
se

..
--.-o

4o

.1.

5

1

20 Solve .s, written missing addend problem, sum 9
-.0

38 Solve a written ,-issing aoden0 Problem. sum 27 I
..7 eolve a written MifsIng addend problem,

involving multip-les of 10 onlye eolve a written missing addend problem.
inwer i of ten 1,20)

r
.

.
34 & 35

. ....4.-;.11.1_"
voi,e (without computation) an aadition problem
by using a reiateo eguatibn, ;'-diglt sum /241 .

36 & 37 ;jive 'witnout computation/ an addition problem.

h..y using I related equation. 3-digit sum q05) ,
.

2
urder four numoers (/, a, b ana a) from
smallest to largest

16 Tell which of two numbers (8 and 12) vs more
.

',34' fell...which of two numbers 119-and 3]) is more . .
.-

a 31, Jell which of two lumbers 17 and 4) is ;less
. .

''
El

2*

'T/ loentily name for the sari'," number (601 and 5.4) . .

18 Identify names for tf:e same number (4.1 and 3+2)

19 .;-. Identify names for the same number (6.1,.and 302) . - .

1.-
25.. .

.
*identify names for the same number (5-2 and 4-1,) ..

..k....
?6 ,- _ - ,

7 -2),identify names for..the Se* Dumber i ICI. b. and 1,!..z) . . .-

.11 .' i dent ify names' for the- same number (4e 1 "and 7-2)- " 1

. .

4..

i

. . -

4,
'

un,t.er a Oats lnc IDS iOn gueipor wl thOut .. ....

explicit directions to count- the_ members of
...Sets numbers 10 or less

.

. 13 .°.,
nswer a c ass Inc pat.:in question, a ter

having counted the Akobers in earn Set
.(.fNinbers 10 or less) - - -

.
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APPENDIX B

RECORD SHEETS

)

A

,r

o



Item 1

( ) airplanes

( ) horses

() toys

264

1. Class Inclusion,Recbfd Sheet

. r

TOYS or airplanes

airplanes or TOYS

WHY?

'Item 2

( flowers -red flowers or FLOWERS WHY?

,( ,rwhite flowers

( ) red flowers

Item 3

( ) red shapes

I

( ) square shapes.

( ) round shapes

Item 4

( ) dogs-

cats'

animals

Item 5

. (

14

FLOWERS or red flowers

round shapes. or RED SHAPES WHY?

/ -:

RED'SHAPES or round:shapes

ANIMALS or cats

tars dr ANIMALS'

WHY?

buttons black' buttons or BUTTONS 'WHY?'

( ) white buttons

-(') black buttons

Comments:

BUTTONS or black buttons

4

4



9

3 I

V,

265,'.

(2. Loop Inclus.ion Record Sheet '

TASK 'A:

Inside red, not green.

Inside rq,51, and green.

Inside green; not red.

TASK

,Inside blue ofily

Inside all three.

'Inside exactly two.

0

K C:

Inside yellow, not green.

Inside yellow and green.

R.

0.

I s

0

9

6

t.

- 4

.

"b

o
./



t
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3. Nested Classification Record Sheet (Task A)

START

A

yes

('LAS ST FY

Green -felt
warp
brown roun
button

Green' disc

black square
button

CT:' Can' t Tell

sisiStOr.

Q STOP

I

to.

YYr



0

.

d

267 79

.4. Nested Classification Record Sheet (Task B)..
rz

(1.)=
C.)

13) (1.)

3-1 rt:3
(1.)

0 0.)
C..)

CLASSIFY

Brown Sq.'
Tile

Blue _
.

Disc
White Sq.

Tile .

'White. Felt _7
-Circle'

4

0
00

r-1 4.5

f

>..
0, 0
0 0
0

.

0
0

ti OJ 0
L 3.5

11 J 0
0 T.4 r-1 4.5
4.1 .,-4

3 c3

Stop
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. 5. ,Counting Back and Just
,

Before - Just AfiereRecord Sheet.

`.

0C

ic

P
8

P
12

herbal 1=correct
0=incarrect
x=omit

Comments: .

Right

O

4

9 ,

Id

A I

,

' 5.

14 11,

:

before.
1=correct

.' 0 -i? =high

after. _4 0-4, =low,

5, x=omii
4'

I IN

..5 .

,
' -r-
.

SE0Vs4, k

-

111.

. .

Coammats:; S J

'

. .

a



20
more

,

B
8-6

Stop

. o

,r
wrong

269 ,

6. BetweenRecord Sheet.

g

is

3

J=ciirrect

0-14=p1s high

O -L =ans low Ak.

4

4

. .

ti .t

6

a 1'

7

1
wf

1

.11

1

4



at
U)

0

U)

co

i55

V,

4

I

0
Co

a

cr-t right

goad
;

270

7. CarabinalOrdinal Number Task A Record Sheet.
. itsi

immediately
correct

mmediatel
orrec

IC

frqm beginning

inrrrrprt

3C

cor.rec t

ans

rem nd
of 1/1

a

ans
#14 .right, wrong

Model
P = S +

q = in CL,

p = rbitrary

4
none 3

won

0
0
CD

U)
Cri

M
:1)

4

S

wrong

0.118

right

3'f) ow- 3h

I

b

f

r igh wrong

al

a '44

;
f.

intI33
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11,

v,41

9. quantitative Comparscks and Verbal Problems With Objects Record Sheet
. .

. , counted
counted after

. ITEM more red More green same to ans ' why WHY?

1 (more red) more green SAME

2 (more. red) MORE GREEN same'

3 (more red) moyi green SAME

1. 4 0

5 more red MORE GREEN same

(wore red) more green SAME

6 -(more red) MORE GREEN same
.

7 more red (more green) SAME-
, .

8 : more red,. (inoregreen;' SAME

'

[parens = larger display ['caps.= correct ans] .

Verbal Problems

*

. `

n . anser
- ,.

........
foil

objects
.. ,

Observable. processes [none' or describe]

1
..

....

,

2 2 . ,

. , .

a

,
7." ... . .

r
4 6

. o. ..,...
i.

5 ,.. 7
.

, .

.

\..,

'6'

1

4

.

.
.

A

.111=0.01101.11'
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10. Partitions Test Record Sheet.

N)

[1] .mote 'red

[2]

WHY?

more. blue

WHY?

more in 2

[4]-' more in 2
;,

p

4s
'more black

.

white

more in 3

same

same

same

more in. same

6. 6,

I a

14.

#

4--..

Alb



1

.- .

,:. ,
11. Mental. Atithmetid and: VOhl Problems- Without Objects Record Shy.

c. ---
, : .

-ReCorck Sheet i

Tape 3' ,
. ,, :, ,0 ,

,...,,

4,G1.11..01 raL .z. t..11111C1...1-1 .. '
response, time (sec). e..046`rv_ a`bie°13rd,e'Sses- [none, or describe] .

_ - _..
. -

5 4- 3 2 ' .
6 . .

.
' ...4 ..t 6

.

A .. 1 . ,
. ,...

8 - 2

, ..
. ,.

. . . d be

' :.- - - .
. . '

Verbal' Problems
. .., , . . . ;.

NO read by(1) first an rode Answer equation ObServable Processes -

(2) ' e (3) -, -.. , '

'

E,S,E+8 '
... ,
--s P W C,0 ,,,- , tilting o-..destribej..,,,, --

'', .
.

. .

-,% 7 , + 3 = 7 ' ... `.

, ., vv.... :-.-,
2 .

-"'..,.,,,,°, 8k_.- -2_k,
,..

. ,. 7

1 0 i
3

.,2 ,
. 11, :F , 5 =... .8

. . . , . ,,..
4 ' . . 3 ' 5 °+ .3. = 8,' ..c._ ..

5 , , 7 H.65: :.'.2 2 -. :-. 4ip
. . .

;. :4, ,
. / 1

.
7 ?;,-.47 -,,t

(

'(2) P = procesS information /I/ W = write equat on

(3)

. .
S 5. 4 wds E // "E < 4 wds-S// E yd .S:,. ,

'

C = closed -sentence

o

..o

// 0 = open' sente

yYi

' . ° °

St .
oz.

,

vtS



ADDITION

write
4 what s

said

Addition and
S'
Subtraction of Ordinal Numbers Record Sheet

.

_

.,

and

Observable Processes P = S + Q .

.

Commentsimmed fact count bn (Q)

.

count all (P)

ANS CP ANS 'CP ANS

[4' 7 P . P "P8 -

[5] 12 P .-11 10
, /

.

[6]. 3 4

4

. 4

(

[7]
.

.

.,:-

4.

SUBTRACTION

' write
\

wh/at's

said.

NY'

ans

immed faCt . count

CP'

back (9)

minQ

count

ANS(0. CP

'All (P)

minQ ANS(S)

source
.

minQ

of cardinality
,

tally

of.S

other-
.

.

4-

ANS (S)

[4] 4 ' S S

[51 .

.

4 S

. 4

,
-

[ 6] .. 7 S

. .

S .

'

.

S
.

4

171 8 S S - ,

,

5 . ,

.

"le

,CP = used correct process

) ) 9 4

a
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PREFACE
A

This publicattion shares with the interested individuals the results
of")n exploratCry investigation designed to gain insights into the
children's, mathematical formulation of observed actions upon objects. ..

It is hoped that the reader interested in research on young
i

chij.dren's,

mathematical thinking will find this publication a source of ideas for
further exploration of this area. , 1.

J tk

/ - q
.

A special gratitude is expressed to two doctoral students in Mathematics
Education at the FlOri'da-State Univers4ty: Patricia.CaMcbell, for assisting
the ,author with the managerial aspect's of the interviews', and. Max Gerling,
for videotaping the interviews.

J.

Thanks are due to the Project administrative assistant, Jvelle Hardy,
for coordinatiflg the technical aspects of the preparation of the report,' and.
to Joe Schmerler for7s'the typing.
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-D FOREWORD

gd Begle recently remarked that curricular efforts during the 1960's
laught us a great deal about how to teach bettermathematics, but very little

'about how to teach mathematics better. The mathematician will, auite likely,
agree with both parts of this statement.' The layman, the parent, and the

,elementaryelementary school teacher, however, uqestion the thesis that the "new math"'
,was really better than the "old math.",, At beSt, the fruits of tAe mathemat-.

. ics.currculum "revolution" were not sweet. Many judge them to be bitter.

"While some, viewed the curricular changes of the 1960's to be "revolu-
tionary," others disagreed. Thomas C.'O'Brienof Southern Illinois Univer-
sity at Edwardsville recently wrote, "Wehave not made any fundamentalmchange

.
, In school mathematics.111 .He cites Allendoerfer who suggested that a

.

curriculum which heeds the ways in Which young chil.ren learn mathematics is
needed. Such,a curriculum would be based on the understanding of children's

i
thinking and learning.. It is one thing, however, to recognize that a

, conceptual model for mathematics curriculum is sound and necessary and to ask
that the child's thinking and learning processes be heeded; it is quite

41* another to translate th@se ideas into a curriculum which can be used effec-
tively by the ordinary) 4iementary school teacher working in the ordinary
elementary school classroom.

Moreover, to propose that children's thinking processes should'serve as
a basis for curriculum development is to presuppose that ctrriclum makers
agree on what these processes are. Such is not the case, but even if it
were, .curriculum makers do not agree on the implications whichthe linder-
standing of these thinking processes would hate for,curricuIum development.

In,the real world of today's elementarytschool classroom, where not much
hope fOr drastic changes..for the better can be foreseen, it appears that in
order to build a realistic, yet sound basis for the mathematics curriculum,
children's mathematical thinking must be studied intensively in their usual
school habitat. Given an opportunity to think freely, thildre4tlearly .

display certain patterns of thought as they deal With ardinary.m4thematical
situations encountered daily in their classroom. g" videotaped record of the
outward manifestations of a child's thinking, uninfluenced by any teaching
on the "pert of the interviewer, provides a rich scurcefor conjectures as to
what this thinking is, what mental structures the third has developed, and
-how the child uses these structures when dealing with the ordinary'concepts
of arithmetic. In addition,an intensive analysis of this videotape

,;1,

,

generates some conjectures as to the possible sources of'what adults view as
children's "misconceptions" and about how the school environment (the teacher
and the materials). "fights" the oh'ld's natural thought protesses.

The Project for the Mathematical Development of Childr '(PMDC)2 set out

*,
1"Why Teach Mathematics?" The Elementary School Jourhal 73. (Feb. i973),
258-2,68. - .

....
__._ t

#2PMDC is'supported by thA.NationalScience Foundation, grant No. RES 74-
' 18103740.

.
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to create a more extensive and reliable basis on /dhieh to build mathematics

curriculum. Accordingly., the emphasis in the fitst phase is to tri to

understand the childten's intellecttal pursuits, specificallyotheinetteMpts
to acquire some basic mathematical skills and concepts.

The PMDC, in its initial phase, works:withchiidreri in grades 1 and 2.

These grades seem to comprise the crucial years for-the development Of

bases for the future learning-of mathematics, since key mathematical, con-
.,

cepts begin fo farm at these grade ley,els. Thechildren'emethematical
deveplopMent is studied bymeans of:

,

'1. One-to-one videotaped interviews subr q-seuently analyzed-by various

individuals.
e

2". Teaching experiments in which specific variables are observed in

a group teaching setting with five to fourteen children

i

, .
% ..

3. Intensive observations of children in their regular classroom ,'

se4ting. I
. .

I
I I M .

/
AM

'4.- Stow ies designed to investigate intensively theweffect of 41-,

particular va iable or medium on communicatingsmaehematfcs'to ycuhg ,

children. i
ti

,
.

N
n

5. Formal testing, bath group and one7Ato-ond,^designed o provide
.

' :-further insig is into young children's mathematical knowledge.

'The. .
. . , '''5

. .*' PMDC taff and the AdVisory Board wish to report,the RtojectI4
.

findings to all who are interested in Mathematical educations, :
4.

. ,

cComplishi4 this ts the PMQC'publication program.f.. MO V.

activities and
One means for

Many indlyidUalsconcributed.to the activities bf PMDC.. Its 'Advisory

Bo4td members are: "Edward Begle,Edgar Edwards, Walter Dick; Renee Henry.,;

John.LeBlanct ierald Rising, Qharles'Smock, Stephen Willoughby, and. Lauren

''.Woodby, 'The principal investigators are: MeklyneSthr, Tom Denmark,

kantey Eflvanger, Janice Flake, Larry Hatfieltd, William McKillip, Eugene

-D. .Nicholst, Leohard. Pikaart;'Leslie Steffe, and the ,Evaluator, Pay Carry.
A special/recognition for this publication is gien,to the PMDC Publication

Committee consisting of Merlyn Behr (Chairman),.-lhomasZ'ooney, and Tom

Denmark:

-Eugene b. Nichols,

r

Director o PMDC

r
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1, . THE Ep
N

ERIMENT '
...

...

,

As part of several types of research activities of the Project for the
Mathematical Development of Children,-a, clinical study of first and second
.grade children was-carried &it at an eiementaryystho4 of about 1,000
,children in the'southeast. The Purpose of the study was to find out how
childen interpret, in termt of.humber sentences, certain actions peEfArmed
on physical objects. The objects used were single unifix cubes. To obtain.

uniformity of' stimuli, a sequence of actions on the cubet was recorded on a.
videotape. The author performed the actions upon the cubes And subsequently
used\the tape individually with children.

The sequence of events in interviewing each chl.ld individually was as
follows:

4 -Step 1. After the child-Wrote his/her ,name on a sheet of paper, the
. experimenter-said:,

How about writing a number sentence'for me7-any.numbe
sentence you like?

.

If e child wrote something that was hot considered.a numbe'r.

sentence ,(examples appear later in the ,ext), the experimenter
said: - '

,

How about now writing something that has-a plus. or a
minus And an egualt sign?

°

Step 2. Next the experimenter said':
448k,

.Now I am going to talk to.you on TV. I'll tell.you tb do

.soimething. Yod watch and do it, OK?

1Step 3. The eight, action episodes were shown to the child on a 20 -inch]

Screen......After each episode, the tape was stopped, the child
wrote'a sentence, and then the next episode was shown.

. . .

. : Each of the eight episodes was presented in the same mode. The first
episode is fully.desCribed below along with the instructions in the order
in Whi

,

chtliey,were presented. These instructions were also repeated, in .'

each.ePisode. ,
.. . ,

1

,

Episode 1. Five-unifix cubes are placed on a fade as:follows: ,

O

S-
The experimenter points to each cube n'silence, giving the -

Child an opportunity tocount the cubes. Then he says, .

"Watch carefully." TwO blOckston-the left (Aild'iTviewr
are pushed off the table (a strip of cardboard.is used to
assure that the bloCks fall off simultaneously). then the

.
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-
experimenter says, "Write a number sentence that tells what
,I did." The resulting configuration, after the blocks 'have
been pushed off, remains visible on the screen for from
three to 4ivelseconds, then is phased out. The child writes
a sentence and is asked to Teed it. Tien the next episdde
is presented in the same sequence.

Episode 2. -
-.1 These three blocks are dropped'from the table simultaneously.

r' ..--

9

,

..

Episode 3. I

I.
V---

.
.

$ ..

(Cl C3 El 0 4-, t,

The experimenter picks up, the two block's with the right hand
. and removes then froM the child's view.

.

.

Episode.4. 3 . .

The experimenter 'picks up the one block with the left hand
4 and removes it from. the view of the child.

:EPispde 5.

1
The experimenter pushes simultaneously the two and the tree,
blocks together '(two strips of cardboard are used for this
purpose), so that,one pile of blocks is formed.

Episode , 0 El
.

The experimenter pushes the three blocks and theone block
together as in Episode 5.

.sss4,Episode
l . 1

r ,-' 0 . EC
< > .

, (

The experimenter, using two stlips of cardboard, simulta-
neously puthes apart the two and the four blocks, so that
two, sets of blocks are obtained at the opposite ends of

2

,

the table,.
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Episode 8.
.

,

0 0: 0- 0 0 0 0
:17 ' >

I

Thy experithenter pushes the'six and the one blocks apa2t,

as incEpisode 7.

THE RESULTS

.

% As previously mentionedit was necessary
\
o ascertain the children

had- some referent for the phrase number sentence, thus the directions,

How about writing a 'number se7ence for me--any number sentence you
like'? . .

..'

A . .

wasgivexifirt.Inresponsetothesedirecti.ons,the.following are some
examples of what children, wrote.

4

First graders

1 2 3'4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

, 11

r + 2 + 4 - 5

.

b..

. Second graders

I'like 2

I am nine years old-7-

I had 5 piedes

A boy is big
v-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11,12-1-3-

+

I am 6 years 91d.

5

It is interesting to not that the respo es the first. graders wrote to the

request for a number sentence fall into use categories:
4 '7

(1) a'sequence of numbers, or

°(2) a single number, or

(3) a phrase containing addition and subtraction,
r

k

In the examples above it can be seen that sec d graders are more flexible

in interpreting a unlimber, sentence." This int rpretatian_embraces English.
sentences whiCh refer to numbers as well as si'e.

Following the second set of instructions, A

9 i

3

A



How about now writing something that has.a plus or a minus and an equal
sign?

.

all children wrote number\asentences.

0

fOrlowin4 is a summary of the results for 22,first graders (beginning'
of March) and 25 second graders' (middle of October),

Episode 1. Five-blocks on the table, twopushed off
0

Oa, t-

i

Episode 2. Five blocks op the table, three pushed off'

s

.

5 - I.=° 2 12 (6h3 6v) 21 "(1711, 4v),°.
a

1 2

5 - 2 = 3 1 (i.) 1 (h)

,other 8 1
-

Episode3. Five blocks on the table, ,two picked up

Sentences written -B1 children Frequency
V ,

GN

' First graders ' Seconeiraaers

5 2 = 3

5 - 3 2

3
-,--

'3 1

other

12 05 horizontal, 14 (12h, 2v)
6 vertical)

0 ,3 (2h, 1v)

2 (h) 1 (h)

1 . 2 .

-7 5

.

- 5"- 2 =
o

3 12 (7h', 5v) . 21 (17h,,4y)
.,

3 1 2, 4 t
:

other

Episode 4. Five blocks on-the table, one picked up
-

5 - 1 = 4 11 (6h, 5v)

4 1

other 10

9 2-

19, (16h, 3v)

2

4

4 I II
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Episode 5. Two and three blocks pushed together

er

2 + 3 =" 5 3 (2h, lv)

3+ 2= 5 2 (h) \

5 = 0 = 5' 4 (3h, 1v)

5 2

5- 5= 0 2 (lh, lv)

other 9

9 (84; lv)

8 (7h, lv)

1 (h)

3

0

- 4.

Episode 6. Three blocks and 'one ,b,lotk pushed together

_
, ,3 + 1 = 4 3 (2h, lv) 12 (h)'

4- 0= 4 4 (3h, lv) 42 (lh, iv)

1.41
4 ,. 2 '2

1+ 3= 4 1 (h) 1 (v)

st

otber 12 8

Episode 7. Six blocks, four and two separated

6- 2= 4 9

6 - 6 = 0 2
.

, 6 a =' 6- e 3

6 - 4 = 2 0

, 0

(5h, 4v) E (h)

(lh,

(h)

lv) . 4

et 2

(h)

(h),.

2

c.

2
.

6 , 2 o-

' other 6

, Episode 8." Seven blocks, one andsix separated

I

7 - l'= 6 6 ,(4,k,. 2v)

-7 6 = 1 1 (v) -

7 7= 0 2 (lh, lv)

7 - 0 = 7 0

7 2

I I.

9

11 MI

0 0 al

5
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0 2 0

other 9

- DISCUSSION .

. . .

a . .

InSelectirig the first six 4pisodes 'the pMDC staff postulated "6171'

6

',responses. They were as follows:,, ,..

1. 5.- 2 = 3 -4. 5 - 1 = 4.

Sr - 3 = 2. 5. 2+ 3= 5 or 3 + 2 = 5

'3. 5, - 2,= 3 6. 3 +.1 = 4 or 1 + 3 = 4
t

4
,

,
Accepting .these, as "correct resporises," the percents of "success" are as

f011owS:

,
Episode First graders- 'Second graders-

1 5.5% .56%

2: 53%. '84%

3 55% 84%

,

'4 50%" 76%

5 23% 68%

6 18% 52%

"
With the exception of the first,episode, the second graders have given

the expected. response much more frequently, than the first graders. It

4
,4mouldprobatily be safe to,ascribit*,this difference to the effect of the

longer period of- teaching, during whih the predominant emphasis was on

addition and subtraatipl.

.1,It is_interesting to note the differences in preferences fqr thee 1-

horizontal over the vertical form of writiA2 sentences. For the expected

responses, the following are the percents of children who.used the

horizontal form (the "keyed" response is taken 0 bet100%).
. A

6

s' v
Episode

,

',First graders*
a

or)
Second graders

, .

.1 50% , . 48%

A

.a2 . , 50% 81%
..

3 J

4

58%

,

55%

I"

81%

84%



,
6

The second graders' greatpr
for*Episode 1) can probably also
particular school the horizQntal
vertical fOrm.

8'01 88%

75% 93$ ,

preference for the horizontal form (except
be attributed to instruction; at that
form Was used more frequently than the

, The construction of Episodes 7 and 8 was motivated by the investigac,-
.tions of children's conceptlbf equality, dAScussed,in otter PMDC
puSlication0.- The crucial observation Dade in thoSe inciestigations was
that first and second graders' reject the equality form a = b'+ c as being'
"Wrong" and ',backward." The author attempted to construct a dynamic
situat4en with manipulatives which might suggest.to'children this sentence
form., The obiious manipulation seemed to be a motion separating simulta-
neously a set of objects into two subsets. From the following results, it
is seen that the intended intergreation did not take place. It seems that
the sentence form a'+ b = c or a = b = c iS so-strOngly imbedded'in
children's thinking.that they employ these forms to the exclusion of others
in interpreting actions upOn objects.

The following results' were obtained

Episode 7.

6 - 2 =

6

6 - 0'=

6 - 4 =

other

Episode 8.

7 - 1 =

7 -'7 =

7 - 0 =

7 - 6=

other

for the last two episodes:

Six blocks, four and two separated

First graders Second graders

4 41% 24%

9% 16%

. -

6 14% 7%

2 0% 12%

Seven blocks,
i

36%

one and six -separated

40%

°
6 27% 44%

0 9% 8%

7 14% 0%

1 5% 16%

45% 32%

3Behr, S..Eriwanger, and E. Nichols. Hcw Children View Equality

Sentences -(PMDC Technical Report No. 3); and T. Denmark, E. Barco, and

7. Voran. Final Report--A Teaching Experiment on Equality. Tallahas-

see, Florida': Florida StateUniversity, 1976.

13
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Then complete abstinente'from 'writing the fotm a = b +c shuld be
investigated further'. AlthoUgh children rejectit as "wrong" and "backward,"
one mightIconAtruct.ansexPerilient in which children could be enticed into
.pretending.that a sentence like 6 = 4 + 2 is alright and then asked td tell .

a story about real objectswhih would fit this Sentence. It would be

important to search fdr models which seem sensible to children and which
promote the concept of equality as an equiyalerice relation,,, rather than as
an' operator. A.study carried out by Coleen.Frazer4 points out that even .

college.gtudents do not possess an operational concept of the symmetric
property of equality. The ability of an individual to acctpt, with great
ease, the symmetric and possibly other properties of equality, does not
necessarily mean that this i dividual is able to work with equal success
with the two symmetric _forms.

This exploratory experiment suggested that children begin very early in
their school days to formulate m ntal constructs about the very crucial

- concept of equality and this particular construct, possibly extremely
inadequate, might persist thxoughout.the -:hater years.

Our informal observation ofsecond
children to use the phrase "is the same
that this phrase, rather than "is equal
children's mental construct Of equality

graders' whose teacher taught the ,

as" -.for the symbol "=" suggested
to" might be more conducive to
as a relation.

If one accepts the thesis that young children should indeed perceive
mathematics as an "action" subject and that the primary goal should be to
teach these children how to' do mathematics and, furthermore, if one would
want the symbOlism to be isomorphic to students' thinking about the actions
suggested by,,,the symbols, then the conventional use of the equality symbol
is inadequate., More than that, this use is contrary to children's percep-
tions. The symbol, which'would be consistent with children's perception of
mathematical Operations-would have to be a non-symmetric, one-way symbol.
For example, the'symbol in (4'+ 3) 7 would more closely correspond'
to.how first and second graders think about addition. It would suggest that

adding 4 and 3 results ip 7. The same symbols in 7 --=:?.* (4 + 3) should then-
possibly suggest separating 7 into 4 and 3. The latter situation, however,
raises the question about the use of the addition symbol:, is it really
analogous to the operation, expressed in (4 + 3) 7, as the child

perceives it? Perhaps separation of 7 into 4 and 3 would be more adequately

expressed by 7 > (4, 3) and corresponding actions-on objects performed in
such a way that 7 a- (4, 31 would be different from '7 (3, 4).

NC° '

.This investigation suggests that the sentences (3 + 4) --, 7 and
(3 + 4) portray non-symmetric-situations, as children perceive them,

thus suggesting that the equality symbol, intended to have, the symmetric
property, is not the most appropriate one to use. a

The matter of equality and'the baSic operations ds central to the
elementary school mathematics curriculum and beyond. The investigation

. *

.
.

4Frazer, C. D. "Abilities of College Students to Involve Symmietry of Equality
With Applications of Mathematical Generalizations," Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida, 1976.
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described in'ihis paper is only a beginning of the kind of research.that
should bmtvinue. The main'goallf the research should be to understand
how children, as a result Of their early experiences with mathematics, -,come
to formulate mental const'ucts which possibly dominate thear-thinking. for
a long time.

/
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CO ISSUES ARISING ON THE USE OF HAND-HELD. CALCULATORS IN SCHOOLS

. ,

by A3bi ratan D 'Ambrosio .. ....

,
Most of the objections to the use o$ hand-held calculatOrs

(BBC) schools. may be grouped into three 'main issues :

1st: HHC will block reasoning and will make individuals

mentally slow;

2nd: the use of HHC will make individuals dependent on

the machine, and the -absence of it will be a handicap

for daily needs;

3rd: HHC will broaden the gap between rich and poor,

developed and underdeveloped nations.

This talk will be addressed to questions derived from the

three issues above.' No doubt, there are fundamental questions which

may be inserted in the very important branch of WHY's'in education .A

further question, obviously depending on the one just. raised, is HOW.

We will touch only briefly .thy question of "HOW to use HHC. The WHY

iguestion deeply relies on philosOphica.1 considerations relating to

the overall goals and objectives of mathematical education, and its

-Underlying philosophy is present in the paper. We refer to [1] or
to [23 , for an expanded version. The second question, related to

"HOW" to use HHC, is the subject of much ongoing research and wi3.1

obvi'ously have a dynamic character, depending on the adopted philo

sojohy of education, in particular _of mathematical education,on accept

ad societal goals, on technological advance. Anyhow, we will

give a few examples on specific uses of HHC, as well as on some on-
going projects, and also reference sources.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF.

EDUCATION
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-Let us address initially to the first and second objections,
which are closeiy related. A Brazilian colleague of mine once said

. etv
that "if a child forgets its ColcUlator at home, it will forgets its
head". As a preliminary, I must say that this is not the conception
I have of the power and, potential of a child's head. What, indeed
be said of he power and functioning of a child's mind? Not goin
into an 'almost endless discuss,ion of the process of reasoning ofd

creativity, e can briefly say that INC reproduces, in a very uh---
IQ

sophisticate and crude way, some of the' basic operative functions of
the bralm.

In';-sev rol instances,. inventions which are, in a sense, similar

to that of .1-IH , have",caused impact and reaction. We might givel the
awprd to Plato, in is P ae rus , which descirl?-es a conversation-
between the yo g King :Theu-th ands the good.old King Thamus, of Egypt,
on,.the subject f the inventkon'of writing. The.Old Kinq dennounced
it as a danger or' civilization,. saying that Oildren and young
people, who used tb apply themselves to learn and l'etain whatever was

, . . ;
'taught them, wou d izow cease to exercise thei4 me/navies aridmnsegt.
would be less dil sent and capable,.

Similar
.

tions could be mentioned. Probably, the most strik
ing is the rationa e"of G.W. Leibniz, about his calculating machine.In
fact, the operation 1 concept in mathematics is a recent fact, direct
consequence of the i trention of arabic algarism's, which by no means re
present the .essence Of mathetnatics, and its inclusion 'in a course of
geperal studies is e4n more recent, which was. amp-1Y discussed in (21.
For lorig, manipulatiokof operations had been a merely mechanical

- ,ability, done with- the 4.id o'f instruments - or fingers and hands, recent
, - -

_
ly replaced -by ,the mechanical use of Arabic`algarisms and positional --

.4. .

,notation.. In ,other word\ , this is a mere mechanization of the structu
rewhiCh° is the basis of positional numeric systems. Indeed, quantita-
tive consider'ations, whic carry the rnednifig of precis counting anis,

. .
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up.to lower. two -digit numbers, are always an attribute of qualita

tive, analysis. Linguistic considerations are illustrative- - of

this'. We mention, in 'particular, the recent works on the Inca

"quipus", carriecj on by --:'Marcia and Robert Asplier (Si ,
which

imply a strong attribute aspect to quantitAtj_ve .aspects of a

Ito

discourse.' ?
We regrd the process of mentalization, of reality in- the '

following simplified scheme: A

HEAL{
SITUA,

, FORYULATF
PROBIZM

2t7110DOlik:Y C?
OF AUXIL1 ,F,CC P

;',CC.',S
STOIED Dci,

XT AR/
qMIIVtAU)

IN NATUPi LAN:GI:ACE

,.
...... J.

FO' 7.1.T 7 .7D

t

{A7ALYSI51 . TI AT: C?

( SOLUTION F' PCB LEY. f

ANALYStA
lsowria;J ez)?:`"-71'"

EOR,..7.LIZED

go.

PkNALYSIS) OF REAL
N

SITUATION
SOLUTIO PRO:ILE:4

FORVLATFD 111 NATURAL UV:CI:ACC

to'

at,

's
1..

4 '

r.

,

,

We agree with Rena ThOmts' description .of, mmathematics as a
- , ' o

finer language than natural langiliage to describe, .re'ali'ty.: ',%

Sio

4..
4
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As mentioned before, and .anthropological research reinforces this
view numbers appear with the precision of units only in the lower
,range. Exemplifying, no one, with the exceptionof children doing

t. 4xercises and exams in arithmetics, and of. machines, ever use
umbers like "1,432,173". When ,someone needs these 'numbers, which
ccur in very specific branches of activities, they are dealt with

. ,

, be it with the. recent electronic equiprtibnt orby mechanical means
w the mechanical heavy machines of the turn of the century.Meaa

'd important capability of "Wise and experien.acIsl"while, the needed an
men, which call for godd quantitative- evaluation, has been entirely
subdued by the false importance of calculations precise to the unit!
It would be- Useless to repeat examples of school failure in mathe

matics which coulci be avoided by a minimal amount of quantitative
common sense. Th' s quantitative - common sense has "been, alinost im-
possible to achieve due to overburdened emphasis on merely mechanic
al abilities, .wh'
the human mind.
bly make -'man le
and more confce
in some - a f
.Then, a HHC
used.

This brings us to the second issue. The depenijence on the
machine is, indeed, a false issue. The argument between ,Kings Theuth
and Tharnus could be reproduced in .practically,every moment when a

new invention is put into practice. It is remarkable the fact that
Arabic algarisms were ,forbiddN by legal edicts in-Florence in the
close of the XIII centuiry, and myself remember that when ballpoint
pens were introduced, we we ;e not allowed to ,use, them, otherwise our

'handwriting would he spoiled to the point that we would be unable to

ch undoubtedly do not{ represent the potential--
The overall and generalized use of HHC will proba-

s. concerned with detai],s of "precision to the unit"
ned with global quantitative evaluation. Of Fourse,
- instances, precision to the unit may be desirable.

r eve'i a larger machine will bp needed'and properly

write in an intelligent way. Probably, when wrist watches were in.-
Vented, people would d6ject, saying that "the moment your watches breaks,

5
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you will be unable to distinguish sunrise from' sunset ". The old-
always reject. the new. This rejection is probably the most active
force against the absolutely needed dynamical characte2. which should
prevail.in the educatiOnal process.

In fact, we brought tO--aiscussion agood, comparative-exar,ple
for the issue of prectreCounting. Although in sortie dailSt,,prActices,

4 precise timing is needed, and appropriate. chronological devices are
used, for most of our routine activities uhpreeise ,and even intuitive,,
time measurement are satisfactory. No one would dare to, say -he is
sleeping i-n daytime for the reason his Watch is not: workinsi:. As sae

said' before, the overall and generalized use .of HHC rill' have the, ef-
fact dof changiriitrthe forces from "precision tb* the. unit" to global
quantitative evaluation. 1 HHC will alWays be' available. to iomeone_,

and with the 'same ease that we borrow a pen from a colleague. when we
sforget ours, or we aSR a passerby 4,n the^s"treet "11,1hat. time is it?",we

will
.r need

HHC.

.be -able to remedy the situation of not having
.t.,is felt. It is remarkable to notice the drop-

', They are cheaper than books: ,indeed the cos.

a HHC. at hand when
"in the price ;off

4of a low cost model
.

of HHC .goes in the largest part to commerciltflization'. 4
5We, now. come to discuss the very important -issue of what ,influ

ence will HHC have in social' unbalan,ce which prevail:in most countries,
and -wha.ch'seems to resist educational efforts. And also ,abb,ut the
, . - , , .

urgent 'need of bridging the gap between developed and underdeveloped
J . .. .

_ countries''. / s
. .' In both ,cases, the local social "unbalance or the global) world

/

desequilibriuh bet0een "haves" and "have nots" can be challenged
A

only by eliminating the strikipg differences 'between .availpble bas i.0

'-equiptfient and abilities. This is the rationale hollowed by training
prograMs1 this was the raAionalerbehinck school systems .set up -1* the

,declining aristocracy to meet the 'challenge of the professio'ntal guilds',
and this is the rationale* for underdeveloped countries investing most
of their human. and material resources in educ* ation. For more dis

4 4
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cussion on this 'we refer to 12) . Indeed, the abjective of all

these prpgrams is to prepare generations to compete with adequate
. .

abilities and tools. This competition, understood-in it broad

and global aspect, is the ultimate goal of an evolving society.,

in its full conception. Be it a lower class family with dopes of
>

)their children having better professional opportunities, be it

an underdeveloped' nation trying to deal and trade with developed

.2 nations it more \dignifying circunstances . In both cases it is

.necessary that the challenger be fully prepared to -deal with the

. established structure, and'if riot in possession'of the full eq

- ment, certainly knowinv how effectively powerful this equipment

is. By rejecting ,sophisticaion in education with the arg1:1,Trient of

"this is costly" or "we are notyet ready ,for this ", socially un

priv,ileged classes or less developed nations'. risk perpetuating

through the eucational system a 'status quo" which they - must

change .The oppressive pbwer. ofi "art absent electronic brain", is
much more effective, then the debts Which might result from learn4*
ing that there is not such a thing:

Probably, the young boy in a Peruvian village who, 1/4aftev

much-effort, learned how to do arithmetic with paper and pencil, /

goes for a job in a, ai-ty, , and sees the 'boss pressing a few buttons

and ..getting .the results_ out of that ':electronic brain ", will ex

perience the same sensalion as hip ances,ter warriors who- met the

gigantic arinbured compleXes of "Spaniards on orses". They were
.

regarded as single .entitie5:.

To shtroduce HHC: in a-school system is much more arciatter.

of _attitude; and the understandable and expected eaction to its

use muSt be faced. .This can be minimized if HHC is alloyed --j`3.,to

.

come into -use, rather than forced upon a school` system. .Several

strategies May be adapted. A rather successful one is ito . bring

,
them into playing an important role -in teacher training, through

. -

modelling courses. -See, for. example (4) and (5) . HHC muse be

brought into a useful device- for daily practices. Once the teacher

0 I
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is "liberated" fro-in prejudices and fear of HHC "spoiling.minds",,

the acdeptance of the instrument as a companion in daily practices

will be-,conveyed to children. At the same time, evidence of-rather

immediate advantageOus results of the use of HHC ih schools may be

an important factor. Research, projects on HHC, conducted-in schools,

have the adva.4tage of showing such results. Rather than the results

,of the research in iself, the main goat is to bring
9

.awareness to

the use of HHC. Im the Institute of Mathematics, StatisticS and

Computer Science of the,_ State University of Campinas, we conduct a

chain of research projects, in ,classes of .30 to 40 students, in

various levels of schooling.

Ciao typical project is beirig Conducte,d in a lower income

private school in the city of Campinas. A class-room of .45 students

at the 7th year of Primary School (14 years Old) is diVided- into

groups oC 15 sbudents. Group A has no access to machines', Group B

hsas -limited access to machines (during class period) and Group C

hasdc"total access to the machines ( taking theni home) . Classes are

conducted in the usual way, with the normal program:No change in the!

attitude of the instructor' nor in the choice*of curricular material,

examples or h6me work. Three tests are given with intervals of one

vieek, with the same kin4 of exercises and problems. The attitude of

the student is observed and compared, in 'the course of the experi -

_
ments..

.Although the programatic material is not prepa'red for the

utilization of HHC resources, the general attitude of the student

should be affected, in the sense of giving him bettbr and more

adequate methodology .for _the utilization of that we have called

'nary equipment"..This easnes's is dealing with equipment in

.
the analysis of real world problemsi or situations is the goal we

hope to attain with the use of HHC.

In dealing with Mathematical Modelling, the use of HHC may'

pridge the gap between Mathematics and Applications, at an early

stage.Con:cepts of the Calculus, like limits, derivatives and ap-
.

4.
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proximations 'find, 'in the 'use .of HHC a 'natural vehicle for ,rather,

immediate applications. Model building, pi9viously largely. re-

$trained to finite mathematics, has the possibility of reaching,

through numerical manipulations, continuous phenoMena. A few. eIe-

mentary examples are discused in [4) and 15j.

Furthermore, plausible reasoning, as presented by G.PolyS ,

can be conveniently adapted to bring up ,a full understanding of

hypothesis forming, in the very essence of the axiomatics method.In

fact; borrowing from-an example amply dis.gussed'in t5], we may

present, through HHC*, the full "mentalization" of analysis .arid so-

lution of real problem situations`. Starting with the example' of a -

life-saver which has to reach a swimmer in trouble in a beach resort,

we are able to.build up the entire'pi-ocess of formulating hypotheses

j

-7
'.6.eco

---
A

---------

t

which ate approximations of a real situation. To`bringthe situation

;f-
f)

3
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fiom the picture or the*'left to-the diagram on the right represents

the very essence of modelling. After this, the use of HHC shows,by

simple computations involving solution of right triangles, through-

Pythagoras' theorem, that the solution of -the problem of minimal path

is indeed a broken line. `The location of the point to "enter into

the 'water" is found through a nesting interval technique.Thie ex

,mple puts fnto effective combination, both the very deep. conceptual

Approach of axiomaticsi regarded as .a modelling of natural phenoment

in the purest line of thought of Euclid, Newton, and others, and the

use of numerical methods as a tool for the analysis of the same natu

xal phenomenum modelled into a mathematical problem.

. A larger number of examples like the one just described,

always close to the reality in which the educational processis rking

place, will- enable HHC to find its meaningful use in mathematical

education. When we say reality we imply cultural and ociologic-4?

framework, built up in an appropriate motivation fox' the age grwp

in which the educational experience is taking-place. And 'when we .say
meaningful use ii mathematical education, we mean HHC used not merely

as a ,tool for doing less fainfull, ric.aningless computations, bu t as
-t

a companion which can make .possible through quantitative manipulation

the mathematical analysis of natural phenomena, thus enhancing mathe

matics in its proper place among' the sciences.

Summing upi the use of HHC will Fallow for the never before

experienced pOwer of employing numbers in modelling ,real problems

situations and keachin'g their understanding.

A

10

At
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